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Abstract 
This thesis examines non-formal settings for development education by non-
governmental organisations (NGOs). I focus on teaching and learning 
methodologies and on the attitudes and actions generated in learners. The 
study is informed by transformative learning theory, particularly as developed 
by Jack Mezirow (2000) and by Paulo Freire (1970). I look at opportunities for 
non-formal transformative learning in both Britain and in Spain and the use of 
participative methodologies to develop knowledge and understanding of and 
attitudes towards global development issues. I consider how such personal 
transformations might lead to social change and how a postcolonial analysis 
might affect the way issues are presented. This is a qualitative study informed by 
interviews with staff from seven organisations in the UK and seven in Spain. 
Illustrative cases are also provided based on observations of three non-formal 
educational activities in each country and interviews with learners attending 
these courses. 
 I found that the extent to which participative critical dialogue was generated by 
such development education activities varied and depended on a number of 
factors, including the length of the course and pedagogical styles of the 
facilitators. Learners showed signs of transformation through the activities. 
Many talked about increased self-esteem and changes in understanding and 
attitudes. This had consequential influences on behaviour, particularly relating 
to more sustainable consumer behaviour and other lifestyle or career choices. I 
note that, through opportunities for transformative learning, participants also 
formed networks that could contribute to social as well as personal 
transformations; this relates to the stated aims and objectives of the NGOs and 
thus has important policy implications.  
Key Words: Critical thinking, dialogue, social justice, global education, 
participatory methodologies. 
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Chapter One:  
The Research Problem 
Introduction  
In this chapter I describe the journey that brought me to researching this topic, to 
which I hope to make an intellectual contribution. As a young person I always 
took an interest in ethical issues and social causes. I began to notice that the 
world was increasingly interconnected and our decisions, opinions and values had 
an impact on others. Resentment of migrants, fear of other religions, 
discrimination and an eroding sense of community are examples of conflicts 
within our society which suggest the need for consideration of the way we live 
and interact with others. Fostering a peaceful, fair and cohesive society has 
implications for everyone. Furthermore, it is increasingly recognised that the 
interconnected nature of global trade, our use of resources, and modes of 
disposal, all have consequences that need to be understood if they are to be 
developed to the common benefit. As individuals and as members of 
communities we need to understand our role in this complex relationship, and 
the possibility of transforming the elements that may produce injustice. 
I studied philosophy at university, engaging with theories of justice and debating 
age old ethical dilemmas, yet I felt my real knowledge of the world was limited. I 
had always been interested in learning Spanish, seeing this as one way of 
broadening my understanding. On graduating I trained as an English teacher and 
ŵŽǀĞĚ ƚŽ ŽƐƚĂ ZŝĐĂ ? DǇ ĨŝƌƐƚ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ǁĂƐŝŶ Ă ƉĞĂĐĞĨƵů ĂŶĚ
relatively prosperous country where I did not see many cases of extreme poverty 
and never felt much culture shock. It was not until I saw the differences between 
Costa Rica and the neighbouring countries of Nicaragua, Honduras and 
Guatemala that I saw some of the poverty I had heard about. In learning about 
the recent histories of these countries I was struck by how years of civil war, and 
more recently the mono-cultivation of coffee, had produced some of these 
ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ? / ǁĂƐ ĞǀĞŶ ŵŽƌĞ ƐƚƌƵĐŬ ďǇ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉĂĐƚ  ‘EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ ? ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ?
particularly the USA, had had on the perpetuation of this misery. 
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After two years in Central America I moved to Barcelona where I worked for two 
Non-Governmental Development Organisations (NGDOs): Educación sin Fronteras 
and Intermón Oxfam. Here I became more interested in international 
development and was introduced to the way NGOs encourage learning about 
global and development issues, known as development education. I enrolled on 
an adult education course run by another NGDO. By this time I had developed a 
fluent level of Spanish.  
On my return to the UK to study for a DĂƐƚĞƌ ?Ɛ ĞŐƌĞĞ ŝŶ ŝƉůŽŵĂĐǇ ĂŶĚ
International Relations, I looked for non-formal courses in development 
education and could not find anything similar to the one I had studied in Spain. In 
the Masters I focused on NGOs, Human Rights and Theories of Justice. I began to 
volunteer with a Development Education Centre (DEC) and a Refugee Forum, as 
well as starting a research internship with the UNESCO Centre for Comparative 
Educational Research. I worked in educational research for two years before 
beginning my doctoral study, which tied together my multifaceted interests of 
development education, Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), comparative 
research, adult learning and social justice. I thought I could make a contribution in 
this area and I began to define my project. 
Locating the Research 
&ƌŽŵǁŽƌŬŝŶŐŝŶE'KƐ ?/ƌĞĂůŝƐĞĚǁŚĂƚĂŶŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?ŚĂĚďĞĐŽŵĞ ?/
found this problematic, but at the same time understood the importance of 
engaging the public in some of the issues of social justice and inequality that 
affect consumer behaviour, trade rules and personal attitudes. I felt NGOs were 
well placed to address these issues through education. I was aware that there 
was little non-formal or adult development education in the UK that went further 
than campaigning, and I began to consider the political nature of this work. This 
prompted the idea of a comparative study between Britain and Spain, where 
from my knowledge of each context, I felt there would be interesting contrasts 
within development education. Both countries had been developing work in this 
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area significantly over the last twenty years and a comparative study could 
produce useful learning opportunities and impact on practice. 
I came across critiques that suggested development education lacked intellectual 
rigour as it deliberately selected facts to support a particular, often considered 
Leftist, perspective (for example: Scruton 1985; Cox and Scruton 1984). At the 
ƐĂŵĞ ƚŝŵĞ / ďĞĐĂŵĞ ƵŶĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ ǁŝƚŚ ƐŽŵĞ ƉŽƌƚƌĂǇĂůƐ ŽĨ ůŝĨĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?
TŚĞǀĞƌǇƵƐĞŽĨƚŚŝƐƚĞƌŵ ?ƵƐĞĚƚŽƌĞƉůĂĐĞ ‘dŚŝƌĚtŽƌůĚ ? ?/ĨĞůƚĐĂƌƌŝĞĚƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞ
ƐĂŵĞ ĐŽŶŶŽƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? /ƚ ƐĞĞŵĞĚ ƚŽ ĂƉƉůǇ Ă  ‘ŽŶĞ-size-fits-Ăůů ? ĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ ? ǁŚŝĐŚ /
knew from my limited experience in Central America to be mistaken. This raised 
questions about charity and justice, my responsibility for acting upon injustice, 
ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞŶĞƐƐ ŽĨ Ă ďĞŶĞǀŽůĞŶƚ ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞ ƚŽ ŚĞůƉ  ‘ƉŽŽƌ ? ƉĞŽƉůĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
 ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ? / ĂƐŬĞĚ ŵǇƐĞůĨ ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĐŽƵůĚ ĚĞĂů ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞƐĞ
ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ ? ĂŶĚ ƌĞŵĂŝŶ  ‘ŶĞƵƚƌĂů ? ŝn the face of politicised agendas, while still 
attracting funding, either from the public or government departments such as the 
Department for International Development (DFID). Yet I also questioned whether 
this education should attempt to be neutral given its implications for social 
justice. 
I looked to the work of Paulo Freire (1970), cited by the Spanish and English NGOs 
as an important contributor to development education. Having worked as an 
educator of adults I found his work an invaluable starting point. It became clear 
to me that education could never be neutral. As Freire (1970) suggested, it can 
either domesticate or it can free people, allowing them to participate in the 
transformation of their world. I wondered how development education could 
fulfil this role, and via Freire I found transformative learning theory. 
The role of values and ideologies in education is an important philosophical 
question. Values may be context specific and socially constructed, yet they play a 
vital role in social change and cannot be ignored. I considered different theories 
of justice and their ethical implications, from Kant´s (2002) categorical imperative 
ƚŽZĂǁů ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? )original position and beyond through the work of Amartya Sen 
(2009). Indeed, these, and other, philosophical theories undoubtedly influenced 
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my understanding of social justice, and the realisation that there are many valid 
ways to consider ethical choices. While these informed this thesis, it is beyond 
the scope of this work to discuss in depth the merits of different philosophical 
interpretations of justice. Perhaps the most important lesson was that use of 
different theories of justice could change the outcome of an ethical choice. 
Therefore, understanding how our theories and values affect interpretations 
must come into a discussion of social justice. 
The way values are framed within a discourse is an essential element of 
education. Adult education has been led by intellectuals, such as Freire, with a 
commitment to a particular ideology (Morgan 2009). We need to understand 
how education can make a positive contribution to society, while accepting 
ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶ ƵŶĚĞƌůǇŝŶŐ ǀĂůƵĞƐ ? Ɛ DŽƌŐĂŶ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ŶŽƚĞĚ P  “ ? ? ?Ăůů ĂƐƉĞĐƚƐ ŽĨ ŚƵŵĂŶ
behaviour are, to some extent norm-governed. We cannot escape this in life 
generally and neither can we in our contemporary practice oĨĂĚƵůƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?
(p. 18). Particularly when threatened by spending cuts, the importance of this 
work on government policy is in need of discussion. This is an issue in both of the 
countries in which the research took place.1 
In Western Europe our society is increasingly individualistic and people are rarely 
aware of the ways their actions impact on others. The way we engage with and 
understand global issues, such as poverty, inequality, migration, development 
and aid, have many social repercussions, making it an area worthy of 
investigation. Engaging in learning about these issues requires openness to 
challenge assumptions about consumption, resources, exploitation and 
xenophobia. Yet these are not ideas people can be told how to understand. It 
needs to be a process of exploration, questioning and discovery if it is to have 
transformative potential.  
                                                      
1
 It is of interest to note the influence of contextual issues such as the economic crisis, in both Spain 
and the UK. The full effects of this were not felt at the time of the data collection, but changes in 
government and large spending cuts also have an impact on public attitudes to development aid. In 
times of economic crisis public opinion may move to support issues closer to home. The extreme 
unemployment, particularly in Spain, is an issue that could potentially have changed the data if the 
research had been conducted a year later. Yet I argue that these questions are important in any 
economic climate and this thesis considers some means of engaging with them. 
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Indeed, in the 21st century the way issues affect us on a global level requires a 
different approach to learning from the education of the 19th century, designed 
ƚŽĐƌĞĂƚĞŝŶĚƵƐƚƌŝĂůƐƵĐĐĞƐƐ ?ƐK ?,ĂƌĂ ? ? ? ? ? )ŶŽƚĞĚ P 
The success of the industrial 20th century was built on a worldview 
that was developed in the 18th and 19th centuries. The patterns of 
mind or consciousness that emerged at that time, although 
immensely successful in producing the material advantages of 
industrial society, are no longer adaptive to the complex social 
demands of the emerging contexts in the 21st century. It is crucial, 
then, that if we wish to improve our chances of making the journey 
into the future well prepared to succeed in it, we will need to identify 
or develop ways of cultivating the requisite modes of consciousness. 
(p. 66) 
There is an argument that people should be encouraged to think ideas through 
for themselves, for their own context. Decisions today affect not only our 
immediate communities, but people on a global scale. We need to be equipped 
to consider our own choices and learn to engage with policy decisions made in 
our name. The crux of the problem then, is how can development education cope 
with these highly complex issues, cultivating modes of consciousness that will 
enable us to address the many international problems we face, from wars and 
famines, to pollution and depleted resources, without telling people what to 
think or engaging in propaganda? In order to provide spaces for people to 
develop this consciousness I argue that NGOs need to work in non-formal as well 
as formal educational settings. 
Aims of the Thesis 
As NGOs begin to have more complex conversations with the public, 
opportunities for non-formal development education are significant. The 
European NGO Confederation for Relief and Development claimed that more 
informed citizens could provide critical support to reformers in their countries 
and thus foster more coherent development cooperation policies (CONCORD 
Development Education Forum2). Development education has ramifications for 
                                                       
2
 ³&21&25' LV WKH (XURSHDQ 1*2 FRQIHGHUDWLRQ IRU 5HOLHI DQG 'HYHORpment. Its 26 national 
associations, 18 international networks and 1 associate member represent 1,800 NGOs which are 
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our attitudes to poverty and inequality and the way we interact as these issues 
come to life in our own communities. More radical NGO challenges to global 
inequality argue for a critical analysis of global structures and their impact on 
poverty. They prioritise challenging the causes of injustice rather than treating 
the symptoms (for example: Jubilee Debt Campaign3; World Development 
Movement4).  
Open and participative methodologies purport to encourage transformation in 
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐ ?/ŶƚŚŝƐƚŚĞƐŝƐ/ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝƐƐƵĞƐŽĨĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞĂŶĚĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ
through listening empathetically to a range of perspectives. I look at critical 
engagement with issues and the extent to which underlying assumptions about 
justice and development are examined or reinforced. I consider approaches to 
knowledge, the ways change is envisaged by NGOs and how they aim to generate 
this in learners. This thesis is informed by transformative learning theory, which I 
look at in depth in the next chapter.  
I go on to look at literature surrounding the role of NGOs in development 
education and some examples of empirical studies in this area. From this I 
develop my research questions, having identified a gap in the current literature. I 
then outline the methodology and methods that inform the research. Chapters 
Five, Six and Seven provide a cross-case presentation and analysis of my findings 
and Chapter Eight outlines some illustrative examples of non-formal development 
education. I then offer a discussion of the transformative potential of 
development education and the contribution to knowledge of this research, 
before drawing some final reflections leading towards a conclusion. 
 
                                                                                                                                                     
VXSSRUWHGE\PLOOLRQVRIFLWL]HQVDFURVV(XURSH´&21&25'ZHEVLWH>YLHZHG2FWREHU@
Available from: http://www.concordeurope.org/Public/Page.php?ID=8&language=eng 
3
 ³Jubilee Debt Campaign has its roots in Jubilee 2000 and earlier campaigns for the cancellation of 
SRRU FRXQWU\GHEW´ Jubilee Debt Campaign website: [viewed 10 October 2011] Available from: 
http://www.jubileedebtcampaign.org.uk/?lid=281 
4
 ³7KH :RUOG 'HYHORSPHQW 0RYHPHQW :'0 LV D 8.-based anti-poverty campaigning 
organisation. We have a worldwide reputation for tackling hard-KLWWLQJ FRQWURYHUVLDO LVVXHV´
WDM website: [viewed 20 June 2010] Available from: http://www.wdm.org.uk/about 
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Chapter Two:  
Concepts and Frameworks 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to define the concepts and frameworks through 
which I analysed my data, giving an account of some important contributors to 
theory. Since this was a qualitative study I compared my findings with theory 
throughout the process. The crux of my research problem was how learning can 
affect attitudes towaƌĚƐ ŐůŽďĂů ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? ĂƐ ƐƵĐŚ / ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚ  ‘transformative 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƚŚĞŽƌǇ ? as a key framework for analysis. Therefore, I look here in detail 
at how this was defined by Jack Mezirow (1991, 2000, 2003). I pay attention to 
the way he argued we can transform frames of mind. 
I maintained a responsive relationship between my data and the theory 
throughout the research process, giving deeper focus to aspects of theory that 
emerged as important through my data. This allowed me to identify the aspects 
that were essential in the interpretation of data and those that particularly 
applied to development education conducted by NGOs.  
The first aspect to emerge was ideology critique; an analysis of social norms and 
the assumptions behind them. I discuss the importance of conscientização and 
ideology critique, drawing on the contributions of Freire (1970) and Brookfield 
(2000), as well as the related concepts of critical pedagogy and popular 
education. The second was the role of emotional and spiritual dimensions of 
learning about controversial issues (Dirkx 2006). I reflect on the importance of 
these to transformation and how they relate to rationality. Underpinning 
transformative learning theory are the concepts of critical reflection and 
dialogue, which I examine in depth, taking into account different perspectives 
on these terms. I draw particularly on the work of and Buber (1947) and Paul 
(1990). 
Finally, when the boundary is blurred between campaigning and education it is 
important to consider the relationship between indoctrination and learning, 
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particularly in teaching complex issues and generating social change. I look at 
perspectives on indoctrination, particularly work by Rogers and Horrocks 
(2010), and how pedagogies and critical thinking are related to claims of 
indoctrination.  
Engagement with multiple perspectives is fundamental to the pedagogies 
associated with transformative learning, so it was important to consider these 
key themes, while focusing primarily on the work of Mezirow and Freire. I also 
found it essential to situate transformation theory within other literature on 
theories of learning. In this way I frame my understanding of learning with 
respect to diverse perspectives on learning and change. These concepts were 
used in the analysis and interpretation of my data and are integrated 
throughout my work. 
Theories of Learning 
For NGOs to provide education that engages people with issues related to 
global interconnection, it is important to consider how learning is conceived by 
these organisations. This is explored through my data in Chapters Six and Seven. 
Rogers and Horrocks (2010) asserted that learning comes from the interaction 
between the individual, the learning process and the socio-cultural context (p. 
100). These all overlap and interact. Learner-based theories include 
behaviourism, which is based on an objectivist paradigm and where learning is 
seen to be generated by responses to outside stimuli. According to Mezirow 
(1998) behaviourism claims that reality exists independently of mental and 
linguistic representations of the world, that truth is a matter of the accuracy of 
representation, and that knowledge is objective. A key premise is that learning 
is a change in observable behaviour (Merriam and Caffarella 1999: 29).  
Behaviourism has been criticised for characterising the learner as passive 
 ?ZŽŐĞƌƐ ĂŶĚ ,ŽƌƌŽĐŬƐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ĂŶĚ ĨŽƌ ŝƚƐ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů ĨŽƌ ŶĚŽĐƚƌŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ P  “ ? ? ?
sŝŶĐĞƚŚĞƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐĞĞŬƐƚŽĐŽŶƚƌŽůƚŚĞƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ?ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽƉƌŽĚƵĐĞƚŚĞ
ĚĞƐŝƌĞĚƌĞƐƵůƚƐ ? ? ?:ĂƌǀŝƐ ?,ŽůĨŽƌĚĂŶĚ'ƌŝĨĨŝŶ ? ? ? ? P ?  ) ?dŚŝƐĂŝŵŽĨĞŶƐƵƌŝŶŐƚŚĞ
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 ‘ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ ? ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞ ŝƐ ƉƌŽďůĞŵĂƚŝĐ ǁŚĞŶ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚĂŬĞƐ ƉůĂĐĞ ŝƐ ĂďŽƵƚ
complex or controversial issues. Indeed, some claim it is conformist and 
assumes that those in power have the correct answers, therefore reinforcing 
and reproducing the status quo (ibid). Learners are not encouraged to think for 
themselves and may become dependent on receiving knowledge from an 
 ‘ĞǆƉĞƌƚ ? ?ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚƌƵƐƚŝŶŐƚŚĞŝƌŽǁŶĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ?ĞƐƉŝƚ ŵĂŶǇĂƚƚĂĐŬƐƚŚŝƐ
remains an important theory. Indeed, for some types of learning this theory 
may be the best way to understand change. However, I argue that for learning 
about complex global issues, particularly where care must be taken to avoid 
indoctrination, we must consider deeper changes in understanding. 
Theories of learning with a cognitive orientation challenged the behaviourists in 
1929 with the work of the German Gestalt psychologists who proposed looking 
at the whole rather than its parts (Merriam and Caffarella 1999: 253). Mezirow 
referred to this as ƚŚĞ P  “ ? ? ? ŐƌŽǁŝŶŐ ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
structures of the mind that an individual brings to his or her encounters with 
ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ ? ?  ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ? ŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞ ƚŚĞŽƌŝĞƐ ĨŽĐƵƐŽŶ ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂů ĐŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞ
structures, using teaching methods that focus on the transmission of 
information through communication, explanation, inference and problem-
solving (Wenger 2009). Different types of learner are recognised and the 
importance of self-actualisation through learning is given more precedence. 
Humanism is another learner-ďĂƐĞĚƚŚĞŽƌǇ ?dŚŝƐŝƐĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚ P “ ? ? ?ĂŵŽǀĞ
away from the certainties of empirical science, the universally valid conclusions 
of objective research ... into a world of living complexity, uncertainty, instability, 
the uniqueness of iŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞĂŶĚƚŚĞĐŽŶĨůŝĐƚƐŽĨǀĂůƵĞƐ ? ? ?ZŽŐĞƌƐĂŶĚ
Horrocks 2010: 105). For humanists, learning is about fulfilment and meaning 
ƚŚĂƚŵŽǀĞƐŽŶĞƚŽǁĂƌĚƐďĞŝŶŐ “ŵŽƌĞĨƵůůǇŚƵŵĂŶ ? ?ibid: 106).5 
                                                       
5
 This idea is reflected in the New Humanism currently promoted by UNESCO. Irina Bokova 
(2011), director general of UNESCO, noted that Humanism has developed beyond the 
Renaissance definition to include respect for cultural diversity, human dignity and equal 
opportunities (Bokova 2011: 5). 
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Learner theories are also associated with experiential learning, which can be 
interpreted in a number of ways: 
It can mean a) learning from current experience ... It can mean b) 
ĞŶŐĂŐŝŶŐ ĂĐƚŝǀĞůǇ ǁŝƚŚ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ŝŶ ŽƌĚĞƌ ƚŽ ůĞĂƌŶ ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇ
 ?ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐďǇĚŽŝŶŐ ? ?/ƚĐĂŶŵĞĂŶĐ ?ƵƐŝŶŐŽŶĞ ?ƐƉĂƐƚĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƚŽ
challenge the present. It can mean d) creating experiences for 
ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ƐŽ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ ĐĂŶ  ‘ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ? ǁŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ ĂƌĞ
learning about. It frequently means e) learning by reflecting 
ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůůǇŽŶŽŶĞ ?ƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ? ?ZŽŐĞƌƐĂŶĚ,ŽƌƌŽĐŬƐ ? ? ? ? P   ? ? 
The role of experience may be relevant to learners in all of these ways. 
Experience also demands consideration of context, and may be associated with 
social learning theory, which stresses learning with, as well as from, others 
(ibid). Critical theory contributes to this debate by claiming that each society 
privileges some knowledge over others (Giroux 1983), focusing on power 
relations within each context. This also relates to some process-based theories 
which emphasise critical reflection on experience, often associated with Freire 
(1970).  
Consideration of these aspects of learning led to the development of 
ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀŝƐŵ ?ĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐƚŽDĞƌƌŝĂŵĂŶĚĂĨĨĂƌĞůůĂ  ? ? ? ? ? )P  “ ? ? ?ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀŝƐŵ
encompasses a number of related perspectives. A constructivist stance 
maintains that learning is a process of constructing meaning; it is how people 
ŵĂŬĞ ƐĞŶƐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ? /Ŷ ƚŚŝƐ ƐĞŶƐĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ŝƐ ŶŽƚ
discovering knowledge existing outside of ourselves, it is the construction of 
ŶĞǁƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐ P  “ ? ? ?ĂůůŬŶŽǁůedge is constructed  W and therefore contingent, 
ĐŽŶƚĞƐƚĞĚ ĂŶĚ ƉƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶĂů ? ?  ?ZŽŐĞƌƐ ĂŶĚ ,ŽƌƌŽĐŬƐ  ? ? ? ? P ? ) ? tĞ ĨŽƌŵ ŽƵƌ
personal constructs through feelings and ideas, events, places and people in our 
lives and our cultural background, what Bourdieu (1990) called habitus.  
/ƚ ŝƐ ǁŽƌƚŚ ŶŽƚŝŶŐ ŽƵƌĚŝĞƵ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ǁŽƌŬ ĂƐ Ă ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ŽĨ ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ? ,ŝƐ
concept of habitus could have informed this study and aided an understanding 
of how background and identity influence how we learn, as well as the issues of 
power relations in educational spaces. His contribution to the concepts of 
predispositions and habits of mind that influence transformative learning 
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theory should be recognised in understanding power for social change. 
However, to embark on a full discussion of Bourdieu was not possible within the 
constraints of this thesis, where I place emphasis on the role of pedagogy to 
influence transformation.  
ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀŝƐŵĂůƐŽĚƌĂǁƐŽŶ<ƵŚŶ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? )ǁŽƌŬŽŶƉĂƌĂĚŝŐŵƐ ?WŝĂŐĞƚ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? )
theory of cognitive development and ĞǁĞǇ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ĂďŽƵƚ
knowledge and experience. Piaget is often seen as the founder of 
constructivism and, while most commentators do not completely accept his 
ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ŽĨ ĐŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞ ƐƚĂŐĞƐ ? ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀŝƐƚƐ ĂĐĐĞƉƚ ĨƌŽŵ ŚŝŵƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƉĞŽƉůĞ
construĐƚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ŽǁŶ ƌĞĂů ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞŝƌ ŽǁŶ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ?  ?^ƵƚŚĞƌůĂŶĚ
1998: 86). It may be that some ideas appear incoherent and therefore reflection 
is necessary to resolve contradictions. As such, learning is seen as a process of 
negotiation (Merriam and Caffarella 1999: 266). This seems appropriate for the 
consideration of contested and complex issues. Indeed, Knowles, Holton, and 
Swanson (2011) claimed that adults want to make decisions in their own lives 
and be capable of self-direction in learning. 
These learning theories do not divide neatly into mutually exclusive categories. 
Indeed, the main proponent of transformative learning theory, Jack Mezirow, 
has been classified as a cognitivist and a humanist, as well as being seen within 
the constructivist school of thought (Rogers and Horrocks 2010: 114). Through 
ƚŚĞ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ?Ɛ ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ ǁŝƚŚ WĂƵůŽ &ƌĞŝƌĞ / ǁŽƵůĚ ĂůƐŽ ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚ ŝƚ ŚĂƐ ƐƚƌŽŶŐ
connections with experiential learning, social learning theory, critical theory and 
process-based learning. This perhaps suggests a balance between constructing 
knowledge about social issues, while acknowledging the importance of 
rationality. It draws on humanism in aiming for self-actualisation and 
emancipation, which necessarily involves recognising power relations. An 
account of transformative learning theory is thus required.  
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Transformative Learning Theory  
Given that the type of adult education considered in this thesis claims to aim for 
personal and social transformation, the key framework for analysis was 
DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ  ? ?991) transformative learning, or transformation theory. This 
allowed me to analyse the way NGOs engage people in learning and whether 
the pedagogies they use are likely to have an effect on their attitudes. One of 
the interesting aspects of this theory is the way it has been developed in 
dialogue over the years. Mezirow began this work in the 1970s when he 
developed ten phases of transformative learning (Mezirow 1978). His work was 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇ ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞĚ ďǇ &ƌĞŝƌĞ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ŽĨ  ‘conscientização ? ĂŶĚ
,ĂďĞƌŵĂƐ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĚŽŵĂŝŶƐ ŽĨ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ? ,Ğ ǁĂƐ ĂůƐŽ ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞĚ ďǇ <ƵŚŶ ?Ɛ
(1962) paradigm, which later became what Mezirow called a frame of reference 
 ?<ŝƚĐŚĞŶŚĂŵ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?/ƚƵƌŶŶŽǁƚŽŬĞǇĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐŽĨDĞǌŝƌ ǁ ?ƐĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶŽĨ
transformative learning. 
Transforming Frames of Reference 
As shown, there are many ways to understand the learning process. 
dƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ĂĚĚƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŽŶĞ ĐĂŶ ĂůƐŽ ůĞĂƌŶ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ P  “ ? ? ?
ďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůůǇĂǁĂƌĞŽĨŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶƚĂĐŝƚĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚĞǆƉĞĐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚ
those of ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ĂŶĚ ĂƐƐĞƐƐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŝƌ ƌĞůĞǀĂŶĐĞ ĨŽƌ ŵĂŬŝŶŐ ĂŶ ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?
(Mezirow 2000: 4)6. This is reminiscent of becoming aware of tacit knowledge 
(Polanyi 1967), that we may share with others by virtue of shared backgrounds 
or experiences. Tacit knowledge is acquired through daily life without us 
necessarily being aware of it, yet it affects our interpretations. It is seeking 
agreement on these interpretations that is central to communication and to the 
learning process. Mezirow (2000) defined transformative learning as:  
... the process by which we transform our taken-for-granted 
frames of reference (meaning perspectives, habits of minds, mind 
                                                      
6
 Many scholars have contributed to transformative learning theory and it was developed through 
dialogue (for example: Cranton 2000; Daloz 2000; Hodgkins 2008; Kegan 2000; Mayo 2003). 
There is not space here to describe all these contributions and I focus primarily on the work of 
Mezirow.  
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sets) to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, 
emotionally capable of change, and reflective so that they may 
generate beliefs and opinions that will prove more true or justified 
to guide action. Transformative Learning involves participation in 
constructive discourse to use the experience of others to assess 
reasons justifying these assumptions, and making an action 
decision based on the resulting insight. (Mezirow 2000: 8) 
Frames of Reference, also referred to as meaning structures ? ĂƌĞ ƚŚĞ P  “ ? ? ?
structure of assumptions and expectations through which we filter sense 
ŝŵƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶƐ ? ĂŶĚ ĂƐ ƐƵĐŚ ĂƌĞĐĞŶƚƌĂů ƚŽǁĂys of interpreting experience (ibid: 
 ? ? ) ?tĞŵĂǇŽƌŵĂǇŶŽƚďĞĂǁĂƌĞŽĨŽƵƌĨƌĂŵĞƐŽĨƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐ ?/ŶĚĞĞĚ ?ƚŚĞǇ P “ ? ? ?
often represent cultural paradigms ... learning that is unintentionally 
assimilated from the culture, or personal perspectives derived from the 
ŝĚŝŽƐǇŶĐƌĂƐŝĞƐŽĨƉƌŝŵĂƌǇĐĂƌĞŐŝǀĞƌƐ ? ? ?ibid: 17).  
A frame of reference has two dimensions; a meaning perspective or habit of 
mind and its resulting point of view or meaning scheme. A meaning perspective 
is a set of assumptions and is seen to have different sets of codes: socio-
cultural, such as ideologies and social norms; epistemic, such as learning styles 
and sensory preferences; psychological, such as personality traits (Mezirow 
1998: 7); logical; ethical; political; ecological; scientific; or spiritual (Mezirow 
2000: 19). These meaning perspectives becomes expressed as points of view, 
which are made up of clusters of values, beliefs, attitudes and value judgements 
that accompany and tacitly shape interpretation. This determines how we judge 
and attribute causality. Figure 2.1 gives my visual interpretation of a frame of 
reference. 
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Figure 2.1: Dimensions of a Frame of Reference:  
ƵƚŚŽƌ ?Ɛ/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶĞƌŝǀĞĚĨƌŽŵDĞǌŝƌŽǁ ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Perspectives are expressed through a point of view, which is made up of 
meaning schemes. These tend to operate outside of awareness and can be 
ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ ĂƐ ŚŽǁ ǁĞ ƐĞĞ Žƌ ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ P  “sŝĞǁƉŽŝŶƚƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĐĂůů ŽƵƌ
frames of reference into question may be dismissed as distorting, deceptive, ill 
ŝŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ ? Žƌ ĐƌĂǌǇ ?  ?DĞzirow 2000: 18). Indeed, because they are 
ŚĂďŝƚƵĂƚĞĚ P “ ? ? ?ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐĐŚĞŵĞƐƚĞŶĚƚŽĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĂƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĐŚĂŝŶŽĨĞǀĞŶƚƐ
or actions that are followed automatically unless they are considered through 
critical reflection and critical self-ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?<ŝƚĐŚĞnham 2008: 117-118). 
According to Mezirow, it is through frames of reference that learning occurs. 
This can happen in four ways: The first is by elaborating on existing frames of 
reference, this is the most common sort of learning. It involves expanding on, 
complementing, and revising present systems of knowledge, where new 
information fits in with what we already believe. The second is by learning new 
frames of reference. This might be done by coming across new ideas or 
perspectives, which can be added to existing frames of reference without 
disturbing underlying premises. The third is by transforming points of view. This 
ŝƐ ĚŽŶĞ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝŶŐ Ă ƌĂŶŐĞ ŽĨ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ƉŽŝŶƚƐ ŽĨ ǀŝĞǁ ?  ‘ƚƌǇŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŵ ŽŶ ? ĂŶĚ
changing beliefs or attitudes about a certain issue. These first three ways of 
learning happen at the level of the meaning schemes, or points of view. The 
fourth way in which learning occurs is through transforming a habit of mind. 
This is deeper learning and requires a questioning or challenging of underlying 
assumptions and premises on which our beliefs are based, which causes a shift 
in the codes that makes up a meaning perspective and this will consequently 
disturb the related points of view (Mezirow 2000: 19).  
Transformations of habits of mind can take place suddenly and dramatically, or 
can be incremental, where changes in points of view may culminate in a change 
ŝŶƚŚĞƌĞůĂƚĞĚŚĂďŝƚŽĨŵŝŶĚ ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ? ? ? ? ? )ĐůĂŝŵĞĚƚŚĂƚǁĞĐĂŶ ‘ƚƌǇŽŶ ?ŽƚŚĞƌ
points of view, but not other habits of mind, transformations in habits of mind 
must come through changes in related points of view, which come through 
exploring other perspectives (p. 20-21). For transformation to occur we must 
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learn to be open to other points of view, and go back and reconstruct what we 
know and how we know it: 
Transformation refers to a movement through time of 
reformulating reified structures of meaning by reconstructing 
dominant narratives. ... we transform frames of reference  W our 
own and those of others  W by becoming critically reflective of their 
assumptions and aware of their context  W the source, nature, and 
consequences of taken-for-granted beliefs. (Mezirow 2000: 19) 
Perspective transformation can occur painlessly through an accumulation or 
concatenation of transformations in set meaning schemes (Mezirow 1985). On 
ƚŚĞ ŽƚŚĞƌ ŚĂŶĚ ? ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ŵĂǇ ĂůƐŽ ďĞ  “ĞƉŽĐŚĂů ? ĂŶĚ
 “ƉĂŝŶĨƵů ?  ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? dƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ŝŶǀŽůǀĞƐ Ă ĐŵƉƌĞŚĞŶƐŝǀĞ ĂŶĚ
critical re-evaluation of oneself (Kitchenham 2008: 111-112). Indeed, the 
change must come from the learner and cannot be coerced (Poutiatine 2009: 
192-198). 
Mezirow, following Habermas (1984), posited that there are distinct domains of 
learning; instrumental and communicative. Instrumental learning is about 
controlling the environment and involves assessing truth claims. 
 “ŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƌĞĨĞƌƐ ƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐǁŚĂƚƐŽŵĞŽŶĞŵĞĂŶƐǁŚĞŶ
they communicate with you. This understanding includes becoming aware of 
ƚŚĞ ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ? ŝŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ ĂŶĚ ƋƵĂůŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉĞƌƐŽŶĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŶŐ ?
(Mezirow 2003: 59). This is done through rational discourse, which is critical and 
is an on-going process towards consensus building. For communicative 
competence and coping in the social world, learners must explore and 
negotiate their own values and meanings and reflect on the assumptions upon 
which these are based, fully participating in the discourse. So, following 
Habermas (1984), transformation theory constitutes a dialectical synthesis of 
the traditional, objectivist paradigm, and the interpretivist paradigm, which 
takes into account the importance of language and social structures in creating 
meaning. However, Mezirow (2000) noted that it is important not to 
dichotomise these two domains, as most learning includes elements of both.  
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Ideology Critique and Conscientização 
^ŽŵĞ ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ƉůĂĐĞĚ ƚŽŽŵƵĐŚĞŵƉŚĂƐŝƐŽŶ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů
transformation, and not enough on social action and change (for example; 
Collard and Law 1989; Brookfield 2000). This is an important debate within 
development education. However, Mezirow argued that social change could 
only come about through personal change. One must first be aware of the need 
to change. This could arise through critically reflecting on biases and 
assumptions, then connecting with others of a like mind, forming networks and 
relationships in solidarity with others committed to change, and finally learning 
what actions were appropriate to implement the change (Merriam and 
Caffarella 1999: 323). Mezirow saw this last stage as harder to encourage, but 
that it often arose naturally out of the previous stages of reflection, discourse, 
and looking for solutions to the problem.  
ŽůůĂƌĚĂŶĚ>Ăǁ ? ? ? ? ? )ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚƚŚĂƚDĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?ƐǁŽƌŬ ůĂĐŬĞĚ P  “ ? ? ?ĂĐŽŚĞƌĞŶƚ ?
ĐŽŵƉƌĞŚĞŶƐŝǀĞ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ŽĨ ƐŽĐŝĂů ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ? &ŽƌƚŚĞŵ Đollective social 
action should be an essential outcome of transformative learning and they 
ĐůĂŝŵĞĚƚŚĂƚDĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?ƐƚŚĞŽƌǇĂůůŽǁĞĚĨŽƌƚŽŽŵƵĐŚƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĚĞƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚ ?ǁŝƚŚ
too much emphasis on the individual, not enough on the collective and political, 
and noƚ ĞŶŽƵŐŚ ĂĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĂů ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ? DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ
has evolved since this critique in 1989. However, the role of social action 
remains an important question. In development education there is an 
underlying goal of social change existing alongside the premise that it is 
learning that is important, not coerced action. Hence this is an important 
debate in considering how NGOs meet their objectives.  
Mezirow (1989) responded to this critique explaining that meaning schemes are 
often culturally assimilated and can distort the understanding of premises, but 
that assumptions can be epistemic and psychological as well as socio-cultural 
and therefore the nature of appropriate action varies. He argued that: 
... our habits of expectation, which come to serve as meaning 
structures determining the nature of perception and cognition, 
often distort our interpretations of experience. Critical reflection of 
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the presuppositions of these uncritically assimilated meaning 
schemes and perspectives can lead to individual and social 
transformation. This process of perspective transformation can be 
individual (as in psychotherapy), group (as in Freire or popular 
education in Latin America), or collective (as in civil rights or other 
social movements). (Mezirow 1989: 170) 
The decision on how to take action post-transformation must be the decision of 
ƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶĞƌ ?ŶŽƚƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞĞĚƵĐĂƚŽƌ ?ƐĂŐĞŶĚĂ ?ƐŝŶĐĞ P “ ? ? ?ŵĂŬŝŶŐĂĐŽŵŵŝƚŵĞŶƚ
to an embattled social movement or a group of true believers can also foreclose 
critical self-ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?ibid: 172). Collective action will often result from critical 
reflection, but the learner may also decide not to take action at this time, or 
may find that this is impeded by other situational constraints. According to 
Mezirow: 
Making an enlightened decision free of epistemic, socio-cultural 
and psychic constraints is what emancipatory education is about. If 
the action chosen by the learner is acceptable to the educator, 
then the educator can and should help the learner research, plan 
tactics and develop the skills required for appropriate action to 
overcome constraints in these areas, but this is not the same as 
havinŐ ‘ĂŶŽǀĞƌƚůǇƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĂŐĞŶĚĂ ? ?(Mezirow 1989: 172) 
/ŶĚĞĞĚ ? ŚĞ ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ŐƵŝĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƐ ƚŽŽŵƵĐŚĐŽƵůĚ risk 
indoctrination. I discuss this later in this chapter. Mezirow was clear that there 
could be no simple linear relationship between transformative learning and 
social action.  
Critical pedagogies are closely related to ideology critique. Based upon a long 
history of critical theory, particularly influenced by the Frankfurt School of 
Critical and Social Theory7, critical pedagogy aims to inform the way we 
question society. This work draws on the writing of Horkheimer, Marcuse and 
                                                      
7
 The Institute was founded in 1923 as a response to a need felt by left wing intellectuals to 
reappraise Marxist theory. It was characterised by philosophical reinterpretations of Marxist 
WKHRU\LQUHODWLRQWRFDSLWDOLVWVRFLHW\DQG³E\DQLQFreasingly critical view of the development 
RI VRFLHW\ DQG WKH VWDWH LQ WKH8665´ %RWWRPRUH ,W KDV DGDSWHG LWV IRFXVRYHU WKH
years, including a period in exile in the USA, and by the time it returned to Germany in 1950 
µFULWLFDO WKHRU\¶ ZDV EHJinning to have a significant influence on understanding our 
interpretations of the world, acknowledging social structures, power and privilege as markers on 
the way  knowledge is perceived and accepted. 
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Adorno amongst others, who articulated a critique of positivism for its 
distinction between fact and value and the subsequent separation of 
knowledge from human interests. Later members of the School include 
Habermas, whose work on domains of learning heavily influenced Mezirow. He 
ƌĞĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƚĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƐĐŚŽŽů ?Ɛ ĞĂƌůŝĞƌ ǁŽƌŬ ? ƌĞŶĞǁŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞ ŽĨ ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ŽĨ
possible social knowledge (Bottomore 1984: 13). Literature about the influence 
of these scholars is also prevalent (for example: Bottomore 1984; Jay 1973). 
However, such an extensive literature cannot be discussed in depth here. 
Rather, I hope show the relationship between critical pedagogy, the work of 
Paulo Freire and the element of ideology critique in transformative learning.  
These theories are based on a framework of social constructivism in which 
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ŝƐ ƐĞĞŶ ĂƐ Ă ƐŽĐŝĂů ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ P  “ ? ? ? ĚĞĞƉůǇ ƌŽŽƚĞĚ ŝŶ Ă ŶĞǆƵƐ ŽĨ
ƉŽǁĞƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? ?DĐ>ĂƌĞŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐŝƐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚĚƵĞ ŽƚŚĞĂŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚ
and consent of individuals living in a society at a particular point in time. 
DĐ>ĂƌĞŶ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “Critical pedagogy asks how our everyday 
common-sense understandings  W ŽƵƌ ƐŽĐŝĂů ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶƐ Žƌ  “ƐƵďũĞĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ?  W 
get produced and lived out. ... The crucial factor here is that some forms of 
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞŚĂǀĞŵŽƌĞƉŽǁĞƌĂŶĚůĞŐŝƚŝŵĂĐǇƚŚĂŶŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ) ? 
Brookfield (2000) argued that critical reflection was a necessary but not 
ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶĨŽƌƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ?&ŽƌŚŝŵ P  “ ? ? ?ĂŶĂĐƚŽĨ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ
can be called transformative only if it involves a fundamental questioning and 
reordering of how one thinks or acts. If something is transformed, it is different 
ĨƌŽŵǁŚĂƚ ŝƚǁĂƐďĞĨŽƌĞĂƚĂǀĞƌǇďĂƐŝĐ ůĞǀĞů ? ?  ?ƌŽŽŬĨŝĞůĚ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ?-140). He 
ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĞǆĂŵŝŶŝŶŐ ƉŽǁĞƌ ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐand hegemonic assumptions 
must be integral to the definition of critical reflection, thus turning it into a 
ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů ŝĚĞĂ ? ?  ?ibid: 125). He noted the relationship to the Frankfurt School, 
ĐůĂŝŵŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ŝĨ ǁĞ ƚĂůŬĞĚ ĂďŽƵƚ  ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ? ŝƚ ƐŚŽƵůĚ ŝŶvolve a power 
ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ?WĞŽƉůĞƐŚŽƵůĚ P “ ? ? ?ƚƌǇƚŽŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĞǇŚŽůĚĚĞĂƌƚŚĂƚĂƌĞ
actually destroying their sense of well-being and serving the interests of others: 
ƚŚĂƚŝƐ ?ŚĞŐĞŵŽŶŝĐĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? ?ibid: 126).  
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That is not to say that he thought we could only think critically about politics 
and economics, it is also logical to consider power relations in our thinking 
ĂďŽƵƚƐĐŝĞŶĐĞ ?ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ ?ĂŶĚŵƵƐŝĐ ?ĂŵŽŶŐŽƚŚĞƌƚŚŝŶŐƐ P “dŚĞƐĞĂůǁĂǇƐŚĂǀĞĂ
political dimension in that they are all structured by and entail power 
relationships, dominant and contending discourses, and unequal access to 
ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ? ?  ?ibid: 127). He gave the example of critical learning about the 
natural sciences, where a particular mode of investigation is recognised as a 
universally valid mode of enquiry, despite it being developed in a specific 
context in which power issues were present. Of course, all knowledge 
developed in this context should not necessarily be rejected as an oppressive or 
exclusionary Eurocentric worldview. ZĂƚŚĞƌ ? ǁĞ ƐŚŽƵůĚ ĂĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?
their position of pre-eminence has not been attained because they exhibit some 
sort of primal universal force or truth; rather, their acceptance is socially and 
ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůůǇĐƌĞĂƚĞĚ ? ? ?ibid: 127). 
These ideas draw hĞĂǀŝůǇŽŶ'ƌĂŵƐĐŝ ?ƐĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐŽĨhegemony and of dominant 
culture, which people are convinced to think is in their best interest. Hegemony 
ŝƐĚĞĨŝŶĞĚĂƐƚŚĞƵƐĞŽĨ P “ ? ? ?ĂĐŽŵƉůĞǆǁĞďŽĨŝĚĞĂƐ ?ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐ ?
together with the form of language and expression in which they are 
ƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƚƚĞĚ ? ?  ?DŽƌŐĂŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? /Ŷ ƚŚŝƐ ƐĞŶƐĞ ŝƚ ƌĞĨůĞĐƚƐ ƐŽŵĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƚĂĐŝƚ, 
taken-for-granted assumptions described by Mezirow. Morgan (2002) 
ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚŝƐĐƵůƚƵƌĂůǁĞď ?ĂƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŽĨŚŝƐƚŽƌǇ ?ŝ Ɖ ĞƐĞŶƚĞĚĂƐĂĐŽŵŵon 
sense, even a natural condition. In class societies it serves to hide the realities 
of inequality and domination, or to present them as necessary and even 
ĚĞƐŝƌĂďůĞ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
Brookfield claimed there were two purposes of critical reflection, the first was 
to identify power relations and dynamics, the second was to uncover 
hegemonic assumptions. The subtlety of hegemony is that over time it becomes 
ĚĞĞƉůǇĞŵďĞĚĚĞĚ ?ƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞĐƵůƚƵƌĂůĂŝƌǁĞďƌĞĂƚŚĞ ?ƐŚĞƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ P “ƌŝƚŝĐĂů
reflection on hegemonic processes becomes transformative when it fosters 
ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ ƚŽ ŚĞŐĞŵŽŶǇ ? ǁŚĞŶ ŝƚ ƉƌŽŵƉƚƐ ĐŽƵŶƚĞƌ ŚĞŐĞŵŽŶŝĐ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ ? ?
(Brookfield 2000: 138). For Brookfield ideology critique described the process:  
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... by which people learn to recognise how uncritically accepted 
and unjust dominant ideologies are embedded in everyday 
situations and practices. Critical reflection as ideology critique 
focuses on helping people come to an awareness of how capitalism 
shapes belief systems and assumptions (ideologies) that justify and 
maintain economic and political inequity. (Brookfield 2000: 128) 
Ideology can be seen through language, social habits and cultural forms. 
Ideologies are experienced as elements of our personalities, in this sense they 
make up some of the codes that shape our meaning perspectives and frame our 
interpretations, our moral reasoning and our ways of judging what is true (ibid: 
130). For Brookfield reflection can only be critical if it recognises how ideology 
ŝƐ P  “ ? ? ?ĞŵďĞĚĚĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ŝŶĐůŝŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?ďŝĂƐĞƐ, hunches, and apparently intuitive 
ǁĂǇƐŽĨĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐŝŶŐƌĞĂůŝƚǇƚŚĂƚǁĞƚŚŝŶŬĂƌĞƵŶŝƋƵĞƚŽƵƐ ? ? ?ibid: 129). 
Ideology critique, then, means penetrating beneath the givens of everyday 
reality, to see the way common-sense understandings are constructed a certain 
way to serve the interests of the powerful, and thus perpetuate inequalities and 
oppression. According to Mayo (2003), the neo-liberal ideology can:  
...  easily lead one to think and operate within the logic of capitalist 
restructuring. This process is generally characterised by such 
features as that of converting what were once public goods 
(education among them) into consumption goods as the ideology 
of the marketplace holds sway. (p. 39)  
,Ğ ĂƌŐƵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ŝƚ ŚĂƐ ĂůǁĂǇƐ ďĞĞŶ ŽŶĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƐƚƌĞŶŐƚhs of Capitalism, a 
reflection of its dynamism, to appropriate a once oppositional concept and 
gradually dilute it in such a way as to make it an integral feature of the 
ĚŽŵŝŶĂŶƚ ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ? ?  ?DĂǇŽ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? /Ŷ ƚŚŝƐ ƐĞŶƐĞ ŝƚ ŝƐ ĐůĞĂƌ ŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ Ă
close relationship between ideology critique and development education, and 
there are questions regarding the extent to which development education 
works within the dominant ideology. 
The relationship between transformative learning and ideology critique leads us 
ƚŽ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ ŝŶ ŵŽƌĞ ĚĞƚĂŝů ƚŚĞ ĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ WĂƵůŽ &ƌĞŝƌĞ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ? &ƌĞŝƌĞ ?Ɛ
philosophy of education began with the premise that education could never be 
neutral:  
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... it either domesticates by imparting the values of the dominant 
group, so that learners assume things are right the way they are, 
or it liberates allowing people to reflect critically on their world 
and take action to move society toward a more equitable and just 
vision. (Merriam and Caffarella 1999: 325) 
Freire claimed that knowledge was coŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ P  “<ŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ
emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the restless, 
impatient continuing, hopeful inquiry [we] pursue in the world, with the world, 
ĂŶĚ ǁŝƚŚ ĞĂĐŚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ? ?  ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? dŚŝƐ ŝƐ ƚŚĞ ŽƉƉŽƐŝƚ Ĩ Ğducation as 
receiving information through being told by the teacher, something Freire 
ĐĂůůĞĚ  ‘ďĂŶŬŝŶŐ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ? Ŷ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ ŝƐ ĞƐƐĞŶƚŝĂů ŝŶ ŽƌĚĞƌ ƚŽ
analyse the way NGOs present information to learners. Banking education is 
unlikely to empower learners, since if students do not learn to think for 
themselves, they are unable to participate in democratic processes. As Freire 
noted: 
It is not surprising that the banking concept of education regards 
men as adaptable, manageable beings. The more students work at 
storing the deposits entrusted to them, the less they develop the 
critical consciousness which would result from their intervention in 
the world as transformers of that world. The more completely they 
accept the passive role imposed on them, the more they tend 
simply to adapt to the world as it is and to the fragmented view of 
reality deposited in them. (Freire 1970: 54) 
This critical consciousness or conscientização8 was defined as:  “ ? ? ?learning to 
perceive social, political, and economic contradictions ? developing a critical 
awareness ? so that individuals can take action against the oppressive elements 
ŽĨƌĞĂůŝƚǇ ? ?Freire 1970: 19). In this way students become empowered subjects 
achieving:  “ ? ? ?Ă ĚĞĞƉĞŶŝŶŐ ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƐŽĐŝĂů ƌĞĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ǁhich shape their 
ůŝǀĞƐĂŶĚĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌƚŚĞŝƌŽǁŶĐĂƉĂĐŝƚŝĞƐƚŽƌĞĐƌĞĂƚĞƚŚĞŵ ? ?  ?ĂƌĚĞƌet al. 2009: 
14).  
For Freire, social change was an essential outcome of transformation and could 
ŽŶůǇďĞ ĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ  ‘ƉƌĂǆŝƐ ? P  “ ? ? ? ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ ĂĐƚŝŽŶƵƉŽŶ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ ŝŶ
                                                      
8
 ,XVH)UHLUH¶VWHUPLQRORJ\LQWKHRULJLQDOPortuguese since the various translations into Spanish 
and English may hold slightly different connotations. 
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ŽƌĚĞƌƚŽƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵŝƚ ? ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐǁĂƐĚĞƌŝǀĞĚĨƌŽŵDĂƌǆĂŶĚŶŐĞůƐ ?
(1989) The German Ideology. It is understood as the action derived from the 
ĨƵƐŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŽƌǇĂŶĚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚĂƚƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚĂŶĚĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐŝƚ
ĂƌĞ ŽŶĞ ?  ?,ŽďƐďĂǁŵ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ?This relationship between reflection and 
action is central to praxis. According to Freire, people should be able to pursue 
their ontological vocation through critical and dialogical praxis. They should not 
knowingly constrain others from doing this, so no one ought to oppress 
another, where oppression is understood as:  “ ? ? ?ĂŶǇĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶthat objectively 
ĞǆƉůŽŝƚƐŽƌŚŝŶĚĞƌƐƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ ?ƐƉƵƌƐƵŝƚƚŽƐĞůĨ-ĂĨĨŝƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ? 
Through dialogue we should all consider what kind of world would enable all 
people to pursue their own humanisation, and to do this we ought to act to 
transform existing structures where critical reflection reveals that this is 
impeded. The key aim of humanisation is grounded in a theory of human 
development (Morrow and Torres 2002: 94), with a concept of ideology based 
in critical theory.  
Popular education also draws heavily on the work of Paulo Freire, and has many 
pedagogical similarities to transformative learning theory. Development 
education fits well within the parameters of popular education, which aims for 
changes in the political structure and a transformation of society (Serjus no 
date: 3). As Steele (2007) noted, popular education should demonstrate an 
ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐŽĨĐƵůƚƵƌĂůĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ P “ ? ? ?ĂĐĐŽŵƉĂŶŝĞĚďǇĂĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽĨ
ŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ?ŚĂďŝƚƐĂŶĚĐŽŶǀĞŶƚŝŽŶƐ ?ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĐĂƉĂĐŝƚǇƚŽƋƵĞstion the 
 ‘ŝŶĞǀŝƚĂďůĞ ŶĂƚƵƌĂůŶĞƐƐ ? ŽĨ ŽƵƌ ŽǁŶ ǁĂǇƐ ? ?  ?^ƚĞĞůĞ  ? ? ? ? P) ? WŽƉƵůĂƌ
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ŚĂƐ ďĞĞŶ ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚ ĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ ĞŵƉŽǁĞƌŵĞŶƚ ŽĨĂĚƵůƚƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ
democratically structured cooperative study and action, directed toward 
achieving more just and peaceful societies with a life sustaining global 
ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ? ?  ?,ƵƌƐƚ  ? ? ? ? ?Cited in Steele 2007: 290). It therefore draws on 
values of justice, equality and citizenship.  
Popular education uses a dialectic methodology, which starts with what is 
important to the leĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚŝƐ ŵƵƐƚ ŵĞĂŶ ĂĐƚŝǀĞ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ P  “/ƚ ŝƐ ŶŽƚ
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ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ ƚŽ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉ ŽƵƌ ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ĂŶĚ ĐƌĞĂƚŝǀĞ ĐĂƉĂĐŝƚŝĞƐ ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞůǇ ? ?  ?^ĞƌũƵƐ ŶŽ
date: 38)9. It is fundamental to the pedagogy that we consider the multiple 
dimensions of reality. This can be done by considering different perspectives 
and through active and participative methods and techniques, which:  
... permit the development of processes that are enriched by the 
contributions of everyone, contributing to collectively construct 
new knowledge and abilities, form collective identities at the same 
time as strengthening the identity and self-esteem of the 
individual. (Serjus no date: 44) 
Jara Holliday (no date) argued that there should be a strong methodology 
behind popular education. He discussed a number of techniques, such as group 
work, round tables, role plays, problems and puzzles, which could be used in 
popular education. The process should be creative and experiential, taking 
place in an environment adapted to the context, where participants feel safe 
and relaxed (Jara Holliday no date: 5). 
The importance of context is another area for which transformative learning 
ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ŝƐ ƐŽŵĞƚŝŵĞƐ ĐƌŝƚŝĐŝƐĞĚ ? /ƚ ŚĂƐ ďĞĞŶ ƐĂŝĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ
orientation toward autonomy uncritically reflects the values of the dominant 
culture in our society  W ŵĂƐĐƵůŝŶĞ ? ǁŚŝƚĞ ? ĂŶĚ ŵŝĚĚůĞ ĐůĂƐƐ ? ?  ?DĞƌƌŝĂŵ ĂŶĚ
Caffarella 1999: 333). I argue that the use of participation and personal 
experience in transformative learning, along with a safe space associated with 
popular education, allows context to be given appropriate attention within the 
transformative learning process.   
Spiritual and Emotional Dimensions 
ŶŽƚŚĞƌƉƌŽďůĞŵƌĂŝƐĞĚǁŝƚŚDĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?ƐƚŚĞŽƌǇŝƐƚŚĞƌĞůŝĂŶĐĞŽŶƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƚǇƚŽ
achieve critical consciousness. According to Merriam and Caffarella (1999) a 
ŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨǁƌŝƚĞƌƐ P  “ ? ? ?ŚĂǀĞƉŽŝŶƚĞĚŽƵƚƚŚĂƚ ƌĂƚŝŽŶĂů ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ŝƐĂƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇ
tĞƐƚĞƌŶ ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ? Ă ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŶůŝŐŚƚĞŶŵĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ ĞƐĐĂƌƚĞƐ ? ŵŝŶĚ-body 
ƐƉůŝƚ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐĚĞƉĞŶĚƐŚĞĂǀŝůǇŽŶŽŶƚŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĂŶĚĞƉŝƐƚĞmological issues, 
                                                      
9
 My translation from the original Spanish. This is the case for Spanish documents throughout. 
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which will be discussed further in Chapter Four. Here I merely note that our 
understanding of reality is an important area of consideration for learning. In 
claiming that interpretation and knowledge construction are important ways in 
which we gain understanding of our world, I do not deny the importance of 
facts or empirical evidence in how we learn. Far from it, it is essential to find the 
most rational way of interpreting facts to gain a best understanding of history 
and society. I agree with E. H. Carr when he claimed that facts cannot be said 
ƚŽ P “ ? ? ?ƐƉĞĂŬĨŽƌƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ? ?Ăƌƌ ? ? ? ? P ? ) ?ĂŶĚǁŚĞŶĐĂůůĞĚƵƉŽŶƚŽŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ
information we must examine the source. This does not mean surrendering to 
complete relativism.  
Wheen (2004) suggested that by stepping back from facts and valuing all 
interpretations as equally valid, there is a risk of allowing mistaken 
interpretations. An example is Holocaust denial. For instance, Richard Evans 
(1997) showed denial of the Holocaust can be refuted through the use of 
empirical evidence and a rational reading of the facts. Clearly, one 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ ŝƐ ŶŽƚ ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌŝůǇ ĂƐ ŐŽŽĚ ĂƐ ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ P  “/ƚ ĚŽĞƐ ŶŽƚ ĨŽůůŽǁ ƚŚĂƚ ?
because a mountain appears to take on different shapes from different angles 
of vision, iƚŚĂƐŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇĞŝƚŚĞƌŶŽƐŚĂƉĞĂƚĂůůŽƌĂŶŝŶĨŝŶŝƚǇŽĨƐŚĂƉĞƐ ? ? ?Ăƌƌ ?
2001: 21). Therefore, while I argue that interpretation and the use of a 
conceptual framework is essential, this includes the rational use of empirical 
evidence. 
All knowledge is partial and provisional, but it is also incremental (Wheen 2004: 
101). Scientific method has led to the cumulative advancement of our 
understanding of the natural world and of mathematical principles. Yet I 
maintain that power relations and the selection of facts can influence our 
understanding of history and society, and the location of knowledge within it. It 
is easier to identify untrue than true statements, and reason is the best tool we 
have to determine this. I maintain that while the physical world and its laws are 
fixed, our understanding is filtered through our interpretation of it, which we 
access through reason. Rationality has had an important impact on scientific 
and engineering knowledge that has cumulatively formed a deeper 
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understanding of the physical world. While it may be true that the extent to 
which rationality holds precedence over spiritual or emotional considerations 
may vary depending on the topic, to maintain that rationality is a purely 
Western concept, as Merriam and Caffarella (1999) suggested, might also be 
considered Ethnocentric. Nevertheless, to esteem rationality does not negate 
the potential importance of extra-rational or emotional influences in learning, 
and hence in transformation. 
Taylor (2007) pointed out in his latest review of the literature on transformative 
learning, despite much research supporting the importance of affective 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ P  “ ? ? ? ůŝƚƚůĞ ŝƐ ŬŶŽǁŶ ĂďŽƵƚ ŚŽǁ ƚŽ ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇĞŶŐĂŐĞ ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶƐ ŝŶ
practice, particularly in relationship to its counterpart critical reflection, and the 
role of particular feelings (e.g. anger, shame, happiness) in relationship to 
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ? ?  ?dĂǇůŽƌ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? dŚŝƐ ŝƐ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ĨŽƌ E'KƐ
teaching about emotive issues such as poverty, and there is a question 
underlying this about the role of positive and negative emotions in 
development education, I discuss this further in Chapter Six. 
^ŽŵĞ  ?ĨŽƌ ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ ŝƌŬǆ  ? ? ? ? ) ĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞĚ DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ? ŶŽƚ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŝƚ
required reason, but because it did not take enough account of affective 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĂŶĚƚŚĞƌŽůĞŽĨĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂůĂŶĚƐƉŝƌŝƚƵĂůĚŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶƐ P “DĞǌŝƌŽǁĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƐ
a rational process of learning that transforms an acquired frame of reference. 
Dirkx focuses on the nature of the self ? a sense of identify and subjectivity ?
which he sees as ƐŽƵůǁŽƌŬŽƌŝŶŶĞƌǁŽƌŬ ? ? ?ŝƌŬǆ ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁĂŶĚƌĂŶƚŽŶ ? ? ? P
123). For Mezirow:  
Transformative Learning, especially when it involves subjective 
reframing, is often an intensely threatening emotional experience 
in which we have to become aware of both the assumptions 
undergirding our ideas and those supporting our emotional 
responses to the need to change. (Mezirow 2000: 6) 
Dirkx (2006) suggested that constructing meaning through dialogue with others 
ĐŽƵůĚ P  “ ? ? ? ĚĞĞƉĞŶ ƚŚĞ ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ ŽĨ ŽƵƌ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ? ŽƵƌ ƌĞůationships with 
ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ?ĂŶĚ ?ĨƵŶĚĂŵĞŶƚĂůůǇ ?ŽƵƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐǁŝƚŚŽƵƌƐĞůǀĞƐ ? ? ?ŝƌŬǆet al. 2006: 
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127). He associated personally meaningful experiences, with learning that 
affects us at a deep and fundamental level, challenging our existing ways of 
thinking, believing, or feeling. While he acknowledged that these experiences 
foster radical shifts in our consciousness and way of being, he claimed that: 
... these kinds of personally relevant learning experiences are also 
deeply emotional, evoking powerful feelings, such as fear, grief, 
loss, regret, and anger, but also sometimes joy, wonder, and awe. 
At times, these experiences may leave us feeling deeply moved or 
shaken to our core. We are left with the feeling that life will not be 
as it was before, that this experience has created a sense that we 
cannot go back to the way we were before the experience. (Dirkx 
et al. 2006: 132) 
The relationship between these feelings and the kind of transformation 
envisaged by Mezirow is easy to see. Dirkx saw a key element of transformation 
coming from these deep emotions that can make us question our sense making 
and that this emotional transformation must accompany a rational analysis of a 
ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽƚƌƵůǇƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵ ?ŝƌŬǆ ?ƐĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚǁĂƐƚŚĂƚǁŚĂƚDĞǌŝƌŽǁ
described as beliefs and assumptions that make up frames of reference, are 
ůĂƌŐĞůǇ ĚĞƌŝǀĞĚ ĨƌŽŵ ƵŶĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐ ŝŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ P  “ ? ? ?
ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂůůǇĐŚĂƌŐĞĚĐůƵƐƚĞƌƐŽĨƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶĂůĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ? ?ibid: 135). 
He gave the example of an immersion experience in another culture that makes 
someone question their conception of time. This person may reflect on prior 
assumptions, which may result in a shift in a frame of reference, for instance 
that she no longer judges lateness in the same way as before, although it may 
not necessarily change her own use of time. He compares this to another 
learner in the same situation, who may associate, from earlier life experiences, 
use of time with arbitrary authoritarian uses of power. This means his frames of 
reference are emotionally charged and comparing use of time in his home 
country with that of the immersion experience could result in a disorienting 
dilemma that has a bigger impact on him than on someone who did not have 
such an emotionally charged frame of reference. In the first case the 
transformation gave way to a more tolerant view of time, in the second, the 
form is not really the frame of reference about time but rather highly 
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emotionally charged feelings about power and authority. In the first case critical 
reflection on assumptions seems quite appropriate to gauge the 
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ?/ŶƚŚĞƐĞĐŽŶĚŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞĨƌĂŵĞŽĨƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞŝƐŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚ
largely by unconscious psychic energy that is largely unaddressed through the 
ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ ?  ?ibid: 136). Therefore, Dirkx suggested that more 
than analytical critical reflection is required, as there are dynamics and energies 
involved that are not rational or conscious.  
Transformative learning theory is about deep learning. This often involves 
powerful emotions, and could be an unnerving experience. I believe it is 
important to consider this emotional side to transformation, particularly when 
dealing with potentially emotive issues. These deep emotional charges 
underlying beliefs and assumptions should be taken into account in a process of 
reflection. However, these two views are complementary rather than 
contradictory, with both rational and extra-rational influences affecting 
transformation. Care must be taken when dealing with emotions that 
reflections are not based on prejudice or desire. This requires a careful analysis 
of what it means to engage in critical thinking and dialogue. I turn to this now. 
Critical Thinking and Dialogue 
In this section I consider some of the key concepts associated with 
transformative learning in more detail, beginning with critical reflection and 
critical thinking. Mezirow (2000) argued that we uncritically assimilate 
meanings from others and that learning should be about negotiating these to 
gain greater control to live as social responsible decision makers who share 
democratic values. In its essence, critical reflection is about informing our 
ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶƐ ǁŝƚŚ ĂŶ ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ ŽĨ P  “ ? ? ? ƐŽƵƌĐĞ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ŽĨ ŽƵƌ ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ?
ǀĂůƵĞƐ ? ĂŶĚ ĨĞĞůŝŶŐƐ ? ĂƐ ǁĞůů ĂƐ ĚĞĞƉ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨƚŚe validity of the 
underlying assumptions and premises (Mezirow 2000: 6). This requires a more 
global or holistic view of the situation, where complexity is considered 
(Kitchenham 2008: 114). Critical reflection involves both objective and 
subjective reframing: 
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The former refers to critical reflection on the assumptions 
presented in a narrative or problem, while the latter involves 
ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ŽŶ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ? dŚĞƐĞ ĐĂŶ ďĞ
assumptions about a narrative; ... an organisation; feelings; or 
ŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ? ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? 
ƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ŝŶǀŽůǀĞƐ ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ŶĂƚƵƌĞ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐ ŽĨ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ
actions as well as considering their origin (Cranton 1994). Straightforward 
reflection may lead to a change in a meaning scheme, while only critical 
reflection can lead to a more profound transformation of meaning perspectives. 
There can be three types of reflection. Content reflection, which considers the 
actual experience itself and creates learning within meaning schemes, process 
reflection, which is thinking about ways to deal with the experience through 
problem solving and creates learning new meaning schemes, and premise 
reflection, which is examining socially constructed taken-for-granted 
assumptions and beliefs about the experience of the problem and why you 
come to understand it in a particular way (Merriam and Caffarella 1999: 328): 
... often when advocating critical reflection, educators 
ƉƌĞĚŽŵŝŶĂŶƚůǇ ƌĞĨůĞĐƚ  ‘ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ? Ă ƚĂŬĞŶ-for-granted set of 
assumptions (content reflection), instead of testing validity of 
those assumptions as in process reflection and critically 
interrogating them as in premise reflection. (Taylor 2007: 186) 
These different levels of reflection have been discussed by other authors. 
McWhinney and Markos (2 ? ? ? ) ĨŽƌ ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞ ? ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞ ƚŚĞŵ ƚŽ ĂƚĞƐŽŶ ?Ɛ
ƚǇƉŽůŽŐŝĞƐ ŽĨ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ? ĂŶĚ ƌŐǇƌŝƐ ?Ɛ ŵŽĚĞů ŽĨ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ? ǁŚĞƌĞ ĨŝƌƐƚ ŽƌĚĞƌ Žƌ
single-loop learning can occur at the level of content, without the need to 
question assumptions or worldviews. Second order or double-ůŽŽƉůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ P “ ? ? ?
reframes experience through double loops in which learning assumptions as 
ǁĞůů ĂƐ ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ ĂƌĞ ĞǆĂŵŝŶĞĚ ? ?  ?DĐtŚŝŶŶĞǇ ĂŶĚ DĂƌŬŽƐ  ? ? ? ? P  ?) ? ZĞĂů
transformation occurs through third order learning which can be described as 
ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐŝŶŐ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ?ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?ĂŶĚƚƌƵƚŚƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ ?
(ibid:  ? ? ) ? ^ƚĞƌůŝŶŐ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ ƚŚŝƐ ĂƐ ĐƌĞĂƚŝǀĞ ? ŝŶǀŽůǀŝŶŐ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ĚĞĞƉ
ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ ŽĨ ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ ǁŽƌůĚǀŝĞǁƐ ĂŶĚ ǁĂǇƐ ŽĨ ĚŽŝŶŐ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ?
Similarly, triple-loop learning can bĞĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂƐůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ P “ ? ? ?ĂůůŽǁƐƵƐƚŽ
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question and change values and norms that are the foundation of our operating 
ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? ?<ĞĞŶ ?ƌŽǁŶĂŶĚǇďĂůů ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?ĚĞĞƉĞƌůĞǀĞůŽĨ
engagement is required from the learner for this learning to occur; such a shift 
in perspective cannot be expected from merely receiving information, or 
 ‘ďĂŶŬŝŶŐĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ  ? ? ? ? ) ?>ĞĂƌŶĞƌƐƚŚƵƐŶĞĞĚĂ ƐĂĨ ƐƉĂĐĞŝŶǁŚŝĐŚƚŽ
openly examine the assumptions and worldviews they hold. 
Critical thinking, like critical reflection, is a term used a great deal in education, 
and needs to be carefully defined. Critical thinking requires considering back 
and forth between different sources of information, weighing it up and looking 
for new sources, building inferences and arguments and considering beliefs in 
order to solve complex problems (Halpern 2007). As such it is required for third 
order or triple-loop learning. 
Brookfield (1987) saw challenging assumptions as fundamental to critical 
thinking, along with the idea that practices, structures and actions are never 
context-ĨƌĞĞĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?ƌĞĨůĞĐƚƚŚĞĐƵůƚƵƌĞĂŶĚƚŝŵĞŝŶǁŚŝĐŚǁĞůŝǀĞ ? ? ?ƌŽŽŬĨŝĞůĚ
1987: 8). He claimed that we must also able to imagine and explore alternatives 
and let this lead to reflective scepticism. This requires considering different 
perspectives and not accepting things we have not thought about for ourselves 
(ibid: 9). We must be willing to adapt our opinions and judgements in light of 
the information available, and be open to that correction. This may include 
ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐŽŶĂĐƚƵĂůůŝǀĞĚĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ?ǁŚŝĐŚ P “ ? ? ?must be actively incorporated as 
part of the exploration of existing conditions and knowledge, in order to 
understand how these came to be and to consider how they might be 
ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ? ? ?arder et al. 2009: 13-14).  
Richard Paul (1990) discussed critical thinking in a similar way, but with some 
important nuances. First, he made a useful distinction between different types 
of problem; monological and multilogical issues. These are reminiscent of 
,ĂďĞƌŵĂƐ ?ƐĚŽŵĂŝŶƐŽĨ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ?WĂƵůƐƚƌĞƐƐĞĚƚŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞŽĨŬŶŽǁŝŶŐƚŚĞ
difference between different kinds of questions. Questions that are 
ŵŽŶŽůŽŐŝĐĂů P “ ? ? ?ĐĂŶďĞĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůǇƚƌĞĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŝŶĂŶĞƐƚĂďůŝ ŚĞĚůŽŐŝĐ ? ?ǁŚŝůĞ
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questions that are multilogical can plausibly be approached from diverse 
ǀŝĞǁƉŽŝŶƚƐ P “^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐŵƵƐƚůĞĂƌŶŚŽǁƚŽŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇƚŚŽƐĞŚŝŐŚĞƌŽƌĚĞƌƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ
to which multiple theories, frames of reference, or competing ideologies apply, 
and hence which cannot legitimately be approached ŵŽŶŽůŽŐŝĐĂůůǇ ? ?  ?WĂƵů
1990: 36).  
It is problematic to approach multilogical problems in a monological way, and 
yet this can often be seen in education. Indeed, Paul (1990) claimed that social 
sciences often address international issues from a monological, nationalistic 
ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ĚĞƐƉŝƚĞ ŝƚƐ ŝŶŚĞƌĞŶƚ ŵƵůƚŝůŽŐŝĐĂů ŶĂƚƵƌĞ P  “ ƉĞƌƐŽŶ ĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ
thinking about multilogical problems is comfortable thinking within multiple 
perspectives, in engaging in dialogical and dialectical thinking, in practicing 
intellecƚƵĂůĞŵƉĂƚŚǇ ? ?ibid: 562). 
Since global issues are multilogical in nature, we must develop critical thinking 
that can deal with that complexity fairly, rather than selecting knowledge that 
ƐĞƌǀĞƐŽƵƌŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ ?WĂƵůƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚƚŚĂƚ P “ ? ? ?ǁe are not truth seekers by nature 
but functional knowledge seekers, and widely accepted pseudo-knowledge is 
ŽĨƚĞŶ ƋƵŝƚĞ ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶĂů ? ?  ?ibid: 29). When we interpret facts, it is possible to 
allow them to confirm beliefs in which we have a vested interest, either 
personally, or as a society. This means that critical thinking must enable us to 
distinguish between fact and opinion and also to interpret facts fairly. This 
includes a large grey area, where we have to determine which facts are 
questionable, which are most important and which are peripheral, and what 
alternative interpretations might be (ibid: 218). 
In dealing with multilogical problems, Paul made a further distinction between 
sophistic critical thinking and fair-minded critical thinking. He noted that it is 
difficult to genuinely engage with perspectives thĂƚƌƵŶĐŽƵŶƚĞƌƚŽŽŶĞ ?ƐďĞůŝĞĨƐ ? 
so often critical thinking is weakened by the vested interests of the thinker. 
Knowledge depends on thought and is created by thought, we become 
objective only to the degree that we become open-minded. Sophistic critical 
thinking means approaching multilogical issues with a monological bias. This 
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enables sophisticated reasoning which can defend a given viewpoint through 
logical argument. However, it does not encourage us to empathetically consider 
the strengths of opposing perspectives, and therefore does not encourage an 
examination of underlying assumptions which we have internalised as fact. This 
means that our interpretation is filtered through our frameworks of beliefs 
which have not been critically examined. This may arise from an unconscious 
commitment to a personal point of view (egocentric) or a social or cultural point 
of view (ethnocentric). Fair-ŵŝŶĚĞĚ ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ŝŵƉůŝĞƐ ĂŶ ĂďŝůŝƚǇ ƚŽ P  “ ? ? ?
ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ ĚĞĞƉůǇ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ŽĨ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŽ P  “ ? ? ? ƌĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚ
sympathetically and imaginatively the strongest versions of points of view and 
ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬƐ ŽĨ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ ƚŽ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ŵŝŶĚ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŽ P“ ? ? ? ƌĞĂƐŽŶ
ĚŝĂůĞĐƚŝĐĂůůǇ  ?ŵƵůƚŝůŽŐŝĐĂůůǇ ) ƚŽ ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞ ǁŚĞŶ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ƉŽŝnt of view is 
ǁĞĂŬĞƐƚĂŶĚǁŚĞŶĂŶŽƉƉŽƐŝŶŐƉŽŝŶƚŽĨǀŝĞǁŝƐƐƚƌŽŶŐĞƐƚ ? ? ibid: 110). 
Critical thinking hinges on our ability to enter into dialogue and question our 
own underlying assumptions. Paul (1990) followed C. W. Mills in arguing that 
there are ƚŚƌĞĞ ƚǇƉĞƐ ŽĨ ďĞůŝĞǀĞƌƐ P ǀƵůŐĂƌ ? ƐŽƉŚŝƐƚŝĐĂƚĞĚ ĂŶĚ  ‘ƉůĂŝŶ ?  ?ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ) P
 “sƵůŐĂƌďĞůŝĞǀĞƌƐĐĂŶŽŶůǇŽƉĞƌĂƚĞǁŝƚŚƐůŽŐĂŶƐĂŶĚƐƚĞƌĞŽƚǇƉĞƐǁŝƚŚŝŶĂƉŽŝŶƚ
ŽĨǀŝĞǁǁŝƚŚǁŚŝĐŚƚŚĞǇĞŐŽĐĞŶƚƌŝĐĂůůǇŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇ ? ?^ŽƉŚŝƐƚŝĐĂƚĞĚďĞůŝĞǀĞƌƐǁŽƵůĚ
read books which oppose their views but only to refute them and to further 
their own point of view. Only critical believers would enter sympathetically into 
opposing viewpoints without being egocentrically attached to a point of view. 
dŚĞǇ P “ ? ? ?ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĂůůǇĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂŶĚƌĞĨŝŶĞŝƚďy a fuller and richer consideration of 
the available evidence and reasoning, through exposure to the best thinking in 
ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƉŽŝŶƚƐŽĨǀŝĞǁ ? (Paul 1990: 215). 
One of the most important things we have to overcome through critical thinking 
is bias. We must realise that our views and beliefs all come through our 
particular frames of reference and we must take this into account in our 
reasoning rather than assume our biased beliefs are self-evidently true: 
We cannot think outside of a frame of reference. To prevent 
 ‘ƵŶĂǀŽŝĚĂďůĞ ďŝĂƐ ? ĨƌŽŵ ďĞĐŽŵŝŶŐ ĨƵůůǇ ĨůĞĚŐĞĚ ƉƌĞũƵĚŝĐĞ ĂŶĚ
closed-mindedness, students need to learn how to recognise their 
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own point of view, how to critically question it, how to reason 
critically within alternative points of view, and how to seek out 
insights and truths within the perspectives of others, especially 
within the perspectives of those they most oppose. (Paul 1990: 
170) 
This does not mean that we must aspire to universal comprehension, accepting 
all conceptual frameworks at once. Rather, if all frameworks of assumptions are 
partial and perspectival, then we have to work with provisional understanding 
and keep re-examining our assumptions and inferences, constructing 
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ ǁŝƚŚ ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? /ŶĚĞĞĚ P  “ ? ? ? ŽƵƌ ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ can always 
benefit from discourse and critical exchange with other minds; this is indeed 
ŚŽǁǁĞĐĂŶĐŽƌƌĞĐƚĂŶĚďĂůĂŶĐĞŽƵƌƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ? ? ?ibid: 175). This is similar to what 
DĞǌŝƌŽǁĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂƐ ‘ƚƌǇŝŶŐŽŶĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƉŽŝŶƚƐŽĨǀŝĞǁ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚŵƵƐƚďĞĚŽŶĞ
through dialogue. 
Dialogue requires openness to the other which is based on a genuine respect 
for their perspective. It is important to consider a range of perspectives. We can 
only hope for beneficial social change if we reflect critically in dialogue with 
otheƌƐ ?ƐƌŽŽŬĨŝĞůĚ  ? ? ? ? ? )ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚĞĚ P  “tĞŶĞĞĚŽƚŚĞƌƐ ƚŽƐĞƌǀĞĂƐĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů
mirrors who highlight our assumptions for us and reflect them back to us in 
ƵŶĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌ ?ƐƵƌƉƌŝƐŝŶŐ ?ĂŶĚĚŝƐƚƵƌďŝŶŐǁĂǇƐ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ?tĞŚĂǀĞƚŽďĞƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĚ
to question ourselves.     
Dialogue is often used synonymously with discussion, and yet it is quite possible 
to have a monological discussion. Indeed, most debates tend to be this way; 
each interlocutor defending a position without empathetically considering the 
perspective of the other. Consider, for instance, television debates in our 
ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ǁŚĞƌĞ ƚŚĞ ĨŽĐƵƐ ŝƐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘ĐůĂƐŚ ? ŽĨ ǀŝĞǁƉŽŝŶƚƐ ? ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ĂŶ ŽƉĞŶ-
minded interaction. In order to participate fully in dialogue, according to Paul 
(1990), one must listen carefully to others, take what they say seriously, look for 
reasons and evidence, reflect upon assumptions, discover implications and 
consequences, seek to distinguish what one knows from what one merely 
believes, seek to enter empathetically into the perspectives of others, and be 
ǁŝůůŝŶŐ ƚŽ ŚĞůƉĨƵůůǇ ƉůĂǇ ƚŚĞ ƌŽůĞ ŽĨ ĚĞǀŝů ?Ɛ ĂĚǀŽĐĂƚĞ ?WĂƵů  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? there 
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there is a particular perspective being upheld by the educator, some voices may 
be excluded from the dialogue. It is entering empathetically into other 
perspectives that will allow critical dialogue to occur. These ideas were used in 
the analysis of pedagogies discussed in Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine. 
Another important contribution on the nature of dialogue is that of Martin 
Buber (1947). He saw education in terms of the relationship between human 
beings, and used two concepts to describe human encounters; I-It and I-Thou. 
In I-It relationships the other party is recognised as an object rather than an 
equal and therefore the other person is treated as a means to an end. In 
contrast the relation of I-Thou P  “ ? ? ?ƐƚƌĞƐƐĞƐƚŚĞŵƵƚƵĂůĂŶĚŚŽůŝƐƚŝĐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ
ŽĨƚǁŽďĞŝŶŐƐ ? ?'ƵŝůŚĞƌŵĞĂŶĚDŽƌŐĂŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?/ƚŵƵƐƚďĞ ĂŶĞŶĐŽƵŶƚĞƌŽĨ P
 “ ? ? ? ƚǁŽ ĞƋƵĂůƐ ? ǁŚŽ ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐĞ ĞĂĐŚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ĂƐ ƐƵĐŚ ? ?  ?DŽƌŐĂŶ ĂŶĚ 'ƵŝůŚĞƌŵĞ
2010: 4). Only this can lead to genuine dialogue. As we saw above, bias is 
inevitable, and to engage in dialogue each party must embrace this reality, and:  
... must expose himself wholly, in a real way, in his humanly 
unavoidable partiality, and thereby experience himself in a real 
way as limited by the other, so that the two suffer together the 
destiny of our conditioned nature and meet one another in it. 
(Buber 1947: 23)  
Through this we are able to learn from one another and empathetically 
consider different perspectives. Buber suggested that I-Thou relations required 
participation from both parties; one cannot passively experience dialogue 
(Buber 1970: 56). 
Mezirow tended to use the term discourse rather than dialogue. Indeed, he saw 
discourse as a special dialogue:  “ ? ? ?devoted to the assessment of reasons, 
examining evidence and judging arguments in order to achieve a consensual 
best judgement ... [which] allows us to test the validity of our beliefs and 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? ?  ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? dŚĞ ƵůƚŝŵĂƚĞ Ăŝŵ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ ŝƐ Ƶndistorted 
communication. Participating in discourse requires a lot of the individual. For 
Mezirow under the optimal conditions:  
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  ? ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ŝŶ ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ǁŝůů P  ?Ă ? ŚĂǀĞ ĂĐĐƵƌĂƚĞ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞ
information; (b) be free from coercion and distorting self-
deception; (c) be able to weigh evidence and assess arguments as 
objectively as possible; (d) be open to alternative perspectives; (e) 
be able to critically reflect upon presuppositions and their 
consequences; (f) have equal opportunity to participate ... and (g) 
be able to accept an informed, objective and rational consensus as 
a legitimate test of validity. (Mezirow 1998: 12) 
The key elements for critical discourse are having an open mind and listening 
empathetically. In order to do this, participants must feel comfortable in the 
space provided, there must be trust and feelings of solidarity and security. They 
should not feel coerced and should have an opportunity to participate in the 
various roles of discourse (Mezirow 2000: 13- ? ) P “sĂůƵĞƐůŝŬĞĨƌĞĞĚŽŵ ?Ğquality, 
tolerance, social justice, and rationality provide essential norms for free full 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶŝŶĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ?ƚŚĂƚŝƐ ?ĨŽƌĨƵůůǇƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽƵƌĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ? ? ?ibid: 
 ? ? ) ?dƌƵƐƚŝŶŐƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐĂƌĞĞƐƐĞŶƚŝĂůĂŶĚƚŚĞƐĞƐŚŽƵůĚĐƌĞĂƚĞĂƐƉĂĐĞƚŽ P “ ? ?.
have questioning discussions, share information openly and achieve mutual 
ĐŽŶƐĞŶƐƵĂů ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ? ?  ?dĂǇůŽƌ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ĐŽŶƚĞŶĚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ
must accept the on-going nature of consensus building with an emphasis on the 
process and a toleration of ambiguity, instead of rushing to clarity and closure:  
A best judgement is always tentative until additional evidence, 
argument, or a different perspective is presented that may change 
it. That is why it is essential to seek out and encourage viewpoints 
that challenge prevailing norms of the dominant culture in matters 
of class, race, gender, technology, and environmental protection. 
(Mezirow 2000: 12) 
Yet we often frame issues in terms of winning or losing. We resolve problems by 
presenting our case and defending it to the bitter end. We need to move 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ P  “ ? ? ? ƐĞůĨ-serving debate to empathic listening and informed 
ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀĞ ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ? ?  ?ibid: 12). This means showing respect for all others, 
favouring cooperation over competition and expanding the circle of empathy to 
ŝŶĐůƵĚĞ ƚŚŽƐĞ ǁŝƚŚ ǁŚŽŵ ǁĞ ĚŝƐĂŐƌĞĞ  ?K ?,ĂƌĂ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ?-72). Indeed, ignoring 
the partial validity of opposing interpretations could be seen as indoctrination. 
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The Problem of Indoctrination 
A key criticism of development education mentioned in Chapter One was that it 
is a form of indoctrination, where the learner is manipulated to think in a 
particular way. Where core values are promoted and particularly when 
politicised social change is a potential outcome, accusations of indoctrination 
need serious consideration. Scruton (1985; 2003) argued that in critical 
pedagogies only one account of the nature of inequality is examined, and any 
merits of the capitalist system are discredited. Therefore, he claimed it was 
political propaganda, not education.10 Similarly, authors such as Alex Standish 
(2009; 2012 ) ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ĨƌĂŵĞĚ ĂƐ  ‘ŐůŽďĂů ? ŽĨƚĞŶ ŽĨĨĞƌ Ă
particular, Western perspective based on an environmentalist analysis of 
development, while ignoring other possible analyses of the issues. He argued 
that predetermined goals aim to change the way learners think with a specific 
outcome in mind (Standish 2009: 135). 
Indoctrination occurs when, in the course of education, evidence is presented 
ŝŶ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ŵĂŶŶĞƌ ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐ ůŝŬĞůǇ ƚŽ ĚŝƐƚŽƌƚ  ?ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ? ?ĂďŝůŝƚǇ ƚŽ ĂĐĐĞƐƐ ƚŚĞ
ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞŽŶŝƚƐŽǁŶŵĞƌŝƚ ? ?^ŶŽŽŬ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?/ĂƌŐƵĞƚŚ ƚďǇƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐŵƵůƚŝƉůĞ
perspectives and engaging in genuine critical dialogue this can be avoided. 
However, it could be easy for educators to fall into the trap of promoting their 
own opinions if they do not use a range of methodologies that encourage 
learners to think issues through for themselves. 
Rogers and Horrocks (2010) discussed the relationship between education, 
training and indoctrination. They argued that it is better to ƚĂůŬĂďŽƵƚ ‘ǁŝĚĞ ?ĂŶĚ
 ‘ŶĂƌƌŽǁ ? ŐŽĂůƐ ? ǁŝƚŚ ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞĚ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ ƐĞĞŶ ĂƐ ůǇŝŶŐ ŽŶ Ă
continuum: 
At one end are those planned teaching-learning programmes with 
narrow goals, the aim of which is to demonstrate that there is a 
 ‘ƌŝŐŚƚ ?ǁĂǇƚŽĚŽƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐŽƌŽƚŚĞƌ ?dŚĞƐĞĂƌĞůĂƌŐĞůǇŝŶƚŚĞƐŬŝůůƐ
                                                      
10
 There have been accounts which argue against ScrutRQ¶VDQDO\VLVIRUH[DPSOH3LNHDQG6HOE\
(1986). 
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area ... At the other end are all those activities that set out to 
ĐŽŶǀŝŶĐĞƵƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞŝƐĂ ‘ƌŝŐŚƚ ?ǁĂǇŽĨƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂŶĚĨĞĞůŝŶŐĂŶĚ
behaving. ... there is a limitation, even a denial, of choice; there is 
only one set of values and attitudes to hold. This is essentially 
indoctrination. Between these two extremes is that large area of 
education where the goals are wider: to demonstrate that there 
are different ways of thinking and doing, to encourage the 
development of choice and self-determination (Figure 2.2) (Rogers 
and Horrocks 2010: 61). 
 
Figure 2.2:  Training, Education and Indoctrination:  
Rogers and Horrocks 2010: 61 
 
 
 
 
 
When constructing knowledge through dialogue the educator can take different 
roles, providing different levels of support to the students. There is a danger of 
 ‘ŚĞƌĚŝŶŐ ? ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ Ă ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ǁŚĞŶ ƚŚĞƚĞĂĐŚĞƌ ƵƐĞƐ
questioning, but with a specific outcome in mind. It is here that education 
moves close to the boundary with indoctrination. Golding (2011) suggested that 
teachers should guide the process, but not attempt to guide the content of the 
inquiry. There is a difficult balance to maintain between allowing students 
freedom to explore ideas for themselves, where all perspectives are valued, and 
ŶŽƚ ƐŝŶŬŝŶŐ ŝŶƚŽ ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞ ƌĞůĂƚŝǀŝƐŵ ? dŽ ŵŽǀĞ ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ ƚŚĞ  ‘ƌŝŐŚƚ ?
answers may be a form of indoctrination, but to suggest that one opinion is 
equally as good as another negates the role of rationality. Golding suggested a 
community of inquiry, constructing a critical and rational dialogue, as an 
educational middle ground: 
At one extreme everything is a matter of opinion so there is no 
point in discussion; at the other extreme the truth is being foisted 
on students and so discussion is restricted to apprehending and 
Narrow goals: the right 
way to do: no choice 
Wide goals: many ways of thinking and 
doing: development of choice Narrow goals: 
only one way of 
thinking 
Education 
Training Indoctrination 
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grasping this truth. The Community of Inquiry takes the middle 
ŐƌŽƵŶĚďĞƚǁĞĞŶƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ  ‘ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶƐ ?ǁŚĞƌĞĂůůĂŶƐǁĞƌƐĂƌĞĞƋƵĂůůǇ
ŐŽŽĚĂŶĚƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ ‘ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ ?ĂŶƐǁĞƌƐ ?/ƚƐĞĞŬƐƌĞĂƐŽŶĞĚŽƌƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝǀe 
judgements where ideas are judged better or worse depending on 
the quality of reasoning supporting them. (Golding 2011: 481) 
This takes us back to the definition of critical thinking. If we use the definition of 
 ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ?ĂƐĂŶĂůǇƐŝŶŐĂŶĚdetermining whether there is adequate justification to 
accept a conclusion as true, then there is a philosophical argument that this 
cannot be indoctrination, since critical thinking can be positioned as the logical 
opposite of indoctrination. Siegel identified education that inculcates closed-
ŵŝŶĚĞĚďĞůŝĞĨĂƐ ŝŶĚŽĐƚƌŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ  ?^ŝĞŐĞů  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ?,ĞĐŝƚĞĚtŝůůŝĂŵ,ĂƌĞ ?ƐǁŽƌŬ
ŽŶ ‘ŽƉĞŶ-ŵŝŶĚĞĚŶĞƐƐ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚǁĂƐƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚĂƐƚŚĞŽƉƉŽƐŝƚĞŽĨŝŶĚŽĐƚƌŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ?
but noted that it is possible to be open-minded and still mistaken about a 
particular reality. Siegel argued that to avoid indoctrination a person must be 
able to competently evaluate the evidence as well, and this implies the ability of 
critical thinking. Hence, open-mindedness is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition of critical thinking and therefore education which is guided by 
genuine critical dialogue cannot also be indoctrination.  
However, the question remains: If we do care about a just and sustainable 
future for people and society, how do we hold our own convictions while 
ŚŽŶŽƵƌŝŶŐƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ?ƌŝŐŚƚƐƚŽƚŚĞŝƌƐ ? /ŶĚĞĞĚ ?ĂƐMerriam and Caffarella (1999) 
ĂƐŬĞĚ P  “tŚĂƚ ƌŝŐŚƚ ĚŽ ĂĚƵůƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŽƌƐ ŚĂǀĞ ƚŽ ƚĂŵƉĞƌ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚǀŝĞǁ
 ?ŵĞŶƚĂůƐĞƚƐ ?ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ?ƉĂƌĂĚŝŐŵ ?ŽƌƐƚĂƚĞŽĨĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐŶĞƐƐ )ŽĨƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶĞƌ ? ?
(p. 337). For Freire (1970) it was about ensuring that dialogue was authentic 
and based on rational argumentation, while acknowledging that many 
organisational settings are biased at the outset, and that this should be taken 
into account in the critical thinking process (Morrow and Torres 2002: 143).  
For Mezirow transformative learning meant developing dialogic thinkers, to 
help people become more autonomous and socially responsible learners. The 
aim of adult educators should be to foster norms for fuller, freer participation in 
discourse, and is therefore not indoctrination (Mezirow 2000: 30). He was clear 
that any movement toward social action must be the decision of the learner. 
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&Žƌ ŝƚ ƚŽ ďĞ Ă ƉůĂŶŶĞĚ ŽƵƚĐŽŵĞ ŝƐ ƚŽ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌ ƚŽ ƐŚĂƌĞ ƚŚĞ
conviĐƚŝŽŶƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŽƌ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ǀŝĞǁ ŽĨ ƐŽĐŝĂů ƌĞĂůŝƚǇ  ?ǁŚŝĐŚ ? ǁŽƵůĚ ďĞ
ƚĂŶƚĂŵŽƵŶƚƚŽŝŶĚŽĐƚƌŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ? 
Hart questioned the moral imperative of the ability to reflect critically if it is not 
ƚŚĞŝĚĞĂŽĨ P “ ? ? ?ĚŽŵŝŶĂŶĐĞ-free forms of human iŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ ? ?,Ăƌƚ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?
She claimed that the distinction Mezirow drew between indoctrination and 
fostering critical reflection was a false dichotomy. Perhaps this leads us to 
emphasise the importance of opening up a space in which to rationally consider 
ĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ?ĨŽƌŵŝŶŐŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶŽƉŝŶŝŽŶƐĂŶĚĚĞĐŝĚŝŶŐŽŶĂŶĂĐƚŝŽŶ
to be taken as a result of this. For this to happen the educator should be seen as 
Ă P  “ ? ? ?ĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƚŝǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌ  ? ? ?ĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚŝŶŐŚŝƐŽƌŚĞƌĞǆƉĞƌŝ ŶĐĞ ƚŽĂƌƌŝǀĞĂƚĂ
best ĐŽŶƐĞŶƐƵĂů ũƵĚŐĞŵĞŶƚ ? ?  ?DĞǌŝƌŽǁ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? /ƚ ŝƐ ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ĞƐƐ ŶƚŝĂů ƚŽ
define the role of the educator and pedagogy11, as I have done here.  
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have given an overview of the concepts and frameworks that 
underpin my study and which I used to inform and interpret my data. I started 
with a discussion of theories of learning and moved on to look in depth at 
DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ ĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶƐ ŽĨ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ŽĨ
reference, habits of mind and meaning schemes. I focused on the aspects of 
transformative learning theory that were most relevant to my study, and as 
such expanded on ideology critique, rational and extra-rational dimensions of 
transformation and the concepts of critical thinking and dialogue, discussing the 
important distinction between sophistic and fair-minded critical thinking. This 
led to a brief analysis of the accusations of indoctrination and how pedagogies 
contribute to avoiding this. In the following chapter I turn to some empirical 
literature, focusing on the role of NGOs in development education and 
expanding on the definition of this term in both the UK and Spain. 
                                                       
11
 , XVH WKH WHUP µSHGDJRJ\¶GHVSLWH GLVFXVVLQJ SULPDULO\ DGXOW HGXFDWLRQ ZKLFK LV VRPHWLPHV
UHIHUUHG WRDVµDQGUDJRJ\¶.QRZOHV+ROWRQDQG6ZDQVRQ 2011). Due to the relationship with 
critical pedagogy I have used the term pedagogy throughout when discussing teaching 
methodologies for adults as well as young people. 
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Chapter Three:  
NGOs and Development Education 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to consider literature and empirical studies 
regarding transformative learning within development education in order to 
clarify my research questions. I start by reviewing the definition of development 
education in the UK and in Spain, followed by the role of non-formal education. 
I discuss the role of NGOs in non-formal development education and identify a 
number of empirical studies. This enables me to determine the gap in the 
literature that I intend to fill. I focus on development education that deals with 
dialogue and transformation, as well as postcolonial concerns about these 
activities. I look at the way NGOs engage with the public about development 
issues, the extent to which this work can influence attitudes, and how there 
might be a role for organic intellectuals (Gramsci 1971), where NGOs work with 
smaller groups who then pass ideas onto others. 
Development Education 
This thesis considers the possibility for transformative experiences initiated by 
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) through development education. 
Development education is increasingly important in the context of globalisation, 
where internaƚŝŽŶĂů ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ŝŵƉĂĐƚŽŶƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ůŝǀĞƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŵĞĚŝĂ ?ƚƌĂǀĞů ?
migration, and daily encounters. Without an understanding of global issues 
there is a danger of perspectives weighted with bias (Brown, Morgan and 
McGrath 2009). The way development education is defined varies, and the 
definition has an effect on the approach NGOs use in conducting this work. 
Therefore, it is important to understand definitions in each of the research 
contexts. There is not a neat distinction between formal and non-formal 
development education and the definitions here cross this blurred boundary. 
Throughout its history development education has had many names, although 
key concepts have always included social justice (UNESCO 1976; Heater 1980; 
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Heater 1984; Hicks 1988; Osler 1994; DFEE/QCA 1998; Bourn 2003; Hicks 2003; 
DEA 2007; Harrison 2008). There has been a gradual move towards associating 
such education with dialogic and experiential learning, aiming at a more critical 
approach, rather than didactic educational activities (Douglas and Wade 1999; 
Huertas Gomez 2001; Heater 2002; Dobson and Valencia Sáiz 2005; Andreotti 
2006b; Shah and Brown 2007; Bourn 2008a; Kumar 2008). As a starting point I 
consider the European definition of development education, which shares many 
key features with those used in the UK and in Spain. The Development 
Education Exchange in Europe Project (DEEEP) defined development education 
as: 
... an active learning process, founded on values of solidarity, 
equality, inclusion and cooperation. It enables people to move 
from basic awareness of international development priorities and 
sustainable human development, through understanding of the 
causes and effects of global issues, to personal involvement and 
informed action. (DEEEP 2007. Cited in Bourn 2008a: 3-4) 
This definition emphasised different dimensions of development education, 
from active learning based on values through awareness and understanding to 
taking action. 
While the origins of this work, in the UK, date back to the 1920s and 1930s 
when it was referred to as education for international understanding, the 
closest relatives of development education emerged in the 1970s, such as the 
World Studies Project (Fisher and Hicks 1985). The key focus was 
interdependence, but there was an incorporation ŽĨŽƚŚĞƌ ‘ĂĚũĞĐƚŝǀĂůĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?
into the term. Peace education for instance, made important contributions to 
the evolution of the concept. One of the important additions came from peace 
research and the distinction between negative peace, defined as the absence of 
direct violence; and positive peace, defined as the absence from indirect 
violence, which included structural violence or injustice that causes misery such 
as poverty, hunger, discrimination, and apartheid (Hicks 1988: 6). It is argued 
that:  “WĞĂĐe must therefore be understood as being virtually synonymous with 
ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ? ?,ĞĂƚĞƌ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ? 
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In the UK a range of terms are used to talk about this education. Traditionally 
called development education, a constant revision of the concept and the 
language used has led to the introduction of new terms, with nuanced 
interpretations. In research with NGO staff, Marshall (2005a) found that a range 
of alternative terms were used including:  “ ? ? ? ŐůŽďĂů ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ŐůŽďĂů
perspective; global dimension; ... development education; education for global 
social justice; sustainable development education; ... and ... global citizenship 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?  ?DĂƌƐŚĂůů  ? ? ? ?Ă P77). dŚŝƐ ƌĂŶŐĞ ŽĨ ƚĞƌŵƐ ŝŶ ƉĂƌƚ ƌĞĨůĞĐƚƐ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ
complex roots of development education, but they also reflect the lack of clarity 
ĂƐƚŽŝƚƐƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĨŽĐƵƐĂŶĚĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚŝŽŶƚŽďƌŽĂĚĞƌĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂůĚĞďĂƚĞƐ ? ? ?ŽƵƌŶ
2008a: 4).  
The umbrella organisation of UK development education centres (DECs); Think 
Global: Development Education Association12 currently uses the term global 
learning ?dŚŝƐ ŝƐĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐĞĚďǇ ƚŚĞŶĞĞĚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŽŚĞůƉƉĞŽƉůĞƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞ
wider world around them and make the global connections between issues 
ƐƵĐŚĂƐƉŽǀĞƌƚǇŽƌĐůŝŵĂƚĞĐŚĂŶŐĞ ? ?dŚŝŶŬ'ůŽďĂůǁĞďƐŝƚĞ ) ?13 This is education in 
a global context which seeks to foster: critical and creative thinking; self-
awareness and open-mindedness towards difference; understanding of global 
issues and power relationships; and optimism and action for a better world. 
There are eight overlapping concepts thĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĂƌĞ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ŚĞĂƌƚ ŽĨ ŐůŽďĂů
learning: global citizenship, interdependence, social justice, conflict resolution, 
diversity, values and perceptions, human rights, [and] sustainable 
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ? ?dŚŝŶŬ'ůŽďĂůǁĞďƐŝƚĞ ) ? 
The government department most associated with this education is the 
Department for International Development (DFID), which uses the term global 
education. dŚŝƐ ŝƐ ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚ ĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ǁĂǇ ŽĨ ĞǆƚĞŶĚŝŶŐ ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ ? ǀŝĞǁƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ
world by exploring their perceptions and connections. It helps them to 
                                                       
12
 Think Global was known as the Development Education Association (DEA) until 2011. In this 
chapter references from pre-2011 use the abbreviation DEA. 
13
 [Viewed 10 August 2011] Available from: http://www.think-global.org.uk/page.asp?p=3857 
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recognise and think critically about different cultural, economic and political 
ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ? ?(DFID website).14 Power relations and action are conspicuously 
absent from this definition. 
In the Spanish context this work has always been called development 
education,
15 yet there has been an evolution of definitions. Indeed, 
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶŚĂƐĂĚǇŶĂŵŝĐĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ ƚŚĂƚ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐ P  “ ? ? ?ƉĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚ
ĂĚĂƉƚĂƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞĐŚĂŶŐĞƐƚŚĂƚĂƌŝƐĞ ŝŶƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ? ?ĞůŽƌŝŽĂŶĚ
López de Munain no date: 124).16 Development education has therefore been 
ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚ ŝŶ ƚĞƌŵƐ ŽĨ  “ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? &ƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐƚŚŝƐ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŽĨ
development education has been linked to international development 
cooperation, therefore it has evolved in line with the debate around 
development (ibid: 124). Indeed, development education and international 
ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶĂƌĞƐĞĞŶĂƐ P  “ ? ? ?ƚǁŽŬĞǇĂŶĚĐŽŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĂƌǇƉŝĞĐĞƐĨŽƌĐŚĂŶŐĞŝŶ
ƚŚĞĐƵƌƌĞŶƚƵŶũƵƐƚŵŽĚĞůŽĨŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? ?KE' ? ? ? ? P ? ) ? 
The first generation, originating in the 1950s, had a vision which corresponded 
to a charitable understanding of development. Underdevelopment was seen as 
the result of backwardness, with a vision of development associated with 
hunger, disaster, and material lacking (MZC 2010: 24). Awareness-raising was 
ĂďŽƵƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐŽĨƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ?ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂŶĂůǇƐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞĐĂƵƐĞƐ ?ĂŶĚĂůů
ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ ĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŽ ĨƵŶĚƌĂŝƐĞ ? ?  ?ĞůŽƌŝŽ ĂŶĚ >ſƉĞǌ ĚĞ DƵŶĂŝŶŶŽ ĚĂƚĞ P  ? ? ? ) ?
These activities were typically one-off events rather than more sustained 
engagement (CAONGD 2007: 9). The second generation developed in the 1960s 
with a view of development that aimed to raise the income per capita, based on 
ƚŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ǁĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ůĂĐŬ ŽĨ ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĐĂƵƐĞĚ ƚŚĞ ůŽǁ ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐ ŽĨ
ůŝǀŝŶŐ ? ?  ?D  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? ƚ the same time the uncritical acceptance of 
industrialisation as development was transmitted through development 
                                                      
14
 [Viewed 10 August 2011] Available from: http://www.dfid.gov.uk/Get-Involved/For-
schools/global-school-partnerships/ about-gsp/What-is-a-global-dimension/ 
15
 Educación para el Desarrollo 
16
 My translation from the original Spanish. This is the case for all Spanish documents cited.  
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education (Celorio and López de Munain no date: 131). The third generation, 
prevalent in the 1970s, was associated with decolonialisation. There was a 
vision based on solidarity and justice, with a more critical understanding of the 
structural causes of poverty (MZC 2010: 20). In the 1980s the vision of 
development moved on to talk about human development and sustainability 
with the fourth generation of development education. There was greater 
consideration of future generations and more debate around inequality, 
exclusion and human rights (ibid: 27). 
The fifth and current generation of development education is understood as: 
 “ŶĞĚƵĐĂƚŝǀĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ that aims to promote knowledge, attitudes and abilities 
ƚŚĂƚĂƌĞƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚƚŽůŝǀŝŶŐƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůǇŝŶĂĐŽŵƉůĞǆĂŶĚĚŝǀĞƌƐĞǁŽƌůĚ ? ?KE'
2007: 11). There is a more critical understanding of development and 
globalisation and a call for networks to create new types of citizenship (MZC 
2010: 22). Therefore, the concept of development education incorporates 
 ‘ŐůŽďĂů ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ?  ?ĞůŽƌŝŽĂŶĚ >ſƉĞǌĚĞ DƵŶĂŝŶ ŶŽĚĂƚĞ P ? ? ? ) ?<ĞǇĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐ
under this definition are critical consciousness about the model of globalisation 
and a link between justice, equality and global citizenship. The pedagogy is 
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚ ƚŽ ĐŽŶƚƌĂƐƚ ǁŝƚŚ  “ďĂŶŬŝŶŐ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?  ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ  ? ? ) ? ŝƚ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞƐ
conditions for people to act politically as agents of change, work in networks, 
imagine alternatives and work alongside Non-Governmental Development 
KƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?E'KƐ ) ŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?17 (Celorio and López de Munain no date: 
132). The currently accepted Spanish definition is: 
Development education refers to a process of education aiming to 
generate a critical consciousness about the reality of the world and 
facilitate tools for participation and social transformation tied to 
justice and solidarity. Development education aims to construct a 
critical global citizenship, politically active and socially committed, 
with a just and equal human development for all communities on 
                                                       
17
 , ILQG DOO HPEUDFLQJ WHUPV VXFK DV µ1RUWK¶ DQG µ6RXWK¶KLJKO\SUREOHPDWLF DQG LQFUHDVLQJO\
unhelpful to define such large heterogeneous categories. However, in this thesis I use these 
because they are terms commonly used in the literature and by my participants. 
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the planet. (Grupo de ED de la CONGDE 2004, Mesa 2000; Celorio, 
2006. Cited in MZC 2010: 17) 
There is a stronger focus here on consciousness, action and change rather than 
learning and understanding as emphasised in the UK definitions. 
In Spain, there is an increasing body of literature discussing the different 
 ‘ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?ŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŝƚƐĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶ ?DĞƐĂ ? ? ? ?ď ?ƌŐŝďĂǇ
et al. 1996). Mesa (2011a) discussed the growth in development education 
activities since 2000, she recognised the use of the different generations of 
development education, and made the point that one generation did not simply 
ƌĞƉůĂĐĞ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐ ŽŶĞ ? ZĂƚŚĞƌ P  “ ? ? ? ŝƚ ŝƐ ĂďŽƵƚ Ă ĐƵŵƵůĂƚŝǀĞ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
discourse and practice of development education which has not evolved 
uniformly, in that activities by a particular actor one could simultaneously find 
ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐŽĨǀĂƌŝŽƵƐŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? ?  ?DĞƐĂ  ? ? ? ?Ă P  ? ? ? ) ?KŶĞŬĞǇĨĞĂƚƵƌĞŽĨ
the latest generation is tŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ  ‘ĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐ ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌ ? ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ
many awareness-raising activities. She also noted the gradual inclusion of 
ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ  ‘ĂĚũĞĐƚŝǀĂů ? ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ ƉĞĂĐĞ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ŚƵŵĂŶ ƌŝŐŚƚƐ
education, environmental education and multicultural education (Mesa 1994: 
22-26). While practice is still mixed, in its better instances Mesa (2011a: 137) 
suggested that development education has come a long way from the 
traditional fundraising campaigns. 
Much of the literature on global learning and development education in the UK 
ĨŽĐƵƐĞƐ ŽŶ ƉĞĚĂŐŽŐŝĐĂů ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? ĂƌŐƵŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ŐůŽďĂůůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ŝƐ Ă ƐŽĐŝĂů-
constructivist learning activity that involves experiential and project-based 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ? ?'ŝďƐŽŶet al. 2008: 13). Marshall (2005b) claimed knowledge in global 
education was seen as a process rather than a product (p. 250). The role of 
emotional aspects of learning is receiving more attention with the social, 
strategic, cognitive and emotional elements of learning needing to interact 
(Claxton 2010).18 Indeed, ǁŝƚŚĐŽŵƉůĞǆĂŶĚƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀĞƚŽƉŝĐƐ P “ ? ? ?ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐƐŚŽƵůĚ
                                                      
18
 7KLVOLQNVZLWK'LUN[¶VDQDO\VLVGLVFXVVHGLQ&KDSWHU7ZR,QGHHGWKHUHKDVDOVREHHQ
an increase in work in the formal curriculum supporting the link between social and emotional 
aspects of learning and the global dimension, with the development by DECs of resources for 
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learn to accept that there are not always neat conclusions, and that learning 
ŽĨƚĞŶĚĞƌŝǀĞƐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶ ? ?ƌŽǁŶĂŶĚDŽƌŐĂŶ ? ? ?P ? ? ? ) ? 
Wix and John-Steiner (2008) looked at the role of dialogic peer enquiry in the 
classroom to see how this enables participants to construct knowledge together 
(p. 218). The focus on empathic listening and dialogue led participants to 
ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐĞ ƚŚĞ ƉŽǁĞƌ ŽĨ  “ĂƵƚŚĞŶƚŝĐĂůůǇ ůŝƐƚĞŶŝŶŐ ?  ?tŝǆ ĂŶĚ :ŽŚŶ-Steiner 2008: 
222). A study by Wolfe and Alexander (2008) looked at the use of dialogic 
ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ ? ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ ŵĂǇ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ƌĞĐŽŶĨŝŐƵƌĞ ƚŚĞŝƌ ƌŽůĞ ŝŶ
order to guide rather than control the processes of inquiry and knowledge 
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ) ?dŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂnt element of dialogic learning is that students 
ĂƌĞ P  “ ? ? ? ĞǆƉŽƐĞĚ ƚŽ ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐand required to engage with 
ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?Ɛ ƉŽŝŶƚ ŽĨ ǀŝĞǁ ŝŶ ǁĂǇƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞ ĂŶĚ ĚĞƉĞŶ ƚŚĞŝƌ ŽǁŶ
ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂů ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ?  ?tŽůĨĞ ĂŶĚ ůĞǆĂŶĚĞƌ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ?dhis is difficult for 
ƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ ŝŶ ĨŽƌŵĂů ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ ? ǁŚŽ ŽĨƚĞŶ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ ƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ  ‘ŐĂƚĞŬĞĞƉĞƌƐ ŽĨ
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ?  ?ƌŽǁŶ  ? ? ? ? ) ? ZĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐThrough Others Eyes have been 
designed to support teachers with this work, acknowledging the difficulty of 
putting yoƵƌƐĞůĨ ŝŶ ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ ĞůƐĞ ?Ɛ ƐŚŽĞƐ ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ ƌĞŵŽǀŝŶŐ ǇŽƵƌŽǁŶ ůĞŶƐĞƐ ?
which colour your view of the world (Andreotti and de Souza 2008b). 
A number of studies have used transformative learning as a framework for 
examining forms of global education. For instance, Nazzari, McAdams and Roy 
(2005) considered the conditions for transformative learning in a human rights 
education (HRE) programme, noting that there was evidence of critical analysis, 
reflection and practical application as well as participation and dialogue in an 
open and safe environment. Participants were constantly challenged to 
consider the strengths and weaknesses of the tool, recognising the potential for 
fair-minded critical thinking (Paul 1990). The paper concluded that the HRE 
programme, through participative learning fostered transformative experiences 
ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ŶŽƚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶ ĞŶĂďůĞƐ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ƚŽ
                                                                                                                                                  
schools and teacher development, such as SEAL and the Global Dimension [viewed 12 August 
2012] Available from: http://www.sealgd.org.uk/sites/default/files/cpd-
files/DECSY_SEAL_GD_Intro_booklet_High_res.pdf 
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challenge their values and assumptions about human rights and how their work 
ĐĂŶĐŚĂŶŐĞĂƐĂƌĞƐƵůƚ ? ? ?EĂǌǌĂƌŝet al. 2005: 184).  
ŽƵƌŶĂŶĚ/ƐƐůĞƌ ? ? ? ? ? )ůŽŽŬĞĚĂƚƚŚĞƌŽůĞŽĨE'KƐ ?ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ
its contribution to promoting social justice through formal education. They 
ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ďǇ P  “ ? ? ? ŽƉĞŶŝŶŐ ƵƉ ƐƉĂĐĞƐ ĨŽƌ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ǁĂǇƐ ĂŶĚ ĨŽƌŵƐ ŽĨ
learning, development education has put on the agenda a potentially more 
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŽƌǇ ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ ? ?  ?ŽƵƌŶ ĂŶĚ /ƐƐůĞƌ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? dŚĞǇ ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ ƚŚĞ
learning opportunities provided by international links as a means of experiential 
learning, noting the importance of critical appraisal of these experiences. (ibid: 
230). Bourn and Kybird (2012) analysed the work of Plan UK, raising important 
questions about the role of development education to support learning for 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ?Ɛ ƐĂŬĞ ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ĂƐ Ă ŵĞĂŶƐ ƚŽ ĂŶ ĞŶĚ ? ĂŶĚ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ relationship 
between learning, action and change (p. 59). They claimed this relationship 
cannot be assumed or enforced and that for development education to be 
transformative, a critical pedagogy approach is required (ibid: 60). 
Throughout the literature in both countries the concept of global citizenship is 
closely associated with development education. This is a highly contested term, 
the full implications of which I cannot explore here,19 although it is worth noting 
ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ŝƐĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚƚŽďĞĂŚŝŐŚůǇ  ‘ŵŽƌĂů ?ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚǁŚŝĐŚŝŵƉŽƐĞƐ ůŝŵŝƚƐƵƉŽŶ
our conduct (Pogge 1999; Delanty 2000; Heater 2002; Parekh 2003; Dower 
2003; Davies 2006). Global citizenship can have many dimensions, including 
economic, political, cultural and environmental (Humes 2008), and while its 
meaning is often lost in grand rhetoric, it can offer a framework through which 
to consider some of the big issues of our time (ibid).  
Conceiving of our responsibilities as extending to all humanity due to our 
shared heritage, it is thought, might enable us to move away from the colonial 
                                                      
19
 Global citizenship has an enormous body of literature. I consider its importance as a concept 
within development education. Some additional relevant literature on global citizenship 
education includes: Pike and Selby 1988; Falk 1994; Richardson 1996; Holden 2000; Osler and 
Vincent 2002; Osler and Starkey 2003; Dower and Williams 2003; Roman 2003; Davies, Evans 
and Reid 2005; Desiderio de Paz 2007; Temple and Laycock 2008; Trillo Figuero 2008. 
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ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐ ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ  ‘ďƵƌĚĞŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĨŝƚƚĞƐƚ ? ? ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ ŵŽƌĞ ĞƋƵĂů
cooperation. However, conversely, some associate global citizenship with 
membership of privileged élites (Carter 2001; Turner 2006), asking whether 
everyone is automatically a global citizen, by virtue of being born on the globe, 
Žƌ ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ ŽŶĞ ŵƵƐƚ ǁŽƌŬ ƚŽ ŵĂŬĞ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ Ă ďĞƚƚĞƌ ƉůĂĐĞ ĨŽƌ  ‘ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? ŝŶ
order to qualify for this status. As Bowden (2003) pointed out: 
To claim to be a global citizen is a privilege that is reserved for the 
modern, affluent global bourgeoisie, and even then it is a false 
ĐůĂŝŵ ?&ŽƌĂƐDŝĐŚĂĞů /ŐŶĂƚŝĞĨĨŶŽƚĞƐ ?  ‘/ƚ ŝƐŽŶůǇƚŽŽĂƉƉĂƌĞŶƚƚŚĂƚ
cosmopolitanism is the privilege of those who can take a secure 
nation state foƌŐƌĂŶƚĞĚ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ? 
ƐƐƵĐŚ ?ŐůŽďĂůĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉŝƐĐƌŝƚŝĐŝƐĞĚĨŽƌďĞŝŶŐĂ P“ ? ? ?ůĞŐŝƚŝŵŝƐŝŶŐƚŽŽůĨŽƌŐůŽďĂů
neo-ůŝďĞƌĂůŝƐŵ ?  ?ƌŵƐƚƌŽŶŐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ĂŶĚ ĂŶ P  “ ? ? ? ĞƚŚŝĐĂů ĨƌĂŵ ǁŽƌŬ ĨŽƌ
particular kinds of action  W Žƌ  ‘ŚĞůƉŝŶŐ ?  W [that] serves to mask the structural 
ǀŝŽůĞŶĐĞŽĨĐŽŶƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇŐůŽďĂůƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?  ?:ĞĨĨĞƌĞƐƐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚƐ
that our understanding of global citizenship should not be based on a theory of 
benevolence, but a more critical understanding of global structures and 
international relations. It reflects an aspiration that focuses on respect and 
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ P “ ? ? ?ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶĂĐŽŶĐĞƉƚǁŚŝĐŚĚĞŶŝĞƐƚŚĞĞǆŝƐƚĞŶĐĞŽĨŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů
ďŽƌĚĞƌƐ Žƌ ŵĂŬĞƐ ĐůĂŝŵƐ ŽĨ ŵŽŶŽĐƵůƚƵƌĂůŝƐŵ ?  ?ƌŽǁŶ ? DŽƌŐĂŶ ĂŶĚ DĐ'ƌĂƚŚ
2009: 78).  
There is a danger with advocating global citizenship that accounts of poverty 
become disarticulated from their underlying causes, and without examining 
structures and systems that perpetuate injustice, responses are likely to remain 
ƐƵƉĞƌĨŝĐŝĂů ? ĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ ƚŽ :ĂƌǀŝƐ  ? ? ? ? ? ) P  “ Q ŝƚ is the dominant values of global 
capitalist society, in which education plays such an important role, that have to 
ďĞ ĞǆĂŵŝŶĞĚ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ? Ɛ ƐƵĐŚ ? ƚŚĞ ǁĂǇ ƚŚĂƚ ŐůŽďĂů ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ŝƐ ĨƌĂŵĞĚ ŝƐ
important. It must move away from representations that emphasise difference 
Žƌ ƌĞŝŶĨŽƌĐĞ ƵƐ ?ƚŚĞŵ ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵŝĞƐ ? Ɛ ƌǇĂŶ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĞƐĞ P  “ ? ? ? ĂƌĞ
unlikely to establish global interconnectedness or inform the practice of 
ƐŽůŝĚĂƌŝƚǇ ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ? dŚĞƐĞ ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐ ůŝĞ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ŚĞĂƌƚ ŽĨ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ
and must be carefully considered. 
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Less critical forms of global citizenship education have been accused of creating 
ĐƵůƚƵƌĂůƐƚĞƌĞŽƚǇƉĞƐĂŶĚŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ? ?DŽƌŽ ? ? ? ? ?
Graves 2002; Andreotti 2008), rather than promoting deeper understanding 
and cooperation. Andreotti (2006a) claimed that the neo-liberal ideology 
ŝŐŶŽƌĞƐƚŚĞtĞƐƚ ?ƐĐŽŵƉůŝĐŝƚǇŝŶĐƵƌƌĞŶƚŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ?
ĂŶĚƚŚĂƚƚŚŝƐ P “ ? ? ?ƉůĂĐĞƐƚŚĞƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇĨŽƌƉŽǀĞƌƚǇƵƉŽŶƚŚĞƉŽŽƌƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ
and justifies the projĞĐƚŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ĂƐĂ ‘ĐŝǀŝůŝƐŝŶŐŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ ? ? ?
(Andreotti 2006a: 70).  
This is closely related to debates about critical thinking discussed in Chapter 
Two. Hyslop-Marginson and Sears (2008) claimed that critical thinking must put: 
 “ ? ? ?ŶĞŽ-liberalism, or any other ideology, in a historical context that promotes 
ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŽĨ ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ĂƐ Ă ĚǇŶĂŵŝĐ ĂŶĚ ĞǀŽůǀŝŶŐ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ?
Emphasis in original ) ? dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ? Ă ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ŝƐ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƐĞĞŬƐ ƚŽ P  “ ? ? ?
critically engage students with, and challenge, common assumptions and 
dominant theoretical frameworks of international development (such as 
modernisation theory) that are often engrained in mainstream development 
ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ ? ?ƌǇĂŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ? 
An understanding of theories of development underlies this debate. It is beyond 
the scope of this work to fully engage with this here, but it is worth noting that 
behind modernisation theory is the idea that progress is linear, with a modern 
ĐĞŶƚƌĞĂŶĚƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌŝĞƐŽĨƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůďĂĐŬǁĂƌĚŶĞƐƐ P “ ?.. with the centre showing 
ƚŚĞƉĞƌŝƉŚĞƌǇŝƚƐĨƵƚƵƌĞ ? ?WĞĞƚ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?'ĞŶĞƌĂůůǇĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŶĞŽ-liberal 
economic policies and the growth of markets, modernisation can also refer to 
political and social spheres, with mass consumption seen as the positive 
outcome of linear development (Rostrow 1960. Cited in Willis 2011). 
Increasingly considered outdated in much development literature, 
undercurrents of this theory remain strong despite challenges from, inter alia, 
dependency theories, which argue that modernisation theories express and 
reinforce a system of European attitudes towards the world (Peet 1999: 85). 
Frank (1967) drew attention to external explanations for the situation of 
 ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ ? ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ? ǁŝƚŚ ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ƚŽ >ĂƚŝŶŵĞƌŝĐĂ ? ,Ğ ĐůĂimed 
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that dominant countries achieve economic growth through stripping peripheral 
ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐŽĨƚŚĞŝƌƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ?ĂŶĚĂƐƐƵĐŚ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ ?ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐǁŽƵůĚŶĞǀĞƌďĞ
ĂďůĞƚŽĨŽůůŽǁƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƉĂƚŚĂƐ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ ?ŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? 
Development is increasingly understood in more human terms, such as the idea 
of capabilities for human flourishing proposed by Sen (1999) and Nussbaum 
 ? ? ? ? ? ) ? dŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ŽĨ ĐĂƉĂďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƐĞĞŬ ƚŽ ĞǆƉĂŶĚƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĨƌĞĞĚŽŵ
and agency (UNDP 2010) is as relevant for development education in the 
 ‘EŽƌƚŚ ?ĂƐŝƚŝƐĨŽƌĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƉŽůŝĐŝĞƐŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?/ƚŝƐďĂƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞŶĞĞĚƚŽ
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞĐĂƵƐĞƐĂŶĚĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐŽĨĂĐƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚĂĨĨĞĐƚŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶǁĞůů-
being and that of others. This can lead to a more nuanced understanding of 
development problĞŵƐ ?&ƵƌƚŚĞƌĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐƚŽ  ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ-as-ŵŽĚĞƌŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ?
can be found from postcolonial theory, which emphasises the role of exogenous 
ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐŽŶĂĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌŶĂůĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ?20 
Bryan (2008) argued that for a transformative engagement with global 
ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉĂŶĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƉŽƐƚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůƚŚĞŽƌǇŽĨĨĞƌƐĂǁĂǇƚŽ P “ ? ? ?
engage deeply with the structural dimensions of poverty, injustice and 
oppression, and to consider alternative progressive political, economic, and 
ƐŽĐŝĂůĂƌƌĂŶŐĞŵĞŶƚƐ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?WŽƐƚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůƚŚĞŽƌǇŝƐĂĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞŽĨŵŽĚĞƌŶŝƚǇĂŶĚ
its many guises such as colonialism and Capitalism. It is concerned with 
questions of social justice and inclusivity (Venn 2006). According to Spencer 
 ? ? ? ? ? ) ŝƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĂůůŽǁƐĂ ĚŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ ŽĨǀŽŝĐĞƐ ĨƌŽŵƵŶĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌ ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶƐ ƚŽ ĐŽŶƚĞƐƚ
ŽŶĞ ?ƐƉƌĞĐŽŶĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐĂďŽƵƚƐƵĐŚƉůĂĐĞƐ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?ƐƐƵĐŚŝƚŝƐĂǁĂǇƚŽƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ
ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ĂŶĚ ŝŶƚĞƌƌŽŐĂƚĞ  “ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů ƐƵƉƌĞŵĂĐǇ ?  ?ŶĚƌĞŽƚƚŝ  ? ? ? ? P 
243). This demonstrates its relevance not only for development education but 
also as a framework for ideology critique and transformative learning 
(Brookfield 2000; Mezirow 2000), discussed in Chapter Two.  
                                                       
20
 Postcolonial theory has a huge body of literature which is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Work in this area varies extensively with different interpretations from authors such as Said 
(1985), Spivak (1990) and Bhabha (2004). Here I consider only the contribution of postcolonial 
ideas to development education. I understand it as a challenge to modernisation theories of 
development and a framework through which to search for alternatives. 
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In the UK there is a growing body of literature that favours  ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?ďĂƐĞĚŽŶĂƉŽƐƚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ?ƐĞĞŝŶŐƚŚĞĂŝŵĂƐĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐĂŶ
understanding of structural violence (Hicks 1988; Andreotti 2006c; Bourn and 
Issler 2010). This requires a deep understanding of complexity, 
iŶƚĞƌĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞĂŶĚŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ?/ŶƚŚŝƐƐĞŶƐĞ ‘ĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞ ?ŝƐĚĞĨŝŶĞĚĂƐĂǁĂǇƚŽ
engage with assumptions rather than a search for errors, it is both reflective 
 ?ĂŶĂůǇƐŝŶŐ ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ďĞŚŝŶĚ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ ) ĂŶĚ ƌĞĨůĞǆŝǀĞ  ?ĂŶĂůǇƐŝŶŐ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ
assumptions) (Andreotti and de Souza 2008a). This suggests the importance of 
this dimension of development education for transformative learning.  
An analysis of research in Spain suggests that postcolonial theory is rarely used 
as a framework for development education activities. Escudero and Mesa 
(2011) noted a large gap between the rhetoric and the practice of development 
education, with staff interviewed for one study commenting that there was very 
little time to reflect on activities. This meant that very few activities could 
ŐĞŶƵŝŶĞůǇďĞĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂƐ ‘ĨŝĨƚŚŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?ĂŶĚƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƐŚŽƌƚ-term nature of 
many activities meant that there was rarely a focus on critical pedagogies 
(Escudero and Mesa 2011: 52). Research conducted by CAONGD (2007) noted 
that most of the administrations in Andalucía retained a concept of 
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚĐŽŝŶĐŝĚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ ‘ƐĞĐŽŶĚŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?dŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚ
highlighted notions of development education based on charity, which 
prioritised awareness-raising activities informing the public about their work in 
international development (CAONGD 2007: 36), rather than a critical 
engagement with complexity.  
UK Research using a postcolonial framework has also found much current 
ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚǇůĂĐŬŝŶŐ ?ŶĚƌĞŽƚƚŝ ? ? ? ? ?ď )ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚĂĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚŝŽŶďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ?ĂŶĚ
 ‘ƐŽĨƚ ? ŐůŽďĂů ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? dhe role of critical literacy and dialogue in 
development education are often cited as potential ways to prevent reinforcing 
stereotypes, although in an examination of development education in the UK, 
McColluŵ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ĐŚĂƐŵ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ƚŚĞ ůŽĨƚǇ
ƌŚĞƚŽƌŝĐĂŶĚƚŚĞŐƌŽƵŶĚĞĚƌĞĂůŝƚǇ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ) ?DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ ?ŝƐƐƵ ƐĂƌĞŽĨƚĞŶƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚ
with a political opposition in mind, rather than an exploration of possible 
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alternatives. This requires an emphasis on participative pedagogies, as Bourn 
(2008b) pointed out, development education:  
... needs to move away from being a list of noble intentions ... to 
being an approach towards learning. This means that debates and 
discussion should be contested. There should be critical dialogue 
and debate and space for a range of voices, views and 
perspectives. (p. 19) 
Andreotti and de Souza (2008b) discussed pedagogical tools designed to 
promote dialogue amongst educators about globalisation. One tool 
distinguished between campaigning, awareness-raising and education. From 
their research with groups of educators, they used the distinction that 
ĐĂŵƉĂŝŐŶŝŶŐǁĂƐ ‘ĐŽŶǀŝŶĐŝŶŐ ?ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝŵƉůŝĞƐĂŶĞůĞŵĞŶƚŽĨĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚǇ ?
while awareness-raising was presenting a (partial) perspective, acknowledging 
complexity and claiming that action is inevitably limited but still worth-while. 
Finally, education was defined as equipping people to take part in the debate, 
encouraging learners to ask questions and think for themselves, exposing them 
to a range of perspectives inviting them to consider the possibilities and 
limitations of each (Andreotti and de Souza 2008b: 10).  
Much of this research in development education took place in formal settings. 
However, Hoff and Hickling-Hudson (2011) claimed that postcolonialism could 
also offer a multi-perspectival lens through which to explore justice and equity 
and the role of civil society and adult education (p. 163).  
Non-Formal Development Education 
Morgan (2009) defined non-formal edƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ǁŚŝĐŚ ƚĂŬĞƐ
place in a structured or semi-structured way, with specific and commonly 
agreed goals of learning and understanding, but outside the formal and 
ĂĐĐƌĞĚŝƚĞĚ ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ ŽĨ ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ ? ĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ĂǁĂƌĚƐ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ) ? dŚĞƌĞ are 
inevitably multiple overlaps between these settings, yet it is argued that non-
formal education can provide a different space for learning about global 
injustice than the formal education environment of compulsory schooling.  
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dŚĞƌĞŝƐĂŶĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚƚŚĂƚĨŽƌŵĂůĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶƐǇƐƚĞŵƐĂƌĞ P “ ? ? ?ĂŐĞŶĐŝĞƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ
which the States and those in political authority achieve their ideological and 
ŚĞŐĞŵŽŶŝĐŐŽĂůƐ ? ? ?<ůŝƵĐŚĂƌĞǀĂŶĚDŽƌŐĂŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?ƐƐƵĐŚ ?ƐŽŵĞĐůĂŝŵƚŚŝƐ
ŝƐ Ă  “ƌĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝǀĞ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ ? ĂŶĚ ƐƵďũĞĐƚ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞƐƐƵƌĞƐŽĨ ŐůŽďĂů ĐĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐŵ
(Jarvis 2002: 5). In non-formal education, on the other hand, teaching styles 
tend to be less autocratic and as Jarvis (2002) argued, they allow us to learn 
through the practices of education about lŝǀŝŶŐĂŶĚǁŽƌŬŝŶŐƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ ?ĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?
ďĞŝŶŐ ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚ ĨŽƌ ĞĂĐŚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ? /Ŷ ƚŚŝƐ ƐĞŶƐĞ ŶŽ -formal adult 
education should aim ƚŽ P “ ? ? ?ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞautonomy ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŽĚĞŶǇŝƚ ? ? ?ZŽŐĞƌƐ
and Horrocks 2010: 50. Emphasis in original).  
On the one hand, non-formal education is seen to provide better opportunities 
for radical education for social justice (Preece 2008: 381), but on the other 
there has been a decline, particularly in the UK, of adult education that is not 
qualification bearing (Morgan 2011). Therefore, spaces for more radical adult 
education (Thomas 1982) are now harder to find. Bailey (2010) argued for the 
ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ŽĨ ĞŶŐĂŐŝŶŐ ǁŝƚŚ ĂĚƵůƚ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ƚŽ P “ ? ? ? ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞ
the opportunities available to adults to learn about developmĞŶƚŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? (p. 59), 
although there are currently few examples of this. In Spain non-formal 
education is considered a space for critical engagement for resistance and 
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŝŶƚŚŝƐƐĞŶƐĞŽĨĨĞƌƐ P “ ? ? ?ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐĨŽƌƚŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
of pedagoŐŝĐĂů ŝŶŝƚŝĂƚŝǀĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĂƌĞ ŵŽƌĞ ŝŶŶŽǀĂƚŝǀĞ ĂŶĚ ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ? ?  ?ĞůŽƌŝ  ĂŶĚ
López de Munain no date: 150). 
Within a society non-formal education plays a pivotal role in intercultural 
dialogue. Guilherme, Morgan and Freire (2012) considered the role of non-
formal education in Brazil and its influence on interculturalism. They argued 
ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů ŝŶƚĞƌĐƵůƚƵƌĂůŝƐŵ ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ ŝŶ ƌĂǌŝůŝĂŶ ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ŝƐ ĚƵĞ ? Ăƚ
least partly, to the well-established dialogical tradition of the Brazilian 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ?. Emphasis in original). They suggested this is due in 
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part to the work of Paulo Freire.21 Since Lula da Silva came to power in 2003 
there has been more investment in education, especially non-formal adult 
education addressing illiteracy, active citizenship, and retraining workers for 
employment. Many of these initiatives make use of dialogue and start from the 
experience of the learners, based on a Freirean conception of education. 
Guilherme et al. (2012) argued that these opportunities for I-Thou encounters 
may have contributed towards the success of interculturalism in Brazil. 
Many argue that non-formal education has an important transformational role 
(Wallis and Allman 1996; Youngman 1996; Brookfield 2005). Mayo (1997) 
argued that it does this through proŵŽƚŝŶŐ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ P  “ ? ? ?providing 
potential ways of developing strategies for change which move beyond 
ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐŝŶŐĂƌŽƵŶĚŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ ?ĞŶĂďůŝŶŐƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐƚŽŐĂŝŶĐŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ
ƚŽ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĞ ĨŽƌ ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?  ?DĂǇŽ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ?Non-formal education has 
ŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂůůǇ P “ ? ? ?ƉůĂǇĞĚĂƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚƌŽůĞŝŶƚŚĞƐŽĐŝĂůĂŶĚƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĂĨĨĂŝƌƐŽĨŵĂŶǇ
ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ? ? ?:ĂƌǀŝƐ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ? 
Most examples of radical education have been motivated by normative values: 
 “^ƵĐŚŶŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞǀĂůƵĞƐǁĞƌĞŵĂĚĞĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ commitment to a coherent 
ƐŽĐŝĂůĂŶĚƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇ ? ?DŽƌŐĂŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ) ?dŚŝƐĐŽŵŵŝƚŵĞŶƚƚŽĂƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ
ideology, however, can raise concerns about indoctrination. As Schugurensky 
(2006) argued, approaches to such education can either aim to instil a set of 
values, fostering blind patriotism, or examine ethical dilemmas and different 
perspectives in a way that can easily fall into moral relativism (p. 71). Critical 
development education needs to find a balance between these extremes in 
order to create critical citizens, who are aware of power structures, 
ŵĂŶŝƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶďǇƚŚĞŵĂƐƐŵĞĚŝĂĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?ĂƌĞƉƌĞƉĂƌĞĚƚŽƉƌŽƉŽƐĞƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĞƐĨŽƌ
ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐŝǀĞ ƐŽĐŝĂů ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ? ?   ?^ĐŚƵŐƵƌĞŶƐŬǇ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? )? ,Ğ ĂƌŐƵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚŝƐ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐ ‘ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƚŝĐƐƉĂĐĞƐ ?ĨŽƌĂĚƵůƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? 
                                                       
21
 Indeed, his influence on education policy, both in Brazil and during his years in exile in Chile 
and other countries, has received much attention (see for example: Kirkendall 2010) 
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Non-formal development education activities often focus on single-issue 
campaigns. Pashby (2009) found this limits the possibility of critical learning in 
his study of the Grandmothers-to-Grandmothers (G2G) campaign about 
HIV/AIDS in Africa. He argued thaƚƚŚŝƐŝƐ P “ ? ? ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚǁŽƌŬƐǁŝƚŚŝŶĂŶĚĚŽĞƐ
not challenge extant, modern models of international relations which are 
ĐŽŵƉůŝĐŝƚ ŝŶƚŚĞƉƌŽďůĞŵƐƚŚĞ'ĂƚŚĞƌŝŶŐƐĞĞŬƐƚŽĂĚĚƌĞƐƐ ? ?  ?WĂƐŚďǇ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?
He found that there was space to consider the viewpoints of the African 
grandmothers, and the idea that these women were powerless victims was 
challenged throughout the event. But there were still unchallenged modernist 
assumptions and little evidence of transformative learning. He found that the 
campaign was more about compassion and moral obligation than political 
ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŚĞĂƌŐƵĞĚŝƐŶŽƚĂ ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ?ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ? 
Much sustained non-formal development education work, particularly in the 
h< ? ŝƐ ǇŽƵƚŚ ǁŽƌŬ ? ŽƵƌŶ ĂŶĚ ƌŽǁŶ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐh on international 
development and young people commented on how practice now aims to 
support young people to explore linkages between local and global issues 
rather than to campaign (p. 8). They argued that globalisation affects the lives 
of young people ŝŶŵĂŶǇǁĂǇƐ ?ďƵƚ ƚŚĞǇŽĨƚĞŶŶĞŐŽƚŝĂƚĞ ƚŚŝƐ P  “ ? ? ?ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂŶǇ
ĂĐĐŽŵƉĂŶǇŝŶŐ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ǁŝĚĞƌ ǁŽƌůĚ ?  ?ŽƵƌŶ ĂŶĚ ƌŽǁŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?
The study aimed to understand how young people engaged with global issues, 
recognising that engagement could mean a numbeƌŽĨ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ P  “ ? ? ?  ‘ƚŽƐŚŽǁĂŶ
ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶ ? ? ‘ƚŽĞǆƉůŽƌĞƚŚĞŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? ?Žƌ ‘ƚŽƚĂŬĞĂĐƚŝŽŶŽŶ ? ? ?ibid: 11). Bourn and 
ƌŽǁŶ ŶŽƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ŽĨƚĞŶ ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ĂďŽƵƚ ǇŽƵŶŐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ ĨŽĐƵƐĞĚ
ŽŶ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ĂĐƚŝŽŶ ǁŝƚŚ Ă ƐĞŶƐĞ ŽĨ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƐŵ P  “ ? ? ? ƌĂƚŚĞ  ƚŚan one of 
ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚĞǆƉůŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?ibid: 12).  
In the Spanish context Colom (2000) described a pedagogy for adult 
development education that promotes personal and local action with the aim of 
transforming the education process into moral action. This meant using a 
critical, creative and participative pedagogy (Colom 2000: 103). He claimed that 
sustainable development education must have a transformative vocation and 
argued that development education with adults needed to be engaging since 
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they already considered themselves informed, yet if they did not have the 
opportunity to engage with these issues they were unlikely to consider how 
their own actions could affect change (ibid: 104). He argued that cooperation 
should begin within our own local environments and that volunteering was a 
good way to achieve this.  
A number of studies support the idea that adult education can and does lead to 
attitudinal change (Preston and Fenstein 2004; Mayo 2005; Hall 2006). Often 
adult education is associated with social movements, and as such personal 
transformation is seen to be connected to social transformation. Indeed, 
participating in social movements can be an educative process in itself (Mayo 
 ? ? ? ? ) ?,Ăůů  ? ? ? ? ? )ĐůĂŝŵĞĚƚŚĂƚ P “^ŽĐŝĂůŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐĚĞĨŝŶ ƚŚĞĨƵƚƵƌĞƚŽƉŝcs of 
adult education. Learning within social movements, according to Finger (1989), 
has a more powerful impact on society than does all of the learning that takes 
ƉůĂĐĞ ŝŶ ƐĐŚŽŽůƐ ? ?  ?,Ăůů  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ? DĂǇŽ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ
shared beliefs and solidarity cannot be taken as given in social movements; 
there are two-way processes that work through participation and shared 
experiences. Therefore, it is essential to consider the nature of adult education. 
She argued for the importance of praxis, where reflective action starts from 
immediate experience and through collective action there is a space for 
critically reflecting on action that can lead to transformation (Mayo 2005: 112).  
While I do not explore in detail the literature on social movements here, the 
work of NGOs is linked to the idea of social transformation through education 
and the development of global civil society (Holst 2002; Jordan 2011; Zadek 
2011). I argue that to transform aspects of a social reality, there must be 
personal transformation, which begins by questioning taken-for-granted 
assumptions and reflecting critically on the forces that create that reality. Social 
DŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐĂƌĞ P  “ ? ? ? ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂůŶĞƚǁŽƌŬƐĐƌĞĂƚĞĚďǇ a multiplicity of individuals, 
groups and organizations, engaged in political or cultural conflicts on the basis 
ŽĨĂƐŚĂƌĞĚĐŽůůĞĐƚŝǀĞŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ ? ?ĞůůĂWŽƌƚĂĂŶĚŝĂŶŝ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?KĨƚĞŶƚŚĞǇĂƌĞ
networks of like-minded people concerned with an issue or cause. Indeed, 
NGOs often play an important role in social movements, which require a move 
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outside the cultural or social norm of the time. I now consider the role of NGOs 
in non-formal development education, to determine the extent to which they 
encourage transformative learning experiences, and identify a gap in the 
literature for my research. 
The Role of NGOs in Non-Formal Development Education 
I look here at the role NGOs and civil society play in shaping public opinion 
about global issues, a key element ŽĨ ŵǇ ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ? / ĞǆƉůŽƌĞ E'KƐ ?
work in non-ĨŽƌŵĂů ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? Ŷ E'K ŝƐ P  “ ? ? ? ĂŶ ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶŶƚ
ǀŽůƵŶƚĂƌǇĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞĂĐƚŝŶŐƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌŽŶĂĐŽŶƚŝŶƵŽƵƐďĂƐŝƐ ? ?tŝůůĞƚƚƐ
no date). NGOs fulfil a range of functions from lobbying governments to 
ĐƌĞĂƚŝŶŐ  ‘ƉƵďůŝĐ ŐŽŽĚƐ ? ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĂƌĞ ŶŽƚ ŽƌĚŝŶĂƌŝůǇ ĐƌĞĂƚĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĨŽƌ-profit 
ŵĂƌŬĞƚƉůĂĐĞ ? ?WĂƵů ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞǇĨŽƌŵƉĂƌƚŽĨĐŝǀŝůƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ?ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚĂƐ,ŽĨĨĂŶĚ
Hickling-Hudson (2011) noted, cŝǀŝů ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ŝƐ Ă  ‘ŵĞĚůĞǇ ? ŽĨ ĂĐƚŽƌƐ ĂŶĚ E'KƐ
form only one small part of this (p. 189).  
ŝǀŝů ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ŝƐ ŝƚƐĞůĨ Ă ĐŽŶƚĞƐƚĞĚ ƚĞƌŵ ? ĚǁĂƌĚƐ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚ ŝƚ ĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ
sphere of uncoerced human association between the individual and the state, 
in which people undertake collective action for normative and substantive 
ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞƐ ?ƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞůǇŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚĂŶĚƚŚĞŵĂƌŬĞƚ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ) ?,Ğ
noted a tension between radical and neo-liberal interpretations of civil society: 
 “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞĨŽƌŵĞƌƐĞĞŝŶŐ ŝƚĂƐƚŚĞŐƌŽƵŶĚĨƌŽŵǁŚŝĐŚƚŽĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƚŚĞstatus quo 
and build new alternatives, and the latter as the service-providing not-for-profit 
ƐĞĐƚŽƌŶĞĐĞƐƐŝƚĂƚĞĚďǇ  ‘ŵĂƌŬĞƚ ĨĂŝůƵƌĞ ? ?  ?ĚǁĂƌĚƐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ?,ĞŶŽƚĞĚƚŚĂƚĐŝǀŝů
society could be understood in terms of its forms, the norms which drive it and 
the spaces used for contesting and reshaping power relations (p. 12). According 
ƚŽĚǁĂƌĚƐ ? ? ? ? ? )ƚŚŝƐĐŽŶĐĞƉƚŽĨ ‘ƐƉĂĐĞƐ ?ŝƐĂŶĐŚŽƌĞĚŝŶ P 
ŶƚŽŶŝŽ 'ƌĂŵƐĐŝ ?Ɛ ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ĂďŽƵƚ Đŝǀŝů ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ĂƐ Ă ƐŝƚĞ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ŚĞŐĞŵŽŶǇ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŶƚĞƐƚĂƚŝŽŶ ? ŝŶ :ŽŚŶ ĞǁĞǇ ?Ɛ
philosophy of pragmatic public engagement and deliberation, and 
ŝŶ:ƺƌŐĞŶ,ĂďĞƌŵĂƐ ?ƐƚŚĞŽƌǇŽĨ ‘ƉƵďůŝĐƐƉŚĞƌĞ ? ?ƚŚŝƐĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚƉƵƚƐ
the spotlight in the processes of citizen participation. (p. 10) 
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ŝǀŝůƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ?ƚŚĞŶ ?ŝƐ P “ ? ? ?ĂǀŝƚĂůƐƉĂĐĞŝŶǁŚŝĐŚŵŝŶŽƌŝƚǇŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐestablish the 
collective power and processes required to challenge majority operating 
ƉƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐĂŶĚƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐŝŶƐŽĐŝĞƚǇŵŽƌĞďƌŽĂĚůǇ ? ? ?<ŽŚŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů
civil society means using a range of forms of knowledge, since public issues 
have moral dimensions. Levine (2011) argued that this knowledge should be 
used deliberatively and constructively, claiming that institutions and networks 
of civil society, which includes NGOs, are responsible for creating conditions for 
ƚŚŝƐĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?ƉƌŽƚecting them against the constant threats from both 
ƚŚĞŵĂƌŬĞƚĂŶĚƚŚĞƐƚĂƚĞ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
Civil society can promote poverty reduction by pushing for macro-level 
structural changes through advocacy and lobbying (Ibrahim and Hulme 2011: 
391). Pearce (2011) argued that civil society is significant for peace-building, 
ĂŶĚƚŚĂƚ P “ ? ? ?ŝƚŝƐŵŽƐƚƵƐĞĨƵůǁŚĞŶĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƚŝŶŐƚŚĞŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ?ĂŶĚĚĞĨĞŶĚŝŶŐ
the possibility, of public disagreement and discussion when constructing shared 
ŝĚĞĂƐŽĨƚŚĞŐŽŽĚƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ? ?  ?WĞĂƌĐĞ ?011: 404). She claimed that the space for 
associational life to play its part in peace-building should be preserved (p. 414). 
Development education may have a role to play in this.  
NGOs have been influential in development education: In the UK Think Global 
through work defined as global learning, and Oxfam22 through its global 
citizenship curriculum in both Spain and the UK. The CONGDE23 and other 
coordinating NGDOs in Spain have been influential in the growth of 
development education. The work of Freire (1970; 1985) is often cited by these 
organisations, indicating the relationship between development education and 
transformative learning. 
When concerned with the goal of social change, funding issues can affect how 
NGOs open up spaces for transformation. Desforges (2004) considered the 
formation of global citizenship through international NGDOs (INGDOs) in 
                                                       
22
 Oxfam GB produced the Curriculum for Global Citizenship in 1997, and the Spanish 
counterpart Intermón Oxfam produced Hacia una Ciudadanía Global in 2005. 
23
 Coordinadora de las ONG para el Desarrollo en España: Coordinator of NGDOs in Spain 
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ƌŝƚĂŝŶ ? ,Ğ ĂƌŐƵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞƐĞ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŽĨĨĞƌ ŚŝŐŚůǇ Ă ĐŝƌĐƵŵƐĐƌŝďĞĚ
form of citizenship which is structured by their own institutional imperaƚŝǀĞƐ ? ?
(Desforges 2004: 551). This is because they often have to rely on fundraising 
and therefore much of their interaction with the public happens through 
campaigns. His research suggested that lots of older people are happy with the 
shallow engagement of sending a cheque, while younger generations, are 
donating less. One participant noted that younger people ask more questions 
and want to engage and be more active. According to Desforges (2004), this is 
something that large INGDOs, which typically run marketing-style fundraising 
campaigns, are struggling to adapt to. He concluded that often the relationship 
of INGDOs with the public is envisaged as a means to gain financial security, 
rather than aiming for popular participation in development issues. In this sense 
they are not key actors in creating global civil society. This suggests that 
perhaps smaller organisations, which do not rely on fundraising for public 
donations, may be better placed to encourage popular participation.  
Nevertheless, NGOs also have a complex relationship with governments. There 
can be tension between having an advocacy role, which sometimes demands 
radical action, and depending on government funding, which may make them 
unlikely to speak out against government policy. Dolan (1992) reported on 
ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ǁŝƚŚ ĨŽƵƌƚĞĞŶ ƐĞŶŝŽƌ ƐƚĂĨĨ ŽĨ ƌŝƚŝƐŚ E'KƐ ? ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?
although the dangers of co-optation by government were mentioned by 
interviewees several times, NGOs generally seem to have taken money when it 
ŝƐ ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ ?  ?ŽůĂŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? dŚŝƐ ŵĂǇ ŵĂŬĞ ŝƚ ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚ ĨŽƌ ĂŐĞŶĐŝĞƐ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŽ
obtain the sort of macro-perspective which lobbying for systemic change would 
ĚĞŵĂŶĚ ? ? ?ŽůĂŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐĐƌĞĂƚĞƐĂďĂůĂŶĐŝŶŐĂĐƚĨŽƌE'KƐ ?ĂƐĚǁĂƌĚƐ
and Hulme (1992) noted: 
... donor incentives need to be treated cautiously because the 
decision to expand with official finance may foreclose potential 
courses of future action, orient accountability upwards ... and 
support policies for wholesale economic liberalisation, which may 
not be in the longer term interests of the poor. (p. 215)  
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Small NGDOs in Spain and DECs in the UK rely heavily on funding from the 
Department for International Development (DFID) and the Spanish equivalent; 
Agencia Española de Cooperación International para el Desarrollo (AECID).24 
This has had a profound effect of the evolution of development education. 
Cameron and Fairbrass (2004) highlighted a changing approach from DFID 
between 1997 and 2003, which began with an attempt to open up a space for 
 ‘ĚĞůŝďĞƌĂƚŝǀĞ ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂĐǇ ?  ?,ĂďĞƌŵĂƐ  ? ? ? ? ) ? ďƵƚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĨƌŽŵ  ? ? ? ? ƚŚĞǇ
ĂƉƉĞĂƌĞĚ ƚŽ ďĞ ƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ ƚŽ ĐůŽƐĞ ĚŽǁŶ ƚŚĂƚ ƐƉĂĐĞ ? ?  ?ĂŵĞƌŽŶĂŶĚ &ĂŝƌďƌĂƐƐ
2004: 730). They attributed this in part to the diverging agendas of the Labour 
government, and hence DFID, and those of DECs: 
Whereas &/ ĂŶĚ  ‘EĞǁ >ĂďŽƵƌ ? ǁĞƌĞ ůĂƌŐĞůǇ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ  ?ĂƐ
evidenced in the two White Papers on International Development) 
that the existing international financial institutions (the IMF, the 
World Bank, and the WTO) and a globalised market economy were 
the key vehicles for international development, much of the 
development education movement (having found an 
organisational form in Jubilee 2000) were arguing that these 
ŝŶƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŐůŽďĂůŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ŵĂƌŬĞƚƐ ǁĞƌĞ  ‘ďĂĚ ? ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ
poor and should be reformed or even abolished. (Cameron and 
Fairbrass 2004: 734) 
DFID tightened the regulations in 2000 for bids to their Development 
Awareness Fund (DAF), insisting that projects that do not contribute to their 
aims, as stated above, would not be considered for funding. It has been argued 
ƚŚĂƚ P  “dŚŝƐ ĐĂŶ ďĞ ƐĞĞŶ ĂƐ &/ ƐĞĞŬŝŶŐ ƚŽ ĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ ŝƚƐĞůĨ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů
dimension of development education, and in the process beginning to close 
ĚŽǁŶƚŚĞ  ‘ĚĞůŝďĞƌĂƚŝǀĞƐƉĂĐĞ ?ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŽƉĞŶĞĚ ? ?  ?ibid: 734). This move away 
from an agenda of change can also be seen through the movement away from 
ƚŚĞ ƚĞƌŵŝŶŽůŽŐǇ ŽĨ  ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ? ƚĂůŬŝŶŐ ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚ ĂďŽƵƚ  ‘ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ
ĂďŽƵƚŐůŽďĂůŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? ?ǁŝƚŚŶŽŶŽƚŝŽŶŽĨĐŚĂŶŐĞĂƚƚĂĐŚĞĚ ?ĂŵĞƌŽŶĂŶĚ&ĂŝƌďƌĂƐƐ
(2004) criticised DECs dependency on government funds, noting trends that 
focused more on dissemination of information that do not stimulate interactive 
policy development or a nuanced understanding of the complex information. 
                                                       
24
 The funding environment is changing with changes of government and ever more severe public 
spending cuts. The full effects of this were not yet being felt at the time of this research. 
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They concluded that this was less likely to encourage deliberative democracy 
ĂŶĚƚŚĂƚŝƚŚĂĚ P “ ? ? ?ƐĞƌǀĞĚƚŽǀĞŝůƚŚĞƉƵďůŝĐĨĂĐĞŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ? ?ibid: 739). 
A number of other commentators have noted the potential difficulties for the 
relationship between NGOs and government. On the one hand this has brought 
development education into mainstream policy (Marshall 2005a; Schattle 
2008), allowing NGOs to have a greater influence on the formal curriculum (DEA 
2001; Oxfam 2006; Oxfam 2007; DEA 2007), but, on the other, has diluted the 
more radical approaches to development education. This has resulted in the 
absence of structural violence as a concept in current policy documents (DFES 
 ? ? ? ? ? &^  ? ? ? ? ? &/  ? ? ? ? ? Y  ? ? ? ? ) ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ƚĞŶĚ ƚŽƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ  ‘Ɛ Ĩƚ ? ŐůŽďĂů
citizenship education (Andreotti 2006a). These conflicting priorities can be seen 
in the different frameworks used, as Schattle (2008) noted: 
Structuring a discussion of the ideological dimensions of global 
citizenship education can be a tricky endeavor, since aspects of 
moral cosmopolitanism, liberal multiculturalism, neoliberalism and 
environmentalism all co-exist within many educational programs 
and institutions. In addition, global citizenship initiatives within the 
educational arena often combine the dual aims of (1) promoting 
moral visions for a more just, peaceful and sustainable world and 
(2) enhancing the academic achievement, professional 
competence and economic competitiveness of the next generation. 
(p. 75) 
Indeed, in a context of globalisation, education is increasingly analysed from the 
perspective of its contribution to economic competitiveness. McGrath (2012) 
ĂƌŐƵĞĚƚŚĂƚƚŚŝƐǀŝĞǁŽĨĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶŝƐ P “ ? ? ?ƚŽŽƵŶŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚĞĚŝŶǁŝĚĞƌƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐŽĨ
ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ŐŽŽĚ ůŝĨĞ ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ? / ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚ ƚŚĂƚ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ
seeks to challenge the hegemony of the market-place as the principal 
justification for learning, but this aim is often silenced as NGOs adapt to the 
formal education system. These aims are not necessarily compatible, as Bourn 
(2008b) noted:  “ ? ? ?ĂƐƉŽůŝĐǇ-makers begin to take up aspects of the rhetoric and 
language from development education, there is a danger of the basis of the 
E'K ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ ďĞŝŶŐ ĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐĞĚ Žƌ ĞǀĞŶ ůŽƐƚ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ? dŚĞ ŶĂƚƵƌĞ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ
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education may be becoming diluted in this setting, making the non-formal 
environment an important space for this work to develop. 
A key concern for NGOs is how they share information about development 
issues non-formally and informally with the public. Indeed, awareness-raising 
has long been an important part of NGO work. Many INGDOs working on global 
ŝƐƐƵĞƐŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?ĂůƐŽĞŶŐĂŐĞŝŶĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐĂƚŚŽŵĞŝŶĂŶĂƚƚĞŵƉƚ
to raise awareness of and support for their work (For example: Oxfam, Save the 
ŚŝůĚƌĞŶ ?ĐƚŝŽŶŝĚ ) ?hŶƚŝůƚŚĞĞĂƌůǇ ? ? ? ?ƐƚŚŝƐ P “ ? ? ?ĞĚƵĐĂtional activity (house 
newspapers, leaflets, slide sets and so on) tended to emphasise NGOs own 
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůŝƐƐƵĞƐŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ? ?ůĂƌŬ ? ? ? ? P
199). However, these activities led to many NGOs playing a part in the growth 
of development education (Marshall 2005b), to the extent that it has moved 
beyond publicity for gaining donations, to a function of providing for their 
supporters and donors, and for the public more generally, a critical 
understanding of the issues with which they are concerned (Arnold 1988; 
McCollum 1996; Harrison 2006; Bourn 2008b).  
dŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ Ă ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ǁŚĞƚŚĞƌ ƚŚŝƐ  ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ? ƐŚŽƵůĚ ďĞ
ďĂƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƉƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶŽĨŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽƌƚŚĞĂĚŽƉƚŝŽŶŽĨĂŵŽƌĞ “ƉƌŽƉĂŐĂŶĚŝƐƚ ?
action-oriented apprŽĂĐŚ ?  ?ůĂƌŬ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ?ŽƵƌŶ  ? ? ? ? ?ď )ĐůĂŝŵĞĚƚŚĞƌĞŚĂƐ
ďĞĞŶ Ă ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ ƚŽ ůĂƚƚĞƌ P  “For most NGO based networks across 
Europe, development education has been located within a discourse of moving 
from a learning process based on values of justice and solidarity to personal 
ŝŶǀŽůǀĞŵĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚ ĂĐƚŝŽŶ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ?The extent to which NGOs should 
ĞŶŐĂŐĞ ŝŶ  ‘ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ ĨŽƌŵŝŶŐ ?ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐŚĂƐ ůŽŶŐďĞĞŶĚĞďĂƚĞĚĂŶĚ P  “ ? ? ? ƌĞŵĂŝŶƐ
ĂŶ ŝƐƐƵĞ ŽĨ ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ ?  ?DĐŽůůƵŵ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ? dŚŝƐ ďĂůĂŶĐĞďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ĐŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞ
learning and action is a key question within development education, which I 
explore in Chapter Nine. 
Today there seems to be more agreement among NGO workers calling for 
 ‘ĂĐƚŝǀĞ ? ŐůŽďĂů ƐŽĐŝĂů ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ? ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ďĞŝŶŐ P  “ ? ? ? ŵŽƌĞ ĐůĂƌŝƚǇ about the 
affective ĂŶĚ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŽƌǇ ĚŽŵĂŝŶƐ ŽĨ ŐůŽďĂů ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ƚŚĂŶ ƚŚĞ ĐŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞ ? ?
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(Marshall 2005a: 82). Elsdon (1995) claimed NGOs are:  “ ? ? ?ĐŚĂŶŶĞůƐ ĨŽƌĂĐƚŝǀĞ
ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ŝŶĂĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƚŝĐƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŚĞǁĂǇE'KƐĐŽŶĚƵĐƚ
global education, and the related critical pedagogies, may be quite different in 
non-formal than formal spaces. For instance, Marshall (2005b) noted in her 
ƚŚĞƐŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ Q ƚŚĞ ŝĚĞĂů ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƚŝĐ ĂŶĚ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŽƌǇ ƉĞĚĂŐŽŐǇǁĂƐ ƌĂƌĞůǇ
practicable inside the formal curriculum. Global education needed to maintain 
ĨůĞǆŝďůĞƉĞĚĂŐŽŐŝĐƌƵůĞƐƚŽĨŝƚŝŶǁŝƚŚŵĂŝŶƐƚƌĞĂŵƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ?Emphasis in 
original). 
ƌŶŽůĚ ? ? ? ? ? )ĂƌŐƵĞĚƚŚĂƚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŚĞh<ŚĂĚ  ‘ĐŽŵĞŽĨĂŐĞ ? ?
but that it remained a marginal activity. One reason he offered for this was the 
confusion caused by, on the one hand insisting on the recognition of complexity 
in dealing with global issues, but on the other hand finding that much 
information about development reached the public via slogans and pictures 
that simplified the issues (Arnold 1988: 184). Arnold identified three 
approaches to pedagogy: The first providing information, the second focusing 
on critical skills, and the third designed to mobilise to action (ibid: 189). Often 
work with adults was seen to focus on the latter two, taking the form of 
campaigns, with short-term objectives that did less to inform people about the 
overall issues. This often created conflict within organisations about the 
messages they were trying to portray.  
McCollum (1996) suggested that development education should not solely 
ŝŶĨŽƌŵƉĞŽƉůĞĂďŽƵƚŐůŽďĂůŝƐƐƵĞƐ ?ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ?ŝƚƐŚŽƵůĚĂĐƚŝǀĞůǇĞŶŐĂŐĞƉĞŽƉůĞ P “ ? ? ?
in the issues and equip them with critical knowledge and skills necessary to act 
ƵƉŽŶƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞĚŝĨĨŝculties associated with an:  “ ? ? ?
ŽǀĞƌĞƐƚŝŵĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůĂƐĂŶĂĐƚŽƌĨŽƌƐŽĐŝĂůĐŚĂŶŐĞ ? ?ŽƵƌŶ ? ? ? ?ď P ? ) ?
Following Westheimer and Kahne (2004), Bryan (2012a) discussed three types 
of active citizen that can be promoted through development education: The 
personally responsible citizen, the participatory citizen and the justice-oriented 
citizen. She argued that in much development education the focus is on creating 
 ‘ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂůůǇ ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐ ? ďĂƐĞĚ ŽŶ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? dŚŝƐ ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞƐ
 ‘ƐŽĨƚ ? responses such as recycling, reinforcing a neo-ůŝďĞƌĂů ǀŝĞǁ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ  ‘ŐŽŽĚ
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ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ? ? ƌǇĂŶ  ? ? ? ? ?Ă ) ĂƌŐƵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚŝƐ ƉůĂĐĞƐ Ă ůŝŵŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ ŽŶ ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞĚ
possibilities and curtails activism, leaving intact the structural forces that create 
ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚǇ ? ‘WĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŽƌǇĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ?ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞƐĂĚĞĞƉĞƌŝŶǀŽůǀĞŵĞŶƚďƵƚƐƚŝůů
works from the premise that government institutions and voting in democratic 
ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ ĂƌĞ ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ ƚŽ ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚ ŐůŽďĂů ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ? &Žƌ ƌǇĂŶ ? ŽŶůǇ  ‘ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ-
ŽƌŝĞŶƚĞĚ ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ? ƉĂǇƐ ĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ ƚo matters of injustice with a critical 
assessment of structures in order to address route causes through collective 
strategies for change and self-implication in the issues. 
Bryan (2011) claimed that often development education, keen to promote 
action, encourages a sense of individualism:  
... denying complex political or economic realities in favour of 
overly-ƐŝŵƉůŝĨŝĞĚĞĂƐŝůǇĚŝŐĞƐƚŝďůĞĂŶĚ ‘ƌĞŐƵƌŐŝƚĂƚĂďůĞ ?ůĂƵŶĚƌǇůŝƐƚƐ
of symptoms of global poverty and the promotion of overly-
simplistic, quick-fix and ultimately ineffectual solutions to global 
problems. (p. 5) 
dŚŝƐ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůŝƐŵ ŝƐ ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ  “ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ-as-ĐŚĂƌŝƚǇ ? Žƌ
 “ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ-as-ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌĂŝĚ ? ?ƌǇĂŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?ǁŚĞƌĞĨƵŶĚƌĂŝƐŝŶŐĨŽƌĐŽŵŝĐ
relief or buying fair trade coffee are seen as sufficient engagement with global 
ŝŶũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ?^ŚĞƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚƚŽƚŚŝƐĂƐ “ŽďĞĚŝĞŶƚĂĐƚŝǀŝƐŵ ? ?ƌǇĂŶ ? ? ? ?ď ) ?While these 
three forms of citizenship action may be compatible, Bryan (2012a) argued that 
where development education focuses too much on the former, space for the 
latter is crowded out.  
ƌǇĂŶ ?Ɛ ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ĨŽĐƵƐĞĚ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ĨŽƌŵĂů ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐ ? ĂŝůĞǇ  ? ? ? ?  ) ŵĂĚĞ ƐŝŵŝůĂƌ
distinctions in adult education, claiming that while liberal adult development 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĞŵƉŚĂƐŝƐĞƐ ƚŚĞ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐ ? ĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚŝŽŶ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝǀĞ ŐŽŽd, 
critical development education employs Freirean methodologies and a critical 
ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐĂŶĚĨŽƐƚĞƌƐ P  “ ? ? ?ƐŬŝůůƐ ĨŽƌƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌĂůůŽƵƚŽĨĂ ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚ
ƐŽŵĞ ĚŽ ŶŽƚ ŚĂǀĞ ĞƋƵĂů ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ ƚŽ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚĞ ŝŶ ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂĐǇ ?  ?ĂŝůĞǇ
2010: 65-6). Jefferess (2012) argued that uncritical global education often 
appeals to a neo-liberal corporate consumer affiliation which forecloses the 
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possibility of recognising our implications in structures that produce injustice 
(p.19). 
Smith (2004) claimed NGOs must ǁŽƌŬ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ  ‘ŵŽƌĂů
ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚŝĞƐ ? ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉĞƌŝĂů ŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇ P  “ ? ? ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ Ă ƐƚĂďůĞ
ĨƌĂŵĞ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ǁŚŝĐŚ ƚŽ ǀŝĞǁ ĂŶĚ ƚĞĂĐŚ ĂďŽƵƚ  ‘ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ƐƚĂŐĞƐ ŽĨ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ? ƚŽ Ă ŵŽƌĞ ĐŽŵƉůĞǆ ƐĞƚ ŽĨ ŝĚĞĂƐ ǁŚŝĐŚ ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ ƚhis model 
(Smith 2004: 746). In NGO communications:  
 ? ƚŚĞ ŵĂƌŬĞƚ-engendered emphasis on the individual, alongside 
the focus on output as opposed to reflexive engagement, makes 
political consciousness and action difficult to facilitate; the 
construction of ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ĂŶĚ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ŝŶ ƚĞƌŵƐ ŽĨ Ă
consumable fact de-politicises by rendering debate and 
disagreement invisible.  (ibid: 747) 
So NGOs must strike a balance between trying to empower individuals for social 
ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ? ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ ĞŵƉŚĂƐŝƐŝŶŐ  ‘ƐŽĨƚ ? ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚualistic responses, and allow critical 
analysis of the issues. At the same time they often aim to generate support for 
international development work.  
The DEA (2010a) noted declining public support for international development, 
claiming that support is shallow, and since complexity is not explored, simplistic 
ideas often reign. The central claim was that an engaged public gives legitimacy 
to promoting development work, and while this seems a rather instrumental 
motivation, the report also mentioned the important role the public has to play 
in responding to global poverty. DEA research claimed that over three-quarters 
of the British public agree that it is important to continue learning about global 
issues after leaving school (DEA 2010a: 3). 
DFID (2010) coŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶĞĚ Ă ƌĞƉŽƌƚ ĂŝŵŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ h< ƉƵďůŝĐ ?Ɛ
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŽĨ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ ĂŶĚ ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ ĨŽƌ &/ ?Ɛ
ǁŽƌŬ ?dŚĞƐĞǁĞƌĞƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇĨŽĐƵƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƉƵďůŝĐ ?Ɛ ‘ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ ?ĨŽƌĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ
ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů ƌŽůĞ ŝŶ ƚĂĐŬůŝŶŐ Őůobal poverty. This emphasised 
the role of individual responsibility. However, it is worth noting the claim that 
often a sense of powerlessness is at the root of inaction. In 2010 72% of people 
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ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĨĞĞůŝŶŐ ‘ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶ ?ĨŽƌŐůŽďĂůƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ?ĂĨŝŐƵƌĞĐŽŶƐŝƐtent with previous 
years. Yet many people were not well informed about structural causes of 
poverty, with 56% perceiving corruption as the primary cause of global poverty, 
while only 10% cited international debt and 14% war and conflict (DFID 2010). It 
seems that while people are disposed to engage with issues of poverty, with no 
spaces for exploring the nuances of these wide-ranging and complex issues, 
people are left with a one-dimensional understanding, often grounded in 
stereotypes. I argue that this provides support for the expansion of adult 
development education.  
In 2011 Bond25 commissioned Finding Frames: New ways to engage the UK 
public in global poverty. The report argued that there is a common set of values 
ƚŚĂƚĐĂŶŵŽƚŝǀĂƚĞƉĞŽƉůĞ ƚŽ P  “ ? ? ? ƚĂĐŬůĞ ĂƌĂŶŐĞŽĨ  ‘ďŝŐŐĞƌ ƚŚĂŶƐĞůĨ ?ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ ?
ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ ŐůŽďĂů ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ? ?  ?ĂƌŶƚŽŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ?Darnton 
discussed how value sets influence our attitudes and behaviours, and how 
NGOs, through their education and campaigns, can activate different aspects of 
these value sets. Importantly he noted that these sets operate relative to one 
another, often acting like a see-ƐĂǁ P  “ ? ? ? ŝĨ ǁĞ ĂĐƚŝǀĂƚĞ ŽŶĞ ƐĞƚ ŽĨ ǀĂůƵĞƐ ? ǁĞ
diminish the opposing set. In as much consumerist values are opposed to what 
we might call humanitarian values, strengthening the former weakens the 
ůĂƚƚĞƌ ? ?ĂƌŶƚŽŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?ƌŽŵƉƚŽŶ ?ƌĞǁĞƌĂŶĚ<ĂƐƐĞƌ ? ? ? ? ? )ĂƌŐƵĞĚƚŚĂƚ P 
A range of studies show that the more people endorse these 
extrinsic, self-enhancing, materialistic values and goals, the more 
they report negative attitudes towards sustainability concerns, and 
the less often they engage in behaviour consistent with such 
concerns. Conversely, people who place greater importance on 
intrinsic and self-transcendent values and life goals, such as 
concern for growing as a person, having close relationships, and 
benefiting the larger social world, are more likely to have attitudes 
that benefit society and sustain our environment, and to adopt 
behaviour consistent with those attitudes. (p. 46) 
                                                       
25
 Bond is a membership organisation for UK NGOs working in international development. 
www.bond.org.uk  
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I suggest that this idea fits well with transformation theory; our frames of 
reference sit upon a set of assumptions and premises, these are backed up by 
underlying values. Deactivating consumerist values and activating values of 
solidarity will generate greater social change in the long-term according to this 
idea. This implies the values that NGOs should be stimulating are those that 
promote self-direction and exploration of ideas (including values such as 
freedom, choosing own goals, creativity and self-respect), and those that play 
on understanding and welfare for people and nature (including open-
mindedness, social justice, equality, peace, and unity with nature) (Crompton et 
al. 2010). These values have been describes as valance ǀĂůƵĞƐ ? ǁŚŝĐŚ P  “ ? ? ?
address common values where there is broad societal consent, such as 
promoting world peace, protecting the environment or eradicating 
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ? ?ƌĂǁůĞǇ ? ? ? ? P ? ) ? 
ĂƌŶƚŽŶ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? ĐŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞ ĚĞǀŝƐĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ĐĂŶ ƵƐĞ ƚŽ
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚǁŽƌĚƐĂŶĚƚŚŝŶŐƐ ?ĂŶĚďǇǁŚŝĐŚǁĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞŽƵƌƚŚŽƵŐŚƚƐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?
We understand new things by reference to our existing frames and as a result 
of which value sets are activated (Darnton 2011). Our value frames according to 
this model are based ŽŶ ‘ĚĞĞƉĨƌĂŵĞƐ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐƚŚĂƚƐŚĂƉĞ P “ ? ? ?ŽƵƌ
fundamental values and our ideas about how the world works and our place 
ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ŝƚ ? ?  ?>ĂŬŽĨĨ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?&ƌĂŵĞƐ ĂĨĨĞĐƚ ƚŚĞǁĂǇ ǁĞ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŵĞƐƐĂŐĞƐ ?
and how we use reason to interpret messages. Lakoff (2010) suggested that 
reason is not universal, and that it is essential to take our frames into account 
and recognise that by simply giving people information we cannot expect that 
ƚŚĞǇǁŝůůƌĞĂƐŽŶƚŽƚŚĞƐĂŵĞĐŽŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶƐŝŶĐĞ P “ ? ? ?ƉĞŽƉůĞŚĂǀĞĚŝĨĨerent moral 
ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ ? ?&ƵƌƚŚĞƌŵŽƌĞ ?ƌĞĂƐŽŶƐŚŽƵůĚŶŽƚďĞĂƐƐƵŵĞĚƚŽďĞ ĨƵůůǇĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐĂŶĚ
unemotional (Lakoff 2010: 15). This has implications for transformative 
learning, particularly in relation to extra-rational influences (Dirkx 2006). 
Following Lakoff (2004, 2010), the argument in the Bond report was that we 
have both shallow and deep frames, our deep frames are those frames of 
reference based on taken-for-granted premises that we do not tend to call into 
question. When NGOs conduct educational work, they often draw 
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unconsciously on deep frames, consciously working only on associated surface 
frames. If a person holds a contradictory deep frame, the message will be 
unintelligible. As Lakoff (2010) suggested, information and slogans will be 
meaningless beĐĂƵƐĞ P “ ? ? ?ƐƵƌĨĂĐĞĨƌĂŵĞƐŚĂǀĞŶŽƚŚŝŶŐƚŽŚĂŶŐĨƌŽŵŝĨƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞ
ŶŽĚĞĞƉĨƌĂŵĞƐ ŝŶƉůĂĐĞ ?  ?ĂƌŶƚŽŶ ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞƐĞĚĞĞƉĨƌĂŵ ƐŶĞĞĚƚŽďĞ
embedded into the work of the organisation for the surface frames to make 
sense.  
Deep frames can inform our understanding of the problems raised by 
postcolonial theory to development education. Following Schwartz (1992), 
ĂƌŶƚŽŶ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĂƌŐƵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌĚ  ‘ĐŚĂƌŝƚǇ ? ŝƐ ƐĞĞŶ ƚŽ ďĞ ƉƌŽďůĞŵĂƚŝĐ
because of the deep frames it stimulates; it taps into the moral order frame 
which conceives a moral hierarchy, where women are seen as being lower than 
men, non-whites lower than whites and so on. It is more appropriate to activate 
deep frames associated with non-ŚŝĞƌĂƌĐŚŝĐĂůŶĞƚǁŽƌŬƐ ? ‘ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?ŝƚƐĞůĨŝƐ
similarly problematic, as it suggests a linear path which all nations must go 
through, where some are higher up the moral order than others (Shanin 1997). 
Indeed, many scholars have critiqued development policies seen throughout 
the twentieth century, as models that served to maintain the status quo and 
the unjust relations between rich countries and ex-colonial nations (for 
example: Berman 1997; Escobar 1997; Illich 1997; Galeano 1971; Fanon 1963).26 
To challenge the moral order deep frame, development education needs to 
disrupt Eurocentric discourses and question the assumptions of modernism, so 
often taken as a premise in development policy (Hoff and Hickling-Hudson 
2011: 192). 
The importance of understanding structural injustice has many dimensions. 
Lemaresquier (1987) suggested that there may be a gap between the 
development education rhetoric and reality. Lissner (1977) argued that there 
ǁĂƐĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ ŽĨĂ ƉƵďůŝĐ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ƉƌŽďůĞŵ P  “ ? ? ? ŝƐ
                                                       
26
 There is an enormous body of literature on post-development; here I only touch on this in 
relation to some implications of this for development education. 
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caused by endogenous factors inside the low-income countries. We in the high-
income countries are outside spectators; our present standard of living is the 
ƌĞƐƵůƚŽĨŽƵƌŽǁŶĞĨĨŽƌƚƐĂůŽŶĞ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ) ?dŚŝƐ ůĞĂĚƐ ƚŽ ƚŚĞĐ ŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶƚŚĂƚĂůů ŝƐ
required of us is the benevolence to help the poor through aid. Treating human 
ƐƵĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ P  “ ? ? ?ĂƐĂƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ƚŽďĞƉĂĐŬĂŐĞĚĂŶĚƐŽůĚ  ? ? ?ĂƐƐĂƵůƚƐŚƵŵĂŶĚŝŐŶŝƚǇ ?
reducing the victim to an object of pity and placing emphasis on the physical 
manifestations of hunger  W thereby highlighting its symptoms but ignoring its 
ĐĂƵƐĞƐ ? ?  ?DŝŶĞĂƌ  ? ?87: 205-6). This can undercut improved policies towards 
these regions.  
More recently this phenomenon has been observed in the Voluntary Services 
Overseas (VSO) (2002) report The Live Aid Legacy. This argued that public 
opinion has not moved on from values of pity promoted in the 1980s, with 80% 
of the responses to what people associate with developing countries still 
relating to war, famine, debt, starvation, disasters, poverty and corruption (VSO 
2002). The research suggested that breaking down stereotypeƐ P  “ ? ? ?ǁŝůůĐƌĞĂƚĞ
stronger associations with people, thereby leading to a more informed, 
ĞŶŐĂŐĞĚƉŽƉƵůĂƚŝŽŶǁŚŽĂƌĞůŝŬĞůǇƚŽŚĂǀĞĂŵŽƌĞŚƵŵĂŶŝƚĂƌŝĂŶŽƵƚůŽŽŬ ? ?s^K
2002: 13). Indeed, holding a negative impression of countries, apart from 
making people feel powerless to create change, also attributes most 
problematic global issues to internal problems within poor countries. This one-
ĚŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶĂů  ‘ƐŝŶŐůĞ ƐƚŽƌǇ ?27 of, for instance Africa, referred to as a 
homogeneous society of violence and helpless starvation, needs to be 
addressed before people can have a more contextualised understanding of 
global issues and recognise their place in an interdependent world (Darnton 
2011: 23).  
This need to think through these complex issues is at the heart of development 
education. The Bond report found that people are generally not well informed 
about trade rules and debt, two issues that impact heavily on poverty, but 
                                                      
27
 dĞƌŵƵƐĞĚďǇŚŝŵĂŵĂŶĚĂ ĚŝĐŚŝĞ ŝŶ Ă d ůĞĐƚƵƌĞ  ? ? ? ? ? )‘dŚĞ ĚĂŶŐĞƌŽĨ Ă ƐŝŶŐůĞ ƐƚŽƌǇ ? ?  ?ǀŝĞǁĞĚ  ? ? 
August 2011] Available from: http://blog.ted.com/2009/10/07/the_danger_of_a/ 
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without this information much of the public continues to think of development 
aid and initiatives, such as fair trade, as benevolent charity (Darnton 2011: 19). 
So information is important, but this will be incomprehensible while it is not 
consistent with deep frames, and while these taken-for-granted frames are not 
explored or questioned. Perhaps for this reason public support for development 
ŚĂƐďĞĞŶƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚƚŽĂƐ P “ ? ? ?ĂŵŝůĞǁŝĚĞĂŶĚĂŶŝŶĐŚĚĞĞƉ ? ?^ŵŝůůŝĞ ? ? ? ? ) ?DĂŶǇ
people are aware of fair trade, but do not understand the issues beneath it, and 
when people are asked about development aid, there is relatively high support, 
a fairly stable 70% (Hudson and van Heerde 2010), but most people are only 
aware of the existence of humanitarian aid. 
Another issue raised by Darnton (2011) was the move away from face-to-face 
association with NGOs to on-line or cheque book engagement, which means 
that members do not know each other and do not have support networks to 
take action, they receive only partial information on-line or through the post 
with which they cannot interact. If people are just informed about things, rather 
than feeling part of a potential solution, they are less likely to engage deeply 
ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŝƐƐƵĞƐ ?dŚŝƐƐŚĂůůŽǁĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŚĂƐďĞĞŶƚĞƌŵĞĚ ‘ĐůŝĐŬƚŝǀŝƐŵ ?
(White 2010), is a way to buy appeasement from guilt through donating to a 
good cause, or signing an on-line petition. While these actions may be valuable, 
they are based on a consumerist model that makes genuine participation 
unlikely (Darnton 2011: 29). As Rahnema (1997) noted: Behaviour based on 
short, unengaged action, and feeling empowered to improve the lives of other 
vicariously, generates attitudes to development that do not address some of 
the deeper notions of interconnection at the heart of many development 
issues. 
In the UK this shallow, short-term engagement in development issues was 
perhaps most famously captured by the Make Poverty History (MPH) campaign 
in 2005. In many ways this campaign, associated with the G8 summit and Live8 
concert, attempted to overcome some of the effects of the Live Aid Legacy (VSO 
2002) by making a demand ĨŽƌ ‘:ƵƐƚŝĐĞŶŽƚŚĂƌŝƚǇ ?. It could be argued that this 
campaign was highly successful in raising awareness of development issues, 
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demonstrating the ďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐƐ ŽĨ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ŐůŽďĂů ƐŽĐŝĂů ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚ
ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ƉŽůĂƌŝƐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨǁĞĂůƚŚ ?  ?^ƚĞǀĞŶƐŽŶ  ? ? ? ? ) ? However, tŚĞ  ‘justice not 
charity ?ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞďĞŚŝŶĚƚŚĞDW,ĐĂŵƉĂŝŐŶǁĂƐŶŽƚĨƵůůǇĞŵďƌĂĐĞĚďǇŵƵĐŚŽĨ
the public, who after 2005 went back to levels of engagement pre-MPH. I 
ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚŝƐ ƚǇƉĞŽĨ  ‘ǀƵůŐĂƌ ? ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ?ĂƐ /ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚŝŶŚĂƉƚĞƌdǁŽ  ?WĂƵů
1990), with its reliance on slogans, did not activate a deeper level of critical 
thinking and therefore was easy for people to disengage with after the initial 
campaign was over, leaving only plastic wristbands in its wake.  
Darnton (2011) proposed some reasons why the long-term transformational 
goals of MPH were not successful, despite its success at raising awareness. It 
seemed that the Live Aid ĨƌĂŵĞŽĨ ‘ŚĞůƉůĞƐƐŶĞƐƐ ?ǁĂƐƐŽƐƚƌŽŶŐ ?ƚŚĞŶĞǁĐĂůůĨŽƌ
justice did not fit, not least because people had no opportunity to question the 
old frame and therefore had no reason to abandon it. The idea that money is 
the only way to engage with global poverty made the complexity of the issues 
inaccessible without exploration or exposure of the charity frame, held so firmly 
by so many. This question of agency, mixed with calls to do something other 
than just give money, while no real alternatives were explored, meant that the 
impact of the campaign was lessened. ^ƚĞǀĞŶƐŽŶ ? ? ? ? ? )ŶŽƚĞĚƚŚĂƚ P “ ? ? ?ĂŵŽƌĞ
complex and contested politics struggled to make itself heard beneath a media 
generated spectacle that seemingly cancelled the possibility of a more dialogic 
ƉŽůŝƚŝĐƐ ? ? 
What the campaign perhaps did show was that there are lots of people open to 
getting involved in tackling global poverty, but for that learning to be deeper, 
spaces need to be provided for development education that allows that 
conversation to happen. Think Global: DEA commissioned a report entitled: Do 
we need a deeper, more complex conversation with the public about global 
issues? (Hogg 2011). The report concluded that positive messages through the 
ŵĞĚŝĂĂďŽƵƚĂŝĚƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĐŽŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĞĚďǇ “ĚĞůŝďĞƌĂƚŝǀĞĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ ?ǁŝƚŚƐŽŵĞ
sectors of the public, which could empower people to take action on global 
issues.  
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In ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŶŐǁŚĞƚŚĞƌŝƚŝƐŵŽƌĞĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞƚŽ ‘ŶƵĚŐĞ ?ƉĞŽƉůĞƚŽǁĂƌĚƐĐŚĂŶŐĞƐŝŶ
attitude through marketing-style campaigns, or to make them think about 
issues for themselves, the DEA (2010b) noted that marketing solutions to global 
issues can feel patronising, because there is perceived to be a big gap between 
size of the problem and the possible approaches suggested. According to the 
 ?ƚŚĞďĞŶĞĨŝƚƐŽĨĂ ‘ƚŚŝŶŬ ?ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĂƐŽƉƉŽƐĞĚ
ƚŽ ‘ŶƵĚŐŝŶŐ ?Žƌ ‘ƐŚŽǀŝŶŐ ? P “ ? ? ?ŝƐƚŚĂƚŝƚĂůůŽǁƐ an open, honest discussion of the 
scale of change needed to pursue sustainability, and does not require the 
ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚŽƌĐŝǀŝů ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ŝŶƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶƐƚŽ ŝŵƉůǇ ƚŚĞǇŚĂǀĞƚŚĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ ? ?  ?
 ? ? ? ?ď P  ? ) ?dŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĐŽŶĐůƵĚĞĚƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐĂƐƚƌŽŶŐ ŶĞĞĚƚo investigate 
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐƐƵĐŚĂƐĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚĞĚĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ ? ? ? ? ? ?ď P ? ) ? 
It was argued elsewhere that such engagement:  “ ? ? ? ŶĞĞĚƐ ƚŽ ƐƚĂƌƚ ĨƌŽŵ
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ŽǁŶ ůŝǀĞƐ ĂŶĚ ƵƐĞ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƚŽ ŚĞůƉ ƉĞŽƉůĞ
make conceptual and emotional cŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚŐůŽďĂůŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? ? ?ĂŶĚ/^
 ? ? ? ? P ? ) ?^ŝŵƉůŝƐƚŝĐŵĞƐƐĂŐĞƐĐŽƵůĚďĂĐŬĨŝƌĞ ?ƐŽ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐĂĐĂƐĞĨŽƌĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŶŐ
the public at a deeper level about the genuine complexities of the development 
ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞ ? ? ?ibid P ? ) ?WĞƌŚĂƉƐ P “ ? ? ?ĂƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞly small group of people with strong 
community ties could yield strongly positive impacts, with those people going 
ŽŶ ƚŽ ĞŶŐĂŐĞ ĂŶĚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚĞ ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? ?  ?ibid: 4). Indeed, NGOs aim to create 
changes in the way people interact with global issues. Yet, the non-formal 
activities they run can inevitably only be accessed by a limited number of 
individuals, and as such, they rely to some extent, on those people passing 
those ideas on to others. Hogg (2011) discussed working with  ‘ĐĂƚĂůǇƚŝĐ
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐ ?, who can then:  “ ? ? ? ĞŶŐĂŐĞ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ  ?ďƌŽĂĚůǇ ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚ ) ŝŶ
ƚŚĞ ĐĂƵƐĞ ŽĨ ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ?  ?,ŽŐŐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ? ,Ğ ŽďƐĞƌǀĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ
these people are unlikely to be engaged by being given information, because: 
 “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞǇƉůĂĐĞĂŚŝŐŚǀĂůƵĞŽŶĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƚŚŝŶŐƐŽƵƚĨŽƌƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ? ?  ?,ŽŐŐ  ? ? ? ? P
4). Deeper engagement through participation is required for  ‘ĐĂƚĂůǇƚŝĐ
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐ ?.  
Fell, Austin, Kivinen and Wilkins (2009) defined catalytic individuals, in 
environmental education, as people found in social networks who can diffuse 
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information to peers and thus have the potential to accelerate behaviour 
change. They are creative, thoughtful and use their own judgement to adapt 
ideas to their context and circumstances; they must believe in something and 
have enough information to engage in critical thinking about the issue. It is 
ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƐĞ ĂƌĞ ŶŽƚ  ‘ĐŚĂŵƉŝŽŶƐ ? ĨŽƌ ƚŽƉ-down messages, rather, 
through participation they develop their own messages which are framed 
within their own experience (Fell et al. 2009).  
dŚŝƐ ŝƐ ƌĞŵŝŶŝƐĐĞŶƚ ŽĨ ŶƚŽŶŝŽ 'ƌĂŵƐĐŝ ?Ɛ ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ŽĨorganic intellectuals 
(Gramsci 1971). Gramsci saw education as a critical and collaborative activity 
based on participation of the working class in a process of dialogue (Morgan 
2002: 251). Knowledge could be constructed with learners in their own 
contexts, thus empowering them to take ideas back to their own communities, 
where they would be seen as trusted sources of information, more than an 
ĞǆƚĞƌŶĂů ‘ĞǆƉĞƌƚ ? ?/ŶƚŚŝƐǁĂǇƚŚĞǇĐŽƵůĚĂĐƚĂƐ P “ Q  ‘ŵƵůƚŝƉůŝĞƌƐ ? ?ǁŚŽŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞŝŶ
ŶƵŵďĞƌĂŶĚƐƉƌĞĂĚƚŚĞŝƌŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚƚŚĞĐůĂƐƐĂŶĚďĞǇŽŶĚ ? ?DŽƌŐĂŶ
2003: 76). In reflecting on this idea through my data I do not think in terms of 
the working class or the Communist Party, rather, I speak more broadly about 
ideals of social justice. The key argument here is that by training a group of 
organic intellectuals they could in turn pass on their knowledge and ideas to 
others in their communities, and as such, this could be a more efficient way to 
spread ideas. 
In discussing campaigns on climate change, Marshall (2010) claimed that when 
accessing information on complex issues, most people do not have the time or 
inclination to go into all the technical arguments and tend to ask three 
ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐƚŽĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞƚŚĞǀĂůŝĚŝƚǇŽĨƚŚĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ P “ ?ŽĞƐƚŚŝƐŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ
ĐŽŶĨŽƌŵ ƚŽ ŵǇ ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ ? ?  ‘tŝůů ĂĐĐĞƉƚŝŶŐ ƚŚŝƐ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶďĞƵƐĞĨƵůƚŽŵĞ ? ?ŶĚ ?ŵŽƐƚŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚůǇ ? ‘Ž/ŚĂǀĞŐŽŽĚƌĞĂƐŽŶƚŽ
ƚƌƵƐƚ ƚŚĞƉĞƌƐŽŶƚĞůůŝŶŐŵĞƚŚŝƐ ? ?  ?DĂƌƐŚĂůů  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?ŐĂŝŶ ? ƚŚŝƐƐƵŐŐĞƐƚƐ ƚŚĞ
importance of organic intellectuals.  
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Hanley (2009) suggested that to build support for poverty eradication it is 
important that debate goĞƐďĞǇŽŶĚďƵŝůĚŝŶŐĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ ?ĐůĂŝŵŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?ƚŚŝƐ
needs the presentation of narratives exploring the causes of poverty and 
ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚǇ ?  ?,ĂŶůĞǇ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? dŚŝƐ ŝŵƉůŝĞƐ ƚŚĞ ŶĞĞĚĨŽƌ ŽƉĞŶŝŶŐ ƵƉ ƐƉĂĐĞƐ ƚŽ
explore complexities and debate issues. Darnton (2011) suggested that we need 
ƚŽŽƉĞŶƵƉ P “ ? ? ?ƐĂĨĞƐƉĂĐĞƐĨŽƌƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ ?ĚĞůŝďĞƌĂƚŝŶŐƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ
with other stakeholders in the problem, and trialling multi-stranded 
interventions  W ǁŚŝĐŚĐĂŶ ƚŚĞŶďĞŵŽŶŝƚŽƌĞĚĂŶĚ ƌĞĨŝŶĞĚ ?ŽƌĂďĂŶĚŽŶĞĚ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?
98 ) ? DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ ? ĨŽƌ  ‘ďŝŐŐĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ƐĞůĨ ? ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ P  “ ? ? ? ŵƵůƚŝƉůĞ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ĂƌĞ
ůŝŬĞůǇƚŽǇŝĞůĚƚŚĞŵŽƐƚĨƌƵŝƚĨƵůĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ ? ? ?ĂƌŶƚŽŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?WĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶŝƐ
Ă ĐĞŶƚƌĂů ĨĂĐƚŽƌ ? ^ŵŝƚŚ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ŽŶ E'KƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞƉƵďůŝĐ ĨĂĐĞ ŽĨ
development argued that NGOs should be emphasising constituency building 
over providing information.  
dŚĞWƵďůŝĐWĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐŽĨWŽǀĞƌƚǇƐƵƌǀĞǇĨŽƵŶĚƚŚĂƚƚŚĞ P “ ? ? ?ƉƵďůŝĐŝƐůŽŽŬŝŶŐĨŽƌ
ĂŶ ĞǆĐƵƐĞ ƚŽ ĚŝƐĞŶŐĂŐĞ ĨƌŽŵ ƐƚŽƌŝĞƐ ĂďŽƵƚ ŐůŽďĂů ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ? ?&ĞŶǇŽĞ  ? ? ? ? ) ? /
suggest that this is easier to do when the information appears to bear no 
ƌĞůĞǀĂŶĐĞ ƚŽ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ůŝĨĞ ? Ǉ ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ŽĨ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ
learner, as we saw in Chapter Two, there is more room to engage in critical 
ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂŶĚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ?dŚŝƐ is confirmed by considering 
literature from other fields. Hogg (2011) noted that shifts, for instance, in 
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƐĐŝĞŶĐĞǁĞƌĞĂĐŚŝĞǀĞĚďǇŵŽǀŝŶŐĂǁĂǇĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ ‘ĚĞĨŝĐŝƚŵŽĚĞů ?
of providing information, to engagement based on dialogue and debate. 
Furthermore, he outlined the elements of good dialogue, including: accessible 
information, a range of views where everyone is listened to and everyone has 
ƚŚĞ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ ƚŽ ƐƉĞĂŬ ? ǁŝƚŚ ĞǆƉĞƌƚ ĨĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ĚƌĂǁŝŶŐŽŶ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ
personal experience (Hogg 2011: 19). Moreover, Hogg claimed that there is 
ĐŽŶƐĞŶƐƵƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ P  “ ? ? ? ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞƐ ǁŚŝĐŚ ďĞƐƚ ĚƌŝǀĞ ĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ ǁŝƚŚ ŐůŽďĂů
poverty are those which focus on solutions, success stories, and the lives of real 
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ? ?,ŽŐŐ ? ? ? ? P ? ) ? 
Baillie-^ŵŝƚŚ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? )ƌĞƐĞĂƌch on development education run by NGDOs offers 
some important insights into the ways in which International NGDOs (INGDOs) 
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engage with their Northern constituencies and the implications this has on their 
promotion of principles of global justice. He argued for the importance of 
dialogue and reported on interviews with NGDO educators who commented on 
the difficulty of getting away from the emphasis on charity. Moving away from 
ŶŽƚŝŽŶƐŽĨ  ‘ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐ ?ĂĨĨŽƌĚĞĚďǇĞĂƌůǇŵŽĚĞƌŶŝƚǇŵĞĂŶƚƚŚĂƚE'KƐĂůƐŽŚĂĚ
to abandon the comforting grand narratives in which the North is central, which 
ƚŚĞǇĐůĂŝŵĞĚŽĨĨĞƌĞĚ P  “ ? ? ?ĂƵƐĞĨƵůƐƚŽƌǇĂƌŽƵŶĚǁŚŝĐŚƚŽĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĂƉƉĞĂůƐĨŽƌ
ĨƵŶĚƐ ? ?  ?ĂŝůůŝĞ-Smith 2008: 13). However, Baillie-Smith argued that these 
contradictions and tensionƐ P “ ? ? ?ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂŶŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇĨŽƌ/E'KƐƚŽ
foster a more deliberative and dialogic politics, deepen their support base and 
ĞŶŚĂŶĐĞ ŐůŽďĂů Đŝǀŝů ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ? ?  ?ibid: 15). He suggested that development 
education could play a central role in this and that it was essential that 
participants were engaged in the debate with various choices of action 
ĞǆƉůĂŝŶĞĚƚŽƚŚĞŵĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚƚŚĞƉƌĞƐƐƵƌĞƚŽĂĐƚŝŶĂƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌǁĂǇ ? ? ?ibid: 
15).  
The effectiveness of experiential learning is a question raised in much of the 
literature that addresses NGOs working in non-formal development education. 
Wilson (2010) asked how NGOs could move people from apathy to action by 
promoting active citizenship amongst populations in the North. She investigated 
approaches used by development and social change NGOs, examining the 
ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ƐŚĂƉĞ ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ ŝŶ
ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐ ƌĞƐƵůƚ ŝŶ ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ ŝŶ ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ ? ?  ?tŝůƐŽŶ  ? ? ? ? P    ? ) ? KŶĞ ƉƌŽũĞĐƚ
ƐƚƵĚŝĞĚďǇtŝůƐŽŶǁĂƐKǆĨĂŵƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ ?ƐRefugee Realities, an exhibition where 
participants went through simulated experiences. Wilson argued that this could 
establish emotional connections and activate feelings of empathy, and having 
this experience of injustice can make people more inclined to act (ibid: 277). 
Initial findings from participants who went through the exhibition suggested 
ƚŚĂƚ ? ?A?ĨĞůƚƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĞǆŚŝďŝƚŝŽŶ P “ ? ? ?ǁŽƵůĚĂĨĨĞĐƚƚŚĞŝƌĨƵƚƵƌĞĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚǁŝƚŚ
ƌĞĨƵŐĞĞƐ ŝŶ ƐŽŵĞ ǁĂǇ ?  ?ibid: 277). Her results supported the idea that 
experiential learning can have a profound effect on attitudes, and 
demonstrated the importance of emotional aspects of learning. 
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Real spaces where people can engage in dialogue and experiential learning, 
rather than popping a cheque in the post, means they can find support in each 
other to take further action. Darnton (2011) argued that social movements that 
have created change in the past did so through networks of people with strong 
ties (p. 29). To enable transformational change there needs to be deep thinking 
and real networks. Warburton (2008) found that attitude and behaviour change 
towards sustainable living can be made through mutual reinforcement and 
social learning, particularly through close social groups. Moreover, what a 
sustainable lifestyle is can be determined through dialogue between 
communities and technical specialists. This suggests a need for learner-led 
activities but with facilitation that can promote more critical thinking by 
presenting alternative perspectives. NGOs should enable active participation 
from their supporters, through dialogue and participation. Volunteering could 
also have an important role to play here.  
Indeed, volunteering could provide an opportunity for participatory learning. It 
could form an experiential way for NGOs to create development education 
ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ ? dŚŝƐ ĐŽƵůĚ ďĞ ĂƐ Ă ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌ ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ŽŶ
local or global issues, or as an international volunteer. The former is considered 
to be an important source of political education by Roker, Player and Coleman 
(1999), who noted that experiential learning that follows from voluntary 
activities can be a useful way for young people to gain knowledge and skills 
compatible with the aims of development education. Although for Preece 
(2008) when volunteering is not undertaken with associated learning, it can be 
a barrier to more critical forms of citizenship.  
International volunteering also fosters participation, with the added dimension 
of cultural exchange. This can generate positive attitudes towards cultural 
difference aŶĚ ŽĨĨĞƌ ĂŶ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ ƚŽ P  “ ? ? ? ůĞĂƌŶ ŚŽǁ ƚŽ ǁŽƌŬ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚĞ
ǁŝƚŚ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ĨƌŽŵ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ĐƵůƚƵƌĞƐ ĂŶĚ ďĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚƐ ?  ?ƌŽǁŶ ? DŽƌŐĂŶ ĂŶĚ
McGrath 2009: 79). Gill (2007) argued that cultural exchange could call into 
question bias and prejudices and eventuallǇ P  “ ? ? ? ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵ ƚŚĞ ĨŝǆĞĚ ? ŽĨƚĞŶ
ĞǆĐĞĞĚŝŶŐůǇƌŝŐŝĚǁĂǇƐŽĨƐĞĞŝŶŐƚŚĞKƚŚĞƌĂŶĚŽŶĞƐĞůĨ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ?
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Palacios (2010) claimed volunteer tourism could develop intercultural 
competence for volunteers and hosts, as well as heightened global and civic 
engagement. He argued that this could lead to strengthening global civil society. 
However, he claimed that with goals of development aid, there would be 
internal conflict for the volunteers due to unrealistic expectations and role 
ambiguity, and reinforcement of Eurocentric attitudes in both volunteers and 
hosts. Therefore, critical pre-departure learning is essential to enable 
programmes to distance themselves from a development aid discourse, and 
deter them from falling under the umbrella of neo-colonialism. This is a 
significant concern and an important area of critique of international 
volunteering or study abroad. As Zemach-Bersin (2007) argued: 
Proponents of international education identify study abroad as a 
remedy for widespread cross-cultural misunderstanding, prejudice, 
global ignorance, and failed international policy. Such enthusiasm, 
however, overlooks the many ways in which the discourse of study 
abroad surreptitiously reproduces the logic of colonialism, 
legitimizes American imperialist desires, and allows for the 
interests of U.S. foreign policy to be articulated through the 
specious rhetoric of global universality. (p. 17) 
Empirical research confirms some of these concerns. As Simpson (2004) argued, 
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ ? Žƌ  ‘ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌ-ƚŽƵƌŝƐƚƐ ? ŐŽ ŽƵƚ ƚŽ  ‘ĚŽ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ?
ǁŚŝĐŚƐŚĞĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂƐŚĞĚŽŶŝƐŵ ?ĂůƚƌƵŝƐŵĂŶĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ? ?,Ğƌ
research examined international volunteer programmes run by private 
companies over less than six months. She argued that such projects reproduce 
particulĂƌŶŽƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞ ‘ƚŚŝƌĚǁŽƌůĚ ? ?ŽĨ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ĂŶĚŽĨ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ?dŚŝƐ P “ ? ? ?
ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞƐĂ ‘ŐĞŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ ? ?ĂĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚǁŚĞƌĞƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞƐŝŵƉůŝƐƚŝĐ
boundaries between two places i.e. that of north and south) that perpetuates a 
simplistic ideal of dĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ? ?^ŝŵƉƐŽŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ? 
Her critique centred on the idea that such programmes advance a discourse of 
 ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ĂƐ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ĐĂŶ ďĞ  ‘ĚŽŶĞ ? ďǇ  “ŶŽŶ-skilled, but 
enthusiastic, volunteer-ƚŽƵƌŝƐƚƐ ?  ?ibid: 685). As such this work is based on a 
modernisation model of development, emphasising a universal journey of 
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ tĞƐƚĞƌŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ? dŚŝƐ ĐƌĞĂƚĞƐ Ă ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵǇ ŽĨ  ‘ƵƐ ĂŶĚ
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ƚŚĞŵ ?ǁŚĞƌĞ P “WŽǀĞƌƚǇŝƐĂůůŽǁĞĚƚŽďĞĐŽŵĞĂĚĞĨŝŶĞƌŽĨĚŝ ĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ?ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶ
an experience shared by people marginalised by resource distribution. Poverty 
ďĞĐŽŵĞƐ ĂŶ ŝƐƐƵĞ ĨŽƌ  ‘ŽƵƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ? ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ĐĂŶ ďĞ ƉĂƐƐŝǀĞůǇ ŐĂǌĞĚ ƵƉŽŶ ? ƌĂƚŚĞƌ
ƚŚĂŶ ĂĐƚŝǀĞůǇ ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ? ?  ?ibid: 688). This allows volunteers to confirm, 
rather than challenge, assumptions they already held, and on their return assert 
these with the added authority of experience. Some of her participants took 
ĨƌŽŵƚŚĞĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞŚŽǁ ‘ůƵĐŬǇ ?ƚŚĞǇǁĞƌĞƚŽďĞďŽƌŶŝƵƌŽƉĞ ?ǁŚĞƌĞůƵĐŬŝƐ
allowed to replace discussions on inequality and oppression. Therefore, social 
justice becomes a peripheral issue to the question of luck and the experience 
compounds structural inequalities (ibid: 690). 
^ŝŵƉƐŽŶ  ? ? ? ? ? )ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶĞĚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞƉƌĞƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚ ƚƌĂǀĞů ƚŽ ĂŶĚĞŶĐŽƵŶƚĞƌ
ǁŝƚŚ  ‘ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? ǁŝůů ďĞ ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ ƚŽ ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞ ƐƚƌƵĐtural changes and engender 
cross-ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ?^ŚĞĐŽŶĐůƵĚĞĚƚŚĂƚǁŚĂƚŝƐ ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚ
is a pedagogy of social justice which would bring in critical frameworks of why 
there are global differences and how lives in different places are 
interconnected. Furthermore, by ignoring the colonial legacy of the historical 
context, these projects adhere to a neutrality that disguises inequality, and as 
Freire (1970) claimed; by ignoring issues of prejudice and oppression are 
therefore complicit with them. 
Devereux (2008) responded to these critiques, claiming that when handled 
correctly international volunteering can avoid the paternalistic attitude 
associated with imperialism, benefiting both the volunteer and the local 
community. At its best it provides a space for an exchange of skills, knowledge 
and cross-cultural experience: 
Volunteering can raise awareness of, and a commitment to, 
combating existing unequal power relations and deep seated 
causes of poverty, injustice, and unsustainable development ... it 
has the potential to challenge the economic and technical focus of 
globalisation in favour of people connecting and relating with each 
other on a global scale. (Devereux 2008: 358) 
For this to be successful, a social justice pedagogy is required which is based on 
dialogic encounters conceived through interdependence (Devereux 2008). The 
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danger arises when experiences are conceived of as a transfer of knowledge 
based on relationships defined as I-It ĞŶĐŽƵŶƚĞƌƐ ? ƚŽƵƐĞƵďĞƌ ?Ɛ ƚĞƌŵŝŶŽůŽŐǇ ?
typical of the paternalistic attitudes seen in some short-term volunteer 
programmes. In this sense, two-way learning is essential to promote I-Thou 
encounters between volunteers and the local community. 
ŽƵƌŶĂŶĚƌŽǁŶ ? ? ? ? ? )ŶŽƚĞĚĨƌŽŵĂƐƚƵĚǇŽĨǇŽƵŶŐƉĞŽƉů  ?ƐĞǆƉĞriences of 
international volunteer programmes, there is a danger of these experiences 
ĞŵƉŚĂƐŝƐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵǇ ŽĨ  ‘ƵƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞŵ ? ĂŶĚ ƉĞƌƉĞƚƵĂƚŝŶŐĂ  ‘ƉŽŽƌ-but-
ŚĂƉƉǇ ?ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŚĞƌĞƉŽƌƚĂůƐŽŶŽƚĞĚƚŚĂƚ P “ ? ? ?
where opportunities for development education are incorporated into the 
volunteering experiences, young people are able to learn more deeply about 
ƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ?ŽƚŚĞƌƐĂŶĚŐůŽďĂůŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? ? ?ŽƵƌŶĂŶĚƌŽǁŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?ƌĞƉŽƌƚďǇ
VSO (2006) warned of the dangers of these activities being a new form of 
ĐŽůŽŶŝĂůŝƐŵ ? ǁŝƚŚ ŝƚ ďĞŝŶŐ  ‘Ăůů ĂďŽƵƚ ƵƐ ? ? s^K ǁŽƌŬƐ ŚĂƌĚ ƚŽ ƌĞĚƵĐĞ ƚŚĞƐĞ
ĚĂŶŐĞƌƐ ? ĂůƐŽ ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŶŐ ƐĐŚĞŵĞƐ ĨŽƌ ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ ĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ƚŽ
volunteer in the UK, making the process more reciprocal. 
Indeed, VSO provides an example of international volunteering accompanied by 
critical development education as pre-training, and long-term placements that 
allow volunteers to interact with the local environment. Bentall, Blum and 
ŽƵƌŶ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ƌĞƚƵƌŶĞĚ ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ  ?ZsƐ )  “ ? ?. have developed 
ĐŽŶĨŝĚĞŶĐĞ ƚŽ ŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞ ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ƚŽ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŐůŽďĂů ŶĂƚƵƌĞ ŽĨ ŽƵƌ ůŝǀĞƐ ? ?
(Bentall et al. 2010: 6). They noted that the simple linear progression from 
awareness to learning to action is not accurate. However, in general there is 
evidenĐĞƚŚĂƚǁŽƌŬŝŶŐĂŶĚůŝǀŝŶŐŝŶĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚĐƵůƚƵƌĂůƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ P “ ? ? ?ĐĂŶĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞ
ŽŶĞ ?ƐƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƐĂŶĚǁĂǇƐŽĨǁŽƌŬŝŶŐǁŝƚŚƉĞŽƉůĞ ? ? ?ibid: 
10). The research suggested that many of the RVs had had a transformative 
experience volunteering abƌŽĂĚ ? ƌĞƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌ ŚĂďŝƚƐ ĂŶĚ P  “ ? ? ?
reflecting more critically on their own assumptions and views about aid and 
ƚŚĞŝƌŽǁŶůŝĨĞƐƚǇůĞƐ ? ? ?ibid: 29).  
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RVs were also affected emotionally by the experience, carrying this into 
different dimensions of their lives. This highlights the importance of extra-
rational influences on transformation. RVs commented on having a greater 
sense of engagement in society, with many becoming active in community 
issues at home (ibid: 16). They acknowledged the complexity of global issues 
and recognised the importance of different perspectives. This opened a door for 
critical reflection, although some RVs noted the difficulty of finding people with 
whom to explore the issues they were struggling to assimilate (ibid: 23). 
International volunteering may have the potential to develop organic 
intellectuals, who have a deeper understanding of the other and a nuanced 
ǀŝĞǁŽĨŝŶƚĞƌĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞ ?ƐĞǀĞƌĞƵǆ ? ? ? ? ? )ĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƚĞĚ P “ ? ? ?ĞǀĞƌǇĚĂǇĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐ
who have come to understand life in the South may provide a key element in 
ƚŚĞ  ‘ƉƵďůŝĐ ĨĂĐĞ ? ŽĨ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ǁŚŝĐŚ ĐĂŶ ŚĞůƉ ƚŽ ĐĂƚĂůǇƐĞ ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ
EŽƌƚŚ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
Clarifying Research Questions 
I have explored the literature on development education, focused on non-
formal spaces and finally on the role of NGOs in non-formal development 
education. I find that there is some research examining the importance of 
pedagogies in this type of education, particularly dialogue, and experiential 
learning. However, I have found most research focuses on formal settings for 
development education. Indeed, as a transformative learning literature review 
by Taylor (2007) noted most studies that looked at fostering transformative 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ǁĞƌĞ ŝŶ ĨŽƌŵĂů ŚŝŐŚĞƌ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ǁŝƚŚ P  “ ? ? ? ůŝƚƚůĞ ĞǆƉůŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ ŝŶ non-
ĨŽƌŵĂů ƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ ? ? /ŶĚĞĞĚ ? ŚĞ ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ĂĚ ĨŝŶŝƚŝǀĞ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ
explore other settings particularly where the teaching contexts are more 
informal, less controlled by the instructor, and more susceptible to external 
influences (e.g. naturaůĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ?ƉƵďůŝĐ ) ? ? ?dĂǇůŽƌ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ? 
I suggest that setting up safe spaces for dialogue is central to strengthening 
global civil society and gaining support and action for social justice. Therefore, I 
find a need to explore different types of spaces used by NGOs that provide a 
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way to engage individuals in global issues by providing opportunities to 
participate in dialogue, explore relevant information from different 
perspectives and form networks. I am interested in the extent to which these 
activities enable transformation of habits of mind, as I see this as an essential 
precursor to changes in behaviour that affect society. 
Some of the literature indicates the importance of context and comparative 
studies in development education. Having found differences between the 
Spanish and UK contexts in my personal experience, I wondered what each 
context could learn from the other. European level research by the OECD 
ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?it is impossible to progress a global development agenda 
without recognising the key importance of an informed and educated public in 
ƚŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚǁŽƌůĚ ? ?K ?>ŽƵŐŚůŝŶĂŶĚtĞŐŝŵŽŶƚ ? ? ? ? P ? ) ?dŚĞǇƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĞĚ
a participatory methodology and in examining development education in 
different European contexts, and called for more comparative experiences to 
enhance learning opportunities. Indeed, as Bourn and Brown (2011) noted: 
&ĞǁĞŵƉŝƌŝĐĂůƐƚƵĚŝĞƐŚĂǀĞĞǆƉůŽƌĞĚǇŽƵŶŐƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐŽĨ
opportunities to engage with development issues, and fewer still 
have compared this experience across different contexts, exploring 
the relationship between context and form of learning and 
engagement. (p. 22) 
Initial observations of differences between Spain and the UK suggest that there 
are more adult education opportunities in Spain. Most DECs in the UK focus 
primarily on formal education. Some historical explanation of this was offered 
by McCollum (1996):  
In most other European countries the governments funded 
development education programmes and nation-wide initiatives in 
schools, leaving voluntary development education actors to work 
with a wide range of community and adult groups. It is only in 
Britain then that the voluntary development education effort has 
concentrated in schools to the virtual exclusion of all other target 
groups. (p. 33) 
This helps to set the context for my research, which compares two European 
countries in their provision of non-formal development education. With 
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significant restraints on this work within the formal setting, exploration of 
opportunities in non-formal education is a pertinent line of research. There is 
scant examination of the types of activities available across different contexts. 
Indeed, there is a paucity research which explores the ways small NGOs provide 
spaces for non-formal development education and its potential for 
transformation. It is this gap in knowledge I intend to fill.  
The key research question I plan to answer is: 
How can NGOs provide non-formal spaces for development education 
ƚŚĂƚƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐĂŶĚĂĐƚŝŽŶƐƌĞŐĂƌĚŝŶŐŝƐƐues of global 
social justice? 
There are some important concepts within this question that need explaining in 
more detail. First, the concept of non-formal spaces for development education 
ƵƐĞƐƚŚĞŝĚĞĂŽĨĂ ‘ƐƉĂĐĞ ?ƚŽƌĞĨĞƌ to a place where one has the freedom to think 
ĂŶĚǁŽƌŬǁŝƚŚŽƚŚĞƌƐŝŶĂǁĂǇƚŚĂƚƐƵŝƚƐŽŶĞ ?ƐŶĞĞĚƐĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƐ ?tŚŝůĞƚŚĞƌĞ
is need for a physical space for this activity, what NGOs provide is an 
opportunity to meet with others to think critically about issues of importance to 
learners ? dŚĞƐĞ ƐƉĂĐĞƐ ŽĨĨĞƌ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐ ĨŽƌ  ‘ŶŽŶ-ĨŽƌŵĂů ? ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ǁŚĞŶ ƚŚĞ
course is not qualification bearing and open to adults or young people without 
any academic selection process. These opportunities take place outside the 
formal structures of education, yet I focus on opportunities that bring learners 
together with the objective of learning, rather than a campaign or one-way 
transfer of information from the NGO to the public. This enables me to explore 
the types of opportunities provided by NGOs that address the issues raised by 
Darnton (2011) and Hogg (2011). 
^ĞĐŽŶĚ ? ƚŚĞ ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ŽĨ  ‘ŐůŽďĂů ƐŽĐŝĂů ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ? ŝƐ ĐŝƚĞĚ ďǇ ŵĂŶǇ E'KƐ ĂƐ ĂŶ
essential aspect of their remit. Defining justice is an enormous task in itself, and 
as Sen (2009) argued this might best be done through public debate, rather 
than as a search for perfectly just institutions, as advocated by Rawls (1971). 
However, it is beyond the scope and intentions of this thesis to give a definitive 
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definition of what global social justice is, as this is a deep political and 
philosophical question. Rather, it is considered here as an objective of finding 
fairer and more sustainable ways of living. According the Centre for the Study of 
Social and Global Justice (CSSGJ) at the University of Nottingham, questions 
about how we should live relate to cosmopolitanism, global citizenship and 
solidarity, raising further questions about intercultural justice within political 
theory. These questions require a critical engagement with the concepts of 
globalisation and development and an understanding of social movements, 
democracy and protests (CSSGJ website)28. Within this, key issues include 
redistribution, equality, national and global responsibilities, unfair trade 
practices, global governance, ethics and debt, poverty, health, and 
sustainability. There is a connection to ethical choices and their implications for 
justice in an interdependent world. 
Therefore, my aim here is to discuss opportunities provided for non-formal 
development education across a wide sample of organisations in order to find 
examples of activities and understand NGO worker perceptions. This must take 
into account some of the issues raised in this review, such as perceptions of 
development, the values promoted by NGOs, and the pedagogies they see as 
most appropriate. I will then be able to look more closely at the ways they 
conduct this work.   
I will consider three subsidiary research questions: 
1. What spaces and opportunities are provided for development 
education? 
a. How is education defined by these organisations and what are 
its aims? 
b. What types of educational activities are provided and what 
spaces currently exist for development education in each 
context? 
c.  What can they learn from each other? 
                                                      
28
 [Viewed 04 December 2012] Available from: http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/cssgj/index.aspx  
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2. What perceptions of development are portrayed and what values are 
activated? 
a. How is knowledge interpreted and what ideologies underpin 
development education?  
b. Which values are promoted and will these activate deep 
frames consistent with global social justice?  
c.  What images of other countries are provided by the 
organisation through internal attitudes and educational 
activities?  
3. What pedagogies are used and do these promote transformative 
learning? 
a. How are critical thinking, dialogue and participative 
methodologies managed through these activities?  
b. How is change envisaged and do these activities provide a 
space for transformation?  
c.  Is there a role for organic intellectuals in this process and do 
these activities develop this role? 
I therefore include a descriptive analysis of the spaces provided in each context 
and a comparison of the opportunities available for development education, 
recognising the interaction of formal and non-formal activities. I then consider 
the perceptions of knowledge and development provided by these NGOs. 
Finally I consider how the pedagogies used might lead to transformation of 
ŚĂďŝƚƐŽĨŵŝŶĚ ?ƵƐŝŶŐĂƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ?/ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ'ƌĂŵƐĐŝ ?Ɛ
concept of organic intellectuals to reflect on the data, exploring their role in 
social change and whether my case study NGOs produce intellectuals of this 
type. This leads to a discussion of the potential of development education for 
promoting social change. 
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Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have analysed the literature on development education 
focusing on non-formal spaces provided by NGOs. I have noted a need to 
understand the non-formal spaces provided by these organisations for 
transformative learning. In particular, in considering the attitudes of the public 
towards development issues, I noted that campaigning has limited possibilities 
and that it may be important to have a more complex conversation with a 
smaller sector of the public, with the hope of creating organic intellectuals. For 
this reason I suggest the need to explore opportunities for development 
education provided by NGOs in two different contexts, to determine which 
spaces and pedagogies can create transformative learning experiences about 
global social justice. In the following chapter I explain the methodologies and 
methods used to undertake this research.   
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Chapter Four:  
Methodology and Methods 
Introduction 
In this chapter I consider the methodology and methods that informed my 
research, beginning with a discussion of ontology and epistemology, moving to 
a justification of why a qualitative methodology was appropriate for this study. I 
then highlight the methodological considerations associated with comparative 
education and case study design, before examining the research methods I 
employed. I finish with a discussion of the ethical considerations, followed by an 
account of the experiences and lessons learned through using these methods in 
the field. 
 Ontology, Epistemology and Methodology 
Discussions of ontology and epistemology are not clear cut or easy to separate. 
Literature on the nature of truth and knowledge dates back to early Greek 
philosophers and shows no signs of lessening in its abundance. To determine 
what is true knowledge, we typically appeal either to reason or to our senses, 
both can be said to be fallible, and there is extensive philosophical debate on 
the extent to which we might be right to be sceptical of our reliance on sense 
perceptions to arrive at true knowledge (Ayer 1956). There is not space here to 
fully explore this philosophical question. I touch on key principles, starting with 
the distinction between types of truths; the ontological position and then 
considering how we come to know: the epistemological position. 
Something that can be known independent of experience is referred to as a 
priori. These truths are found predominantly in metaphysics, mathematics and 
logic (Mautner 1996: 167). Sometimes considered a logical opposite of this is a 
posteriori knowledge; what we discover from our experiences and senses. It has 
traditionally been argued that we come to know either through reasoning, 
leading to the discovery of a priori knowledge, or through empirical 
experimentation, leading to the discovery of a posteriori knowledge. These 
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positions are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and both seek permanent, 
indisputable criteria for knowledge (Schwandt 2001: 71).  
dŚŝƐ ƐĞĂƌĐŚ ĨŽƌ  ‘ƚŚĞ ƚƌƵƚŚ ? ĂƐƐƵŵĞƐ Ă Ɛŝngle reality. When this involves an 
empirical search for a posteriori knowledge it is usually associated with 
positivism or empiricism. Both these positions are considered appropriate for 
scientific knowledge, although they differ in their relationship with theory. 
Positivism collects data on empirical observations which are then explained 
with the use of theory. This is the framework used by behaviourist theories of 
learning, as we saw in Chapter Two. Empiricism is based on the same 
ontological position, bƵƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌƐ ĨĂĐƚƐ ƚŽďĞĂďůĞ ƚŽ  “ƐƉĞĂŬ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ? ?
independently of how people interpret them (May 2011: 10). There are a 
number of versions of empiricism. The Vienna Circle for example, coined the 
ƚĞƌŵ  ‘ůŽŐŝĐĂůĞŵƉŝƌŝĐŝƐŵ ?ĐůĂŝŵŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞŵĞaning of any statement was 
ƚŚĞ ƐĞƚ ŽĨ ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶƐ ƐƵĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ ƚŽ ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ ŝƚƐ ƚƌƵƚŚ ?  ?WŽƚƚĞƌ
2000: 52).  
ZĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐŵ ? ĂůƐŽ ƐĞĞŬƐ Ă  ‘ĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌĂďůĞ ? ƚƌƵƚŚ ? ďƵƚ ĨŽĐƵƐĞƐ ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚ ŽŶ a priori 
knowledge, and contemplation through the use of reason. Descartes (1988) for 
instance pertained that we know certain truths innately, and others we could 
grasp through rational intuition. The question arises, whether either reason or 
ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞǁŝůůĞǀĞƌďĞĞŶŽƵŐŚƚŽĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌ  ‘ƚŚĞ ƚƌƵƚŚ ? ?WŽƉƉĞƌ  ? ? ? ? ? )ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ
that absolute truth could never be discovered, since the number of 
observations could never be sufficient: there was always the possibility of the 
(n+1)th observation being inconsistent. He proposed instead a system of 
ĨĂůƐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ĐůĂŝŵŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ƐĐŝĞŶce advances through bold and daring 
ĐŽŶũĞĐƚƵƌĞ ŽĨ  ‘ŝŵƉůĂƵƐŝďůĞ ? ŚǇƉŽƚŚĞƐĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĂƌĞ ƌĞĂĚŝůǇ ŽƉĞŶ ƚŽ ƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂů
ĨĂůƐŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?'ŝĚĚĞŶƐ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?ůůƚŚĞŽƌŝĞƐĂƌĞŽƉĞŶƚŽƌĞǀŝƐŝŽŶ ?tĞĐĂŶƚĞƐƚ
through experimentation and critical examination and thus build up tentative 
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ?tŚĂƚŝƐŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚŝƐƚŚĞ “ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůƐĐƌƵƚŝŶǇ ? ?WƌŝŶŐ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ? 
dŚĞƐĞĞƉŝƐƚĞŵŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐĂůůƌĞůǇŽŶĂŶ P “ ? ? ?ŽŶƚŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶŽĨĂ
ƐŝŶŐůĞ ?ƚĂŶŐŝďůĞƌĞĂůŝƚǇ ‘ŽƵƚƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƚŚĂƚĐĂŶďĞďƌŽŬĞŶĂƉĂƌƚŝŶ ŽƉŝĞĐĞƐĐĂƉĂďůĞ
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oĨďĞŝŶŐƐƚƵĚŝĞĚŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚůǇ ? ? ?>ŝŶĐŽůŶĂŶĚ'ƵďĂ ? ? ? ? P   ) ?dŚŝƐĂůƐŽŝŵƉůŝĞƐ
ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞŝƐĂĚĞƚĂĐŚĞĚƐƵďũĞĐƚŽƌ ‘ŬŶŽǁĞƌ ? ?/ŶĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂůƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚƚŚŝƐŝƐ P “ ? ? ?
increasingly seen as being incapable of capturing the fluidity, spontaneity, and 
creativity oĨĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵ ůŝĨĞ ?  ?,ŝƚĐŚĐŽĐŬĂŶĚ,ƵŐŚĞƐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?ƐDĂůŝŬ  ? ? ? ? ? )
ŶŽƚĞĚ PǁŚŝůĞǁĞŵĂǇĂƐƉŝƌĞƚŽŽďũĞĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ ŝŶƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĂůƐĐŝĞŶĐĞƐ P  “ ? ? ?ǁĞŶĞĞĚ
ƐƉĞĐŝĂůƚŽŽůƐƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŽƵƌƐĞůǀĞƐ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐĚŝƐƚŝŶĐƚŝŽŶŝƐŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƐŝŶĐĞ P 
Sociology is not concerned with a pre-given universe of objects, but 
with one which is constituted or produced by the active doing of 
subjects. Human beings transform nature socially, and by 
 ‘ŚƵŵĂŶŝǌŝŶŐ ? ŝƚ ƚŚĞǇ ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵ ƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ? ďƵƚ ƚŚĞǇ ĚŽ ŶŽƚ ? ŽĨ
course, produce the natural world. (Giddens 1976: 160) 
This argument then, holds particular sway in the social sciences, where data are 
increasing understood as being produced not collected (May 2011: 1). As such 
there is a distinction between human and natural sciences (Bernard 2006: 17). 
Sometimes referred to as humanism, this perspective claims that researchers 
are subjects of society, therefore, allowing for subjectivity is essential, and this 
ŝŵƉůŝĞƐĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŝŶŐĨŽƌŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ P “tĞĚŽŶ ?ƚƐŝŵƉůǇŽďƐĞƌǀĞƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚ ?dŚĞ
very act ŽĨŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶŝŶǀŽůǀĞƐƉůĂĐŝŶŐĂŶŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶƵƉŽŶŝƚ ? ? ?WŽƚƚĞƌ ? ? ? ? P
61). Therefore, it is important to reflect on our own positionality and 
interpretation. Truths are theory-ůĂĚĞŶ ĂŶĚ P  “ ? ? ? ǁĞ ĂƉƉƌĞŚĞŶĚ  ?ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ ?
through various sorts of 'filters' - ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů ĨŝůƚĞƌƐ ? ƉƐǇĐŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂů ĨŝůƚĞƌƐ ĞƚĐ ? ?
(Potter 2000: 63). Transformation theory defines these as frames of reference. 
I think it would be a mistake to divide these ideas into neat unconnected boxes. 
I believe research can simultaneous draw on empirical observations, reasoned 
judgement and subjective interpretation. Moreover, there is a difference 
between understanding knowledge as based on human judgement, and 
rejecting epistemology altogether, claiming that diverse realities are all equally 
true and all interpretations are valid (Schwandt 2001: 72). The former allows for 
subjectivity and interpretation, while the latter may be criticised for being 
reducible to total relativism. I do not believe that since different interpretations 
of an event are possible, one is necessarily as good as another; one must be 
able to rationally justify interpretation. This position, referred to as 
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interpretivism, argues that there is no one single truth. We are subjective, 
thinking, moral beings, and we are investigating society from the inside. 
Therefore, researchers must be aware of their own frames of reference and the 
values through which they interpret experiences.  
It is not only individual identities that affect interpretation, but some argue that 
we are often unaware of the structures and underlying mechanisms that affect 
our behaviour. This position, known as realism, claims that the task of research 
ŝƐƚŽ P “ ? ? ?ƵŶĐŽǀĞƌƚŚĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐŽĨƐŽĐŝĂůƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶŽƌĚĞƌƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚǁŚǇ
we have the policies and practŝĐĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ĚŽ ? ?  ?DĂǇ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ?
knowledge must be understood as partial and incomplete, researchers must 
recognise the conditions that make their empirical observations the way they 
are, and as such the researchers own biography is relevant to the research 
process (May 2011: 21). The acceptance of subjectivity and bias leads to a 
critique of such research. I believe all of the above epistemologies have 
contributed to understanding human behaviour, but I am sympathetic to the 
idea that context and power relations can impact on research, making it 
important to acknowledge this and account for it in the interpretation of the 
data.  
The interpretivist epistemology is not a simple homogeneous category. For 
some it is about constructing meaning through interpretation. Constructivism 
holds that all knowledge claims and their evaluation take place within a 
conceptual framework through which the world is described and explained 
(Schwandt 2001: 30). Piaget, for instance, rejected empiricism and held that 
knowledge of the world is mediated by cognitive structures. Unlike Kant he did 
not think these were given a priori ?ďƵƚ P  “ ? ? ?ǀŝĞǁĞĚƚŚĞŵĂƐƚŚĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐŽĨĂ
process of construction resulting from the interaction of mind and 
ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ? ?ibid: 31). According to Schwandt (2001) the constructionist:  
... seeks to explain how human beings interpret or construct some 
X in specific linguistic, social, and historical contexts. In addition, 
many constructionists hold that X is something that should be 
severely criticised, changed or overthrown. (p. 32) 
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Giddens (1976) claimed that while we do produce society, we must recognise 
the limitations of the conditions in which we are historically located (p. 160). 
/ŶĚĞĞĚ ƚŚŝƐ ŝƐ ƌĞŵŝŶŝƐĐĞŶƚ ŽĨ DĂƌǆ ? ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ ƚŚĂƚ P  “DĞŶmake their own 
history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under self-
selected circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and 
ƚƌĂŶƐŵŝƚƚĞĚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞƉĂƐƚ ?  ?DĂƌǆ  ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ?ƚŚĞĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚĐƌĞĂƚĞ
the environment in which we construct society must be understood and 
constantly critiqued in order to move closer to understanding it better. This 
relates to discussion of critical theory raised in Chapter Two. 
Critical theory as an epistemology has the objective of encouraging people to 
ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞ ƚŚĞ P  “ ? ? ?  ‘ĚŽŵŝŶĂŶƚ ŝĚĞŽůŽŐǇ ? ďǇ ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ĐĂŶ ďĞ
ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ?ďƵƚĂůƐŽďǇĞǆƉůĂŝŶŝŶŐǁŚǇŝƚ ŝƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĐŽŵĞƚŽŚŽůĚĨĂůƐĞďĞůŝĞĨƐ ?
(Travers 2001: 114). Critical theory understands critique in terms of:  
... ĂŶ ‘ĞŵĂŶĐŝƉĂƚŽƌǇŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚƐĞĞŬƐƚŽƚƌĂŶƐĐĞŶĚĞĂĐŚŽĨ
the free men from domination: not only from the domination of 
others, but from their domination by forces which they do not 
understand or control (including forces that are in fact themselves 
humanly created). (Giddens 1976: 60) 
/ŶĚĞĞĚ P  “ ? ? ? ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ ƚŽ <Ăƌů DĂƌǆ ? ƚŚĞ ŽďũĞĐƚ ŽĨ ŝŶƚĞůůĞĐƚƵĂ  ŝŶƋƵŝƌǇ ǁĂƐ ŶŽƚ
ƐŝŵƉůǇƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚ ?ďƵƚĂůƐŽƚŽĐŚĂŶŐĞŝƚ ? ?dƌĂǀĞƌƐ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐ
is the concept of praxis.  
Ɛ >ǇŽƚĂƌĚ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĞǆƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ ŝŶ ŚŝƐ ŶŽƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ  ‘ŝŵŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ? ? ƚŚĞ ƉĂƐƚ ĂůǁĂǇƐ
ƉƌĞĐĞĚĞƐǇŽƵ ?ĂŶĚ P  “ ? ? ? ĨĂĐƚƐĂƌĞƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚďǇ ƚŚĞ ǁĂǇ ƚŚĂƚǁĞ ŵĂŬĞ ƐĞŶƐĞ ŽĨ
ĞǀĞŶƚƐ ? Ăůů ĞǀĞŶƚƐ ŐĞƚ ƉƵƚ ŝŶƚŽ Ă ŶĂƌƌĂƚŝǀĞ ŝŶ ŽƌĚĞƌ ƚŽ ŵĂŬĞƚŚĞŵ ĐŽŚĞƌĞŶƚ ? ?
Politics, for Lyotard, startƐĂƚ ƚŚĞƉŽŝŶƚǁŚĞŶǁĞŵĂŬĞĂ  ‘ĨĂĐƚ ?ďǇ ŝŶƐĞƌƚŝŶŐĂŶ
event into a narrative. Similarly, the Frankfurt School defined critique as 
questioning the establishment of facts and assumptions, something essential to 
transformation, with the acknowledgement that nothing is ever neutral, never 
ahistorical. Of course, it should be noted that while the Frankfurt School had a 
general perspective in common, it was not working to a manifesto or 
programme.  
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Since this thesis is based on a framework of transformative learning, a 
constructivist understanding of knowledge is implied. I also recognise the role 
of power relations within society and the importance of transformation. I do 
not deny the ontological existence of all X, rather that our understanding of it is 
interpreted through filters, or frames of reference. Such personal 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ P  “ ? ? ? ĚƌĂǁ ƵƉŽŶ ƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ? ƵƉŽŶ ƉƵďůŝĐ ǁĂǇƐ ŽĨ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ
ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌůĚ ? ƵƉŽŶ ƐŽĐŝĂů ĐƵƐƚŽŵƐ ĂŶĚ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƐ ? ?  ?WƌŝŶŐ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ? WƌŝŶŐ ĂƌŐƵĞĚ
that there are some social facts which set the parameters between which we 
can interpret meanings. Interpretivism is often critiqued since research results 
ĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞƐĂŝĚƚŽďĞŐĞŶĞƌĂůŝƐĂďůĞ ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ĂƐWƌŝŶŐ ? ? ? ?  )ĂƌŐƵĞĚ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞƌĞ
remains room for ... generalizations, however tentative, and causal explanations 
ĞǀĞŶǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝǀĞƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?,ŝƐƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶƌĞƐƚƐŽŶĂĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞ
ŽĨƚŚĞ ‘ƵŶŝƋƵĞŶĞƐƐĨĂůůĂĐǇ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐƚŽĂƌŐƵĞƚŚĂƚ P 
From the fact that everyone and every group is unique in some 
respect to the claim that everyone and every group is unique in 
every respect. ... We are all unique in some respects and not 
others. ... Failure to recognize the fallacy of uniqueness will 
impoverish evidence based research to be conducted for the 
benefit of policy and practice. (Pring 2000: 107) 
Many debates of epistemology and methodology argue that interpretivist 
research must use a qualitative methodology. Mason (2002) argued that this 
should be flexible and contextual. It should involve critical self-scrutiny, based 
on the belief that a researcher can never be neutral or objective (p. 5). This 
approach is ĐƌŝƚŝĐŝƐĞĚĨŽƌŝƚ “ƵŶƉƌĞĚŝĐƚĂďŝůŝƚǇ ?ĚƵĞƚŽŝƚƐ “ĞǆƉůŽƌĂƚŽƌǇĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌ ?
(Schuller 1988: 62). Bernard (2006) rejected the association of one approach 
with one methodology. Nevertheless, the nature of my research questions and 
my focus on holistic forms of analysis made a qualitative methodology most 
appropriate. Qualitative research is:  “ ? ? ?ĐŽŶĐĞƌŶĞĚǁŝƚŚŚŽǁƚŚĞƐŽĐŝĂůǁŽƌůĚŝƐ
interpreted, understood, experienced, produced or constituted ?  ?DĂƐŽŶ  ? ? ? ? P
 ? ) ?DǇĂŝŵǁĂƐƚŽƉƌŽĚƵĐĞ “ƌŝĐŚ ?ŶƵĂŶĐĞĚĂŶĚĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚĚĂƚĂ ? ?ibid: 4).  
My research questions were about the influence of pedagogies on attitudes and 
transformation. I focused on the perceptions of my participants and explored 
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their interpretations of knowledge. I also looked at how they understood 
development and the images they provided of other countries, which required 
an interpretation of their own epistemologies and values. This focus on 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?ƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐŝŵƉůŝĞĚƚŚĂƚ/ĚĞĞŵĞĚƚŚĞƐĞ “ŵĞĂŶŝ ŐĨƵůƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐŽĨ
ƐŽĐŝĂůƌĞĂůŝƚǇ ? (Mason 2002: 63). I recognised my own influence on the research 
and my own identity as a researcher.  
Given the importance within transformation theory on underlying assumptions 
and structures and their impact on learning, I felt a qualitative methodology 
could better enable me to consider how participants aimed to explore and 
challenge premises and values through their work. I was interested in the 
extent to which the NGOs worked to construct knowledge through educational 
activities. The scope of knowledge was not considered to be general and 
universal, but bound up in context, temporally variable, and open to new 
perspectives (Schwandt 2001: 139). Therefore, while I do not deny the 
relevance of large scale mixed methods or quantitative studies in education, I 
felt these were not suitable for my research questions. 
In my examination of the way that global issues were understood and taught by 
NGOs, it was essential that theories be open to critical examination. Theoretical 
ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ P  “ ? ? ? ĐŽŶƐƚĂŶƚůǇ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ďĞ ƌĞĨŝŶĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ůŝŐ ƚ ŽĨ ŵŽƌĞ ĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚ
studies. They will need to adapt to the changing social context which affects the 
ŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? ?WƌŝŶŐ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐŝƐƚŚĞŽŶůǇǁĂǇƚŽŐĞƚĐůŽƐĞƌ
to understanding our complex international reality. There always needs to be a 
sceptical questioning stance towards theory and there can be no growth of 
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ ĐƌŝƚŝĐŝƐŵ ? Ɛ WŽƉƉĞƌ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ŶŽƚĞĚ P  “/Ĩ ŚƵŵĂŶŝƐŵ ŝƐ
concerned with the growth of the human mind, what then is the tradition of 
ŚƵŵĂŶŝƐŵŝĨŶŽƚĂƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶŽĨĐƌŝƚŝĐŝƐŵĂŶĚƌĞĂƐŽŶĂďůĞŶĞƐƐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ?/ŶĨŽƌŵĞĚ
in such a way, a qualitative methodology was most relevant to my research. 
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Comparative Education 
This study is also one of comparative education. Epstein (1994) defined 
ĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĂƐ P  “ ? ? ? Ă ĨŝĞůĚ ŽĨ ƐƚƵĚǇ ƚŚĂƚ ĂƉƉůŝĞƐŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂů ?
philosophical, and social science theories and methods to international 
ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ ŝŶ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ? dŚŽŵĂƐ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚ ŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ
education to refer to:  
... inspecting two or more educational entities or events in order to 
discover how and why they are alike and different. An educational 
entity in this context means any person, group or organisation 
associated with learning and teaching. An event is an activity 
concerned with promoting learning. (p. 1) 
Comparative education is growing in importance in an age of globalisation, and 
ŝƚ ŐŝǀĞƐ ƚŚĞ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ ƚŽ ƐĞĞ ǁŚĂƚ ŝƐ ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ  ‘Ăƚ ŚŽŵĞ ?ďǇ ĞǆĂŵŝŶŝŶŐ
experiences in other countries, thus developing a more sophisticated 
theoretical framework to analyse educational phenomena and to help foster 
cooperation and mutual understanding (Phillips and Schweisfurth 2007: 16). 
According to Halls (1990) the main aims of comparative education were to 
classify different forms of education, to determine the relationship between 
education and society and to understand the conditions of educational change 
and relate these to philosophical laws (p. 22). 
Comparative education is informed by different theoretical frameworks 
(Crossley and Watson 2003: 19), and the context sensitivity of comparative 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ŝƚƐ ŵƵůƚŝĚŝƐĐŝƉůŝŶĂƌǇŶĂƚƵƌĞŵĂŬĞ ŝƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇ ĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞ ƚŽ
studying educational phenomena and their socio-cultural, historical, and 
political condŝƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? ?<ƵďŽǁĂŶĚ&ŽƐƐƵŵ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?
There are a number of problems associated with comparative education, most 
of which focus on issues of bias and inaccuracy of data, particularly in cross-
cultural studies. Indeed, the idea that a researcher can merely  ‘ƉĂƌĂĐŚƵƚĞŝŶ ?ƚŽ
conduct research in an unknown context is highly problematic (Dore 1994; 
Crossley and Tikly 2004). Crossley and Watson (2003) emphasised the weight 
that may be placed on personal prejudices, implicit values or preconceptions or 
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from existing data. They saw both a personal and official potential bias, claiming 
ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ŵƵƐƚ ĂĐŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ŽƵƌ  “ďĂŐŐĂŐĞ ? ĂŶĚ ĂƚƚĞŵƉƚ ƚŽ ŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞ ƚŚŝƐ ďǇ
spending significant amounts of time in the unfamiliar context (p. 36). Burgess 
(2000) noted that with greater emphasis on cross-ĐƵůƚƵƌĂůƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ P “ ? ? ?we are 
ůŝŬĞůǇƚŽŚĂǀĞƚŽƐŽůǀĞ ‘ŶĞǁ ?ŵĞƚŚŽĚŽůŽŐŝĐĂůƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?ƐƵŐŐĞƐƚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ
multiple cases may facilitate comparison between countries (ibid: 49).  
Interviews are considered particularly demanding in a cross-cultural study in 
terms of understanding cultural bias. It is therefore important to travel, 
ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ ? ĂŶĚ ĂƚƚĞŶĚ ĐŽŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ ƚŽ ďĞĐŽŵĞ ĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌ ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ  “ƐŽĐŝŽ-
ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů ŚĂƌĚǁĂƌĞ ? ŽĨ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ƐŽĐŝĞƚŝĞƐ  ?^ĐŚƌĂƚǌ  ? ? ? ? P ? ? ? ) ? DƵƚƵĂů
construction and understanding of communication are crucial to the message 
ǁŝƚŚŝŶŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁƐ ?ǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞ “ŚĞĂǀŝůǇĐƵůƚƵƌĞ-ĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ ? ?ƌŽĂĚĨŽŽƚ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?
Moreover, language is verbal and non-verbal, both equally important in gaining 
ƌĂƉƉŽƌƚ P  “ŶǇ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁ ƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ ŝƐ ƚŚus only as good as the capacity of the 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ƚŽ ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚ ŵƵƚƵĂů ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŽĨ ĞĂĐŚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ƐĐƵůƚƵƌĂůůǇ-
ĚĞƌŝǀĞĚ ĂƚƚĞŵƉƚƐ ƚŽ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞ ĂŶĚ ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐ ? ?  ?ƌŽĂĚĨŽŽƚ  ? ? ? ? P
54). 
The other potential difficulty with comparative research is the problem of 
complexity. Crossley and Watson (2003) noted:  “/ƚ ŚĂƐ ůŽŶŐ ďĞĞŶ ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐĞĚ
that the multidisciplinary nature of the field generates especially significant 
problems in terms of the organisation and management of potentially vast 
amounts of information  W ƌĞůĂƚŝŶŐƚŽĂǁŝĚĞƌĂŶŐĞŽĨĐƵůƚƵƌĂůĐŽŶƚĞǆƚƐ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ) ?
EĞǀĞƌƚŚĞůĞƐƐ P  “Planners, funders and consumers of education are ... 
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐŝŶŐůǇĞǆƉƌĞƐƐŝŶŐŬĞĞŶŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚŝŶŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůĂŶĚĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞƐƚƵĚŝĞƐ ? ?
(ibid: 2). Furthermore, some argue that comparative education can contribute 
towards social change (Bainton and Crossley 2010).   
Jackson (1984) considered there to be four purposes of comparative education: 
 “ ?Ă ) ƚŽ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ?  ?ď ) ƚŽ ĂƐƐŝƐƚ ƌĞĨŽƌŵ ĂŶĚ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?  ?Đ ) ƚŽ
improve knowledge ĂďŽƵƚ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂů ƐǇƐƚĞŵ ? ĂŶĚ  ?Ě ) ƚŽ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ŐŽŽĚǁŝůů ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ? <ŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ŝƐ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞĚ ďǇ ĞŶĂďůŝŶŐ Ă
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broadening of perspective and a sharpening of focus of educational issues 
(Kubow and Fossum 2007: 5). Furthermore, comparative research challenges 
ƵƐ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŽ ĞǆƉĂŶĚ ŽƵƌ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ďĞǇŽŶĚ ŽƵƌ ŽǁŶ ůŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ? ?
(ibid: 25). Reform and development are promoted by:  
... enlarging the framework within which we can view the results 
obtained in a single country: by providing counter instances, [a 
comparative approach] challenges us to refine our theories and 
test their validity against the reality of different societies; and, by 
providing parallel results, it can yield important confirmation of 
results obtained elsewhere. (Noah 1986: 161) 
There is also support for the idea that some of the benefits of comparative 
research relate to a better understanding of our own context (Phillips and 
Schweisfurth 2007: 14). In terms of promoting goodwill, it is noted that in its 
most recent phase comparative education might be seen as contributing to 
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ŝŶ ƚŚĂƚ P  “ ? ? ? ĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚĞƐ ƚŽ
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůƉĞĂĐĞĂŶĚƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ? ?ƌŶŽǀĞĂŶĚdŽƌƌĞƐ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
The rationale that comparative education improves cross-cultural dialogue and 
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŝƐƉĞƌŚĂƉƐ ƚŚĞŵŽƐƚ ƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚ ĨŽƌŵǇ ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ P  “ ? ? ? ƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀŝƚǇ ƚŽ
culture and context also underpins the increasingly successful application of 
ƋƵĂůŝƚĂƚŝǀĞƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚƐƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĞƐŝŶƚŚĞĨŝĞůĚ ? ?ƌŽƐƐůĞǇĂŶĚtĂƚƐŽŶ ? ? ? ? P ?8). This 
is useful to maximise the potential of seeing different perspectives and 
breaking-down prejudices (Phillips and Schweisfurth 2007: 15). This is 
particularly relevant when research is concerned with issues of development. 
As such, King and McGrath (2002) noted that comparative education has a 
longstanding concern with issues of context (p. 283). Attention to context 
enables, according to Kubow and Fossum (2007), a suspension of judgements 
ƚŚĂƚ ĚĞƌŝǀĞ ĨƌŽŵ P  “ ? ? ? ůŽĐĂůŝǌĞĚ ĂŶĚ ůŝŵŝƚĞĚ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐĂŶĚ facilitates an 
analysis with a more nuanced understanding of the various cultural factors at 
ƉůĂǇ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ) ? 
It has been noted that multidisciplinary perspectives enable comparative and 
international research to develop:  
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... a holistic analysis of development problems, and of the 
relationship between education, society and globalisation. The 
humanitarian dimension of the field also draws attention to 
education beyond mainstream provision, be it in the form of non-
formal provision, adult education, lifelong learning or community 
development initiatives as emphasised by many NGOs. (Crossley 
and Watson 2003: 79-80) 
Looking at development education is particularly relevant since there is a need 
for countries to learn from each other on teaching these issues. It is important 
that they are not left to develop in isolation and that the similarities between 
learning in different contexts can be explored (Crossley and Watson 2003: 49). 
Citizenship education in general has also been noted as being a particularly 
interesting area for comparative research since it is likely to reflect national 
interests and culture in particular ways, for instance it can be conservative, 
radical or encourage questioning, to a greater or lesser extent depending on 
context (Phillips and Schweisfurth 2007: 147).  
My research focused on two western European countries, whose level of 
economic development and colonial histories are diverse, but comparable. I 
looked at non-formal development education, which, as we saw in Chapter 
Three, has nuanced interpretations from different perspectives. Therefore 
some contextual discussion of the organisations in each country is required. At 
country level Britain and Spain have historic and political differences, the 
economic situation affecting Spain in particular at the time of writing 
demonstrates another significant dimension of the contextual specificities. 
Furthermore, Spain has a more decentralised system of autonomous 
communities, which could be described as a combination of the different 
nations of Great Britain and the different regions within those nations. 
However, in the context of development education there has been growing 
academic interest in both countries and the growth of practice in this area 
highlights some potentially insightful comparisons. Indeed, it is worth noting 
that in general there has been growth in this field over the last twenty years in 
both of these countries and at European level. 
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Focusing on the two regions selected for the research, there are some 
important peculiarities to note, which may have meant that research in other 
areas of Britain and Spain would have provided different results. The research 
took place in Andalucía, Spain and in the Midlands, UK in 2010 and 2011. 
Andalucía has a far larger geographical area than the Midlands (87,268km² and 
28,631km² respectively), yet the two regions have similar population sizes (8.2 
and 9.8 million respectively), and it was this latter measure that I used to 
determine comparability. These regions were chosen in part due to their 
proximity to the Universities in which I studied, and to some extent other 
regions could equally have been selected. However, I selected regions outside 
the capital city, which I felt would have provided different data, and regions 
where the first language was Spanish or English. Nevertheless, Andalucía does 
have a distinctive identity which Rogozen-Soltar (2012) claimed affects attitudes 
to immigrants. The relationship Andalucía has with Arabic cultures may differ 
from other Spanish regions, due to its long Moorish period.  
The Andalucian culture provided a specific context within Spain, while the 
Midlands region is culturally more similar to other regions of England. However, 
within the field of Development Education, the Midlands also has some 
particular characteristics. Notably, the work on Open Spaces for Dialogue and 
Enquiry (OSDE) and the research of Vanessa Andreotti (2006a) was developed in 
collaboration with Development Education Centres (DECs) from the East 
Midlands. This meant that the influence of this work on practice was potentially 
much stronger in this region than in other parts of Britain.  
At organisational level I selected Development Education Centres (DECs) in 
Britain and small Non-Governmental Development Organisations (NGDOs) in 
Spain. The aim of educational work in both these types of organisation is to 
provide transformative learning experiences which might affect social action on 
issues of injustice. I note that most large INGDOs in the UK are based in London, 
with regional opportunities for development education limited to the work of 
DECs. While not always considered to be NGOs in the traditional sense, DECs, 
like NGOs, are registered charities in the UK and are therefore a type of NGO. 
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According to Fowler (2011) NGO is a term applied to organisations that do not 
necessarily work internationally (p. 43). NGDOs in Spain and DECs in the UK 
ďŽƚŚ Ĩŝƚ &ŽǁůĞƌ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? ) ĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ĂŶ E'K ŝŶ ƚĞƌŵƐ ŽĨ ŚŽǁ ƚŚĞǇ ƌĞĐĞŝǀĞ
funding and how they operate (p. 45). There are structural differences between 
DECs and the NGOs in Spain, yet in terms of their work in development 
education they can be seen as counterparts.  
However, these organisations do have some important differences which had to 
be considered in conducting comparative research. In many cases DECs grew 
out of teachers movements, with a strong focus on formal education. NGDOs in 
Spain were more commonly organisations which worked in international 
development and began work in development education to develop support for 
this work from the public. However, despite having diverse origins these 
organisations share many things in common. They currently define their 
organisational aims and motivations for engaging in development education in 
broadly similar ways. This was the starting point for the comparison. Further, 
they almost all worked in both formal and non-formal settings to different 
extents, and acknowledged the way these activities interacted and informed 
each other. In Spain there were no organisations that worked exclusively in 
development education as the DECs do. Yet I selected organisations with 
development education as a significant part of their remit, which were fulfilling 
a similar function to DECs in a variety of educational settings. DECs were also 
increasingly extending their work to non-formal education, acknowledging the 
importance of this for their objectives. 
So despite some important differences, which I explore in depth in Chapter Five, 
I found the two contexts of my research to be comparable, with some 
potentially interesting aspects to learn from each other. I have a sound 
knowledge of each context and took steps to avoid some of the problems of 
cross-cultural research by fully acquainting myself with both countries. It is 
often suggested that comparativists should have a sound knowledge of the 
language of any country in which they conduct comparative investigations and 
should immerse themselves in the culture (Phillips and Schweisfurth 2007: 12). I 
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had worked with both DECs in the UK and NGDOs in Spain prior to beginning 
this research, yet my understanding of the UK context was further informed by 
being based for several years in the Midlands. For this reason I spent a year 
based at the Universidad de Granada, where I had access to Spanish literature 
and opportunities to collaborate with colleagues from Spain. I also had better 
access to my participants and it enabled me to attend courses and conferences 
and immerse myself in the culture and language, thus adapting to the nuances 
of verbal and non-verbal communication to an extent that made my research 
more viable. While I already spoke fluent Spanish, I saw this as essential to 
developing my understanding of the context in order to achieve an accurate 
comparison and limit the effect of cultural bias. 
Research Design Ȃ Comparative Case Studies 
Case studies allow an in-depth understanding of a particular phenomenon, 
stimulating a detailed analysis of a specific context. A case study design is well 
ƐƵŝƚĞĚ ƚŽ ŵǇ ĞƉŝƐƚĞŵŽůŽŐǇ ƐŝŶĐĞ ƚŚĞ P  “ ? ? ? ĞǆƉůŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ Ă ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ ĐĂƐĞ ŝƐ
essentially interpretive, in trying to elicit what different actors seem to be doing 
ĂŶĚƚŚŝŶŬŝƐŚĂƉƉĞŶŝŶŐ ? ?ĂƐƐĞǇ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ?ĐĂƐĞƐƚƵĚǇĐĂŶďĞƵƐĞĚƚŽƐƚƵĚǇĂ
real-life phenomenon in depth, in its own context where the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. According to Yin 
(2009), the case study inquiry: 
... copes with the technical distinctive situation in which there will 
be many more variables of interest than data points, and as one 
result relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to 
converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result benefits 
from prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data 
collection and analysis. (p. 18)  
Stake (1995) argued that case study research is desirable to generate 
knowledge of the particular and to pursue issues intrinsic to the case, but that it 
can also be used to further understanding of a particular problem, issue or 
ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ?dŚĞĂŝŵŽĨĂĐĂƐĞƐƚƵĚǇŝƐƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?ƚŚĞŵĞĂŶŝŶŐďĞŚŝŶĚƚŚĞ
actions and knowledge of the participants. It is assumed that each person 
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ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚƐ ƚŚŝƐ ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ ƚŽ ŚŝƐ Žƌ ŚĞƌ ŽǁŶ ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ? ?  ?<ǇďƵƌǌ-Graber 
2004: 54). 
Case study research follows certain principles: individuals are subjects of the 
research process and they are seen in the context of their life situation, their 
experiences are not isolated from their environment and the research is 
conducted close to the situation itself. As such participants can be asked how 
they act and why, they can give an explanation of their context (Kyburz-Graber 
 ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?^ŽĐĂƐĞƐƚƵĚŝĞƐĂƌĞƵƐĞĨƵůĨŽƌĂŶƐǁĞƌŝŶŐ ‘ŚŽǁ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ǁŚǇ ?ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ ?
In my case, I asked how NGOs could provide non-formal spaces for 
development education that transform learner attitudes and actions regarding 
global social justice. Case studies are more appropriate than other methods 
when the research does not require control of behavioural events, when the 
focus is on contemporary events, and when boundaries between phenomenon 
and context are not clear (Yin 2009: 8). 
However, case studies are perceived to lack rigour and not follow systematic 
procedures. This implies they allow biased views to influence the direction of 
the findings thus providing no basis for scientific generalisation and producing 
long, unreadable reports (Yin 2009). Nevertheless, it is possible to overcome 
these potential limitations with a good research design and an appropriate 
understanding of generalisation. In terms of a successful research design, there 
are five components which are ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚĨŽƌĂĐĂƐĞƐƚƵĚǇ PĂƐƚƵĚǇ ?Ɛ
questions, its propositions, its units of analysis, the logic linking the data to the 
propositions and the criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin 2009: 27). This 
means explaining and showing:  
... how you are devoting yourself to following a rigorous 
methodological path. The path begins with a thorough literature 
review and the careful and thoughtful posing of research questions 
or objectives. Equally important will be a dedication to formal and 
explicit procedures when doing your research. (ibid: 3) 
dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ? ŐŽŽĚ ĐĂƐĞ ƐƚƵĚǇ ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ŵƵƐƚ ďĞ P  “ ? ? ? ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ ? ƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝǀĞ ?  ?ĂŶĚ ?
ǁŝůůŝŶŐƚŽƐĞĞĂŶŽƚŚĞƌǀŝĞǁŽĨƚŚĞĐĂƐĞ ? ?  ?ĂƐƐĞǇ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĞƌŵƵƐƚ
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be open to different interpretations and perspectives. There is a clear 
difference from a scientific experiment since: 
Unlike the experimenter who manipulates variables to determine 
their causal significance or the surveyor who asks standardized 
questions of larger, representative samples of individuals, the case 
study researcher typically observes the characteristics of an 
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů ƵŶŝƚ ?  ? dŚĞ ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞ ŽĨ ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ ŝƐ ƚŽ ƉƌŽďĞ ĚĞĞƉůǇ
and to analyse intensively the multifarious phenomena that 
constitute the life cycle of the unit with a view to establishing 
generalisations about the wider population to which that unit 
belongs. (Cohen and Manion 1989: 124-5) 
Issues of generalisation, rigour and validity are contentious. Yin (2009) argued 
these can be overcome with a careful design. Reliability can be achieved 
through use of a case study protocol and by developing a case study database in 
the data collection phase. Construct validity can be achieved through using 
multiple sources of evidence, establishing a chain of evidence, and having key 
informants review the draft case study report. Internal validity supports causal 
inferences and requires explanation building and addressing rival explanations 
in the data analysis phase. To claim external validity the use of theory is 
essential, using replication logic in multiple case studies (Yin 2009). Replication 
ůŽŐŝĐ P  “ ? ? ?ŵĞĂŶƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐŵĂǇďĞŐĞŶĞƌĂůŝǌĞĚƚŽ ƚŚĞĞǆƚ Ŷƚ ƚŽǁŚŝĐŚ ƚŚĞǇ
can be replicated in other cases. It is not the large volume of data which counts, 
but the close linkage of findings to the supportŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŽƌǇ ? ?  ?<ǇďƵƌǌ-Graber 
2004: 62). Lincoln and Guba (1985) argued that validity is not relevant in 
qualitative research and suggest other criteria of assessment. 
Generalisation must be understood in the context of case study research, 
differing from statistical generalisation, which relies on quantitative formulas. 
Indeed: 
A fatal flaw in doing case studies is to conceive of statistical 
generalization as the method of generalizing results of your case 
ƐƚƵĚǇ ? dŚŝƐ ŝƐ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ǇŽƵƌ ĐĂƐĞƐ ĂƌĞ ŶŽƚ  “ƐĂŵƉůŝŶŐ ƵŶŝƚƐ ? ĂŶĚ
should not be chosen for this reason. Rather, individual case 
studies are to be selected as a laboratory investigator selects the 
topic of a new experiment. Multiple cases, in this sense, resemble 
multiple experiments. Under these circumstances, the mode of 
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generalization is analytic generalization, in which previously 
developed theory is used as a template with which to compare the 
empirical results of the case study. If two or more cases are shown 
to support the same theory, replication may be claimed. (Yin 2009: 
38) 
^Ž ?ĂƐƌǇŵĂŶ  ? ? ? ? ? )ƐƚĂƚĞĚ P  “ ? ? ?ĐĂƐĞƐƚƵĚŝĞƐƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĞǀĂůƵĂƚĞĚ ŝŶ ƚĞƌŵƐŽĨ
the adequacy of the theoretical inferences that are generated. The aim is not to 
infer the findings from a sample to a population but to engender patterns and 
ůŝŶŬĂŐĞƐŽĨƚŚĞŽƌĞƚŝĐĂůŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
Case studies may be single or multiple and have a holistic or an embedded 
design. A multiple case study is considered to be more robust, though it may be 
more time-consuming. Single case studies require the identification of a 
 ‘ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ? ĐĂƐĞ ? ĂŶ  ‘ĞǆƚƌĞŵĞ ? Žƌ  ‘ƵŶŝƋƵĞ ? ĐĂƐĞ Žƌ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ŝƐ Ă ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇ
 ‘ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝǀĞ ? Žƌ  ‘ƚǇƉŝĐĂů ? case. They may also be appropriate for a 
longitudinal case (Yin 2009: 47-9). Embedded case studies are used when there 
are logical sub-units; they can decrease the danger of slippage between the 
research design and research questions.  
My own research takes the form of a descriptive and explanatory case study 
with a multiple embedded design. Multiple cases are appropriate for 
comparative research and to understand the effect of differences. An 
embedded design was useful since I wanted to study specific courses or 
workshops, which formed units of analysis. As such, within each country I had 
broad contextual information from fourteen organisations, drawing on multiple 
sources of evidence. Then I chose four main case study organisations, each 
containing units of analysis. Adapted from Yin (2009), Figure 4.1 demonstrates 
my multiple case-study design with embedded units of analysis. 
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Figure 4.1:  Multiple Embedded Case Study Design:  
ƵƚŚŽƌ ?Ɛ/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶĞƌŝǀĞĚĨƌŽŵzŝŶ ? ? ? ? ? ?
 
The purpose of the context, highlighted in yellow, was to give an overview of 
the work of NGOs in development education in each country and the typical 
activities in which they engaged. I selected six organisations located in the 
Midlands and Andalucía, where I conducted interviews with one key informant, 
and analysed website data. This enabled me to gauge the range of activities 
available in these regions and the relationship between formal and non-formal 
activities, thus broadening the scope of the study. In both countries I referred to 
an umbrella organisation; in Spain this body was the Coordinadora Andaluza de 
ONG para el Desarrollo (CAONGD) (The Coordinator of NGDOs in Andalucía); in 
Britain this body was Think Global: Development Education Association. From 
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these organisations I was able to get a broad picture of how many NGOs 
worked in development education, which ones also worked in international 
cooperation, their relative size and range of activities and whether they worked 
in formal and non-formal education. I also interviewed one key informant from 
each of these organisations.  
From this understanding I selected two main case studies from each country, 
organisations five and six, highlighted in blue, where I undertook a more 
detailed investigation. These were selected because of their activities in non-
formal education, and were therefore not representative; rather they were 
deliberatively sampled as they offered interesting units of analysis. In these 
organisations I spent more time informally attending meetings and observing 
activities, I undertook more interviews with staff and also ran a focus group 
with staff. Within this contextualisation of the organisations I also conducted 
some documentary analysis of teaching materials and annual reports to 
triangulate the information from the interviews, focus groups and website data. 
Within each of the main case study organisations I focused on one or two units 
of analysis, highlighted in green. I was interested in events, workshops and 
educational activities run by NGOs for volunteers, members, or the general 
public. It was the face-to face element of education that I wanted to explore 
and the differences of the available activities in Britain and Spain. I conducted 
informal observations of the course or event, and interviews with learners 
attending. In most cases I was able to attend as a participant observer, although 
all groups were informed that I was a researcher and I asked for volunteers to 
be interviewed at the end of the course. Being a participant observer was useful 
to understand the how the learners experienced the activities. I was able to 
integrate naturally in to the groups and address the reality in an interpretive 
manner (Sarantakos 2005), making this a pertinent method for my research 
problem. The length of the activity varied, from a year to a one-off event. These 
differences will be explored further in Chapter Eight. I now turn to some of the 
methods used. 
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Research Methods 
In this research I used a diversity of methods to validate my findings from 
different perspectives. These included documentation analysis, interviews, 
focus groups and informal observations. In this section I discuss the research 
methods employed, highlighting some of the limitations and how I attempted 
to lessen these.  
Documentation Analysis 
tƌŝƚƚĞŶĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐĂƌĞ ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇƵƐĞĚ ĨŽƌĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ƚŽƐĞĂƌĐŚŽƵƚ  “ƵŶĚĞƌůǇŝŶŐ
ƚŚĞŵĞƐ ?  ?ƌǇŵĂŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? ŶŽƚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ ? ĂŶĚ ĞǆĐůƵĚĞĚ
from the documents. There are advantages and disadvantages. Firstly, it is 
unobtrusive, the researcher can observe without being observed. The data are 
in permanent form and therefore can be reanalysed if necessary, allowing 
reliability checks. It is low cost and allows the possibility of a longitudinal 
dimension to the research. Official documents deriving from private sources 
should be easy to access. It may also be possible to access some internal 
documents which could be compared with public documents.  
Documents offer the opportunity to get a broad contextual understanding of 
the case study organisation; this will mean both formal and informal data 
collection. Official internal and external documents offer valuable insights into 
ƚŚĞ ǁŽƌŬ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ E'K ? ďƵƚ ĞƋƵĂůůǇ P  “ ? ? ? ŽŶĞ ĐĂŶ ůĞĂƌŶ ĂŐƌĞĂƚ ĚĞĂů ĂďŽƵƚ
organisations ƐŝŵƉůǇ ďǇ ƐƚƵĚǇŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞƐ ƉŝŶŶĞĚ ŽŶ ŶŽƚŝĐĞ ďŽĂƌĚƐ ?
(Travers 2001: 5). However, documents may be limited or partial and have been 
written for some purpose other than for the research and this may imply bias or 
distortion that is difficult to allow for. Nevertheless, in my research, 
documentation analysis was used to provide a background to the study, and 
when combined with other methods I was able to overcome these limitations.  
Interviews 
Interviews are usually associated with qualitative research and are a common 
form of data collection. They have a number of advantages over observation 
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and issues resistant to observation can be explored. Indeed, observation alone 
is not enough since the motives of the actors are not clear and understanding 
must be filtered by the observer (Pring 2000: 35). Interviews allow participants 
to reflect on the motives for their actions and this gives a different sort of data. 
A range of situations can be explored, possibly dating back in time to get a 
wider understanding of the context, thus giving a greater breadth of coverage. 
/ƚŝƐĂůƐŽůĞƐƐŝŶƚƌƵƐŝǀĞŝŶƚŽƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐůŝǀĞƐ ?ƌǇŵĂŶ ? ?   P ? ? ?-340). This made it 
an ideal method for the cross-case data covering all fourteen organisations. 
However due to their qualitative nature interviews are often described as 
 ‘ƵŶƐĐŝĞŶƚŝĨŝĐ ? ?dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞ ůŝŵŝƚĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŽƵƐŝŶŐƋƵĂůŝƚĂƚŝǀĞ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁƐ ?ĨŽƌ ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞ
there is the danger of slippage in the language used, and the issue of bias. 
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ P  “ ? ? ? ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐĞĚ ďŝĂƐ Žƌ ƐƵďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ? ŵĂǇ ... come to 
highlight specific aspects of the phenomena investigated, bring new dimensions 
forward, contributing to a multi-ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĂůĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ? ?<ǀĂůĞ
1996: 286). Since it was primarily the perspectives of educators and learners 
that I was interested in, this was not an insurmountable problem for my 
research. There was the danger of leading questions, and the objection that the 
results are not generalisĂďůĞ ? ůƚŚŽƵŐŚ ? ǁŝƚŚŝŶ ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝǀĞ ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ? ƚŚĞ P  “ ? ? ?
goal of universal generalisability is being replaced by an emphasis on contextual 
ĂŶĚŚĞƚĞƌŽŐĞŶĞŝƚǇŽĨŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ? ?ibid: 287).  
Interviews tend to focus on the individual rather than the social context, and 
focus on reflective knowledge not the emotional foundations of human 
experiencĞ  ?ƌǇŵĂŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? &ƵƌƚŚĞƌŵŽƌĞ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁ ŵĞƚŚŽĚ ŝƐ
ŚĞĂǀŝůǇ ĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚ ŽŶ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĐĂƉĂĐŝƚŝĞƐ ƚŽ ǀĞƌďĂůŝǌĞ ? ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚ ? ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂůŝǌĞ
ĂŶĚ ƌĞŵĞŵďĞƌ ?  ?DĂƐŽŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ) ?dŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ ? ŝƚ ŝƐ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŽ ƚĂŬĞ ƚŚŝƐ ŝŶƚŽ
account when interpreting the data (ibid: 64). Nevertheless, semi-structured 
interviews are perhaps the most common method for qualitative data, and 
there are good reasons for this. They allow researchers to gather rich data, 
there are opportunities for prompting and probing, and if the questions are well 
designed they can elicit varied and interesting responses. Indeed, different 
types of questions all have advantages and disadvantages. Using many open 
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questions, typical in this type of interview, means that respondents can answer 
on their own terms. This allows for unexpected responses. On the other hand 
this can be very time-consuming and difficult to code. 
I approached some of these limitations with the use of a varied interview 
schedule. The interview began with some semi-structured questions, allowing 
the respondents to focus on the issues they felt were most significant. I 
attempted to establish rapport and make the conversation friendly. I 
constructed a mind-map of the areas I wanted to explore in the interviews, and 
this allowed a free flow of themes to come from the interviewee, but without 
the risk of missing areas I felt were important.  
For a successful interview, a number of criteria should be considered. Bryman 
 ? ? ? ? ? )ŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚĞĚ<ǀĂůĞ ?ƐƚĞŶĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ ?ŵĂŬŝŶŐƚǁŽĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ?claiming that the 
characteristics of a successful interviewer are that they are: knowledgeable 
about the issue; good at structuring the questions; clear; gentle; sensitive; and 
open when addressing participants; able to steer the interviewees in 
appropriate directions; critical in their analysis of the discussion; able to 
remember what has been said during the interview in order to respond 
ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚůǇƚŽƚŚĞƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ ?ŐŽŽĚĂƚŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŶŐƚŚĞƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ ?
balanced in their choice of questions; and ethically sensitive throughout the 
process (Bryman 2004: 325). I aimed to embrace these criteria in my interviews. 
Copies of the interview mind-maps for staff and learners can be found in 
Appendices Four and Five. 
Focus Groups 
The use of focus groups with staff allowed a more natural conversation to 
develop, and diminished the power relationship that can occur in a one-to-one 
interview. In focus groups participants can be empowered by the discussion and 
this can enable group interaction, which may be interesting and natural 
(Bryman 2004: 359). However, the interviewer consequently has less control 
over the proceedings, and the data can be very difficult to analyse, with large 
volumes that are difficult to transcribe and code. It is difficult to determine 
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whether people adapt their views based on the debate, since there is a danger 
ŽĨƚŚĞĞĨĨĞĐƚŽĨ “ƐŽĐŝĂůĚĞƐŝƌĂďŝůŝƚǇďŝĂƐ ?29 (ibid: 127).  
To limit these problems I designed the schedule as an attitude survey, where 
participants were asked to respond to a number of provocative statements 
related to development, aid, inequality, education, knowledge, agency and 
citizenship. They were asked to discuss whether they agreed or disagreed with 
the statements and talk about why, and in what ways, without any input from 
me. The discussion was then transcribed and analysed to access the deep, rich 
data for qualitative analysis. Constructing the schedule in this way limited the 
interviewer effect and elicited responses based on the emotive foundations of 
knowledge rather than relying solely on reflective knowledge (Bryman 2004: 
339).  
Participants were encouraged to think about each statement separately 
(Goodwyn 1996: 5). Of course, this approach may have its own limitations, such 
as slippage in the use of language, given the complexity of some of the issues 
being discussed. However, it is not always inappropriate to include some 
ůĞĂĚŝŶŐ ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ ? ĂƐ ƚŚĞǇ ŵĂǇ P  “ ? ? ? ůĞĂĚ ŝŶ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǇŝĞůĚ
worthwhile knowledge ?  ?<ǀĂůĞ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ? ? ) ? dŚĞ ĐůĞĂƌ ĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞ ŽĨ ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŝŶŐ
focus groups was the opportunity to gain interpretations from different 
perspectives, and the attitude survey allowed for clear comparison of 
perspectives. Groups were comprised of colleagues who knew each other well 
and purported to feel comfortable together. A copy of the statements used in 
the focus groups can be found in Appendix Three. 
Observations 
While interviews and focus groups were essential to find out how the NGO 
workers perceived the use of pedagogies for transformation. To investigate how 
they developed critical thinking and the extent to which pedagogies were 
participative and experiential, it was necessary to accompany these with some 
                                                       
29
 7KLVLVZKHUHSDUWLFLSDQWVPRGLI\WKHLUUHVSRQVHVEDVHGRQWKHSHUFHLYHGµULJKW¶ZD\VWRWKLQN
within the group. 
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observations. The observations I conducted were those of a participant. I asked 
for permission to attend the courses or events as a researcher. Where 
appropriate I participated, then at other moments I took a silent observer role. 
In all cases my presence was highlighted to the group and I asked for volunteers 
to be interviewed at the end of the process. The research was overt; therefore I 
did not face any of the ethical difficulties of covert research, such as not gaining 
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĞĚ ĐŽŶƐĞŶƚ Žƌ ǀŝŽůĂƚŝŶŐ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ? ƉƌŝǀĂĐǇ ? /Ŷ ĂŶǇĐĂƐĞ ? / ŚĂĚ ŶŽ
problems gaining access (Bryman 2004: 296). 
My role as a participant observer varied slightly between units of analysis. On 
most occasions I was able to take the role of a participant without standing out 
from the group, and I was accepted as such. These were groups of adults with 
an interest in development. On other occasions, where the learners were 
younger adults or retired adults, my presence was more clearly noted as a 
researcher, although I did also participate in the group to some extent. In this 
sense my role vaƌŝĞĚ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ďĞŝŶŐ Ă  “ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚ ĂƐ ŽďƐĞƌǀĞƌ ? ĂŶĚ ĂŶ
 “ŽďƐĞƌǀĞƌĂƐƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚ ? ?tĞůůŝŶŐƚŽŶ ? ? ? ? ) ?ďŽƚŚŽĨǁŚŝĐŚĞŶĂďůĞĚŵĞƚŽƚĂŬĞ
adequate field notes. 
Observations are useful to complement interview data, as they are an 
opportunity to see people in the environment, not solely reflecting upon it. I 
was able to be immersed in the setting for an extended period, make regular 
observations of the behaviour of members of the setting, have informal 
conversations with a range of people, collects documents and materials, and 
develop a cultural understanding of the setting (Bryman 2004: 293). First-hand 
observation also aids understanding of an event. It was useful to triangulate the 
interview data with what I was able to observe and this gave an additional 
dimension to the research. This was documented through copious field notes, 
written up after each session (Bryman 2004: 306).  
However, there are limitations to this kind of research. For instance, my 
presence may have inhibited the normal course of events, and there was a 
subjective element to the data, as I had no structured framework for the 
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observation so I could not record quantifiable data regarding behaviour. 
Nevertheless, I felt able to justify these issues. I was generally able to form part 
of the group over a sustained period of time, allowing the participants to get to 
know me and become comfortable with my presence. Moreover, I wanted to 
see the spaces used for development education, and the extent to which 
participative methods were used, and since all the courses I observed were very 
different, a structured schedule would have been impossible to design. Also 
observations were combined with consideration of teaching materials and 
interviews with learners, in an attempt to overcome the criticism of subjectivity. 
Indeed, for my research questions and the qualitative nature of my study, this 
seemed an appropriate method to complement my other methods of data 
collection.  
Ethical Considerations 
All research raises ethical issues which have to be considered rigorously. The 
implications of my research were presented for consideration and approval 
through the School of Education ethical review process, which adheres to 
British Educational Research Association (BERA) guidelines. Bassey (1999) 
discussed the importance of respect in the ethics of research, particularly 
respect for truth, in terms of the data collection, analysis and the reporting of 
ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ ?ĂŶĚƌĞƐƉĞĐƚĨŽƌƉĞƌƐŽŶƐ ?ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐŝŶŐƚŚĞƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?ŝŶŝƚŝĂůŽǁŶĞƌƐŚŝƉ
of the data and respecting their dignity and privacy (p. 74). Bryman (2004) 
described four main areas of ethical concern: Harm to participants, including 
loss of self-esteem, stress and confidentiality; lack of informed consent; 
invasion of privacy; and deception (p. 509). These issues need to be considered 
sensitively. Indeed, in this research I clearly and openly negotiated gaining 
access with a range of stake holders, ensuring honesty and transparency at all 
times.  
Participants were fully informed about the study and asked to sign a consent 
ĨŽƌŵ ? dŚŝƐ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ? ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ? ŶĂƚŝǀĞ ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ ? ĐůĞĂƌůǇ
explained about participation in the interview, opportunities to withdraw, my 
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right to use the data, interpret and analyse it and publish or reproduce it 
(Mason 2002: 81). Confidentiality and anonymity were fully respected at all 
times and all took part on a voluntary basis, free from any pressure and free to 
withdraw at any time. Some of the topics may be considered sensitive or 
emotive, and this was taken into account in the research design. Copies of the 
information sheet and consent form can be found in Appendices One and Two. 
Data Collection Experiences  
One of the first issues I had to address in this study was the cross-cultural and 
cross-linguistic element of the research. I needed a sound understanding of 
each context and to find comparable case studies. I had to design and pilot 
research instruments, which I did prior to beginning the data collection phase. 
Materials had to be provided in each language and I had translations of the 
interview questions and focus group statements checked by a native Spanish 
speaker. I felt comfortable that my level of Spanish was adequate to conduct 
interviews and observations, but I felt it was necessary to spend time living in 
Andalucía in order to gain a deeper understanding of regional nuances of the 
language and local idiomatic expressions. This time also allowed me to identify 
organisations working in development education that would be comparable to 
the work of DECs.  
I found that there were no organisations that worked solely in development 
education, with most small Spanish organisations that worked in this area also 
working in international development cooperation. However, I focused on small 
NGDOs that had development education as a significant part of their remit, and 
this allowed me to identify case studies. I chose organisations from Spain, 
rather than the big international NGOs such as Oxfam or Save the Children. 
However, the structure of these organisations was not identical to that of the 
DECs. Indeed, often the small Andalucian organisation was part of a Federation 
at national level. 
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The next issue was gaining access. In the UK there were fewer options for case 
studies, with each city having only one DEC, while in Spain each city had offices 
of a number of NGDOs. Access was not difficult to attain in either context. I sent 
e-mails to the organisations to which I hoped to gain access and in nearly all 
cases I had a positive response, which I was able to follow up with a face-to-face 
meeting in order to arrange a time for an interview.  
The greater difficulty came when trying to identify the units of analysis. In the 
UK there were fewer opportunities for non-formal development education than 
in Spain, although this proved an interesting dimension of the study, and will be 
discussed further in Chapter Five. I found that the different opportunities for 
non-formal development education offered different levels of engagement, 
which offered another element of analysis. The feature that connected all the 
courses was the commitment to transformative learning about social justice. 
The events had broadly similar objectives, thus I was able to compare the 
pedagogies. I aimed to be rigorous throughout the data collection process, 
keeping a database of my progress, to ensure reliability (Yin 2009). 
I found I was able to gain good rapport with interviewees and I ensured we had 
e-mail contact and had at least one face-to-face meeting before the interview. 
This meant that I could get to know the participants and they felt relaxed to talk 
to me. In the focus groups I took a back seat and let the participants lead the 
process. I had statements written on cards which they read out and discussed 
as a group without interference from me. When they felt ready to move on they 
made the decision to take another card for discussion. Therefore my influence 
as a researcher was lessened making the data more natural. I would have like to 
conduct focus groups with all the organisations rather than just four. However, 
it was logistically more difficult to organise and conduct focus groups, and I 
accepted this limitation of the research. 
Learner interviews were more varied, in most cases I found it easy to gain 
rapport with the participants, but in one case I was aware that my position as a 
researcher may have been intimidating for a younger participant. However, all 
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participants were over eighteen and volunteered to talk to me and I was 
sensitive and endeavoured to overcome shyness and limit any power dynamic. I 
would have liked to conduct more learner interviews as well as focus groups 
with learners, but this was beyond the scope of a single researcher and of this 
project. 
This was a limitation of the research since some of the most interesting data 
came from the observations and learner interviews. I would have liked to 
involve more learners by running a workshop for a group of learners after the 
courses to discuss how their understanding and attitudes had changed. 
&ŽĐƵƐŝŶŐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁƐ Žƌ ĨŽĐƵƐ ŐƌŽƵƉƐ
before and after a course, would have enabled a deeper examination of the 
process of transformation. This was logistically impossible here, although may 
provide a framework for future research.  
As a participant observer I aimed to see events as they were experienced by the 
learners. My position as a researcher was explained to all learners in every 
group and I discussed my project with those interested. I did not find this made 
people treat me differently and I was able to fit in as a member of the group. 
However, this was not the case in all the observations. For instance, one of the 
h<ŐƌŽƵƉƐƚĂƌŐĞƚĞĚ ‘ŚĂƌĚƚŽƌĞĂĐŚ ?ǇŽƵŶŐƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ǁŚŽŚĂĚďĞĞŶĚŝƐĞŶŐĂŐĞĚďǇ
formal education. While I attended the course over a long period of time and 
got to know the group well, I was probably seen as an outsider to some extent. 
Similarly in one UK course the group members were pensioners. This was a one-
off event and although I listened to the talk as a member of the group, my role 
as a researcher was clearer than that of a participant on that occasion. In all 
other observations I was able to coherently conduct my research as a 
participant observer, managing to play both roles equally.  
Given the few organisations in the UK sample, and specific formation of the 
Spanish organisations, I worried about ensuring anonymity. In some cases 
organisations had only one member of staff in Andalucía. Therefore, rather than 
giving lots of details about the case studies at organisational level, I have 
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analysed the interview data from the six DECs, six NGDOs, and two umbrella 
organisations in a cross-case analysis, looking for similarities and differences 
across the two contexts and drawing out relevant themes. All names were 
changed and the names of the organisations were not given. This can be found 
in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. Then to give a deeper understanding of the 
main case study activities, I provide detailed accounts of the six units of 
analysis, without locating them within a particular case study organisation. This 
can be found in Chapter Eight. At every stage I maintained a conversation 
between my data, the theory and literature of previous research in this area, 
allowing a reciprocal relationship that gave my study more external validity (Yin 
2009). 
A further consideration was the use of two target languages, not only my own 
comprehension, but the use of terminology. For instance, the term 
development education is used less in the UK now, whereas this is the only term 
used in Spain. I needed to determine if when a Spanish participant referred to 
educación para el desarrollo this translated simply as development education, or 
whether this was more comparable to what my UK participants referred to as 
global education or global learning. Therefore, in the interviews and 
documentation analysis I gave attention to the issues of definitions. This was 
discussed at a conceptual level in Chapter Three, and from the perspective of 
my participants in Chapter Five. It took time to establish the definitions each 
participant used for these terms and allow them to inform the data. 
I transcribed all the interviews myself in the language used in the interview. 
While my Spanish is fluent, the English interviews were considerably easier and 
quicker for me to transcribe. I worried that I may miss small nuances from the 
recordings or misunderstand an expression or comment. Essentially I wanted to 
ensure that there were no differences in the comprehension of interviews 
between contexts. Therefore, I had all of the Spanish recordings and transcripts 
checked by a native speaker, in which I highlighted any areas I was unsure 
about for them to pay particular attention. I analysed the data in the original 
languages, as I felt translation added an extra dimension for potential error, 
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particularly due to the issue of terminology. Therefore I translated quotes only 
at the point at which they were inserted into the text. 
The research instruments were piloted in July 2010 in the UK, this data was not 
included in the final analysis. All the main data collection took place between 
August 2010 and December 2011. The data was coded using NVivo9. The first 
level categories were established towards the end of the data collection 
process. These were clearly defined and used to code the interview and focus 
group transcripts. A copy of these category definitions can be found in Appendix 
Six. From there themes were drawn out enabling the second level of coding to 
be conducted within NVivo9. The third level of coding was done using word 
documents taken from the NVivo9 theme nodes along with matrices and 
searches done within NVivo9. This gave a finer analysis of the data. This 
structure was used to construct Chapters Five to Seven. 
/ ƌĞůŝĞĚ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ŽĨ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐ ƚŽ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?
activities and values. These were inevitably subjective, but were taken as 
representative of their community or context. These were valuable perspectives 
to understand the environment and I aimed to nurture relationships of 
solidarity with my participants and to be open and ethical at all times. I gave 
some participants copies of early drafts of chapters for their interpretations as 
critical friends. I would have done this with all participants, but in the interest of 
evenness between contexts I decided not to, since most of the Spanish 
participants could not read in English, and any feedback I received would be 
weighted towards the UK. Therefore, I gave chapters only to two participants 
from each country. This, along with using multiple sources of data, facilitated 
construct validity (Yin 2009). 
The participants were given pseudonyms which are used throughout the next 
five chĂƉƚĞƌƐ ? ĐůĂŝŵƐ ŵĂĚĞ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ? ƐƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚƐ ŚĂǀĞ ďĞĞŶ
supported by an indication of which participants corroborated the idea. These 
are listed in brackets after the claim, with UK participants first followed by 
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Spanish participants. This also allowed for some comparison between contexts. 
Table 4.2 gives a list of the pseudonyms. 
 
Table 4.2:  List of Pseudonyms 
 
Development Education Workers  
United Kingdom 
Development Education Workers  
Spain  
Umbrella Organisation: Elizabeth Umbrella Organisation: Margarita 
DEC 1: David NGDO 1: Fernanda  
DEC 2: Rebecca  NGDO 2: Ignacio  
DEC 3: Kate NGDO 3: Esperanza  
DEC 4: Christopher NGDO 4: Dolores  
DEC 5: Jane 
Focus Group Participants: 
Jane, Emma and Dorothy 
NGDO 5: Pablo 
Focus Group participants: 
Pablo, Maite and Alba 
DEC 6: Sally and Jenny 
Focus Group Participants: 
Sally, Jenny and Peter 
NGDO 6: Carlos and Alejandra  
Focus Group participants: 
Carlos, Pilar, Santiago and Melissa 
Development Education Participants 
United Kingdom  
Development Education Participants 
Spain 
Course 1: Pam Course 1: Manuela  
Course 2: Tony  Course 2: Javier 
Course 3: Michael and Louise  Course 3: Belén and Juana  
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All interviews were individual interviews and focus groups consisted of three or 
four participants. In most organisations I interviewed one worker, but in the 
main case study organisations where I observed a long-term course I 
interviewed two workers. All workers were paid members of staff. The only 
exception to this was in NGDO 6, since Carlos was the only paid member of staff 
in Andalucía. Therefore I interviewed Alejandra, who was a volunteer who 
taught on the course I observed. The focus group included Pilar, Melissa and 
Santiago, who were committed volunteers, involved in the organisation for 
many years and members of the management committee. One or two learner 
interviews were conducted individually with learners who had attended the 
course directly after the course finished, so that the ideas were fresh in their 
minds.  
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have given an overview of the methodological implications of 
my research methods and underpinning ontology and epistemology. I have 
discussed comparative education and the use of case studies, and outlined the 
issues raised during the data collection phase and the ethical considerations 
with research of this nature. In the following three chapters I detail the cross-
case presentation and analysis of my findings. I begin with a description of the 
spaces and opportunities for development education identified in each context, 
as well as comparing the aims, definitions and values of development education 
from interview and website data. 
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Chapter Five:  
Opportunities for Development Education 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to answer the first of my subsidiary research 
questions:  
1. What spaces and opportunities are provided for development 
education? 
a. How is education defined by these organisations and what are 
its aims? 
b. What types of educational activities are provided and what 
spaces currently exist for development education in each 
context? 
c.  What can they learn from each other? 
This question is an important starting point from which I gain an overview of 
the development education activities available in each context and the 
objectives of this work from the perspective of NGO workers and website data. 
This comparative element not only promotes new knowledge about 
development education in different contexts, but may also improve provision 
by enabling reflection on different interpretations of development education.  
I begin by describing the organisations in the research, comparing the two 
contexts and looking at the nature of the organisations, in terms of structure, 
aims, values and the spaces for development education. I then analyse the 
terminology used by the participants to refer to their work, and discuss the 
topics covered and their importance. The chapter draws on cross-case analysis 
ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŝŶƚĞƌǀŝĞǁ ĂŶĚ ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ ĚĂƚĂ ? dŚĞ ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ŽĨ Ă  ‘ƐƉĂĐĞ ?ĨŽƌ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
education was used by participants in both contexts to refer to opportunities 
for learning about global issues.  
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The research took place in Andalucía, Spain and in the Midlands, UK in 2010 and 
2011. Politically, this research took place during a time of economic crisis, and 
government cuts were threatening for all the NGOs I studied. The UK had a 
change of government in May 2010, and while this was mentioned by a number 
of participants, the full effects of the changes had not been felt at the time of 
the research. In Spain the change of government came in December 2011, 
when the right-wing Partido Popular (PP) was elected. This came after a period 
of austerity measures and wins for the PP in local elections across the country in 
May 2011. At the time of the research most NGOs still had government 
subsidies and in many cases these were due to last into 2012 or 2013.  
Public attitudes to development issues may have changed as a result of the 
economic situation, with a tendency to worry more about the high 
unemployment and problems closer to home. Nevertheless, the riots in the UK 
in August 2011 and the social movements 15M in Spain from May 2011 and 
Occupy from September 2011 are signs of a continuing dissatisfaction with the 
global economic system. These issues and their implications are beyond the 
remit of this research, though it is important to be aware of the context in 
which the research took place. 
The Nature of the Organisation 
Here I describe the nature of the organisations in the study, starting with an 
overview of the origins of the organisations and their structures, then looking at 
their aims and objectives and political views and values. Finally, I look at the 
funding sources used by these organisations and the impact this had on their 
work. The research was based on interviews with key informants from six 
Development Education Centres (DECs) in the Midlands, UK, six Spanish Non-
Governmental Development Organisations (NGDOs) based in Andalucía, and a 
coordinating body in each country; Think Global: DEA in the UK and the 
Andalucian Coordinator for NGDOs (CAONGD)30 in Spain.  
                                                      
30
 Coordinadora Andaluza de Organizaciones No Gubernamentales para el Desarrollo  
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These small NGOs working in development education had different origins, and 
this had some implications for their lines of work. In Spain the majority of the 
small organisations working in this area also worked in international 
cooperation, and their origins were in international aid and solidarity 
movements. In three cases they also worked in emergency humanitarian aid. In 
the UK, one DEC had international links with development projects in another 
country, since the DEC had grown out of a town solidarity link with Nicaragua. 
Two others had grown out of international development links, but there had 
been a break between the international cooperation branch, and the 
educational branch of the organisation, giving rise to the DEC. It was more 
common for DECs to have grown ŽƵƚ ŽĨ ƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ ? ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞ ĐĞŶƚƌĞƐ ? ŽĨƚĞŶ
ĨŽƌŵŝŶŐ ƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ ? ŶĞƚǁŽƌŬƐ ? ƐƚƌŽŶŐůǇ ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ĨŽƌŵĂů ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ
sector. 
The structures of the organisations were different in the two countries; this was 
largely as a result of the more decentralised political system in Spain and the 
autonomous communities. This research took place in one autonomous 
community, Andalucía, where most of the NGDOs were members of a 
federation at national level, but were officially independent associations in their 
own right. This made finding comparative organisations difficult. In the UK most 
of the large NGDOs were based in London, organisations working in 
development education in the rest of the country were almost exclusively DECs.  
In Spain, there were many opportunities for collaboration and support from 
members of the federation in other autonomous communities. All of the six 
Spanish NGDOs had sister organisations in other autonomous communities. In 
both countries there was an umbrella organisation linking the NGOs. In Spain 
this had two levels, one at autonomous community level, the Andalucian 
Coordinator of NGDOs (CAONGD) and one at national level, the Spanish 
Coordinator of NGDOs (CONGDE).31 In the UK DECs were affiliated to the 
Development Education Association, now called Think Global, a membership 
                                                       
31
 Coordinadora de Organizaciones No Gubernamentales para el Desarrollo en España 
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body for NGDOs and DECs nationally.32 In both cases these membership 
organisations also had big International NGDOs, such as Oxfam, as members. 
In both countries the small nature of the organisations meant that partnerships 
and networks were essential. In Spain all of the participating NGDOs had 
counterpart organisations in countries in Latin America, Africa or Asia where 
they had international development projects. Only one DEC had this kind of link 
with an international counterpart. There were, however, links with other NGOs 
at European level for campaigning purposes or project work, and some 
facilitated school links between the UK and other countries. 
In the UK there was greater emphasis on local partnerships, with universities, 
schools, businesses and other NGO networks. In this sense DECs acted as a 
signposting hub to connect people with issues of importance to them. All the 
DECs had strong links with local schools and in five cases strong links with local 
universities, predominantly faculties of education, working with trainee 
teachers. In Spain local networks and partnerships were also important; five 
had strong links with schools, and two had links with universities.  
The staff structure varied between organisations, often reflecting the 
federation system in Spain, where there tended to be only one or two staff 
members in the local offices, though there were often offices in various cities 
within Andalucía. Total numbers of staff in Andalucía varied from one to six, 
except in one case, where Andalucía housed the head office of the federal NGO 
and there were eighteen staff members. In the UK staff members varied from 
one to eight. 
Work with volunteers varied across organisations. It was often an ad hoc 
arrangement, with volunteers helping out with tasks like book-keeping or 
campaigning. All DECs and NGDOs had a board of trustees or management 
committee made up of volunteers. In some of the Spanish organisations there 
                                                      
32
 DECs were also members of the Consortium of DECs, a relatively new organisation that linked 
DECs on issues of global learning, with a focus on guidance for schools and teachers. 
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were more formal volunteer structures. Four of the six NGDOs also worked with 
international volunteers, whereas no DECs had similar policies. 
Aims and Objectives 
The aims and objectives of the NGDOs and DECs were similar. An analysis of the 
website data showed that the fundamental aim was social justice, cited on the 
websites of eleven of the fourteen organisations (including the two 
coordinating bodies), evenly spread across the two countries. Sustainable 
development was cited as a key aim by twelve of the organisations. Seven 
mentioned promoting human rights, again with an even spread across both 
countries. Promoting gender equality and equitable distribution of resources 
were mentioned on the websites of five Spanish NGDOs, but were not explicitly 
mentioned on the DEC websites. 
In terms of the educational aims, raising awareness and providing information 
on global issues were mentioned by all DECs and five Spanish NGDOs. 
Promoting active citizenship and participation was mentioned by six DECs and 
six NGDOs. Volunteering as an educational aim was explicitly mentioned by four 
NGDOs and only one DEC. Promoting local action was mentioned by six NGDOs 
and only three DECs, while social transformation was a key aim for six NGDOs 
and four DECs. Differences in terms of website data may have been due to the 
fact that many Spanish NGDO websites were linked to the federation website at 
national level, whereas the DEC websites represented smaller organisations. 
Therefore, this information had to be triangulated with the interview data. The 
key fundamental aims of pursuing social justice and sustainable development 
were seen in the interview data from both countries (UK: David, Christopher, 
Jenny, Kate, Rebecca, Elizabeth, Jane; Spain: Esperanza, Dolores, Fernanda, 
Carlos, Pablo). Understanding global issues was key for all DECs and most 
NGDOs, as well as promoting active citizenship and participation (UK: Elizabeth, 
Kate, Christopher, Jenny, Jane, Sally; Spain: Ignacio, Dolores, Pablo, Carlos, 
Fernanda, Esperanza). Some participants discussed the ultimate aim of trying to 
create a more just society (UK: Rebecca, David, Jenny; Spain: Carlos, Fernanda, 
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Dolores). This included reducing exploitation and discrimination, raising 
awareness about injustice, learning about the causes of inequality and how to 
overcome it, and considering fairer interactions at local and global level. 
Another key aim referred to solidarity and openness to other cultures. This was 
emphasised more by the Spanish workers due to their links with counterparts 
and project work in other parts of the world (Carlos, Pablo, Esperanza, Ignacio), 
although UK workers also recognised the objective of learning about other ways 
of life (Rebecca, Kate, Jane).  
The importance of learning about the interconnection of global issues and how 
this related to our own lives, recognising complexity and needing a space to 
explore some of these issues, were particularly high priorities (UK: Jenny, 
Rebecca, Christopher, Kate, Elizabeth, Jane; Spain: Carlos, Dolores). In the focus 
groups the four main case study NGOs were given the statement:  “One of the 
aims of development education is to critically explore the global structures of 
power and domination that produce and reproduce inequalities and injustice, 
ĂŶĚƉƌŽŵŽƚĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐ ? ?All participants strongly agreed with this statement. 
Most participants discussed the need for moving from learning to action. This 
was often understood in terms of participation and citizenship, with a view to 
making a commitment to social transformation towards a fairer society (UK: 
Jane, Sally, Elizabeth, Christopher, Rebecca, Kate; Spain: Dolores, Fernanda, 
Carlos, Pablo).  
Political Views and Values 
While all the organisations had charity status and were therefore apolitical, in a 
party political sense, this was not always stated on the DEC websites, but all of 
the Spanish NGDOs defined themselves on the website as apolitical, laical and 
independent. Political positioning did not tend to be mentioned on the website, 
other than references to specific campaigns supported by the organisation. The 
core values upheld by the organisations according to the website were fairness 
or justice33 and sustainability, mentioned by twelve organisations. The main 
                                                      
33
 There is only one word for justice and fairness in Spanish: Justicia. 
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difference between the two counties was that on the Spanish websites there 
was more emphasis on poverty reduction and dignity, mentioned by all the 
NGDOs and only two DECs, and on solidarity, mentioned by six NGDOs and no 
DECs.  
In interviews, all participants gave the official response of being apolitical and 
independent, but most went on to qualify this, acknowledging that they 
positioned themselves politically in line with their aim of social justice. While 
the apolitical nature of NGOs was acknowledged in both contexts (UK: Sally; 
Spain: Ignacio, Carlos, Fernanda, Pablo), this was discussed more specifically in 
the Spanish interviews: 
Obviously we are talking about politics in the broader sense of the 
word, because every time you make a decision to support or not 
support something you are doing politics to some extent, in the 
positive sense of the word. (Carlos) 
Some Spanish NGDOs referred to their position as anti-capitalist, in the sense of 
encouraging sustainable consumption. In this sense ideology critique was 
central to their work (Pablo, Carlos, Fernanda): 
... for sustainable development we understand as everything that 
accompanies a critical attitude to Capitalism, a change of model ... 
sustainable in terms of your daily consumption. (Pablo) 
The DECs used this language less, possible due to their connection with formal 
education, and the need to appear neutral. However, some DECs talked about 
encouraging young people to engage politically and related this to the need for 
citizenship and active participation (Jane, Sally, Elizabeth, Christopher, Kate, 
Jenny):  
I guess the values behind it are hoping that through education you 
can raise people's awareness of inequality and injustice around the 
world and so then you give them the knowledge and the skills to 
be able to think a bit more critically about the world and maybe 
engage politically and try and make the world a better place really. 
(Jenny) 
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Justice and equality also came through from the interviews as being 
fundamental to the work of the organisation, with an emphasis on equal rights 
and opportunities, along with ethical consumption and supporting basic public 
services, particularly education (UK: Sally, Jenny, Rebecca; Spain: Carlos, 
Ignacio, Dolores).  
Funding and Funders 
The majority of funding for all DECs came from the Department for 
International Development (DFID). In Spain some money came from equivalent 
of DFID; AECID34, however, it was generally more decentralised coming from 
the :ƵŶƚĂĚĞŶĚĂůƵĐşĂ ?ƐDepartment for International Development (AACID)35 
or the town councils. This reliance on public funding had a number of 
implications: It affected the projects NGOs worked on and the frameworks 
used, and it affected their vulnerability when governments changed or when 
the economic situation called for spending cuts. In some cases this was seen to 
limit the work in which the organisations were able to engage. As David 
explained: 
The topics that we have to do, in some way, come to us already 
designated by the funding that we receive. So for example, 70-80% 
of our funding is funding from DFID, they have a very clear agenda 
for this; how they want their money to be administered. (David) 
Perhaps the biggest issue regarding relying on government funding was the 
vulnerability faced when this funding ceased. The economic downturn had 
serious implications on the public sectors in both countries. This was something 
that was felt more acutely in the UK after the change in government when key 
ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ĚƌŝĞĚ ƵƉ ? ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ &/ ?Ɛ ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ &ƵŶĚ  ?& ) ? ǁŚŝĐŚ
had previously been made available to DECs. There were similar implications in 
Spain, but in both cases the full force of this had still not been felt at the time of 
this research.  
                                                      
34
 Agencia Española de Cooperación International para el Desarrollo 
35
 Agencia Andaluza de Cooperación International para el Desarrollo. 
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As a result of these changes in the funding landscape, a number of the UK 
organisations were beginning to explore other options such as EU funding 
(Christopher, Elizabeth, Jenny) and sources such as the Big Lottery Fund (Sally, 
Christopher, Kate, Elizabeth, Jane). To a lesser extent the Spanish NGDOs were 
ĂůƐŽ ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ ĨŽƌ ƉƌŝǀĂƚĞ ĨƵŶĚŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ ƐŽĐŝĂů ĨƵŶĚƐ ? ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ ďĂŶŬƐ ? ĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞ
responsibility money (Ignacio, Margarita). In Spain money often came from 
private member payments and donations (Margarita, Fernanda, Esperanza). 
With the drive for DECs to become more self-sufficient, in line with the 
ŽĂůŝƚŝŽŶ'ŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ ?ƐƐƉĞŶĚŝŶŐĐƵƚƐ ?ƐǁĞƌĞĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŶŐǁĂǇƐƚŽŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞ
their own income; this had tended to be through the production of teaching 
resources that could be sold to schools and youth workers (David, Rebecca, 
Kate, Christopher).  
Educational Settings  
In both contexts the organisations tended to work in both formal and non-
formal settings, but to different degrees. In general the emphasis in the UK was 
on schools work, and where DECs engaged in non-formal education this tended 
to be youth work. Any adult and community work tended to be focused on 
awareness-raising activities, rather than deeper educational activities. In Spain 
NGDOs also worked in these areas, but in addition there were examples of adult 
learners, volunteer training and non-formal learning in university settings. 
It is important to note that the distinction between formal and non-formal 
settings was blurred and imprecise. Indeed, work in each setting affected and 
interacted with work in the other. Often non-formal activities took place within 
schools, sometimes teachers worked non-formally with a DEC or NGDO, but 
then took new ideas back to their classrooms. While my focus here is on non-
formal education, in the cross-case analysis I also considered the way NGO 
workers discussed their work in formal settings, as this informed their 
understanding of development education in general. 
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ůů ƚŚĞ Ɛ ĂŶĚ E'KƐ ǁĞƌĞ ŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚ ŝŶ ƐĐŚŽŽů ?Ɛ ǁŽƌŬ ƚŽ ƐŽŵĞ ĞǆƚĞŶƚ ?
Development education in schools tended to focus on working with teachers to 
provide professional development and encourage engaging with global issues in 
participatory ways in the classroom (UK: Christopher, David, Jenny, Kate, 
Rebecca, Jane; Spain: Ignacio, Fernanda, Dolores). Some organisations also 
provided resources for schools (UK: Kate, Jane, Jenny, Christopher, Rebecca; 
Spain: Fernanda, Ignacio, Carlos), or workshops for pupils (UK: Jane, 
Christopher, Kate, Rebecca; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Ignacio, Esperanza, Dolores). In 
the UK, some DECs facilitated links with schools in other countries (Christopher, 
David, Kate).  
Schools were seen to provide a convenient setting for engaging in educational 
activities of a non-formal kind as well. This involved working with parents or 
governors (UK: Christopher; Spain: Dolores, Fernanda). Many of the 
organisations also had university links, teaching modules on relevant issues. In 
Spain this was often Masters Courses, or modules within degree programmes in 
Geography, Business, Politics, Social Work or Engineering (Pablo, Carlos, 
Margarita, Esperanza), while in the UK this work was almost exclusively with 
trainee teachers in Education faculties (Christopher, David, Kate).  
The challenges to the formal setting emphasised the difficulty of using truly 
participative methodologies where there were strict targets and exams (UK: 
Christopher, Elizabeth, Jenny, Jane; Spain: Margarita): 
I think the challenge is how to do that in the context of a school 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƌĞ ƚĂƌŐĞƚƐ ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ĞǆĂŵƐ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƌĞƚĂ ŐĞƚƐ
ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ůĞĂƌŶ ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ŝƐŶ ?ƚ ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌŝůǇ ĂďŽƵƚ
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ƚŽ ůĞĂƌŶ ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĂďŽƵƚ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƌĞƉĞĂƚ ? or learning facts, 
ƚŚĂƚƐŽƌƚŽĨƚŚŝŶŐ ?ƐŽ ŝƚĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚĂůǁĂǇƐĨŝƚ ŝŶƚŽƚŚĞƐĐŚŽŽůĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ?
(Elizabeth) 
Work in non-formal education took a number of different forms.  Youth Work 
was the main form of non-formal development education in the UK, and also 
present in Spain (UK: Jenny, Sally, Elizabeth, David, Rebecca, Jane; Spain: 
Fernanda, Dolores, Ignacio). Adult Education tended to fall into one of three 
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categories: awareness-raising and campaigning, sustained education and 
training, and learning through international experience.  
Short term awareness-raising within the community was common in both 
contexts (UK: Jane, Rebecca, Christopher, Jenny; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, 
Esperanza, Ignacio, Fernanda, Dolores). Often this type of education took the 
form of campaigning, or direct contact with the public in the street. Some of the 
NGDOs had their own campaigns, driven by the organisation at federal level 
(Pablo, Carlos). There were also campaigns at national and international level, 
for instance five of the NGDOs were involved in the Zero Poverty Campaign 
(Pobreza Cero), running street activities (Pablo, Esperanza, Ignacio, Fernanda, 
Carlos). Some DECs talked about this type of public campaigning activity 
(Rebecca, Jane). Jane discussed how even in these events it is possible to 
ĞŶŐĂŐĞŝŶůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐĨƌŽŵƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐŽǁŶĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ?ĨŽƌĞǆĂŵƉůĞ
ĂƐŬŝŶŐ ĂďŽƵƚ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ŽĨ ƐĐŚŽŽů ĂƐ ĂŶ ŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ
 ‘ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌůů ?Žƌ ‘KŶĞ'ŽĂů ?ĐĂŵƉĂŝŐŶƐ ? 
One-off sessions, often through groups that already met regularly, such as faith 
ŐƌŽƵƉƐ ? ǁŽŵĞŶ ?Ɛ ŐƌŽƵƉƐ Žƌ ǇŽƵƚŚ ŐƌŽƵƉƐ ? ǁĂƐ ŽŶĞ ǁĂǇ ŽĨĞŶŐĂŐŝŶŐ ŝŶ
development education for many organisations in both contexts (UK: Sally, 
Jane, Rebecca; Spain: Fernanda, Esperanza, Dolores). Showing photo or artefact 
exhibitions was also common in Spain; these would either be loaned to other 
organisations or displayed in a public place (Ignacio, Esperanza, Pablo, Dolores). 
Cinema series were a common activity in Spain (Esperanza, Pablo, Fernanda), 
showing a documentary in a public place, such as a bar or community centre, 
following this up with some discussion of the issue. This activity was frequently 
organised by volunteers and would often run over a number of weeks. This 
implied a higher level of engagement than an awareness-raising activity, 
although it was not always easy to generate much debate, as volunteers often 
lacked experience as facilitators.  
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Making a documentary could be part of the learning experience for a group of 
volunteers, this could then be shown at a public event or as part of a cinema 
series (UK: Jenny; Spain: Pablo): 
tĞ ?ǀĞ ŵĂĚĞ Ă ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƌǇ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ǁĂŶƚ ƚŽ ƐŚŽǁ ŝŶ Ăůů ƚŚĞ
ŶĚĂůƵĐŝĂŶ ĐŝƚŝĞƐ ? ŝƚ ?ůů ďĞ ĂĐĐŽŵƉĂŶŝĞĚ ďǇ ĂŶ ĞǆŚŝďŝƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ
awareness-raising and also some training workshops, talks or 
seminars about the human right to water. (Pablo) 
More sustained education in non-formal settings was also present (UK: Jenny, 
Jane, Christopher; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Fernanda, Ignacio). In Spain for instance, 
seminar series would run over the course of a week, often in a university 
setting, but open to the general public. These sessions tended to be 
introductory and accessible for all, but offered an opportunity for a deep level 
of engagement. They also acted in some cases as a networking opportunity, 
where people from different areas, all concerned about a similar issue, could 
search for local solutions (Pablo, Dolores, Ignacio). 
Training was also provided by organisations; many, particularly in the UK, ran 
ǁŽƌŬƐŚŽƉƐ ĨŽƌ ƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ ? ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶt (UK: Kate, David, Jenny, 
Jane, Christopher; Spain: Ignacio, Dolores). Some also offered training for youth 
workers (UK: Rebecca, Jenny, Elizabeth, David; Spain: Fernanda). In Spain some 
NGDOs offered training for other organisations (Dolores, Margarita). Others 
offered training open to the public. These were often about international 
development issues and project management (Ignacio, Pablo, Carlos). On-line 
courses were also a feature of two NGDOs, and were available for members of 
the public to sign up, free of charge or for a small fee (Pablo, Dolores). Training 
for volunteers was another element of work for NGDOs in Spain. This often 
focused on international development projects or understanding global issues 
(Pablo, Carlos, Ignacio). The CAONGD arranged spaces for debate internal to the 
work of the NGDOs in Andalucía on issues such as gender or development 
education, these aimed to provide networking opportunities (Margarita). 
Another source of non-formal learning in Spain was the involvement in round 
tables and working groups (Pablo, Margarita, Carlos, Ignacio): 
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EĞǆƚ ǁĞĞŬ ǁĞ ?ƌĞ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚĞ ŝŶ Ă ƌŽƵŶĚ ƚĂďůĞ ĂŶĚ ƚĂůŬ
ĂďŽƵƚ ŽƵƌ ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ ŝŶ ĨƌŝĐĂ ?  ? ? ? tĞ ƚŚŝŶŬ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŽ
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƐƉĂĐĞƐ ? ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ǁĂǇ ŽĨƌĂŝƐŝŶŐ
awareness ... and we can contribute with our vision of 
international cooperation. (Ignacio) 
In Spain some NGDOs provided training for international volunteers (Pablo, 
Ignacio, Carlos, Alejandra). Often volunteers were expected to continue their 
engagement on their return and often helped to train the next cohort of 
volunteers (Carlos, Alejandra).  
Some participants noted challenges to working in non-formal education, 
primarily since schools were seen as a place with a guaranteed audience and 
therefore an easy opportunity to initiate development education. Youth work 
provided this opportunity in a non-formal setting (UK: Elizabeth, Jane, Sally; 
Spain: Esperanza).  
Definitions and Terminology 
Understanding the term development education, particularly across two 
different language contexts, was a complicated task. All the words and concepts 
surrounding this area were heavily weighted with connotations and 
assumptions. In this section I try to unravel this, building on discussion of the 
evolution of terms from the literature review in Chapter Three. Here I begin 
with a document analysis of the website data, taking the definitions given by 
each of the fourteen organisations and highlighting some of the key features 
and any significant similarities or differences between the two contexts. I then 
ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŵǇƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐŽĨƚŚĞĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŝƌĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶ ? 
There were fairly significant differences between websites in the two contexts 
with the terms they used. All of the Spanish NGDOs used the terms 
development education
36 and awareness-raising37, whereas only three and two 
                                                       
36
 Educación para el desarrollo 
37
 Sensibilización 
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DECs used these terms respectively. Both contexts referred to training38, three 
in the UK and two in Spain. In the UK a range of other terms were used on the 
websites which did not feature on any of the Spanish websites, such as 
education for sustainable development, global dimension, global education, 
global learning and global youth work. In the following section the definitions 
used refer to whichever term was favoured on each organisatioŶ ?ƐǁĞďƐŝƚĞ ? 
The reasons given on the website for engaging in development education did 
not differ significantly. Six of the DECs and four of the NGDOs cited 
 “ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ƌĞĂůŝƚǇ ? ĂƐ Ă ŬĞǇ Ăŝŵ ? dŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ ƐůŝŐŚƚůǇ ŵŽƌĞ ĞŵƉŚĂƐŝƐ ŽŶ
social change in Spain, since six of the NGDOs and only four of the DECs 
mentioned this. Moreover, three of the NGDOs talked about creating agents of 
change, which was not mentioned in the UK. Over half in each country 
mentioned attitude and behaviour change, and three DECs and two NGDOs 
mentioned creating a critical thinking society. Building global citizenship was all 
mentioned by six of the DECs and only one NGDO. Finally, looking at similarity 
as well as difference was cited by three DECs but no NGDOs. 
There were also some differences in the way the teaching methodologies were 
explained on the websites. Critical thinking as a means of encouraging 
transformation was common to both contexts, but there were different ways 
cited to facilitate this. Group work was mentioned in both contexts, and one or 
ƚǁŽ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŝŶ ĞĂĐŚ ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ  ‘Ž^ƵƚŚĞƌŶ ?
perspectives. In both contexts there were methods mentioned which 
corresponded to methods discussed in Chapter Two in relation to 
transformative learning. These tended to be more prominent in the UK. For 
example, four of the DECs talked about participatory methodologies such as 
open spaces for dialogue and enquiry (OSDE), philosophy for children (P4C), and 
Connect, Challenge, Change, the global youth work methodology that aimed to 
develop the content from the interests or needs of the learners: 
                                                      
38
 Formación 
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Using active learning methods, based on enquiry into issues and 
ideas, [the organisation] aims to help people to develop the skills 
and commitment to work together to bring about a more just 
world. (DEC 4 Website, UK) 
Using creative methods such as music or producing a DVD or theatre was 
mentioned by five of the DECs and two NGDOs, while exploring different 
perspectives and questioning assumptions and stereotypes was mentioned by 
five DECs and only one NGDO. Two DECs also mentioned methods such as 
discussions and games. This implied a higher level of active participatory 
methods in the UK. The use of exhibitions and documentaries were mentioned 
by four of the NGDOs but no DECs. 
Turning to the interview data; participants were asked which terms they used 
and were given a number of terms as stimuli, including development education, 
global education, awareness raising, peace education, global citizenship 
education, and education for sustainable development.  
The evolution of terms in the UK was generally seen to be a good thing, and the 
fact that the names have changed was the product of an on-going dialogue 
within the field aiming to make the concepts more holistic and accessible. The 
term development education was seen to be outdated, relating to ideas from 
the 1970s and 1980s, looking at aid and poverty and thinking about 
development in terms of tŚĞ  ‘&ŝƌƐƚ ? ĂŶĚ  ‘dŚŝƌĚ ? ǁŽƌůĚ  ?ZĞďĞĐĐĂ ? <ĂƚĞ ?
Christopher, Elizabeth, David). In this sense it related to the earlier generations 
of development education in Spain.  
Global education was seen as a step further, reconceptualising development 
education in terms of globalisation. Some participants commented on terms 
such as global citizenship education and the global dimension as terms that had 
grown out of the need to adapt to the school curriculum (David, Christopher, 
Kate). Indeed, a number of issues relating to policy arose. In particular the term 
global learning was understood as a product of the Labour Government (1997-
2010). This need to adapt to government policy was seen as provoking changes 
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in terminology (Rebecca, David, Christopher, Elizabeth). There was some 
uncertainty as to how this would play out with the new Coalition Government. 
Some participants saw global learning as a diluted version of the framework 
proposed by Freire, and blamed the reliance on government funding. David 
suggested that since some of the proposals of development education were 
highly political, global learning was able to sound more neutral and less 
threatening to government: 
'ůŽďĂůůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ?/ƐĞĞŝƚŵŽƌĞůŝŬĞĂƚĞƌŵƚŚĂƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶŝŶǀĞŶƚĞĚ
to make this type of education... less threatening for certain 
organisms, particularly the State, the Department of Education for 
example. If you go to the Department of Education with global 
citizenship education and development education - this is my 
interpretation - they sound... they're strong words, you know. 
While global learning ... you can defend from many different 
angles, the most simple is that we live in a globalised world, and in 
a globalised world we need learning that is global, you know. 
That's how I see the concept of global ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ?ŝƚ ?ƐũƵƐƚƚŚĂƚ ?ƐĂ
more acceptable phrase for policy makers or politicians. (David) 
This reflects the findings of Cameron and Fairbrass (2004), noted in Chapter 
Three, about the government closing down the space for deliberative 
democracy. On the other hand, for some the focus on learning meant that there 
was more emphasis on thinking and exploring issues in depth, rather than the 
strong political action associated with development education (Christopher, 
Kate, Rebecca). Global learning encompassed a wider range of issues, rather 
than being limited to thinking about poverty and development. It was this 
broader understanding that incorporated the importance complexity and power 
dynamics, considering our impact on others and the environment, and a focus 
on empathy and critical thinking:  
 ?ǇŽƵŶĞĞĚ ƚŽĚĞǀĞůŽƉĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐƐŬŝůůƐ ƚŽĞŶŐĂŐĞǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĂƚ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ? ĂŶĚ ĚĞĐŝĚĞ ǁŚĞƌĞ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĐŽŵŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ ? ǁŚĂƚ ƚŚĞŝƌ
ĂŐĞŶĚĂŝƐ ?ǁŚĂƚ ?ƐƵƐĞĨƵůĨŽƌŵĞŶŽǁ ?ŝŶƚŚĞĨƵƚƵƌĞ ?ǁŚĂƚĞǀĞƌ ?ĂŶĚ
that you can only really understand when you go beyond your own 
ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞĂŶĚůŽŽŬĂƚŽƚŚĞƌƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ? ?ŚƌŝƐƚŽƉŚĞƌ) 
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/ŶĚĞĞĚ ? ƚŚĞ ƚĞƌŵ  “ŐůŽďĂů ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ? was also used, along with the idea of 
ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ Ăƚ Ă ǀĂƌŝĞƚǇ ŽĨ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ? ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ Ă  “^ŽƵƚŚĞƌŶ ? ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀe 
(Rebecca, Christopher, Kate).  
Global citizenship, as opposed to global learning, was seen to emphasise 
participation, challenging injustice and taking action. In this sense there was a 
strong ethical component in which individuals should consider their choices and 
the impact of these on others (Sally, Christopher, David, Kate): 
Citizenship for me is about participation and taking action and so 
on, but global learning has a lot more about understanding the 
complexity of the issues involved. (Kate) 
Awareness-raising was less used in the UK, but tended to refer to campaigns or 
one-off events. This also related to the audience, and often awareness-raising 
seemed more appropriate for work with the general public for the practical 
reason that it was a more recognised term than global education (Jane). 
The distinction between global education and international education was also 
made. International education was more about language exchanges, rather 
than exploring inequality and looking at countries in the  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?:ĂŶĞ ?ĂǀŝĚ ) ?/Ŷ
general, the tendency to re-examine and change terms was seen as important 
to the growth of the field. If language could reinforce power then where terms 
used were no longer appropriate, they needed to be reconceptualised. 
In Spain the discussion of how terms had evolved was more straightforward. 
Participants from all seven organisations commented on the different 
generations of development education and their definitions of the fifth 
generation critiqued the more charitable concepts common to previous 
generations. Global citizenship education was seen as an important element of 
the fifth generation. This emphasised globalisation and focused on mechanisms 
for political engagement and participation, with a commitment to social change 
(Margarita, Dolores, Ignacio, Carlos, Esperanza, Pablo, Maite). Indeed, 
development education was seen as a general term that incorporated all the 
others.  
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Dolores understood the fifth generation as more inclusive, breaking with the 
ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵǇ ŽĨ  ‘EŽƌƚŚ ? ĂŶĚ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ? ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ? ƐŚĞ ĂůƐŽ ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐ Ě ƚŚĂƚ ƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ
was far behind the rhetoric and that not all the elements of the fifth generation 
were necessarily seen in practice: 
The theoretical framework of development education has evolved 
 ?^ŽŝŶƚŚŝƐĚĞĨŝŶŝƚion there is tendency to work within a concept of 
global citizenship. How is this different from previous generations? 
Well, it breaks the dichotomy of North and South; things are 
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚŵŽƌĞŝŶƚĞƌŵƐŽĨŝŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶĂŶĚĞǆĐůƵƐŝŽŶ ?^ŽŝŶŽƌĚĞƌ
to eradicate poverty we have to overcome social injustice. The 
other important contribution of global citizenship in this 
framework is that it puts the accent on action, on transformation. 
(Dolores) 
For some participants the changes in terminology were less significant. They felt 
that the changes were more of a fashion that did not have much influence on 
practice (Esperanza, Fernanda): 
/ƚ ?Ɛ ĨĂƐŚŝŽŶ ? ĨŽƌ ŵĞ ? &Žƌ ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞ ? ŶŽǁ  ‘ŐůŽďĂů ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ? ŝƐ ŝŶ
ǀŽŐƵĞ  ? Ƶƚ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ĞŶĚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĚĂǇ ƚŚĞǇ Ăůů ƚĂůŬ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞƐĂŵĞ
thing, they just incorporate different indicators. (Fernanda) 
The definitions given of the fifth generation of development education talked 
ĂďŽƵƚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ĂŶĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐƐĞĞŶĂƐďĞŝŶŐ
based on the pillars of international development cooperation (Fernanda, 
Pablo, Carlos, Esperanza). Indeed, a significant difference between the contexts 
was the relationship between development education and international 
cooperation. In the UK there was a more critique of development and a focus 
on getting people involved in the debate, while in Spain international 
cooperation through NGOs was accepted as axiomatically good.  
All of the Spanish participants said that they used development education or 
awareness-raising but relationship between them was less clear. Some saw 
awareness-raising as part of development education, and others saw it as a 
prior step to engaging in development education: 
We use awareness-raising but separate from development 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ƵŶĚĞƌstood as a prior step to development 
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education, which is the educative process, about changing 
attitudes and values and skills for social commitment. (Margarita) 
In both contexts, many saw awareness-raising activities as a first step to 
generate interest, but acknowledged that deeper learning took place over a 
longer time and through more sustained action (UK: Jane, Rebecca; Spain: 
Esperanza, Fernanda). Yet some participants felt their organisations did not 
engage in sustained learning in non-formal education, seeing deeper 
educational activities taking place more in the formal setting (UK: Christopher, 
Rebecca; Spain: Ignacio). Nevertheless, all participants recognised that activities 
would be unlikely to produce transformation without being followed up by a 
sustained approach. This step from awareness-raising to deeper engagement 
and action was often lacking (UK: Jane, Kate, Rebecca; Spain: Ignacio): 
KƵƌ ƌŽůĞ ŝƐĂďŽƵƚ ƌĂŝƐŝŶŐĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐ ?ďƵƚ ŝƚƉĞƌŚĂƉƐĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŐŽ ƚŽ
that next step of critical engagement that we would like. (Rebecca) 
Participants talked about different phases of interaction (UK: Rebecca; Spain: 
Margarita, Dolores, Ignacio, Carlos). These moved from information and 
awareness-raising, through training and investigation to empowered action. 
They saw a need for different activities to address different aspects of this 
process: 
We divide the work into three phases: One is to inform the public, 
the next is to create consciousness, and that people become more 
conscious of the information you are giving them, the last is to get 
people to act. So there are projects that work on each one of these 
levels. (Ignacio) 
Learners had different needs, and different kinds of activities were appropriate 
depending on the context. In many cases the prior knowledge of the learners 
was very mixed and therefore the onus was on the learner to take an issue 
further once the course had sparked an interest (UK: Kate, Jane; Spain: Carlos). 
In other cases the objectives of the activity depended on the starting points of 
the learners (UK: Jane, Rebecca; Spain: Carlos). 
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Website and participant definitions coincided to a large extent, with the same 
differences between Spain and the UK reflected in each. These also reflected 
the definitions in the literature. Perhaps the most important trend was that in 
Spain, the fifth generation of development education incorporated global 
citizenship, and as such a political dimension for taking action, whereas in the 
UK, the recent movement towards the language of global learning was a move 
away from action. This was interpreted on the one hand as a good thing, with a 
focus on understanding complexity and exploring issues in depth. On the other 
hand, it was seen as a political device by government to close down the space 
for deliberative democracy and thus maintain the status quo. There was more 
reference on the DEC websites to participative methodologies, while this was 
less emphasised by the NGDOs. 
Key Subjects and Motivations  
Participants felt development education was important for acquiring 
understanding and skills relevant in the 21st century and for using these 
competencies to take action to make the world a better place. It was essential 
that people learned about global issues and acquired practical and emotional 
competences to deal with them (UK: David, Jenny, Christopher; Spain: 
Alejandra):  
... in spite of so much information, there's ignorance as well ... and 
mis-information, so I think the role of education, is precisely to 
make that information more accessible. (David) 
Given the interconnected nature of the world we live in, understanding and 
exploring these issues was relevant for everyone in the 21st century (UK: Sally, 
Jenny, Rebecca, David, Kate; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Esperanza):  
Above all we try to transmit the idea of interrelatŝŽŶ ?ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞŝƐ
interaction and therefore a responsibility, a cause and effect. The 
world is connected, not only at an economic level but also by 
internet, and at a cultural level. (Esperanza) 
Skills and understanding were necessary precursors to action and 
transformation. Indeed, a critical understanding was seen as essential before 
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taking action on global issues. Development education was important for social 
change and engaging politically with the environment (UK: Sally, Jenny, David; 
Spain: Pablo, Dolores). This was about lobbying and campaigning, making a 
political commitment and also changing our consumption habits: 
We live in a globalised world, and our actions here do affect other 
people, because it's things like our consumer choices. (Sally) 
The subjects covered in the courses of development education and awareness-
raising varied but had a number of important similarities. In general, all the 
subject areas associated with development education included: equality and 
social justice; environment, climate change and recycling; sustainable 
development; war, peace and conflict resolution; immigration, racism and 
intercultural work; understanding the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs); 
gender issues; equality and social justice; human rights; consumerism and 
fashion; food; fair trade; local political issues; understanding the realities of 
other countries; and interconnections. 
Fundamental aims of the all organisations in both contexts were equality and 
social justice; these were key concepts of the global dimension in the UK. 
Environmental concerns were also mentioned by all organisations along with 
ideas about individual actions, such as recycling. Connected to this was the idea 
of sustainable development, which was central to many organisations (UK: 
David, Rebecca, Kate, Christopher, Elizabeth; Spain: Fernanda, Pablo, Carlos, 
Esperanza):  
tĞ ?ƌĞ ƉƌŽŵŽƚŝŶŐ ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ? ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ŝŶ ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ ? ĂŶĚ ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐŝŶŐ
people to think about how they purchase, or how they run their 
lives, and we would give examples of sustainable action. (Rebecca) 
Peace education and understanding conflict resolution were also important 
(UK: Sally, Jenny, Christopher; Spain: Ignacio, Fernanda, Dolores, Carlos). Racism 
and immigration issues, including perceptions of refugees, Muslim perspectives 
and understanding identity and diversity, were similarly common to both 
contexts (UK: Sally, Rebecca, Kate, David, Elizabeth, Christopher; Spain: Ignacio, 
Fernanda, Dolores, Carlos). In the UK this was also sometimes tied into 
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government initiatives such as the Community Cohesion agenda under the 
previous Labour government, showing the need for DECs to adapt to 
government priorities (David, Rebecca). Related to this was work aiming to 
improve intercultural relations, from understanding different religious 
perspectives, to seeing different ways of life through voluntary work. In the UK 
there were also examples of bringing people from different faiths or cultural 
backgrounds together to create spaces for dialogue about particular issues 
(Kate, Christopher, Sally):  
Another group I'm working with currently is a youth interfaith 
forum, and that's got lots of different religions, and lots of people 
of no faith as well, that's based at the multi-faith centre which is at 
the University ... They've actually chosen to look at Women's 
Rights and Gender Equality, which I think is an interesting topic for 
an interfaith group, particularly as there's a lot of Muslims within 
the group, and there's been a lot of debate about women's rights 
looking at it through different cultures. (Sally) 
The Millennium Development Goals (MDG) were also used to structure 
development education (UK: Jane, Dorothy, David, Sally; Spain: Ignacio, 
Fernanda). This related to understanding issues of poverty, health and 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?. There were no examples of the MDGs being critiqued, 
and they were often used as a basis for campaigning and awareness-raising, 
rather than debate. This may have been due, in part, to the fact that DFID 
funding required promotion of the MDGs: 
... that one is focusing on the millennium development goals, so it's 
looking at raising awareness of what the goals are and getting 
people to take action on them, within their local area. (Jane) 
ůƐŽ ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ D'Ɛ ǁĞƌĞ ŐĞŶĚĞƌ ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ĂŶĚ ǁŽŵĞŶ ?Ɛ ƌŝŐŚƚƐ  ?h< P ^Ăůůy, 
Jenny, Louise; Spain: Margarita, Dolores, Pablo, Fernanda). This was more 
prevalent in Spain, possibly due to development education policy in Spain, 
which required a gender perspective in all project bids for funding. Therefore, 
training was also provided to NGDOs to help them include this perspective into 
their work, both in international development projects and development 
education. Human Rights were another theme than ran through criteria for 
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funding bids in both contexts and thus were discussed by some participants 
(UK: Jane, Elizabeth, Jenny; Spain: Margarita, Ignacio, Esperanza, Carlos, Maite). 
Issues of consumerism and fashion were discussed in different ways in each 
context. In the UK it was often about fair trade fashion and recycling clothes 
(Jane, Sally, Rebecca, Louise), whereas in Spain there was a bigger emphasis on 
responsible consumption in general (Carlos, Pablo). Fair trade was given as a 
possible alternative to current models of consumption in both contexts, and in 
some cases the limitations were also discussed (UK: Christopher, Jenny; Spain: 
Pablo, Carlos). Relating to fair trade and sustainable development, the issue of 
food was discussed in both contexts (UK: Sally, Jenny, Rebecca, Jane; Spain: 
Carlos, Pablo, Dolores). This focused on carbon footprints (UK: Christopher), 
organic production (UK: Jenny, Sally; Spain: Pablo) and food trading (Spain: 
Pablo). In Spain this was framed around the concept of Food Sovereignty39 
(Pablo, Carlos, Dolores), a term not used by any of the UK participants. 
Understanding life in other countries, either through first-hand experience or 
stories from peers was an important dimension of development education. In 
Spain this was sometimes described as experiencing different ways of life and 
recognising the difficulties of other contexts (Carlos, Pablo, Ignacio, Fernanda). 
This was often associated with international volunteering. In the UK this 
focused more on the learning from exploring issues surrounding travel and 
ƚŽƵƌŝƐŵ ĂƐ ǁĞůů ĂƐ ŚĞĂƌŝŶŐ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ  ?ZĞďĞĐĐĂ ? :ĞŶŶǇ ) ? /Ŷ
some cases this included critical analysis of travel as a way to understand other 
cultures, and looked at whether travel was necessary in order to become more 
culturally aware (Rebecca). 
The idea of interconnectedness with other parts of the world was referred to in 
Spain as the North-South conflict or problem (Pablo, Ignacio, Carlos, Alejandra, 
                                                       
39
 Soberanía Alimentaria. 'HILQHGE\WKH:RUOG'HYHORSPHQW0RYHPHQWDVSXWWLQJ³WKHYHU\
people who produce, distribute and consume food at the centre of food systems and policies 
rather than the demands of markets and corporations that have come to dominate the global food 
V\VWHP´[viewed 24 July 2012] Available from: http://www.wdm.org.uk/what-food-sovereignty 
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Esperanza), whereas in the UK it was framed around interconnection and 
interdependence (Elizabeth, Jenny, Rebecca, Christopher, Kate).  
There were a few areas that, while very prominent in Spain, did not tend to 
feature in the comments of the UK participants. Project Management was an 
important element of many of the non-formal education activities provided by 
some of the NGDOs. This related to the work of the Spanish NGDOs in 
international cooperation (Margarita, Ignacio, Pablo, Carlos).  
Perhaps due to the settings in which the Spanish NGDOs worked, such as with 
adults and university students of various subjects, understanding economics, 
trade and redistribution was given more weight (Carlos, Pablo, Fernanda). The 
concept of de-growth40 was also explored and formed the subject of seminars 
and publications (Pablo, Carlos). Similarly theories of international relations 
were explored more in the Spanish NGDOs (Pablo, Carlos, Ignacio). This gave an 
opportunity to consider some structural causes of injustice. Finally, the concept 
of volunteering was also explored more in the Spanish context (Carlos, Pablo).   
Other issues were more prominent in the UK. This possibly related to the fact 
that much of the non-formal youth work in the UK worked from the principle of 
connecting with young people and the issues important to them. Therefore, 
issues of gang violence and drugs were mentioned by UK participants 
(Elizabeth, Christopher, Sally, Jenny). These issues were addressed in non-
conventional ways, to try to engage the young people more deeply in the issue, 
addressing it from different perspectives (Jenny, Sally, Jane). For example, Jenny 
discussed the way they examined drugs in terms of the process of making 
cocaine: 
So we looked at it in Columbia, the people in the rainforest, and 
the situation that they're under, where it's illegal for them to 
produce it but they can make so much money from it, but they go 
into the rainforest and do it there and all the toxins and the 
chemicals that go into the production and then they just pour that 
                                                      
40
 Decrecimiento. A theory in which overconsumption is seen to be the root of environmental 
problems and social injustice: Advocated in Spain by scholars such as Carlos Taibo (2011). 
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out into the rainforest, and it's like waste product and it's polluting 
the water sources and killing biodiversity and things like that. 
(Jenny) 
In summary, subjects covered were broadly similar. One commonality was the 
use of frameworks for campaigning, which revealed less criticality. For instance, 
the MDGs were often accepted as axiomatically good and thus presented 
specific forms of action, which shut down a potential space for dialogue. This 
ĂĚǀŽĐĂƚĞĚ Ă ƚǇƉĞ ŽĨ  “ŽďĞĚŝĞŶƚ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƐŵ ? ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ ŵĂŬŝŶŐ ƉŽƐƚĞƌƐ ? ǁŚŝĐŚ
foreclosed a range of other possible responses to such complex issues (Bryan 
2012b). Yet generally critical understanding was seen as a precursor to action. 
Opportunities for Development Education 
The fundamental aim of these organisations was to create understanding of 
global issues leading to social justice and sustainability. In this sense both 
personal transformation, and consequently social change, were key objectives. 
While in both countries formal education was a priority there were more 
examples of non-formal development education in Spain. This was reflected in a 
stronger focus on volunteering and local action in Spain. Most of the UK 
organisations worked with established groups; primarily schools, teachers and 
youth clubs, rarely opening up new spaces for learning or participation. 
Considering definitions of development education, in Spain there was more 
emphasis on creating agents of change. Key concepts in both countries were 
interconnectedness in the 21st Century, and global citizenship, which was seen 
to promote participation. Global learning in the UK gave less of a focus on 
action for change, but incorporated the methodologies associated with 
transformative learning, such as participative methods, creative projects and 
games, engaging with different perspectives and questioning assumptions.  
There were different phases of development education and deeper levels 
required more time for learning. While these were seen as a cyclical process, 
awareness-raising was often a first step and later phases built on this to raise a 
critical consciousness before action was encouraged. These latter steps took 
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time and most NGO workers were aware that the non-formal activities they ran 
often stopped short of the second phase. To achieve transformation, learners 
ŶĞĞĚĞĚŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐƚŽĞŶŐĂŐĞǁŝƚŚĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚůĂǇĞƌƐŽĨƚŚĞ ‘ŽŶŝŽŶ ?ĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚŝŶ
Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1:  Phases of Learner Engagement in Development Education:  
Derived by Author  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
In answer to the research question; what spaces and opportunities are provided 
for development education? In both contexts non-formal development 
education often took the form of one-off events. These were seen as a first step 
and were unlikely to produce deep transformation. In Spain there were ideas 
for non-formal education with adults that could be expanded on, such as 
training volunteers working in development education and opening spaces for 
debate in public areas. The importance of sustained activity for raising 
consciousness and social change, while acknowledged in both contexts, was 
rarely seen in non-formal education activities, exceptions to this will be 
explored in Chapter Eight. 
Raising Awareness and Creating Interest 
Generating Deeper Consciousness of 
Complex Issues 
Support Participating 
in Change 
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Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have answered the first of my subsidiary research questions, 
identifying what spaces and opportunities for development education were 
available in each context, and the aims, values and definitions associated with 
these. I triangulated website data and interview data from fourteen 
organisations. I found that in both contexts there was a greater focus on formal 
education settings, despite recognition of the importance of non-formal 
education for personal and social transformation. This may be related to 
funding issues, since reliance on government funding meant that priorities were 
often dictated. Development education was seen as important in the 21st 
Century for everyone, and different phases of engagement were identified. 
Non-formal activities rarely worked on deeper phases. In the next chapter I 
continue to explore these issues, focusing on the attitudes and values promoted 
by these NGOs. 
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Chapter Six:  
Perceptions, Attitudes and Values  
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to answer the second of my subsidiary research 
questions: 
2.  What perceptions of knowledge and development are portrayed and 
what values are activated? 
a. How is knowledge interpreted and what ideologies underpin 
development education? 
b. Which values are promoted and will these activate deep frames 
consistent with global social justice? 
c. What images of other countries are provided by the organisation 
through internal attitudes and educational activities? 
This question draws from the literature review, picking up on the role of values 
that strengthen social justice, and discussing postcolonial theory regarding the 
importance that development education does not undermine its key aims by 
ƉŽƌƚƌĂǇŝŶŐŽƚŚĞƌĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐĂƐ ‘ůĂĐŬŝŶŐ ? ?dŽŵŽǀĞƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƐŽĐŝĂůƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ, 
an understanding of these concepts is essential. 
I begin by analysing data drawn from interviews and focus groups addressing 
ŵǇƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐƚŽŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞĂŶĚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝŶŐƚŚĞĞƉŝƐƚĞŵŽůŽŐŝĞƐ
that informed their work. I also address some of the concerns raised over 
having a political agenda and indoctrinating learners. I found my participants 
held interpretivist epistemologies, and they overcame accusations of 
promulgating propaganda through using a range of perspectives. The role of 
values and emotions was explored, as well as the idea of deep frames (Darnton 
2011), noting that in general these organisations worked hard to promote 
values that activated deep frames associated with solidarity and steered away 
from consumerist values. However, in considering development, I noted that 
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despite acknowledging the difficulties associated with the Live Aid Legacy (VSO 
2002) in the UK and the early generations of development education in Spain 
(Mesa 2011a), some attitudes within NGDOs in Spain still activated the moral 
order frame, associated with charity and superiority (Darnton 2011). However, 
since none of these organisation relied heavily on fundraising, they were all 
ĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐ ŶŽƚ ƚŽ ƉƌŽůŝĨĞƌĂƚĞ ŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞ ŝŵĂŐĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ĂŶĚ ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ ƚŚĞ
role of positive stories in development education.  
Approaches to Knowledge 
DǇ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ? ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ ƚŽ ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚ ƚŚĞ ǁĂǇ ƚŚĞǇ ĐĂƌƌŝĞĚ ŽƵƚ
their educational activities, making this fundamental to understanding how 
they presented their work. To explore epistemologies, one of the statements 
used for the focus group discussions was:  “'ůŽďĂů ŝƐƐƵĞƐĐĂŶďĞ ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĞĚ ŝŶ
ŵĂŶǇĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚǁĂǇƐǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞĂůůĞƋƵĂůůǇǀĂůŝĚ ?dŚĞƌĞĂƌĞŶŽ  ‘ŚĂƌĚ ĨĂĐƚƐ ? ƚŚĂƚ
ĂƌĞ ŶŽƚ ŽƉĞŶ ƚŽ ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?In general, there was consensus that there 
were some facts. These were seen as useful tools when presenting issues. It was 
recognised that facts were open to interpretation and that there would be 
different perspectives on an issue, but all groups commented on the danger of 
falling into total relativism, and felt development education had to find ways to 
overcome this: 
I think there is a danger of just being so woolly and amorphous 
ƚŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ?ƌĞ ŶŽƚ ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ƐĞƌŝŽƵƐůǇ ĂďŽƵƚ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ?ƌĞ ĚŽŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ /
ƚŚŝŶŬ ƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ƉĂƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ůĂŝĚ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ĚŽŽƌof development 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ŝƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ŚĂǀĞŶ ?ƚ ƚƌŝĞĚ ƚŽ ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉĂĐƚ  ? ? ?ũƵƐƚ
ďĞĐĂƵƐĞǇŽƵĐĂŶ ?ƚŚĂǀĞĂŶĂďƐŽůƵƚĞůǇŚĂƌĚĨĂĐƚĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŵĞĂŶǇŽƵ
ƐŚŽƵůĚŶ ?ƚƚƌǇƚŽŐĞƚĂƐĐůŽƐĞƚŽŝƚĂƐǇŽƵĐĂŶ ? ?ŵŵĂ ? 
Participants noted that facts could be interpreted in different ways and the 
 “ŐƌĞǇ ĂƌĞĂ ? ƚŚĂƚ ŚĂĚ ƚŽ ďĞ ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞĚ ǁĂƐ ŚŽǁ ƚŽ ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚ ƚŚĞ ǀĂůŝĚŝƚǇ ŽĨ
different interpretations. It was through rationally handling the interpretation 
of facts that development education worked: 
So you have to analyse each interpretation and see which is better 
at each stage in order to inform how to act. (Pilar) 
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In each of the focus groups it was recognised that facts were embroiled in 
complexity and to genuinely understand all possible interpretations would be 
difficult. Therefore it was important to acknowledge complexity and try to 
explore as many perspectives as possible. Moreover, participants from all 
groups said it was possible to be well informed about issues, and that the more 
information one could access from different perspectives, the better one would 
understand the situation: 
It is impossible to know the total complexity of every topic, but you 
can be aware that it is complex, a changing reality ... Of course you 
ĐĂŶ ?ƚďĞĂŶĞǆƉĞƌƚ ŝŶĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐ  ?ďƵƚǇŽƵĐĂŶďĞǁĞůů ŝŶĨormed. 
(Pablo) 
Maite noted that it was not necessary to understand all the details of an issue 
to see that some actions did not favour certain groups of people: 
zŽƵ ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ŶĞĞĚ ƚŽ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ Ăůů ƚŚĞ ĚĞƚĂŝůƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐ
system to know that it can produce inequalities, or that 
ƉƌŝǀĂƚŝƐĂƚŝŽŶŝƐŶ ?ƚŐŽŽĚĨŽƌĞǀĞƌǇŽŶĞ ? ?DĂŝƚĞ ? 
Similarly it was recognised that knowledge was incomplete. We should explore 
many perspectives, and accept there will always be aspects that we do not fully 
understand. This came out more in the UK context, where both focus groups 
commented on the importance of constructing knowledge together: 
We always value people's perspectives ... we don't go in saying we 
have all the answers, that we have all the facts, we go in saying 
that all knowledge is incomplete, and everyone brings their thing... 
(Jenny) 
In this sense participants saw a need to be open-minded, willing to engage in 
ĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞĂŶĚŐĞŶƵŝŶĞůǇĞŶŐĂŐĞǁŝƚŚŽƚŚĞƌƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ P 
I guess trying to get to think about what is being said and then 
trying to engage with it, but know that whatever I'm being told is 
not always the absolute truth, and I should be open to learning 
other perspectives, and to always bear that in mind. (Sally) 
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The importance of using rationality and critical thinking to work through facts, 
ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐŝŶŐǇŽƵƌŽǁŶĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌƐ ?ďŝĂƐĞƐ ?ǁĂƐĐŽŵŵĞŶƚĞĚŽŶŝŶďŽƚŚh<ĨŽĐƵƐ
groups: 
I think we should always critically look at the sources of those 
facts, I do think that there are some things that are factually true, 
it might be the date of an invasion, it could be a company funding 
a particular war ... I believe that there are facts ... but then there 
are also different perspectives ... but then there's so much 
complexity within what's happening that inherently whenever you 
talk about a particular thing happening, it's always incomplete 
knowledge there's always other things that aren't being also 
presented and that's where you end up with bias and that kind of 
thing. (Peter) 
However, it was also noted that not all interpretations were equally valid, for 
instance holocaust denial was cited as an interpretation which they would 
refute (Sally), and they recognised the importance of rationality and evidence to 
support some ideas and refute others. In all four focus groups it was important 
to have some theory and information around which to base dialogue. This 
clearly resonates with principles of critical thinking and transformative learning: 
Of course you can interpret things in different ways because 
different people and societies have different perspectives. 
WĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐĂƌĞĂůǁĂǇƐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ?ďƵƚƚŚĂƚĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŵĞĂŶƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇ
are all equally valid. (Maite) 
Facts could be used as tools to present information and challenge 
misconceptions, and it was important to consider the sources of those facts, 
and to keep up-to-date with information (UK: Sally, Dorothy, Jane; Spain: 
Pablo): 
I think so much of the media around asylum seekers ... the whole 
illegal immigrants, refugees, asylum seekers, economic 
ŝŵŵŝŐƌĂŶƚƐ ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂůůŵƵĚĚůĞĚƵƉĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƌĞŶŽĨĂĐƚƐŝŶƚŚĞƌĞĂŶĚ/
ƚŚŝŶŬŝƚ ?ƐƐŽƵƐĞĨƵů ? ? ?/ƚŚŝŶŬŝƚ ?ƐĂƌĞĂůůǇŐŽŽĚĞǆĂŵƉůĞŽĨǁŚĞƌĞǁĞ
ŶĞĞĚĨĂĐƚƐƚŽĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĂůŽƚŽĨŵŝƐĐŽŶĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞũƵƐƚ
not out there anywhere else. (Jane) 
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Jane also commented that statistics may be useful tŽŐĞƚƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ ?ďƵƚ
personal stories were often more powerful ways to get people to engage with 
an issue.  
Ideology and Complex Issues 
Development education has been criticised by some (for example Scruton 1985) 
for its Marxist premises. It is argued that despite advocating the importance of 
different perspectives, it ignores the benefits of the capitalist system. I address 
this here as my research question asks how NGOs can support transformation. 
From the literature review a key element of this process was dialogue. 
Consequently, it is essential to establish whether NGOs opened spaces for 
genuine dialogue or whether they aimed to promote a particular agenda. 
Therefore, another of the statements in the focus group discussions was:  “tĞ
enjoy many freedoms in this country. We should think carefully about trying to 
ƵŶĚĞƌŵŝŶĞ ƚŚĞ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ ǁĞ ŚĂǀĞ ? ?This led to debates about the nature of 
freedom within the current system and how this related to the ways we 
challenge this system. Searching for alternatives within the framework of the 
current system was cited in all groups as an important way to improve current 
injustices. Indeed, challenging the status quo was seen as an important benefit 
of the fact that we have freedom of speech and as a way to improve the system: 
It depends how you interpret the statement as well, because you 
could interpret it, as ... we enjoy many freedoms in this country, 
and we should think carefully about trying to undermine the 
system we have, by that, if we don't undermine the system we 
have, we'll lose those freedoms, so ... unless we protest, unless we 
implement our right to freedom of assembly and freedom of 
speech, and things like that, we'll lose those rights. (Peter) 
Some participants claimed that they were not advocating undermining the 
system, rather changing it to make it better, and as such were working within 
the system (UK: Sally, Dorothy; Spain: Pilar). Others argued that we should 
make the most of that freedom to transform society (UK: Peter, Jenny; Spain: 
Pablo, Carlos): 
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/ ?ĚƐĂǇƚŚĂƚǁĞƐŚŽƵůĚŵĂŬĞƚŚĞŵŽƐƚŽĨ ƚŚĂƚ ĨƌĞĞĚŽŵĂŶĚƚŚŽƐĞ
mechanisms to undermine or transform the system. ... Those 
freedoms ... should be used as opportunities to democratically and 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝǀĞůǇƵŶĚĞƌŵŝŶĞĂƐǇƐƚĞŵƚŚĂƚǁĞĚŽŶ ?ƚůŝŬĞ ? ?WĂďůŽ) 
The focus groups were also given the statement:  “Capitalism is a system based 
on the recognition of individual rights. It is a prerequisite of political freedom 
and the alternatives risk state repression. Therefore, it is important to also 
consider the benĞĨŝƚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĐĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐƚ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ ? ?This rather dense statement 
provoked a lot of debate. While most groups agreed that benefits of the current 
system should be recognised, the definition of Capitalism was seen to be 
questionable. All groups were critical of the dominant ideology. It was seen to 
increase inequality and benefit some more than others, to be individualistic, 
and not encourage people to show empathy or concern for others: 
ĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐŵŝƐǀĞƌǇŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůŝƐƚŝĐ ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂůůĂďŽƵƚ ‘ǇŽƵĐĂŶďĞďĞƚƚĞƌ ?
... but maybe if we all just think like that, if we only aim for a 
ĚĞƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀĞĐĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐŵ ?ǁĞǁŽŶ ?ƚĐĂƌĞĂďŽƵƚĂŶǇŽŶĞĞůƐĞ ? ?WĂďůŽ ? 
Indeed, all groups raised concerns with the definition given in the statement, 
suggesting that Capitalism was not synonymous with democracy, and that while 
democracy was important for the realisation of rights, this did not imply the 
need for market capitalism: 
/ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ƚŚŝŶŬ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ?ƐĂƉƌĞƌĞƋƵŝƐŝƚĞ ? ƚŚĞƌĞŵƵƐƚďĞŽƚŚĞƌƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ
ƚŚĂƚ ĂƌĞŶ ?ƚ ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ ĐĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐƚ ĂŶĚ ŝŶ ǁŚŝĐŚ ǇŽƵ ĐĂŶ have 
political freedom. (Pilar) 
For three of the groups Capitalism was critically scrutinised, with participants 
suggesting that it was quite the opposite of democracy. As Peter argued, what 
was required for political freedom was more of a participative democracy: 
... some people argue the opposite ... that Capitalism is the 
antithesis of democracy, it concentrates power and wealth into the 
hands of a tiny amount of people and the historical role of the 
state has always been to protect the rights of capital and those 
that own property and so ... by electing a leader that ultimately 
represents the ruling class. So I don't see that it's got anything to 
do with political freedom ... political freedom is the idea of all of us 
having a say on any decisions that impact upon our livelihood, 
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which involves some kind of participatory democracy, or self-
management or something, and there's absolutely none of that 
entailed in a capitalist society. (Peter) 
Furthermore, in three groups participants were critical of the idea that 
Capitalism recognised individual rights and did not see these two things as 
linked. Santiago commented that the only rights Capitalism recognised were 
those of capital. Sally noted that while we have rights to decide where to spend 
our money, in other ways our rights are not respected. Jenny and Peter 
commented that the rights to own property benefited certain social groups, 
while oppressing others, and Maite suggested that the current economic crisis 
was an indication of the inherent faults in the capitalist system. Pablo argued 
that political freedom could take many forms, such as collective politics, and he 
cited examples such as cooperative movements and neighbourhood 
associations, particularly those starting up through the 15M movement.41 
Moreover, although individuals had the opportunity to benefit from the system, 
for some to benefit there had to be sacrifices from others, which meant that 
there was not equilibrium or sustainability (Pablo, Alba). They did not agree that 
democracy was only possible under a capitalist regime.  
Participants claimed that since we were in a capitalist system with its structural 
injustices, considering alteƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐǁĂƐĂŶŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚĂƐƉĞĐƚŽĨƚŚĞE'KƐ ?ǁŽƌŬ ?
Participants in all groups argued that Communism and Capitalism were 
extremes, and that we needed something which combined the best of each 
system, or consideration of other possible systems. Dialogue about the possible 
alternatives to Capitalism was seen as an important dimension of development 
education: 
dŚĞƌĞ ŵƵƐƚ ďĞ ƐŽŵĞ ƐŽƌƚ ŽĨ ŚǇďƌŝĚ ŵƵƐƚŶ ?ƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ? ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŝŶ
communist countries political freedom is very restricted, but on the 
other hand they are more communitarian, there is lots of social 
                                                       
41
 15M was the social movement which started with protests in the run up to elections throughout 
Spain on 15th May 2011. It advocated a dialogic and non-hierarchical politics and as a result of 
the movement, groups were forming at the time of the research in all Spanish cities. It has since 
allied itself with the Occupy movement in the USA and other countries. 
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protection, which capitalism has never seen. We need to create an 
intermediary system. (Pilar) 
:ĞŶŶǇŶŽƚĞĚƚŚĂƚŽĨƚĞŶƉĞŽƉůĞƚĂůŬĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞ “ĚĂŶŐĞƌƐ ?ŽĨĂƐǇƐƚĞŵŽƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶ
Capitalism referring to failed attempts at Communism in the Soviet Union. She 
noted that there were other alternatives which we could explore, such as 
deliberative democracy, cooperatives or communitarianism in the context of 
globalisation. Participants recognised the difficulties of a sustained 
organisational opposition to Capitalism, but opposed the thesis that to criticise 
Capitalism meant necessarily advocating Communism. Across all focus groups 
there was a view that the power relations associated with Capitalism were 
socially constructed. While they were all critical of prevalent injustices within 
this system, they did not encourage others to subscribe to a particular ideology.  
 I asked all NGO workers whether they saw development education as a form of 
indoctrination. Participants stressed the importance of bringing questions to 
the table, for learners to think things through for themselves and form their 
own opinions (UK: Christopher, Kate, Jenny, Peter, Sally, Emma, Jane, David; 
Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Esperanza, Santiago, Maite, Pilar). Over-consumption was 
seen as an unsustainable model, which needed to be rethought, but no-one 
claimed to have all the answers (UK: Sally, Jenny, Jane, Christopher; Spain: 
Esperanza, Pablo, Alba), as Christopher explained: 
... one student said to me: you know all this global learning, he 
ƐĂŝĚ ? ŝƚ ?ƐǀĞƌǇ ŝŶƐƉŝƌŝŶŐ ?ďƵƚĂƚ ƚŚĞĞŶĚŽĨ ƚŚĞĚĂǇ ? ŝƚ ?ƐĂǀĞƌǇ ůĞĨƚ-
ǁŝŶŐ ĂŐĞŶĚĂ ŝƐŶ ?ƚ ŝƚ ? ,Ğ ƐĂŝĚ ŝƐ ƚŚĞƌĞ ĂŶǇ ƌŽŽŵ ĨŽƌĂƉŝƚĂůŝƐŵ ŝŶ
ǇŽƵƌ ǀŝƐŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĨƵƚƵƌĞ ? ŶĚ / ŵĞĂŶ / ŚĂĚŶ ?ƚ ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇ ƐĂŝĚ
anything about Capitalism per se, I mean I had implicitly I guess 
criticised over-ĐŽŶƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?/ƐĂŝĚĂĐƚƵĂůůǇǁĞĚŽŶ ?ƚŬŶŽǁǁŚĂƚĂ
more sustainable future is necessarily like, I mean definitely an 
over-consumptive future is hardly going to be sustainable but you 
know there are people who are actually trying to reinvent 
Capitalism to be more sustainable. (Christopher) 
Challenging assumptions and giving information that made people think about 
ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ŝŶĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚǁĂǇƐǁĂƐĞƐƐĞŶƚŝĂů ? ŝŶŽƌĚĞƌ ƚŽ  “ĂǁĂŬĞŶĂ ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞ ?
(Esperanza) and ask questions about certain assumptions (UK: Christopher, 
Jenny, Jane, Sally, Peter, Kate, Rebecca, Elizabeth, Emma; Spain: Pablo, 
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Esperanza, Dolores, Pilar). In this sense it was seen as the opposite of 
propaganda: 
I think it's kind of the opposite of propaganda, in that propaganda 
is saying we want you to believe this, whereas we're saying, have 
you ever thought about who makes your jeans, and we're not 
saying you just stop buying those jeans ... we're just saying, have 
you ever thought about it, do you know where they were made, do 
you know where that country is, what's life like in that country ... 
so it's a lot of asking questions and inviting people to think about 
something. (Jane) 
Some participants recognised that, to some extent they did have an agenda, 
which was to encourage positive social change towards fairness (UK: 
Christopher, Kate, Rebecca, Elizabeth, Jenny, Sally, Peter; Spain: Pablo, Alba, 
Maite, Carlos, Esperanza, Ignacio, Dolores), and that learning about and 
exploring issues might encoƵƌĂŐĞ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ƚŽ ĨĞĞů P  “ ? ? ? ĞŵƉŽǁĞƌĞĚ ƚŽ ŵĂŬĞ
ƉŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ ƐŽĐŝĂů ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ?  ?:ĞŶŶǇ ) ? /Ŷ ƚŚŝƐ ƐĞŶƐĞ ? ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ǁĂƐ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚ ĂƐ
never being value free, and participants expressed a need to be open about the 
values on which the work was based. These normative values were not seen to 
be particularly controversial, based on sustainability and social justice. As 
Elizabeth noted: 
... we do have an agenda at some point as well ... we want a more 
just and sustainable world ... and we want young people to 
actually think about these things and consider how that connects 
with their lives. (Elizabeth) 
However, Emma acknowledged the dilemmas they faced when discussions led 
to conclusions that did not coincide with her own values:  
It reminds me actually of a role play thing with a group of 16 - 18 
year old girls about the arms trade, and they ... all decided that it 
was perfectly fine ... to sell arms. And ... although it might be fine 
for me to walk away from that and say, that was fine, we had a 
debate and they chose something that I thought was wrong but 
you know. Actually I didn't feel like that at all, I felt that they 
hadn't properly engaged with the issues and that therefore I, in 
some measure, had done it the wrong way... and so therefore I 
ŵƵƐƚŚĂǀĞŚĂĚ ?ǇŽƵĚŽŚĂǀĞĂŶidea of what a positive outcome 
is, and it wasn't that really, so... (Emma) 
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This type of dilemma was reconciled by principles common to popular 
education; acknowledging that education could never be completely neutral did 
not mean it was indoctrination. Thus, when these dilemmas occurred 
participants would place themselves on the side of the oppressed, standing up 
to exploitation, discrimination or violence, and this would define their position 
(UK: Peter, Jenny, David; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Maite, Fernanda). 
For some it was necessary to simplify the messages they gave, to prevent 
people from feeling paralysed to act (UK: Jane, Emma, Dorothy, Rebecca; Spain: 
DĂŝƚĞ ? WĂďůŽ ? &ĞƌŶĂŶĚĂ ) ? dŚĞǇ ŚŽƉĞĚ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŽƵůĚ ƚĂŬĞ  “ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ ĂĐƚŝŽŶ ?
(Peter). Showing a range of different perspectives, where a space was provided 
to let learners decide and form their own opinions, was seen as a key way to 
avoid indoctrinating learners: 
... our opinions our values and beliefs do come into it, but that 
doesn't prohibit us from being able to explore other ideas either 
and I think ... we do generally try to select different viewpoints as 
well, so it's not like we're just selecting one particular stance on 
something.  (Sally) 
Indeed, having a wide spectrum of different viewpoints was mentioned by 
participants in both contexts (UK: Jane, Sally, Jenny, Kate; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, 
Pilar, Maite): 
Critical dialogue comes from a diversity of ways of thinking ... what 
we try to do is promote a broad spectrum of ways of seeing 
something ... and look for common ground within that diversity. 
(Pilar) 
Being open-minded and willing to challenge your own perspectives was 
discussed (UK: Peter, Jenny, Sally, Jane; Spain: Carlos, Pilar). In this sense the 
NGO workers entered into I-Thou encounters with their participants (Buber 
1947). Ultimately, it was important that learners were able to come to their 
own conclusions and were given the skills they needed to critically analyse 
sources of information and different perspectives, without presupposing that 
ƚŚŝŶŐƐǁĞƌĞ “ďůĂĐŬĂŶĚǁŚŝƚĞ ? ?ůŝǌĂďĞƚŚ )ŽƌƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƌĞǁĂƐ P “ ? ? ?ĂƌŝŐŚƚŽƌǁƌŽŶŐ
ǁĂǇ ƚŽ ƚŚŝŶŬ ĂďŽƵƚ ĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐ ?  ?^ĂůůǇ ) ? ^ƚŝŵƵůĂƚŝŶŐ ŽƉĞŶ-mindedness and 
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ĨƌĞĞĚŽŵ ƚŽ ĐŚŽŽƐĞ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ŐŽĂůƐ ĐŽƵůĚ ĂĐƚŝǀĞ ĚĞĞƉ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ŽĨ ƐŽůŝĚĂƌŝƚǇ
(Crompton et al. 2010). Development education was seen as an opportunity to 
engage people to think about their own place in the world and make their own 
decisions: 
I think there are spaces where people can sit and talk and discuss 
... to see what vision of the world you have and what your priority 
values are. ... Our idea is to develop a critical spirit, in which 
everyone can make their own decisions about their place in the 
world, their relationship with others, with their environment, their 
role as a citizen, as a consumer, as a person in general. (Carlos) 
In the UK there was some discussion about the difficulties of accommodating 
ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐƚŚĂƚĐůĂƐŚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?ǀĂůƵĞƐ ?dŚĞǇǁĞƌĞĐůĞĂƌƚŚĂƚŝƚ
was important to respect all views and allow all voices to be heard, even those 
with which the workers did not agree with (Kate, Jane, Christopher, Rebecca, 
Jenny, Sally), such as the BNP.42 It was recognised that every person had 
different life experiences that affected their identities and development 
education workers had to engage even with opinions that opposed their own. In 
doing so they showed signs of fair-minded critical thinking (Paul 1990) and 
dialectical reasoning: 
Obviously all our work is about different perspectives and valuing 
different perspectives, and so, we might get a young person whose 
dad's in the BNP, and as much as we don't agree with racism, we 
can't just say well our value based is antiracist so, this is what it is 
and you have to deal with it. I think that what underpins ... our 
approach though is that dialogue and that respecting perspectives, 
and respecting his dad's life experiences and this young person's 
life experiences and how that has shaped what they think and just 
trying to work with them to maybe broaden their perspectives, not 
just saying you're wrong. (Jenny) 
It was clear that all ideas should be explored as a group, through dialogue, 
ŶĞǀĞƌ P  “ ? ? ? ĨŽƌĐŝŶŐ ŝƚ Žƌ ƚĞůůŝŶŐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ ƐŚŽƵůĚ ĚŽ ?  ?^ĂůůǇ ) ? dŚĞ ŵĂŝŶ
point was that learners were equipped with the skills to be able to take part in 
the debate, contributing their own ideas and experiences to rational argument, 
                                                       
42
 The British National Party: An extreme right-wing political party criticised for advocating 
racist perspectives. 
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ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ƚĂŬŝŶŐŽŶďŽĂƌĚ ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞĞůƐĞ ?ƐǀŝĞǁƐ  ?h< P :ĂŶĞ ? WĞƚĞƌ ? ůŝǌĂďĞƚŚ ?
Jenny; Spain: Esperanza, Pilar, Fernanda): 
I think it's a commitment to process ... so if you cultivate critical 
thinking skills, through a variety of different activities or whatever, 
then people come to their own conclusions, and it is trying to 
encourage free thinking, open-minded, critically-minded 
individuals. (Peter) 
In the UK there was more emphasis on acknowledging controversy and creating 
a process where learners could explore complexity together (Christopher, Jane, 
Emma, Peter, Jenny, Sally). Step-by-step accounts of how to make the world 
better were criticised: 
Fair Trade is one of my bug bears... if you look at the fair trade 
foundation website: How to become a fair trade school, step 1, 
form a fair trade committee, then step 2 get the canteen to take 
ĨĂŝƌƚƌĂĚĞƵƉ ? ? ?ǁĞůůŶŽ ?^ƚĞƉ ?ŝƐůĞƚ ?ƐŚĂǀĞĂĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶĂďŽƵƚĨĂŝƌ
trade, what is fair trade, is it actually a beneficial movement? Is it 
just salving middle class consciences? Does it only benefit a tiny 
minority? Is it a sticking plaster on the backside of a much more 
unfair global system, you know... and I get quite annoyed about 
DECs that are sort of evangelical about fair trade, when actually it 
should be a contested ... you know like a lot of things we teach 
ĂďŽƵƚ ? ƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞ ĐŽŶƚĞƐƚĞĚ ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ? dŚĂƚ ŶĞĞĚƐ ƚŽ ďĞ ƵƉ ĨƌŽŶƚ ?
(Christopher) 
Another theme that was raised by participants in both contexts was that often 
we are exposed to values and influences, particularly through the media that 
ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ Ă ƉĂƌƚŝĂů ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ Žƌ Ă  “ƐŝŶŐůĞ ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ?  ?WĂďůŽ ) ? <ŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ǁĂƐ
understood as partial, with power structures privileging some knowledge over 
others (UK: Sally, Jenny, Christopher, Kate; Spain: Pablo, Dolores). Participants 
saw the role of development education as providing alternatives to these 
influences, and said that considering different sources of information could 
broaden perspectives (UK: Jane, Sally, Jenny, Dorothy, Peter; Spain: Maite, Pilar, 
Pablo, Carlos, Esperanza, Fernanda):  
Often information in the media is biased, politically or ideologically 
 ? ǁĞ ƚƌǇ ƚŽ ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ƚŽ ůŽŽŬ ĨŽƌ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ŽĨ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ?ďǇŚĂǀŝng different sources, you can make your own 
vision of the topic a bit broader. (Pilar) 
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Where participants talked about the sources they used, they generally cited UN 
agency websites along with resources from major INGDOs and news sites 
including the BBC43, but with an awareness of bias. In many cases participants 
were clear that where information or actions were offered as ideas to their 
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐƚŚĞƐĞǁĞƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚĂƐƉŽƐƐŝďůĞĂŶĚ “ĂĐĐĞƐƐŝďůĞĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚ
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ĐŽƵůĚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ ŚŽǁƚŚĞǇŵŝŐŚƚ  “Ĩŝƚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ůŝǀĞƐ ?  ?:ĞŶŶǇ ) ?KŶĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ
point was that when discussing information and action, there should be a range 
of possible alternatives presented. Peter noted that this should include 
opportunities to address structural issues as well as individual actions, and 
should be explored by the learners themselves: 
I think that if you're going to promote alternatives, there should 
definitely be an emphasis on the plural, because I guess as a 
facilitator you've always got a natural bit of authority, and if you 
put a bit of emphasis on one particular alternative, more than 
another, then people might see that as being almost the key or the 
answer. ... So you've got alternatives that operate on a variety of 
levels, so ... we try and present as many possible options as 
possible. (Peter) 
So while NGO workers were critical of the neo-liberal ideology, they did not 
present a fixed alternative and their critiqued centred on their core values of 
ƐŽĐŝĂů ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ĂŶĚ ƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďŝůŝƚǇ ? dŚĞǇ ŵŽǀĞĚ ďĞǇŽŶĚ ƚŚĞ  “ůĂƵŶĚƌǇ ůŝƐƚƐ ? ŽĨ
prescribed actions (Bryan 2011), and encouraged critical engagement with 
complexity that could then lead to informed action, decided by the learners. In 
this sense they favoured dialogue and fair-minded critical thinking. 
The Role of Values and Emotions 
As highlighted in the literature review, values and emotions played an 
important role in transforming attitudes and behaviour. They also raise difficult 
questions about the extent to which something so personal could be part of the 
aim of education. Participants were clear that education could never be neutral 
and that they should be open about their values. However, when asked about 
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how emotions motivated action they found it difficult to say. They were careful 
about showing their personal values to learners, not wanting to abuse the 
potential power relation. When they did share their values they were clear that 
they had come to this value as a result of their own experience. They pointed 
out to learners that different experiences would lead to different feelings on 
important issues (Sally), and they were respectful of other values:  
/ƚƌǇƌĞĂůůǇŚĂƌĚƚŽďĞƵŶďŝĂƐĞĚĂŶĚŝŵƉĂƌƚŝĂů ?^Ž/ ?ŵƋƵŝƚĞĂŶƚŝ-war 
... but even within that I think ... we work with one young person 
whose sister is in the Army and she's really proud of her, and so we 
need to be careful ... you know my value base ... is anti-war ... but I 
think we need to be delicate sometimes in how we do it. (Jenny) 
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƐŚŽǁŝŶŐƚŚĞŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƐǀĂůƵĞƐĂŶĚďĞŝŶŐŽƉĞŶĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞŐƵŝĚŝŶŐ
principles of the work was deemed appropriate. Participants were clear that 
values could not and should not be imposed on learners; any changes in values 
were internal to the learner (UK: Christopher, Peter, Jenny, Sally, Jane; Spain: 
Pilar, Maite, Pablo, Carlos). It was discussed in all the focus groups that values 
could not be taught, and that to change values, learners had to explore and 
discover things for themselves: 
sĂůƵĞƐĐĂŶ ?ƚďĞŝŵƉŽƐĞĚ ?ƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌĞĚŽƌƚĂŬĞŶŽŶďŽĂƌĚ ?ĂƐ
praiseworthy as they might be ... you ĐĂŶ ?ƚ ŝŵƉŽƐĞ ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉ ? ŝƚ
has to be chosen, a person has to see what it is to be unjust, or just 
and have the capacity to decide and to adopt what they think is 
right, and right for their own context. (Carlos) 
Indeed, participants did not want to impose values or promote a single way of 
thinking (Pablo). Critically reflecting on the consequences of decisions often 
ŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚĞĚ ŚŽǁ ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶ ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ  “ǁĂƐ ŶŽƚ ŝŶ ůŝŶĞ ? ǁŝƚŚ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ŽǁŶ ǀĂůƵĞ
sets (Peter). It was here that the step between understanding and action could 
ďĞ ƐĞĞŶ ? Ǉ  “ƵŶƉŝĐŬŝŶŐ ? ƚŚĞ ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐ ŽĨ ĐĞƌƚĂŝŶ ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? E'K ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ
highlighted how actions may not be coherent with values (UK: Jane, Emma, 
Jenny, Peter; Spain: Dolores, Pablo, Carlos, Margarita). I thought of this as 
value-action coherence:   
/ ƚŚŝŶŬ ƉƌŽďĂďůǇ ŵŽƌĞ ŽĨƚĞŶ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ Ăƚ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵƌ ǀĂůƵĞƐ ĂƌĞ ?
and actually looking at the implications of that, so for example, I 
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ƚŚŝŶŬŵŽƐƚƉĞŽƉůĞǁŽƵůĚƐŝŐŶƵƉƚŽĨĂŝƌŶĞƐƐ ? ? ?ƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƐĂǀĂůƵĞƚŚĂƚ
ŵŽƐƚ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŽƵůĚŶ ?ƚ ƐĂǇ / ?Ě ůŽǀĞ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ƚŽ ďe unfair ... but ... 
because of the way the world is interconnected they might be then 
ĚŽŝŶŐ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ĐĂƵƐĞƐ ƵŶĨĂŝƌŶĞƐƐ ? ƐŽ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ŬŝŶĚ ŽĨƌĂŝƐŝŶŐ
awareness of that, and the inconsistencies of that. (Emma) 
The question of whether values could be assumed to be universal also arose. 
Focus groups were given the statement:  “sĂůƵĞƐĂŶĚĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ĐĂŶŶŽƚ ďĞ ĂƐƐƵŵĞĚ ƵŶŝǀĞƌƐĂů ŝŶ Ăůů ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚƐ ? ?
There were some values they felt were fairly uncontroversial and could be 
ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ŽĨ ĂƐ  “ǀĂůĞŶĐĞ ? ǀĂůƵĞƐ  ?ƌĂǁůĞǇ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ?UK participants were more 
likely to question values such as human rights, taking a critical stance and 
discussing the way these can be seen from different indigenous perspectives, 
for instance (Christopher, Peter, Jenny, Kate). In Spain human rights tended to 
be accepted as a universal value. 
In general however, the values promoted were similar in both contexts. In the 
UK these included openness to other cultures, awareness of inequalities, 
listening to each other, openness and honesty, social justice, interdependence, 
conflict resolution, respect, peace, equality and challenging injustice (Rebecca, 
Christopher, Jenny, Sally, Elizabeth, Jane). In Spain the values cited included 
justice, respect, equity, environmental sustainability, cultural diversity and 
equality, inclusivity, tolerance, positive peace, anti-discrimination, empathy, 
criticality, citizen awareness, and human development (Pablo, Maite, Carlos, 
Esperanza, Fernanda, Ignacio). The key value in the Spanish context cited by all 
participants was solidarity. There was also more of a focus on citizen awareness 
and human development, while in the UK workers talked more about 
interdependence. 
In both contexts, then, values which activated social justice were core parts of 
ƚŚĞ E'KƐ ? ǁŽƌŬ ? Ɛ ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ ŝŶ ŚĂƉƚĞƌ dŚƌĞĞ ? ǀĂůƵĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ
ĂďŽƵƚ ‘ďŝŐŐĞƌƚŚĂŶƐĞůĨ ?ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐĂƌĞƚŚŽƐĞĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƐĞůĨ-direction, such 
as freedom, creativity and self-respect, and those associated with welfare, such 
as open-mindedness, equality, peace and unity with nature. These ideas were 
common to all the NGOs in the research. In general, there was not so much 
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emphasis from these NGOs on consumer values, as can sometimes be seen 
from bigger organisations that rely on fundraising for public donations. Indeed, 
Christopher commented on the contradictory nature of using consumerist 
values, noting how his DEC tried to stay away from such values:  
 ? ? ? ŝĨǁĞ ?ƌĞŐŽŝŶŐƚŽŚĂǀĞĂƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ ?ŵŽƌĞũƵƐƚĨƵƚƵƌĞ ?ƚŚĞŶǁĞ
need people to develop values that are self-transcendent. 
(Christopher) 
Relating to values, the generation of emotions was part of the development 
education process. As such, one of the focus group statements asked whether: 
 “ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ƐŚŽƵůĚ Ăŝŵ ƚŽmake learners feel guilt and outrage 
about injustice in order to provoke behavioural change and encourage 
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐƚŽƚĂŬĞĂĐƚŝŽŶĂŐĂŝŶƐƚ ŝŶũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ? ?Participants all disagreed with the 
statement, aiming to work with positive emotions to lead to a more sustained 
engagement with complexity (Darnton 2011). In the UK interviews six 
participants (Sally, Jenny, Christopher, Kate, Elizabeth, Rebecca) showed an 
awareness of the dangers of the Live Aid Legacy (VSO 2002): 
Development education should aim to make them see similarities 
between people as humans rather than the obvious differences ... 
so learn to understand from each other, rather than, just feel guilt, 
or even outrage. ... I think development education's different from 
things like aid and a lot of the media perception of things like 
comic relief where you have that poverty ... the sob stories, and 
ůĞƚ ?ƐƚŚƌŽǁŵŽŶĞǇĂƚƚŚĞŵĂŶĚŚŽƉĞƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞĂůƌŝŐŚƚ ? ? ?ŝĨƉĞŽƉůĞĚŽ
feel guilty they might do something to appease their guilt, but it'll 
be quite a symbolic gesture. (Sally) 
In Spain participants also commented on the association between provoking 
guilt and attitudes to development from early generations of development 
education (Carlos, Pilar, Maite, Pablo, Fernanda). In both contexts participants 
were clear that negative emotions should not be their aim, and that guilt could 
ďĞĂ “ĚŝƐƌƵƉƚŝǀĞĞŵŽƚŝŽŶ ? ?WĞƚĞƌ ) ?dŚĞǇĂĐĐĞƉƚĞĚƚŚĂƚƐŽŵĞƚŝ ƐƉĞŽƉůĞŵŝŐŚƚ
feel outraged or indignant about a situation, but that, far from being coerced by 
feelings of guilt, this should be turned into a positive, empowering emotion that 
might drive them to act (Jenny). Indeed, in both contexts there was consensus 
that guilt was unlikely to produce a sustained change in action and that they 
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needed to be basing their work on value frames of solidarity and 
interconnection: 
'ƵŝůƚĂŶĚĨĞĞůŝŶŐŽƵƚƌĂŐĞĚĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞĂĐŚĂŶŐĞŝŶďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ ?
or an internal change. What creates internal change is becoming 
conscious and feelings of solidarity, you feel equal, or part of the 
solution. But if you take it from the negative side, guilt and 
outrage, the result will be negative. (Pilar) 
NGOs aimed to move away from individualistic solutions to development 
problems. For instance, Maite commented that promoting guilt implied a very 
individualistic approach, and she favoured an approach based on co-
responsibility and cooperation. There were clear links identified between 
emotions and transformation. Most claimed that they did not try to provoke 
guilt and outrage, but they did recognise the relevance of these emotions, on 
affecting judgements (UK: Sally, Jenny, Peter, Emma, Jane, Dorothy, 
Christopher, Kate, Elizabeth, Rebecca; Spain: Maite, Pablo, Carlos, Pilar, 
Santiago, Fernanda). They felt that it was important to take feelings of outrage, 
when they occurred, as triggers for transformation.  
There was general consensus in all four focus groups that feelings and emotions 
were a powerful way to promote transformation, but this had to be balanced, 
drawing on understanding and responsibility. Many participants saw emotions 
as a good way to explore certain attitudes, such as racism, encouraging people 
ƚŽ ĨĞĞů ǁŚĂƚ ŝƚ ŵŝŐŚƚ ďĞ ůŝŬĞ ŝŶ ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?Ɛ ƐŚŽĞƐ  ?ĂǀŝĚ ) ĂŶĚ ŵĂŬŝŶŐ
people reflect on how a stimulus made them feel (Jane). They tried to take 
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĨĞĞůŝŶŐƐ ĂƐ Ă ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐ ƉŽŝŶƚ ĂŶĚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚĂƉ ŝŶƚŽ ŵŽƌĞ ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝǀĞ
ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶƐ ?ůŝŬĞĐŽŵƉĂƐƐŝŽŶĂŶĚĞŵƉĂƚŚǇ (Peter). 
Concepts of Development 
Following this discussion of generating guilt and pity, the portrayal of the 
 ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?is an essential aspect of development education. Therefore, it is 
important to understand how NGO workers perceived the concept of 
 ‘development ? and how this was reflected in their work. NGO workers were 
critical of modernisation theory and the promotion of negative attitudes that 
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perpetuate cultural superiority by generating pity (UK: Christopher, Jenny, 
Peter, Sally, Jane, Rebecca, Kate; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Dolores).  
However, undercurrents in the language were not always challenged. Terms 
ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ  ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?ĂŶĚ  ‘ƵŶĚĞƌĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ? ĐĂƌry connotations of a linear 
ŵŽĚĞů ŽĨ  ‘ĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶ ? ƚŚĂƚ Ăůů ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ŵƵƐƚ ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ? ŝŐŶŽƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ
many complexities of how this process takes place; this was rarely explored. 
Similarly, tŚĞ ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚ ƵƐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƚĞƌŵƐ  ‘EŽƌƚŚ ? ĂŶĚ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ƚŽ ĚŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚ
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ǁŚĂƚ ǁĞƌĞ ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇ ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚ ĂƐ  ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ ? ĂŶĚ  ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ ?
ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐĐĂƌƌŝĞƐŵĂŶǇŽĨƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƉƌĞũƵĚŝĐĞƐĂŶĚĐŽŶŶŽƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?ĨŽƌŵŝŶŐĂŶ ‘ƵƐ
ĂŶĚƚŚĞŵ ?ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵǇ ?/ƚĂůƐŽĂƐƐƵŵĞƐĂŶĂůŵŽƐƚďůĂŶŬĞƚƐŝŵŝůĂƌŝƚǇǁŝƚŚŝŶĞĂĐŚ
of these categories and emphasises the differences between them, often 
concealing the similarities between or differences within them. Despite these 
problems, NGOs needed consistent terminology to talk about these concepts. In 
the UK participants commented on the difficulty of finding appropriate 
terminology (Christopher, Kate, Jenny). All NGO workers were keen to promote 
ĐƌŝƚŝĐĂůĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚǁĞƌĞĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐŽĨ ‘ƐŽĨƚ ?ǀĞƌƐŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚƌŝƐŬĞĚ
generating negative attitudes. 
Focus groups were given the statement:  “The most important thing we can do 
ƚŽ ƌĞĚƵĐĞ ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ŝŶ ƉŽŽƌ ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ŝƐ ƚŽ ƐĞŶĚ ŵŽƌĞ ĂŝĚ ĂŶĚ ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ? ?
Participants in all groups commented on structural injustice, differentiating 
between justice and charity. They argued that people were prohibited from 
raising themselves out of poverty due to inequality in global systems. Structural 
ŝŶũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ǁĂƐ Ă ŬĞǇ ĨĂĐƚŽƌ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĚĞďĂƚĞ ? ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?
constrained by international factors, rather than problems endogenous to 
developing countries. It was suggested that some important outcomes of 
development education focused on fighting for political and structural changes 
to unfair systems, which would give all peoples a chance to improve their own 
situations, without the need for aid (UK: Jenny, Peter, Sally, Jane, Rebecca, 
David; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Fernanda, Dolores, Ignacio, Esperanza): 
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Reducing poverty is not only a question of economic help; there are 
a series of questions that have an impact on the production of 
ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ? /ƚ ?Ɛ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŽĂůƐŽ ůŽďďǇĂƚĂƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů ůĞǀĞů ƚŽĐŚĂŶŐĞ
decisions in order to change those things. (Carlos) 
While charity-based notions of development were critiqued by most 
participants, in one focus group language focused on a ŶŽƚŝŽŶŽĨ ‘ƵƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŵ ? ?
ĂŶĚƚŚĞŝĚĞĂƚŚĂƚ ‘ƚŚĞǇ ?ŶĞĞĚĞĚƚŽďĞ ‘ƚĂƵŐŚƚƚŽĨŝƐŚ ? P 
Until we realise that you have to teach them to fish, as they say, 
you are giving them a fish while they learn to fish, but when 
ƚŚĞǇ ?ǀĞůĞĂƌŶƚƚŽĨŝƐŚ ?ƚŚĞǇĐĂŶĚŽŝƚĨŽƌthemselves. (Pilar) 
On the other hand, participants pointed out the structural barriers of 
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůƌƵůĞƐĂŶĚĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůŝƐƐƵĞƐƚŚĂƚŵĂǇŝŵƉĞĚĞ ‘ĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ ? P
/ƚ ?Ɛ ŶŽƚ ũƵƐƚ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŵ ƚŽ ĨŝƐŚ ƚŚŽƵŐŚ ? ƚŚĞ ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ ŝƐ
whether in the place where they fish they really have the possibility 
to do it ... to use that analogy it could go on to say ... when they 
have the rod, when they have the permission and everything ... it 
ƚƵƌŶƐ ŽƵƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ?Ɛ Ă ŵƵůƚŝŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ ƚŚĂƚ ŚĂƐ
contaminated the river. (Carlos) 
Concepts of charity varied between the two contexts. In Spain, the idea of 
ŶĞĞĚŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƐĞŶĚ ŚĞůƉ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ǁĂƐ ƐƚƌŽŶŐ ? WĂƌticipants were clear that 
 ‘ŚĞůƉ ? did not only mean sending economic resources, also recognising other 
types of support. Nevertheless, there was an assumption that people in the 
 ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ǁĞƌĞŶŽƚĂďůĞƚŽĞŶǀŝƐĂŐĞƚŚĞŝƌŽǁŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?WŝůĂƌ ?^ĂŶƚŝĂŐŽ ) ?ĂŶĚ
in this sense the moral order frame was stimulated: 
Economic help and resources alone, that would maintain them, but 
unless it is accompanied by health education, and training so that 
they have the resources to promote structural changes, social 
ĐŚĂŶŐĞƐ ? ƚŚĞŶ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ƵƐĞůĞƐƐ ? tĞ ŚĂǀĞ ƚŽ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂ Ě
development as well as send resources. (Pilar) 
There was a tension in Spain between a critical awareness of structural issues 
and commitment to development cooperation, which implied an element of 
charity as the solution. The narrative of development cooperation as beneficial 
ƚŽ ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ǁĂƐ ŶŽƚ ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶĞĚ ? and existed alongside a 
discourse of fighting against unfair international systems. Most NGDOs were 
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involved in political lobbying, but the effectiveness of charity and its 
contradictions were not explored through development education. This tension 
offered an interesting opportunity for dialogue that was foreclosed by the 
premise that development cooperation was self-evidently good. 
In the UK there was more recognition of the difficulties of framing development 
ŝƐƐƵĞƐŝŶƚĞƌŵƐŽĨ ‘ŚĞůƉ ? ?dŚĞƌĞǁĂƐŵŽƌĞĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐŽĨƉ ƐƚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůƚŚĞŽƌǇĂŶĚ
discussion of history and its implications on the present, particularly in terms of 
migration and trade (Kate, Sally, Elizabeth, Jenny, Christopher). Many UK 
organisations worked to avoid perpetuating charity as superiority (Kate, 
Rebecca, David, Elizabeth, Christopher, Sally). There was a move away from 
ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƉĞŽƉůĞŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ĂƐ ‘ůĂĐŬŝŶŐ ?Žr aiming to produce sympathy: 
I think you need to sometimes be careful with the images and the 
ideas that have in the past been used by some NGOs in terms of 
fundraising and trying to build sympathy often around a cause, 
ƚŚĂƚ ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ĂůǁĂǇƐ ŚĂǀĞ ƚŚĞ ŵŽƐƚ ƌĞƐpectful or the most accurate 
ŝŵĂŐĞ ŽĨ Ă ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ  ? ? ? ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ůŽŶŐ ƌƵŶ ŝƚ ĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚ ŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌŝůǇ ŚĞůƉ
with development awareness or development education. 
(Elizabeth) 
Some participants discussed the work of large INGDOs such as Oxfam, touching 
on the idea that the need to fundraise often meant that they relied too heavily 
on evoking pity and not reporting on success. This was seen to impact 
ŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞůǇ ŽŶ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞ ƚŽ ĐŚĂƌŝƚǇ ĂŶĚ ĐŚĂŶŐĞ  ?:ĂŶĞ ?ŵŵĂ ) ? tŚŝůĞ
development education and international cooperation could complement and 
inform each other, in the UK the tension between needing to fundraise and 
conducting critical and objective development education was explored. In this 
ƐĞŶƐĞƐŚĂĚĂŶĂĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞŽǀĞƌ/E'KƐ ?ƐŝŶĐĞƚŚĞǇǁĞƌĞŶŽƚ P “ ? ? ?duty bound 
to ƌĂƚƚůĞ Ă ƚŝŶ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ĞŶĚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƐĞƐƐŝŽŶ ?  ?ŵŵĂ). Kate noted that while 
fundraising was not necessarily bad, it was essential that it be accompanied by 
critical thinking, and an awareness of the difficulties of a moral order frame: 
I think there's a lot of critical thinking that needs to come from 
everyday things that schools do, you know, getting involved in fair 
trade ... getting involved in sending boxes to the Gambia, whatever 
it is, there has to be more critical thinking that goes around those 
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activities, otherwise we're just going to perpetuate this idea that 
the only way of solving the problems of the South is to throw 
money at it and to feel sorry, and I don't think that's going to 
affect long-term change. (Kate) 
In both contexts, it was recognised that the mainstream media often provided a 
negative and one-sided perspective, which could reinforce stereotypes (UK: 
Jane, Dorothy, Jenny, Sally, Peter, Christopher, Rebecca, Kate; Spain: Fernanda, 
Pablo, Maite, Ignacio, Carlos, Dolores, Esperanza): 
/ƚ ?Ɛ ŝŵƉortant to inform citizens about these issues, because the 
ŵĞĚŝĂĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŚĞůƉďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ? ? ?ĂůŵŽƐƚĂůǁĂǇƐƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ
present of Africa, Asia and Latin America are ones of pure chaos, 
ƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞŽŶůǇŝŶƚŚĞŶĞǁƐŝĨƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƐĂĚŝƐĂƐƚĞƌ ? ?&ĞƌŶĂŶĚĂ) 
NGO workers showed examples of people working to improve the situations in 
their own country, claiming it was important to move away from perceptions of 
helplessness (UK: Jane, Kate, Rebecca, Christopher, Sally, Jenny; Spain: Pablo, 
Carlos): 
... it's reinforcing that idea, that these people are ... powerless, 
aren't capable and are just always in poverty and it's like these 
people in these developing countries are like this and they're poor 
and they need our help, and I think we really need to move away 
from perceiving developing countries like that. (Jenny) 
There was an idea that links with other countries could provide alternative 
ƐƚŽƌŝĞƐ Žƌ Ă  ‘^ŽƵƚŚĞƌŶ ǀŽŝĐĞ ?  ?h< P ZĞďĞĐĐĂ ? <ĂƚĞ ? ^ĂůůǇ ?^ƉĂŝŶ P WĂďůŽ ? ĂƌůŽƐ ?
Ignacio, Esperanza). This could be through school or community linking, project 
work, blogs or volunteering. These were opportunities for two-way learning: 
I think that you learn more than you give ... Because when you 
ŚĂǀĞ ƚŚŝƐ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ǀĞƌǇ ĞŶƌŝĐŚŝŶŐ ĨŽƌ ǇŽƵ ĂƐ Ă ƉĞƌƐŽŶ ? ŝƚ
opens your mind, it makes yŽƵ ŐƌŽǁ ? ^Ž ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĞŶĚ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ŵŽƌĞ
enriching than helping.  (Alejandra) 
It was essential that partnerships were not conceived of in ƚĞƌŵƐŽĨ ‘ŚĞůƉŝŶŐ ?Žƌ
ĨĞĞůŝŶŐ  ‘ůƵĐŬǇ ? ? ^ŽŵĞ h< ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ƚĂůŬĞĚ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ŽĨĞŶƐƵƌŝŶŐ
development education did not offer a Eurocentric perspective (Christopher, 
Jenny, Kate). It was acknowledged that often assumptions about partnerships 
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were based on deep frames and that it took long-term engagement to question 
those frames: 
... and it's very deep ... this idea that in order to do good global 
learning we need to have a partnership with India or somewhere in 
Africa, it's really deep, and we're going to learn about those people 
and appreciate how lucky we are and it's that's why we're doing it, 
we want children to know how lucky they are and to appreciate 
what they've got, and to help ... it runs very deep, very, very deep, 
and it's a very difficult one to untangle. (Kate) 
/Ŷ ƚŚĞ h< ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ Ă ĨŽĐƵƐ ŽŶ ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ŽĨ  ‘ůƵĐŬ ? ĂŶĚ 
addressing paternalistic attitudes that often accompany school links or 
international projects. Christopher discussed a school project he worked with 
that calculated the use of carbon and calculated a fair Earth share, which 
showed that the UK school really owed money to its partner school in Zanzibar. 
Others discussed the importance of using positive personal stories, rather than 
reiterating media generated images of deprivation: 
I think one thing that [this DEC] does a lot in all its work, is try and 
focus on similarity as much as difference and positive stories as 
much as negative stories, so, we don't want to be perpetuating 
this kind of tale of everything's all doom and gloom in every 
developing country ... So we shared those eight really positive 
stories and we said: Who would you like to meet? Which of these 
people are you really inspired by? (Jane) 
/ŶĚĞĞĚ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƐŝŵŝůĂƌŝƚŝĞƐ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ  ‘EŽƌƚŚ ? ĂŶĚ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?
(UK: Jane, Jenny, Sally, Rebecca, Kate, Christopher, Sally, Peter; Spain: Carlos, 
Fernanda, Dolores). While there was openness towards cultural difference, the 
ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ ǁĂƐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĞƌĞ  “ŵƵůƚŝƉůĞ ƐƚŽƌŝĞƐ ? ĂďŽƵƚ ĂŶǇǁŚĞƌĞ ?
WĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚĞĚ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ  “ĚĂŶŐĞƌ ŽĨ Ă ƐŝŶŐůĞ ƐƚŽƌǇ ?  ?ĚŝĐŚie 2009) and 
homogeneous ideas of poverty. This implied a need to provide a balanced view 
(UK: Jane, Jenny, Kate, Sally, Rebecca, Christopher; Spain: Ignacio, Fernanda, 
Carlos).  
In Spain, while most international development projects were controlled from 
the Spanish office (Esperanza, Maite, Pilar, Santiago), many NGDOs also worked 
ŽŶ ƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚĞŶŝŶŐ Đŝǀŝů ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ŝŶ ďŽƚŚ ^ƉĂŝŶ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?  ?ĂƌůŽƐ ? /ŐŶĂĐŝŽ ?
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Fernanda, Pablo, Dolores). There was a view that this encouraged political 
agency: 
 ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĂďŽƵƚ ĞŵƉowerment; strengthening civil society, especially 
ǁŽŵĞŶ ?ƐĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶƐ ? ? ?ĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐŝƐůŝŶŬĞĚƚŽƉƌĞǀĞŶƚŝŶŐŐĞŶĚĞƌ
violence, access to resources, social and political rights, 
reproductive rights. (Dolores) 
In both contexts there were examples of leadership in development coming 
ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ? :ĞŶŶǇ ĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƚĞĚ ƚŚĞ ĞĨĨĞĐƚ ŽĨ ƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂů ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŚŽǁ
ĐŽůůĞĂŐƵĞƐ ƐŚĞ ŚĂĚ ǁŽƌŬĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ǁĞƌĞ ƉĞƌĨĞĐƚůǇ ĐĂƉĂďůĞ ŽĨ
improving their own situation, if only structures were fairer: 
I guess the reason why my colleagues ... were restricted was 
because of these political structures and these international bodies 
... the way that they're set up is actually quite unfair and it makes 
it really difficult. If things were freed up, and my colleagues 
actually had the resources available to them to do what they need 
to do I think that they could single-handedly work together to pull 
themselves forward, in the direction that their culture and their 
people want them to move, not dictated to them by big 
international organisations. (Jenny) 
Attitudes in Development Education 
To answer my research question, these organisations used an interpretivist 
epistemology, recognising complexity and valuing the use of rationality to 
investigate and explore issues critically. They felt that while there were certain 
truths, these could be interpreted from different perspectives and that through 
rationally analysing different perspectives we could best arrive at an 
understanding of that complexity. There were clear examples of ideology 
critique (Brookfield 2000), and an agenda of social change. However, this did 
not purport to impose another predetermined ideology; rather they saw a need 
to open up questions to debate to search for solutions, alternatives and 
compromises.  
Learners were encouraged to form their own opinions, considering a wide 
spectrum of perspectives. Where the media provided strong support for 
perspectives from one side of a debate, participants claimed that development 
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education could broaden perspectives by providing alternative ideas and 
sources. In the UK there was more accommodation of views they actively 
opposed, such as those of the BNP, and a more critical stance taken on 
concepts such as Human Rights. They recognised the importance of having a 
safe space to explore all ideas, thus supporting dialogue. Chapter Seven 
expands on this aspect of development education. 
All participants felt that critiquing over-consumption, discrimination and 
violence, did not mean telling people what to think or pushing a specific 
ideology. They saw these values as  ‘ǀĂůĂŶĐĞǀĂůƵĞƐ ?ĂŶĚƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇĚĞĨĞŶƐŝďůĞŝŶ
the pursuit of social justice (Crawley 2009: 8). Yet it was clear that values could 
not be imposed. There was an avoidance of activating deep values associated 
with consumerism, focusing instead on values of humanitarianism and 
solidarity, consistent with the organisational aim of global social justice. There 
was a view that learners often already shared values, such as fairness, and that 
the role of development education was to provide information that could help 
learners analyse their own actions. Recognising incoherence between values 
and actions by exploring new information helped them determine whether 
there was, what I called, value-action coherence. This was a powerful way to 
affect a transformation of a frame of mind. 
Emotions were also seen as important elements of transformation. However, 
participants felt development education should draw on positive emotions 
rather than evoke feelings of guilt, which would only lead to short-term 
ĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ  ‘ĐůŝĐŬƚŝǀŝƐŵ ?  ?tŚŝƚĞ  ? ? ? ? ) ? EĞǀĞƌƚŚĞůĞƐƐ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ
were some indications that not all the participants felt able to live up to this 
rhetoric, and despite acknowledging the need to give time and space to explore 
emotions and ideas in dialogue, often a commitment to getting through 
predetermined content did not allow for this. There were exceptions, which will 
be explored in Chapter Eight. 
When considering images of other countries, there was a move away from the 
moral order frame and a clear recognition of structural injustice, and th
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importance of development education to challenge an unfair system. There 
were some opportunities for two-way learning and I-Thou ĞŶĐŽƵŶƚĞƌƐŝŶ ‘EŽƌƚŚ-
^ŽƵƚŚ ? ƉĂƌƚŶĞƌƐŚŝƉƐ  ?ƵďĞƌ  ? ? ? ? ) ? Similarities between countries were 
recognised more in the UK, where there was more discussion of postcolonial 
theory. All participants aimed to stay away from negative images that provoked 
feelings of sympathy and pity, although there was arguably some evidence of an 
 ‘ƵƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŵ ?ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵǇƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶƐŽŵĞŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?/ŶƐŽŵĞǁĂǇƐƚŚĞƐ
felt that not engaging in development cooperation enabled them to avoid the 
contradictions of the Live Aid Legacy (VSO 2002), whereas by prior acceptance 
of the benefits of international cooperation, there was a tension in some 
Spanish NGDOs between this and the discourse of structural violence.  
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I considered perceptions of knowledge and development 
portrayed, and values activated, by these organisations. I found consistency in 
the epistemologies of development education across both contexts, and 
activation of value frames that Darnton (2011) suggested would be consistent 
with transformation. I started by looking at the nature of knowledge and the 
attitude of participants to political ideologies. They claimed not to defend a 
particular ideology, but had core values that were fundamental to their work. 
This led me to look further at the role of emotions, noting the importance of 
engaging positive emotions. Finally I looked at images of other countries and 
evidence of activating the moral order frame, or promoting cultural superiority, 
which most participants purported to avoid. I now examine some of these 
issues in more depth, focusing on the role of pedagogy and its relationship to 
transformation. 
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Chapter Seven:  
Pedagogies and Transformation 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to begin to answer the third of my subsidiary 
research questions: 
3. What pedagogies are used and do these promote transformative 
learning? 
a. How are critical thinking, dialogue and participative 
methodologies managed through these activities?  
b. How is change envisaged and do these activities provide a space 
for transformation?  
c. Is there a role for organic intellectuals in this process and do 
these activities develop this role? 
These questions are developed further in Chapter Eight with respect to the 
observation data. Here I look at the methodologies for teaching and learning 
used by the organisations from the perspectives of NGO workers, using data 
from interviews and focus groups. The role of pedagogy in transformation is 
fundamental to my research question since the use of participatory 
methodologies was identified in Chapter Two as key aspect of transformative 
learning. I begin with some pedagogical issues, exploring critical thinking, and 
the role of participation and experience. I then discuss how the participants 
understood transformation, considering their perception of agency and the 
different ways they saw their learners transforming attitudes and behaviour in 
ways they perceived could lead to social change. 
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Critical Thinking 
Critical thinking was a term used by all participants, which held a range of 
meanings. Other terms used included critical literacy (UK), critical spirit44 (Spain) 
and critical consciousness45 (Spain). The difficulty of defining the term was 
acknowledged by participants. Definitions included interpreting different 
perspectives through questioning ideas and challenging assumptions, and most 
NGO workers identified these key features of critical thinking (UK: Jenny, Peter, 
Sally, Jane, David, Kate, Rebecca, Christopher; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Esperanza, 
Dolores, Fernanda, Ignacio).  
Questioning why things were the way they were, what caused the structures 
that we live within and who benefited from these structures were fundamental 
parts of the definition of critical thinking. In this sense it was ideology critique 
(Brookfield 2000). Participants discussed trying to look underneath the things 
we take for granted, to think about causes, and to see the consequences of our 
decisions (UK: Sally, Jane, Jenny; Spain: Dolores, Pablo, Margarita, Carlos). There 
were various ways to challenge the assumptions of learners: Participants talked 
about not accepting everything they were told and questioning the ways they 
saw things (UK: Jenny, Sally, Kate, Elizabeth; Spain: Carlos, Pablo). In the UK 
learners were encouraged to explore and come to ideas themselves (Kate, 
Elizabeth, Rebecca). Participants were also open to learning new things from 
the learners, recognising their own cultural bias and that their ideas were a 
product of their own life experiences (Sally, Jenny, Peter, Jane, David).  
Participants in both contexts discussed finding perspectives that challenged 
assumptions, and sourcing information that surprised learners, encouraging 
them to interrogate all perspectives and not necessarily seek consensus, 
showing that it is alright to live with difference (UK: Sally, Jenny, Christopher, 
Kate, Elizabeth; Spain: Margarita, Dolores, Carlos): 
                                                      
44
 Espíritu crítico 
45
 Conciencia crítica 
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^ŽƐĂǇĨŽƌĞǆĂŵƉůĞ ?ŝƚŵŝŐŚƚďĞƚŽĚŽǁŝƚŚƌĂĐŝƐŵĂŶĚƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞ ĞĂůůǇ
against Eastern European migrants coming here, but we might go 
away and source lots of information about the perspectives of 
those migrants or the history of the countries that they're coming 
from and the political incentives in the UK that our government 
has actually chosen that mean that they come here ... lots of 
different viewpoints of it so that they can question that. (Jenny) 
There was a focus in the UK on looking at the agendas behind different sources 
of information, and learning to read different interpretations of an issue. This 
involved looking at different slants on information provided (Sally, Jenny, 
Elizabeth, Kate, Rebecca): 
I would define critical thinking as being able to think, when you're 
told information, being able to question it, question, why am I 
being told this, who's come up with that information, what's their 
agenda, why have they told me this, is that actually the truth of 
the situation, or are there other perspectives? (Sally) 
Information was a good way to stimulate debate (David, Jane). It had to be 
adapted to the context and audience, be relevant and made accessible to the 
participants (UK: Jane, Kate, Sally, Jenny, Elizabeth; Spain: Esperanza, Dolores). 
Moreover, participants were clear that where they used facts, they needed to 
be clear and open about the sources they used (UK: Sally, Rebecca, Dorothy, 
David, Jane, Emma; Spain: Ignacio, Esperanza, Dolores). Learners were 
encouraged to research information themselves. This formed part of the 
learning process (UK: Kate, Rebecca, Sally; Spain: Carlos, Fernanda). 
Participants encouraged learners to confront their preconceptions, questioning 
the origins of stereotypes. They used surprising statistics or information that 
challenged stereotypes (UK: Sally, Jenny, Jane; Spain: Dolores, Alejandra). Some 
participants used photo activities to help people recognise their prejudices (UK: 
Kate, Jenny, Jane, Christopher, Rebecca; Spain: Esperanza, Ignacio, Carlos). 
Questions ĂŶĚƚŽŽůƐǁĞƌĞƵƐĞĚƚŽŚĞůƉůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐƚŚŝŶŬĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞŝƌŝŵĂŐĞ P “ ? ? ?in a 
ǁĂǇ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ ŚĂĚŶ ?ƚ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ĂďŽƵƚ ďĞĨŽƌĞ ? ?  ?<ĂƚĞ). Where learners were 
preparing for an international volunteering placement, they were encouraged 
to listen and not judge (Carlos, Alejandra). In the UK there was more discussion 
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of challenging local stereotypes as well as international stereotypes (Jenny, 
Sally, Jane). 
Asking trigger questions to provoke thinking encouraged learners to challenge 
their assumptions. Questions could relate to causes, consequences, future 
possibilities and emotions (UK: Rebecca, Kate, Jane, David; Spain: Pablo, 
Dolores). Encouraging the learners to ask questions was also important and 
participants commented on the need for a space for learners to ask questions 
(UK: Jenny, Rebecca, Jane; Spain: Ignacio, Carlos, Pablo): 
I think it helps with young people as well, to know the reality, 
because I think they're naturally inquisitive, and naturally asking 
questions, and we encourage them to ask questions. (Jenny) 
In some cases the main space for questioning was in the plenary or a question 
and answer session. This was seen as an opportunity to raise any issues that 
had arisen throughout an activity (UK: Jane, David, Rebecca; Spain: Pablo, 
Ignacio, Esperanza). Sometimes this meant that presentations were given with 
little participation prior to a time for questions at the end. Presentations were 
valuable visual ways to communicate information and generate debate (UK: 
Emma, Jane, David; Spain: Pablo, Ignacio): 
The methodology varies, presentations to round tables, some 
facilitators are more participative than others, but often we have a 
ůĂƌŐĞ ƌŽŽŵ ǁŝƚŚ ƵƉ ƚŽ  ? ? ? ƉĞŽƉůĞ ? ƐŽ ƚŽ ƐŽŵĞ ĞǆƚĞŶƚ ŝƚ ?Ɛ
constrained to be a PowerPoint presentation, talk, intervention, re-
intervention, and then at the end questions and so on. (Pablo) 
Participatory Methodologies  
In order to generate critical thinking, all participants discussed participative 
methodologies: 
/ƚ ?ƐǀĞƌǇƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝǀĞ ?ǁĞǁŽƌŬĂůŽƚǁŝƚŚŐƌŽƵƉĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ?ƐŽǁŝƚŚ
young peoƉůĞĨŽƌ ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞ ? ŝƚ ?ƐĂďŽƵƚŐĞƚƚŝŶŐƚŚĞŵƚŽƚĂŬĞƉĂƌƚ ŝŶ
the debate. (Fernanda) 
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In formal settings teachers often took a lead in the professional development 
workshops run by NGOs. This helped them develop their own resources to take 
the ideas into their schools (UK: Kate; Spain: Ignacio): 
... it was a real kind of brain storm of where to go, and from that 
ideas were developed, they went back into the classroom, and 
tried things out, came back and shared them, and then we 
produced a resource called climate change local and global, which 
shared the outcomes of those discussions and that work. (Kate) 
Starting with ideas from the learners themselves was a key feature, particularly 
in the UK where some participants discussed the methodology associated with 
Global Youth Work (Jenny, Sally, Peter, Elizabeth). The  ‘Connect, Challenge, 
Change ? ĨƌĂŵĞǁŽƌŬ ŝƐĂďŽƵƚ P  “ ? ? ?ƐƚĂƌƚŝŶŐǁŚĞƌĞ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐĂƌĞĂƚ ?  ?tŝůůŝĂŵƐ
and Edleston 2010): 
That developed out of the global youth action project, and so, the 
principle of that is you connect with young people on issues they 
ĂƌĞĂůƌĞĂĚǇŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚĞĚŝŶ ?ƐŽǇŽƵĚŽŶ ?ƚũƵƐƚƉůƵĐŬƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐŽƵƚŽĨ
the air, you actually work with them to try and find some in, or 
some kind of interest of theirs and then look at that, from 
something very personal or local to something more global. 
(Elizabeth) 
In some sessions there were opportunities for informal discussions proposed by 
the learners, or driven by their own interests or doubts, with content relevant 
ƚŽůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ŶĞĞĚƐ ?dŚĞĨŽĐƵƐǁĂƐŽŶƚŚĞ learners to set the starting point (UK: 
Sally, Jenny, Peter, Kate, Jane, Elizabeth; Spain: Dolores, Carlos, Fernanda, 
Ignacio): 
/ ?Ě ĚĞĨŝŶĞ ŝƚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ǁĂǇ &ƌĞŝƌĞ ĚŝĚ ?ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ŝƐ ƌĞĂůůǇ ƚŚĞ
basis of the work: That every person knows things, and everyone is 
ƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐůĂƐƚƐĂůůƚŚƌŽƵŐŚůŝĨĞ ?ĂŶĚŝƚ ?Ɛ
about everyone with their own words saying what they think, what 
ƚŚĞǇ ĨĞĞů ĂŶĚ ǁŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ ǁĂŶƚ ƚŽ ĚŽ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƌĞ ŶŽ ƌŝŐŚƚ Žƌ ǁƌŽŶŐ
answers in development education.  (Fernanda)  
Participants talked about sharing ideas, drawing on popular education, they 
discussed the idea that each learner comes with their own experiences and 
ideas to contribute to the dialogue: 
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/ƚ ?Ɛ ŶŽƚ ŽŶůǇ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ŵŝŐŚƚ ŬŶŽǁ ? ďƵƚ ĂůƐŽ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ
have lived, what you want to transmit from your personal 
experience. That could be your political ideas ... and everyone is 
free to respond to that and do their own analysis. (Carlos) 
Group learning and dialogue to construct meaning together was reiterated by 
participants. Discussions and group brainstorming were ways that ideas took 
shape. This was understood to be led by learners where everyone participated 
(UK: David, Jenny, Peter, Kate, Sally, Elizabeth, Jane; Spain: Margarita, Pablo, 
Carlos, Esperanza, Fernanda). For this to work well the role of the facilitator was 
essential; they needed to ensure that all voices were heard and no-one was 
excluded (UK: Sally, Kate, Jenny; Spain: Fernanda): 
dŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞ advantage of being a facilitator and not a trainer; iƚ ?s 
about making the best use of the group to support each other. 
(Kate) 
Participants also discussed needing to be open to learning from their students, 
recognising that everyone could be a teacher and a learner (Freire 1970). (UK: 
Sally, Jenny, Rebecca, Jane, Kate, David, Elizabeth; Spain: Margarita, Carlos): 
 It's about learning from your participants, I suppose especially 
doing my work with adults as well; I always learn loads whenever I 
talk to people about anything, because they're coming at it from 
so many different experiences. (Jane) 
Working in small groups to promote discussion enabled two-way learning and 
dialogue (UK: Jenny, Sally, David, Kate, Rebecca, Christopher; Spain: Margarita, 
Carlos, Esperanza, Pablo, Fernanda): 
/ƐĞĞŝƚƚŚĂƚǁĞĂůůĞĚƵĐĂƚĞĞĂĐŚŽƚŚĞƌ ? ? ?ŝƚ ?ƐďŝĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶĂů ?ǁĞĨŝŶĚ
points in common, we all learn and to some extent we all teach. 
(Carlos)  
Learner-led activities were empowering for the learners, with ideas and 
feedback running both ways, and learners left to decide how they wanted to 
the experience to be (UK: Sally, Kate, Jenny, Rebecca, Jane, Elizabeth; Spain: 
Esperanza, Fernanda, Carlos). This was seen as an opportunity for genuine 
dialogue:  
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 ? ? ?ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇŝƚ ?ƐĂďŽƵƚĂƚǁŽ-ǁĂǇƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂďŽƵƚĂĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ ?ŝƚ ?Ɛ
about learners learning from teachers, teachers learning from 
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂƚǁŽ-ǁĂǇƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĂŶĚŝƚ ?ƐĂŬŝŶĚŽĨũŽƵƌŶĞǇĂƐǁĞůů ?
(Elizabeth) 
Respect for other members of the group was paramount. In multi-faith groups 
calm discussion often led to productive dialogue, where respect for other 
opinions was an important part of the facilitation process. There was no need 
for a perceived expert and common ground was sought by discussing where 
opinions came from and respecting diversity (UK: Sally, Jenny, Kate). In this 
sense they demonstrated fair-minded critical thinking (Paul 1990):  
I do find it quite refreshing to be challenged and then to think ok, 
/ ?ĚŶĞǀĞƌƌĞĂůůǇĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚƚŚĂƚĨƌŽŵƚŚĂƚƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ?ŽŬŶŽǁ/ ?ǀĞ
learnt something ... I'm always up for learning and I think that's a 
good thing to go into the group and be there as somebody who's 
not the expert ... so some of the things that I've learnt I've really 
challenged my own perceptions of religion and gender and roles 
and also perspectives, I've learnt a lot. (Sally) 
In the UK critical thinking and participation was facilitated by a range of 
methodologies designed for this purpose. These included Philosophy for 
Children (P4C) (Rebecca, David, Christopher, Dorothy), Open Spaces for 
Dialogue and Enquiry (OSDE) (Rebecca, David, Jenny, Christopher, Kate), 
Communities of Enquiry (Christopher, David, Dorothy), and Connect, Challenge, 
Change (Jenny, Sally, Elizabeth). Some also talked about tools such as the 
Development Compass Rose (Kate, Elizabeth), which provided a framework to 
question images with respect to nature (N), economics (E), society (S) and 
ƉŽůŝƚŝĐƐ Žƌ  ‘ǁŚŽ ĚĞĐŝĚĞƐ ?  ?t ) ? dŚĞƐĞ ǁĞƌĞ ŐĞŶĞƌĂůůǇ ƐĞĞŶ ĂƐ ƵƐĞĨƵů ĂŶĚ 
combinable. However, some participants felt that those designed for a formal 
setting often needed to be adapted before being used in non-formal education 
(Jenny, David). 
An exercise highlighted by UK participants was debating an issue in role, taking 
a poƐŝƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚŵĂǇŶŽƚĐŽŝŶĐŝĚĞǁŝƚŚŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ ?ƚŚƵƐĂůůŽǁŝŶŐƚŚĞŵƚŽ
ƉƵƚƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐŝŶƐŽŵĞŽŶĞĞůƐĞ ?ƐƐŚŽĞƐ ?dŚŝƐƚŽŽŬƚŚĞĨŽƌŵŽĨĚĞďĂƚĞĐĂƌŽƵƐĞůƐ
and arguing from different perspectives, agreeing and disagreeing with a 
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statement, putting oneself in different mind frames and genuinely listening 
(Sally, Jenny, Christopher). I asked participants if they ever experienced conflict 
in the sessions, where people had opposing views about which they felt 
strongly. All agreed that this had never been a problem, where differences of 
opinion had occurred; this was not seen as problematic. 
Creating a Safe Open Space 
Providing a space for ideas to be explored is fundamental to methodologies 
such as OSDE, and it is essential in order to encourage participation and 
construct knowledge together. Participants discussed setting up spaces for 
learners to feel comfortable (UK: Sally, Kate, Christopher, Jenny; Spain: Carlos): 
... that does take a long time ... because you really need the time 
to create a safe space and then allow people to have proper 
discussions as well, and so, that's just one way of doing it. It's quite 
a challenging thing in itself because you're trying to create 
somewhere where people can be open to talk, and we want to 
encourage people to be that vocal. (Sally) 
In this sense some participants noted the importance of an atmosphere in 
which there was not a right or wrong way of thinking, with a genuine openness 
to different views. It was important that people felt comfortable to talk and to 
say things that might be perceived as controversial (UK: Sally, Kate, Jenny; 
Spain: Carlos, Fernanda): 
/ƚ ?Ɛ ďĞŝŶŐ ĂďůĞ ƚŽ ĐƌĞĂƚĞ ĂŶ ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ǁŚĞƌĞ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ĐĂŶ ƐĂǇ
things that are controversial, things that they really do believe and 
then being able to let them know, ƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ŽŬ ? ƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ǇŽƵƌ
perspective. (Sally) 
In order to keep this space open and comfortable, respect and honesty were 
vital elements. This included listening to the views of others and giving them 
due consideration (UK: Sally, Kate, Jenny; Spain: Carlos): 
... just trying to keep that space safe ... one where people feel 
respected and that they can have their voice heard, is paramount, 
and then within that, respecting the diversity of people's ... 
perspectives, and where there is something that doesn't sit with 
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our value base, not just letting it go, but trying to challenge it in a 
way that doesn't make that person feel victimised because I 
ƐƵƉƉŽƐĞǁŚĞŶƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞĂƚƐĐŚŽŽů ?ĂŶĚŝŶůŽƚƐŽĨƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ ?ŝĨĂǇŽƵŶŐ
person says something racist, it's not allowed and they'll get 
shouted at, or they'll get in trouble ... and all that really teaches 
them is just not to talk about what they think, or to only talk about 
it with people who feel the same as them, which will reinforce 
those ideas, so, I think it's important that we try to create that 
space so they can talk about it ... and they might learn different 
ways of looking at things. (Jenny) 
This openness to all voices was an important feature of the methodologies in 
the UK. Some participants talked about the richness of hearing different points 
of view and working through them as a group: 
We try to create a space that is safe enough that views can be 
heard ... some of the views have challenged me. In that there are 
things that I strongly disagree with and you've got to try and 
manage that, but as a facilitator, I mean we often do activities 
that are brainstorming and writing things down on flipcharts and 
presenting them back to the group, but it's very much about saying 
how do others feel about that response, do you agree, do you 
disagree? Is it ok to disagree? (Kate) 
Indeed, the advantage of exploring complexity in a group was that there was a 
space where people could work through ideas with others (UK: Kate, Sally, 
Jenny, Peter; Spain: Carlos, Pablo): 
dŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ ŝƐ ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ǁŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ĐĂŶ ĨŝŶĚ ŝŶ ĐŽŵŵŽŶ ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĂůǁĂǇƐ ŽƉĞŶ ?
ŶŽŶĞŽĨƚŚĞĨĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚŽƌƐŽƌƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞƌƐǁŝůůƐĂǇ ‘ƚŚŝƐŝƐƚŚĞǁĂǇŝƚ ŝƐ ?
ƚŚĞƐĞĂƌĞƚŚĞƚŚĞŽƌŝĞƐĂŶĚƚŚĂƚ ?ƐƚŚĂƚ ? ? ?ĂƌůŽƐ ? 
Ice-breaker activities and getting to know other members of the group also 
played a part in creating a safe space. Making relationships through ice-
breakers was an important feature of sessions, so people trusted others enough 
to open up within the group (UK: Jane, Elizabeth; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, 
Fernanda):  
... there's a real challenge in getting to know people and making 
those relationships really quickly so they feel that they can chatter 
away to you and ask lots of questions. (Jane) 
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It was easier to build up trusting relationships where there were more sustained 
long-term activities and this therefore increased participation (UK: Jenny, 
Elizabeth, Sally; Spain: Carlos, Pablo): 
I suppose so much of that is the principles of youth work in some 
way, that it is about relationship building, it is about working very 
much with the young ƉĞŽƉůĞĂŶĚƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂůůǇǁĞ ?ƌĞƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚ
ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ ǁŝƚŚ ŚĂƌĚĞƌ ƚŽ ƌĞĂĐŚ ǇŽƵŶŐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ? ƐŽ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĂůƐŽ ĂďŽƵƚ
building trust as well ... and that can take, weeks, days, months, 
years even. (Elizabeth) 
So although a safe space was essential, it was recognised that this took time, 
and time was often limited (UK: Christopher, David, Jane, Jenny; Spain: 
Fernanda). Indeed, Jenny noted that it was unhelpful to open spaces to explore 
complexity, if there would not be time to follow that up adequately. As David 
commented; where there were particular outcomes to meet and content to get 
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐŶ ?ƚ ŵƵĐŚ ƚŝŵĞ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĂƚ ƐŽƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚŝŶŐ ? ? /ŶĚĞĞĚ ? ŝŶ ďŽƚŚ
contexts workers noted a potential gap between practice and rhetoric.  
Experiential Learning 
Experiential learning was important in both contexts. Participants talked about 
sharing experiences of other learners, learning through the experiences of other 
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ĂŶĚĨƌŽŵĂŶĂůǇƐŝŶŐŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶůŝĨĞĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ?h< P^ĂůůǇ ?:ĞŶŶǇ ?WĞƚĞƌ ?
Kate, Christopher, Jane, David, Rebecca, Elizabeth; Spain: Margarita, Carlos, 
Pablo, Dolores, Fernanda): 
There is learning through action research, experiential learning 
ĂŶĚ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǇŽƵ ?ƌĞ ǁŝƚŚ ?
(Margarita) 
In some cases experiential learning was about the group working together to 
produce something. This often gave opportunity for creativity, from creating 
resources to artistic projects. Creative art projects included poetry, music, 
design, textiles, and painting (UK: Jane, Jenny, Peter; Spain: Fernanda, Pablo), or 
making DVDs (UK: Jenny, Sally; Spain: Pablo).  
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There were examples of role plays or simulation games that drew on the 
emotional elements of learning (UK: Rebecca, Sally, Jane, Christopher; Spain: 
Fernanda). For instance, Rebecca discussed a full day activity, where groups 
took on the role of farmers, millers, handicraft works, textile workers, and 
herbalists, and had to engage in trading in a market scenario to understand 
some of the issues facing small farmers in Nicaragua. Natural disasters were 
considered, as were the effects of international economic issues and 
multinational companies.  
Playing games was often cited as a means of experiential learning. These varied 
in the extent to which they encouraged criticality. Games included making 
things where the rules were unfair or the resources difficult to work with (UK: 
Sally, Jane; Spain: Carlos, Fernanda, Ignacio): 
Because the nature of the game allows them to really live the 
experience. (Fernanda) 
Other games were mentioned, such as  ‘'ůŽ-ďŝŶŐŽ ? ?ŽƌĂŶ ŝŵĂŐŝŶĞĚǁŽƌůĚŵĂƉ
demonstrating interconnection in terms of products we use daily, and other 
activities which helped the group get to know each other (UK: Rebecca, Jane, 
Sally; Spain: Ignacio, Esperanza, Fernanda). Where the learners were school 
teachers undertaking professional development, the participatory teaching 
methodologies were often modelled, allowing the teachers to experience the 
ůĞƐƐŽŶĨƌŽŵĂƉƵƉŝů ?ƐƉŽŝŶƚŽĨǀŝĞǁ ?h< PŚƌŝƐƚŽƉŚĞƌ ?<ĂƚĞ ?^ƉĂŝŶ P/ŐŶĂĐŝŽ ) ? 
Encouraging citizenship was another form of experiential learning. For example, 
some courses encouraged learners to go out into the local community to 
investigate an issue (UK: Jenny, Sally; Spain: Fernanda). Others provided 
opportunities to take action on issues of sustainability within the local 
community (UK: Rebecca, Christopher, Kate, Jenny, Dorothy; Spain: Pablo, 
Esperanza, Dolores): 
We try to encourage citizenship participation, understanding that 
as doing things from below, not pushing things from above. 
(Esperanza) 
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Global citizenship was also discussed and encouraged in many organisations, 
encouraging sustainable lifestyles and making connections between our actions 
and lives in other countries (UK: Rebecca, Christopher, Jenny, Jane, Elizabeth; 
Spain: Pablo, Esperanza, Carlos). 
Volunteering was another important way of learning through experience. 
Having volunteers helping out in the offices was fundamental to many NGOs. 
This had a dual purpose where the NGOs could benefit from the skills of the 
individuals, and the volunteer could gain personal experience that might benefit 
them in finding work. In some cases this was purely in office based skills rather 
than a form of development education or critical thinking. In Spain, where 
volunteer training was provided, there was more opportunity for development 
education. Indeed, this was an opportunity potentially missed by many of the 
DECs. 
KĨƚĞŶ ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ ? ŵŽƚŝǀĂƚŝŽŶ ǁĂƐ ŐĞĂƌĞĚ ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŝƌ s ĂŶĚ
developing transferrable skills (UK: Rebecca; Spain: Pablo, Carlos). Indeed, in 
Spain volunteering was more about personal growth for the volunteer, not just 
doing mundane jobs in the office: 
Volunteering in what we do should imply personal growth; no-one 
should be coming here doing something that we ought to contract 
someone to do. (Pablo) 
Nevertheless, more often than not in the UK, the main motivation for taking on 
volunteers was that they could offer a skill that the NGO required, such as 
accountancy, therefore no training was provided for this (Jane, Christopher, 
Rebecca). Capacity to recruit and manage volunteers was cited as a reason for 
this in DECs (Jane, Rebecca, David): 
We do tend to go for the more experienced volunteers that are 
filling a skills gap for us, rather than people with lots of enthusiasm 
but less skills. (Jane) 
Some organisations talked about taking on volunteers for specific tasks, such as 
public awareness-raising events (UK: Rebecca, Jane; Spain: Fernanda, Dolores). 
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Volunteers were also seen as useful links to the local community or local 
businesses or organisations.  
International volunteering was intimately linked with development education; it 
was a form of experiential learning and a way to be exposed to different 
perspectives. For some in Spain it was an essential element of development 
education; the practical side to complement theoretical knowledge obtained 
through the courses on offer. It was an opportunity to see different realities 
first-hand and learn about life in other countries from a practical, rather than 
purely theoretical, perspective. Participants recognised the need for training 
before embarking on international volunteering (Carlos, Alejandra): 
/ ŬŶŽǁ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŚŽ ?ǀĞ ŚĂĚ ĂŶ ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌŝŶŐ
ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞĂŶĚŶŽƚŚĂĚƉƌŝŽƌƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞǇ ?ǀĞŐŽŶĞĂŶĚ
were a bit lost. ThĞƚƌƵƚŚŝƐ/ƌĞĂůůǇůŝŬĞĚƚŚĞǁĂǇŝƚ ?ƐĚŽŶĞŝŶ ?ƚŚŝƐ
organisation]; they take the volunteer training very seriously. 
(Alejandra) 
The experience abroad itself was seen as the element of the learning that would 
most stay with the learners afterwards. The idea of sharing and learning from 
ĨĞůůŽǁ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ǁĂƐ ĂůƐŽ ƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚ ƚŽ  ?ĂƌůŽƐ ) ? /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů
volunteering formed a part of many courses in the Spanish context, and while 
this was not the case in the UK, many of the DEC workers had had international 
volunteering experiences themselves through Voluntary Services Overseas 
(VSO). Some of the UK workers felt their VSO experience was fundamental to 
their current role (Jenny, Jane, Christopher): 
I guess it's taking what you hear and being able to make it make 
sense, from your own life experience, I guess, so, maybe more 
impassioned as well. ... sometimes I see that around me when 
we're talking about global issues or, local issues and how they're 
connected ... so I guess it just, it broadened my knowledge and my 
experience, but it made what I'd learnt in the degree and what I 
delivered with [the DEC], a reality for me. (Jenny) 
Importantly, just having an exchange was not perceived to be enough; there 
was also a need for critical engagement with the issues or there was a danger of 
reinforcing stereotypes (Jenny, Elizabeth, Christopher, Kate).  
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Understanding Agency 
If the aim of development education was to effect social transformation, then it 
was important to understand how NGO workers thought individuals could play 
this role in society. One of the statements the participants discussed in the 
focus groups was:  “Inequality is a natural social condition. Overcoming it is 
humanly impossible and there is no point in working towards such a utopian 
goal through dĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?This statement was met by huge 
disagreement. First, it was deemed that, while diversity and difference were 
part of the richness of life, inequality of opportunity was not a natural 
condition. Indeed, some claimed that we were a naturally cooperative species 
and the role of development education was inter alia to show that the 
inequalities we saw in our society could be corrected: 
... there's more examples of cooperation and equality and societies 
that live without hierarchy, throughout human history than there 
is of societies that live with hierarchy ... Capitalism is a recent 
development ... there've been loads of times when people have 
lived in really decentralised communities ... the importance of 
cooperation for our species, and how it's such a natural part of us 
succeeding ... it's not only desirable in terms of justice, it's 
desirable in terms of self-interest as well, that we work together, 
that we cooperate, that we're stronger together. (Peter) 
In all groups participants commented that diversity was a good thing, but 
working towards a fairer situation in terms of opportunities was seen as far 
from unnatural. Therefore working towards a goal of more fairness in society 
was not seen as utopian: 
... ƐŽĐŝĂůŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚǇĂƚƚŚĞĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐůĞǀĞůĂŶĚĂƚĐůĂƐƐůĞǀĞů ?/ ĚŽŶ ?ƚ
see that as natural, I see it as an achievement of power, which has 
established this social inequality. (Pilar) 
Further statements were included in the focus groups to explore the idea of 
human agency. These were:  “Events throughout human history are the result of 
collective action that have shaped society and the world we live in. Therefore, 
educating people to work towards positive social change does make a 
ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ? ?And:  “,ƵŵĂŶ Đŝǀŝůization is a succession of processes and events 
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ŽǀĞƌǁŚŝĐŚŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐŚĂǀĞǀĞƌǇůŝƚƚůĞĐŽŶƚƌŽůŝĨĂŶǇ ? ?The responses were clear 
in all four groups; individuals were able to effect change, little-by-little and 
through social movements were able to transform society. This need not mean 
destroying the system altogether, but a gradual build-up of small changes. 
/ŶĚĞĞĚ ?ďŽƚŚWŝůĂƌ  ?^ƉĂŝŶ )ĂŶĚ^ĂůůǇ  ?h< )ŐĂǀĞ ƚŚĞĞǆĂŵƉůĞŽĨǁŽŵĞŶ ?Ɛ ƌŝŐŚƚƐ ?
claiming that change often happened in small steps but it was important work 
towards those changes, where a situation was unjust: 
Things within inequality, it isn't just poverty, it's things like for 
example, gender, the way women have been discriminated and 
treated unequally, and it probably has been a natural social 
condition because it's been accepted for so many years, but that 
doesn't mean it's right, or that overcoming it is impossible either 
because actually it is possible, it just takes commitment and people 
to stand up ... I think it might have been seen as a natural 
condition because for so long it's happened, we've accepted it as a 
norm, it doesn't mean that it should be normal or that it's right, 
norms change don't they, what's natural or normal in a society, 
changes all the time. (Sally) 
Change was perceived to happen slowly, but fighting to improve the system we 
have and make it better was seen as the way history was shaped. This tied into 
the way the organisations advocated change through their educational 
activities. 
In two focus groups participants commented that the aim need not be utopic.46 
Indeed, it may not be the goal of development education that we see perfect 
equality, but making some improvement towards less injustice and narrowing 
inequalities was seen as a worthy aim (UK: Emma, Dorothy; Spain: Pablo, 
Maite):  
I don't think that asking for the world to be a bit fairer; asking for 
people to have a decent wage is utopian particularly. (Emma) 
In three groups, participants made the case that alternative arguments, which 
supported the idea that inequality was not a necessary condition, were never 
                                                       
46
 There is a diverse literature on the concept of utopia which I do not engage with in this thesis. 
My participants interpreted the term as an ideal society that is unobtainable in reality, and while 
it is an ambiguous term that is how it is used here. 
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heard. They claimed that we did not hear enough success stories of 
improvements, hence advocating the need for development education. (UK: 
Peter, Jenny, Emma, Jane, Dorothy; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Maite): 
... there's a lot of historical and current examples of communities 
working together for positive social change and challenging 
Capitalism and the status quo, but we don't hear about it, it's not 
what we learn in school and it's not what's ever covered in the 
media ... So, I guess it's important that in non-formal education 
that we do try and raise awareness of those movements, because I 
think that's why you get the kind of apathy that you get when 
people are like, well ... it's not like I can change anything, but 
maybe if we were aware of the historical examples and the current 
examples where people are changing things, then that maybe 
would diminish some of that apathy. (Jenny) 
The participants in three focus groups referred to social movements that have 
fought against injustice in the past, and the importance of development 
education raising awareness of these things (UK: Peter, Jenny, Sally; Spain: 
Pablo, Maite, Pilar): 
dŚĞ ƌŝŐŚƚ ƚŽ ǀŽƚĞ ? ƚŚĞ ĂďŽůŝƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ƐůĂǀĞƌǇ ? ƚŚĞ ůĂŶĚůĞƐƐ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ
movement ... in fact, we did an activity [in one of the sessions] 
about social movements and what they achieved, there was a 
table of how it was before, the social movement and the 
conditions after. Lots of things came up, the peace movement of 
Gandhi, the anti-apartheid movement, the abolitionist movement 
and so on, and in the end ... many big changes have been achieved 
through social movements. (Pablo) 
For these three groups collective action and social movements were essential 
for social transformation, while for the fourth group the idea of change was 
based more on individual actions. 
Change and Transformation 
'ŝǀĞŶƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐďĞůŝĞǀĞĚŝŶƚŚĞƉŽƐƐŝďŝůŝƚǇƚŚĂƚƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐĂĐƚŝŽŶƐĐŽƵůĚ
transform reality, in the interviews I probed further how they saw these 
changes taking place, aiming to understand how they hoped to produce change 
through their educational activities. They saw a change in awareness or 
knowledge as an important change in itself and a first step towards other 
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changes. Critical engagement with information was related to the learners 
feeling empowered, and their voices being heard. All these things were 
important precursors to action. The key areas for behavioural changes were in 
consumer habits, getting involved with organisations, campaigning, and passing 
their learning on to others. Another aspect of change was the way personal 
actions could lead to collective action, through forming networks and a 
multiplier effect of many people taking similar actions working together. These 
were all connected. 
Changes in Awareness and Attitudes 
Knowledge and awareness change was the first step on the way to 
transformation for many participants (UK: David, Kate, Jenny, Jane; Spain: 
Ignacio, Pablo, Santiago, Dolores, Esperanza): 
We do provide a lot of information, to all our members we send e-
mails, we invite them to talks, courses and so on. We have lots of 
tools to provide information. (Ignacio) 
Respectful understanding was seen as a fundamental aim of development 
education (UK: Jenny, Sally, Jane, Elizabeth; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Fernanda): 
We do want people to respect each other and to have a deeper 
understanding of why people are prepared to come underneath a 
train to get to Europe and what it is that drives them to do that, to 
understand refugee issues better, to understand issues around 
migration and trade and sustainable development, we do want 
that understanding. (Kate) 
Motivating learners to investigate an issue was related to transformation. 
Simply receiving information was not sufficient (UK: Sally, Jane, Kate; Spain: 
Carlos, Santiago): 
There is a strong personal component, about people creating an 
impact in their own environments ... and to continue to 
investigate, to keep reading, that in itself in an important part. 
(Carlos) 
Through deeper understanding, learners were likely to move to changes in 
attitude. While this was not a linear process, there was a sense that through 
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critical engagement, attitudes could change, which could motivate changes in 
behaviour. Transforming frames of mind occurred through more sustained 
engagement (UK: Sally, Jane, Jenny, Rebecca, Emma; Spain: Esperanza, 
Dolores). This was seen as a learning journey: 
... it's actually about the process of them going through this as a 
journey, so connecting them with global issues and challenging 
their perspectives so that they can learn to appreciate different 
viewpoints and understand that knowledge is always incomplete. 
We don't always have all the answers. (Jenny) 
Indeed, it was essential to challenge thinking rather than blindly engage in 
actions. Exploring and understanding ideas were precursors to activism. This 
ǁĂƐƌĞĨůĞĐƚĞĚŝŶE'KǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ ?ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇ
in the UK (Jane, Kate, Rebecca, Jenny, Elizabeth): 
... critical thinking and questioning and understanding in a way 
that can lead to behavioural change, that is a process and unless 
ƚŚĞƌĞ ?ƐĂƉůĂĐĞĨŽƌƚŚĂƚƚŽŚĂƉƉĞŶ ?ƚŚĞŶŝƚ ?ƐŐŽŝŶŐƚŽďĞŚĂƌĚĞƌƚŽ
get that going. (Rebecca) 
Critically questioning was empowering for learners. NGO workers aimed to 
make their learners feel that they had a voice in their local communities (UK: 
Rebecca, Emma, Kate, Jane, David; Spain: Fernanda, Dolores). This was 
conceived in different ways, for instance in terms of seeking alternative 
products through local organisations or pressuring shops at multinational level 
ƚŽƌĞƐƉĞĐƚǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ ?ƌŝŐŚƚƐŝŶŽƚŚĞƌĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ P 
/ƚŚŝŶŬŝƚ ?ƐƌĞĂůůǇŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ? ? ?ĨŽƌƉĞŽƉůĞƚŽĨĞĞůƚŚĞǇĐĂŶƵƐĞƚŚĞŝƌ
voice and they can make a difference. (Emma) 
Making personal changes was a step towards social transformation. Personal 
actions included many day-to-day changes in behaviour. Organisations tended 
to offer many ways their learners could take action, but it was important that it 
was the learners themselves who decided on what actions were appropriate for 
ƚŚĞŵ ?/ŶƚŚŝƐƐĞŶƐĞƚŚĞǇĂŐƌĞĞĚǁŝƚŚDĞǌŝƌŽǁ ? ? ? ? ? )ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ
ƐŚŽƵůĚ ŶŽƚ ďĞ ƉĂƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŽƌ ?Ɛ ĂŐĞŶĚĂ ? DǇ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ǁĞƌĞ ĐůĞĂƌ ƚŚĂƚ
they did not tell learners what actions they should take, or prescribe set actions 
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as an end goal (UK: David, Jenny, Kate, Jane, Elizabeth; Spain: Fernanda, 
Dolores, Carlos, Pilar): 
In none of my classes do I give them an idea of what they have to 
ĚŽ ? / ?ǀĞŶĞǀĞƌĚŽŶĞ ŝƚ ? / ?ǀĞŶĞǀĞƌƐĂŝĚǇŽƵƐŚŽƵůĚŐŽ to the street 
and demonstrate, no. However, I do present information. (David) 
Indeed, telling people what to do was unlikely to affect transformation. Instead, 
the group would work together to decide what applied to them, and explore 
the options available with support from educators:  
... well what can we do about it? And it might be a personal 
change, or the group might want to do something together, in 
their community, but it's completely youth-led or participant-led, 
so they decide how we go through it. (Jenny) 
It was recognised that some people would never want to engage with these 
issues and that this too should be respected, never pushing these issues onto 
anyone (Jane). 
Facilitation was essential to enable learners to make their own decisions, and 
many participants talked about the importance of good facilitation (UK: David, 
Peter, Christopher, Kate, Jenny, Sally, Jane; Spain: Dolores, Margarita, Ignacio, 
Carlos). Indeed, this approach was seen as an essential element of adult 
education: 
Our idea is not to educate, in the sense that education has tended 
to be understood, rather it is to facilitate knowledge, and that 
people decide for themselves. Above all because the development 
education we do is with adults. (Carlos) 
Reflection and Behaviour Change 
Many of the changes were perceived to involve changing consciousness to 
certain issues and considering how this was reflected in day-to-day actions. This 
created a relationship between reflection and action (UK: Sally, Jane; Spain: 
Dolores, Carlos, Santiago): 
... it's trying to get young people to think ok this is a big issue, but 
what can you do, you're here and this is the world, you can't just 
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jump from here to there, to make the difference, what steps can 
we make that will help you get to that point where you could do 
something, so it's very much trying to break it down into what can 
be achievable and what will fit in their own everyday lives and 
what's realistic as well. (Sally) 
One of the biggest areas discussed by participants in both contexts was the 
issue of consumer choices. This was seen as one of the strongest ways personal 
actions could ultimately make a difference to some of the structural injustices 
perceived. One simple change mentioned by some participants was purchasing 
fair trade items (UK: Sally, Jane, Emma, Rebecca, Jenny, Kate, Dorothy; Spain: 
Carlos, Pablo):  
So what I think one of the best things really is for them to choose 
something personal, something that they can go and do 
individually that will change, whether it's a small action like, let's 
say for example they looked at fair trade and they're going to buy 
some fair trade products. (Sally) 
Local products, as an alternative to supermarket vegetables that had travelled a 
long way to the shelves was also cited as  a relevant option for making personal 
changes in consumption (UK: Jenny, Kate, Sally, Elizabeth, Christopher; Spain: 
Rebecca Esperanza, Pablo, Carlos). Responsible consumption in general was 
discussed by many participants, many of whom also discussed consuming less 
(UK: Christopher, Rebecca, Jenny, Sally, Elizabeth, Jane, Emma, Kate, Dorothy; 
Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Pilar, Santiago): 
tĞ ?ƌĞ ƉƌŽŵŽƚŝŶŐ ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ? ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ŝŶ ďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌ ? ĂŶĚ ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐŝŶŐ
people to think about how they purchase, or how they run their 
lives, and we would gŝǀĞ ĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐ ŽĨ ƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ ĂĐƚŝŽŶ  ? ďƵƚ
ĂŐĂŝŶŝŶƚŚĞĐŽŶƚĞǆƚŽĨ ?ƚŚŝƐŝƐŽŶůǇŽŶĞǁĂǇ ?ŝƚ ?ƐŽŶůǇŽŶĞƉĂƌƚŽĨĂ
bigger change. (Rebecca) 
Other small changes included supporting charity shops, recycling and reusing 
plastic bags (UK: Sally, Rebecca; Spain: Pilar). While none of the participants 
ĐůĂŝŵĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ĂŶǇ ŽĨ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶƐ ǁĞƌĞ  ‘ŵĂŐŝĐ ďƵůůĞƚƐ ? ƚŚĂƚ ǁŽƵůĚ ƐŽůǀĞ ƚŚĞ
problem, they were clear that adapting these minor consumptions habits was 
ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚĨŽƌŚĂǀŝŶŐĂĨĂŝƌĞƌŝŵƉĂĐƚŽŶƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚ ?ƐƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ P 
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The standard of living we are used to in the rich countries, we are 
ůŝǀŝŶŐ Ăƚ ƚŚĞ ĞǆƉĞŶƐĞ ŽĨ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ǁŚŽ ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ŚĂǀĞ ƚŚĂƚ ƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚ ŽĨ
ůŝǀŝŶŐ ?dŚĞƉůĂŶĞƚĐĂŶ ?ƚĐŽƉĞǁŝƚŚƵƐĂůůŚĂǀŝŶŐƚŚŝƐƉĂĐĞŽĨůŝĨĞƚŚĂƚ
we have in the North. When we talk about responsible 
consumption, recycling and those ways of looking after the 
ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ?ƚŚĂƚ ?ƐǁŚĂƚǁĞ ?ƌĞƐĂǇŝŶŐ ? ?WŝůĂƌ ? 
A recent report from the Common Cause group (Shrubsole 2012) suggested that 
referring to people as consumers, rather than as citizens, activated deep frames 
that made people less cooperative. NGO workers did see consumer choices as a 
way of engaging in global issues, however, they also referred to learners as 
citizens (UK: Christopher, Kate, Jane, Sally, Peter, Jenny; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, 
Dolores, Ignacio, Fernanda, Esperanza). The focus was on sustainable 
consumption with the aim of providing opportunities to explore different ways 
to consume and discuss the potential benefits and limitations of these (UK: 
Rebecca, Christopher, Jenny, Sally; Spain: Carlos). Looking for potential 
alternatives was a key feature of considering how our daily actions impact on 
global issues: 
We consume so much, and it's things that we could do, all you 
need to do is look at where your clothes come from, look at where 
your fooĚĐŽŵĞƐĨƌŽŵ ? ? ?ǁĞĚŽŚĂǀĞƚŚŝŶŐƐůŝŬĞĨĂƌŵĞƌƐ ?ŵĂƌŬĞƚƐ ?
you can access local people and source your food locally, rather 
than having to buy it in Tesco. (Sally) 
I argue that this did not activate materialistic values in the way suggested in the 
Common Cause report, since consumption was discussed in terms of necessity 
rather than luxury, with a focus on reducing consumption rather than simply 
 ‘ŐƌĞĞŶŝŶŐ ? ĐŽŶƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ ? dŚĞ ƌĞĂůŝƚǇ ǁĂƐ ƚŚĂƚ ǁĞ ŶĞĞĚĞĚ ƚŽ ĂĐƚ ďŽƚŚ ĂƐ
consumers and as citizens. In some cases my participants discussed the utility of 
understanding the way our consumer choices impact on others, noting the 
connections and consequences, for instance of factory conditions in which our 
clothes are made (UK: Jane, Sally, Jenny; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Santiago): 
/ƚ ?Ɛ ĂďŽƵƚ ŵĂŬŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŵ ƐĞĞ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ůŝŬĞ ? ŚŽǁ ƚƌĂŝŶĞƌƐ ĂƌĞŵĂĚĞ ?
who makes them, how they get here, so, simply the information 
that by having a brand name trainer ... there are certain 
consequences for certain people who are sacrificing something ... 
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so that kids here can have those trainers, and knowing that 
generates a change in awareness. (Santiago) 
Professional choices were another area in which people could make changes as 
a result of the education provided by the organisations. They could get involved 
with a third sector organisation as a volunteer (UK: Elizabeth, Sally; Spain: 
Ignacio, Carlos, Pablo, Santiago), or they may consider a career in international 
development (UK: Jane, Elizabeth; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Santiago, Ignacio): 
We try to enable people who are interested in working in 
development education or international development space in the 
office to learn how to formulate projects or get involved in our 
work. (Ignacio) 
Multiplying Change 
NGO workers hoped that learners would be more informed and prepared to 
make decisions about the sustainability of their behaviour as a result of their 
development education experience. Taking action or getting involved with an 
organisation or social movement was a way to take engagement further (UK: 
Elizabeth, Sally, Peter, Rebecca; Spain: Ignacio, Carlos, Pablo, Santiago, Dolores). 
Often these NGOs acted as signposting hubs: 
We encourage them to get involved in some organisation or 
ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚ ?ŝƚĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŚĂǀĞƚŽďĞƚŚŝƐŽŶĞ ?ŝŶĂŶǇƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇǁĂŶƚƚŽ ?
Every ƉĞƌƐŽŶŚĂƐƚŽĨŝŶĚƚŚĞŝƌƉůĂĐĞŝŶƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚ ? ?WĂƌƚŽĨǁŚĂƚǁĞ
offer is signposting to range of organisations, where they can put 
their skills into practice. (Carlos) 
Indeed, in one Spanish organisation they discussed the anecdotal evidence they 
had seen of this, where people who had attended their courses over the years 
had been seen on television representing an NGO or being involved in 
development issues or campaigning (Santiago, Carlos). 
Campaigning was another potential action workers thought learners might 
choose to take. Many said that to produce structural changes it was important 
to promote change here; fighting for structural justice on social issues (UK: 
Sally, Jane, Kate, Dorothy, Jenny, David, Rebecca, Sally, Christopher; Spain: 
Dolores, Carlos, Pablo, Margarita, Fernanda):  
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So I do feel that here is where we can make the difference because 
here is where things like policies need to be changed, this is where 
trade rules need to be changed, where, not letting corporations let 
factory workers work so many hours and not to get away with it by 
letting them subcontract to another person who subcontracts it 
and to make them have some kind of direct responsibility. (Sally) 
Other actions they mentioned included writing to businesses about trade rules 
or workers conditions (UK: Sally, Jane, David), blogs or putting information on 
the internet (UK: David; Spain: Ignacio), taking part in protests or 
demonstrations (UK: David, Peter; Spain: Dolores), signing petitions (UK: Jane, 
Emma; Spain: Dolores, Pablo), and writing to MPs or lobbying politicians (UK: 
Dorothy, Jane, Sally, David, Kate; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Dolores, Margarita, 
Fernanda). Opening up lots of options and ideas for action was recommended: 
Also, recognising that aid is not going to solve the global poverty 
problem ... there's got to be other factors at play, so therefore 
being able to lobby MPs or being able to lobby the government to 
effect change in that way, to feel that they have a voice and that 
they can have a say and they can write to an MP and get a result 
Žƌ ? ? ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂĐƚƵĂůůǇũƵƐƚĂƐŵƵĐŚĂďŽƵƚƚĂŬŝŶŐĂĐƚŝŽŶĂƐŝƚŝƐŐŝǀŝŶŐƚŽ
a charity, so there've got to be lots of different things. (Kate) 
All these actions, as well as fundraising and donating money to charity, were 
recognised as possible ways of promoting change. Participants were very clear 
that engagement should not simply be about donations, and where this was a 
chosen action it should be accompanied by critical thinking (UK: Christopher, 
Emma, Kate, Jane, Sally; Spain: Carlos, Fernanda). Indeed, thinking critically 
about issues and making decisions about what actions to take at national and 
international level were fundamental to any actions recommended. In some 
short-term activities this was more difficult, but it was clear that learning had to 
continuously interact with action: 
Our vision is to create a fairer world, through knowledge and 
learning, so bringing people together to learn and enabling them 
to take action, following that learning, but always with the 
learning first. ... It's easy to focus on the campaign and getting 
people to take action, but actually, someone might sign a 
campaign card just to shut me up so they can get on with their 
shopping and haven't learnt anything at all and it's actually better 
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to have a really good conversation with them and not have them 
take any action, because then they've learnt about that for the rest 
of their lives. (Jane) 
Participants also talked about small individual actions adding up to produce 
multiplier effects, and thus produce big changes in the long-term (UK: Jane; 
Jenny, Sally; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, Santiago, Alejandra): 
^Ž ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĞŶĚ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ?Ɛ Ă ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚŽƐĞ
changes are produced individually, but the more individuals that 
change, at some point there is a multiplier effect. (Santiago) 
Often courses provided the opportunity for people to find others with similar 
concerns (UK: Sally, Jenny, Peter, Kate; Spain: Carlos, Santiago, Fernanda): 
Usually it's through young people that share some sort of passion 
already, because young people do feel strongly about things, all 
ƐŽƌƚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ĂŶĚ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ĂďŽƵƚ ŐĞƚƚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŵ ƚŽ ƌĞĂůŝƐĞ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚŽƐĞ
ĨĞĞůŝŶŐƐ ? ƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞ ŶŽƚ ƚŚĞ ŽŶůǇ ŽŶĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ĨĞĞů ƚŚĂƚ ǁĂǇ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ
other people that feel that way, not just other people in their 
community, other young people across the UK as well as the other 
young people across the world. (Sally) 
They could form networks, which were a way to make collective change (UK: 
Sally, Peter, Jenny, Rebecca, Kate, Christopher, Jane; Spain: Carlos, Pablo, 
Ignacio, Dolores): 
Apart from getting to know other people that share the same 
ǀĂůƵĞƐ ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂůƐŽƚŚĞĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŽĨƐŽĐŝĂůŝƐĂƚŝŽŶǁŚŝĐŚƚŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞŚĂƐ
 ? ƉĞŽƉůĞ ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ƚĂŬĞ ůŽŶŐ ƚŽ ĨŽƌŵ ƐƚƌŽŶŐ ƌĞůĂƚŝŽnships within the 
ŐƌŽƵƉ  ? ĂŶĚ ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů ŝŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ůĞĂĚ ƚŽ ŵŽƌĞ ĐŽůůĞĐƚŝǀĞ
ŝŵƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐ  ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞ ŵƵůƚŝƉůŝĞƌ ĞĨĨĞĐƚ ? ƚŚĞƐĞ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ĨŽƌŵ
networks and that extends it. (Carlos) 
The implications of these relationships affected action at a local level, with 
learners getting involved in community action on political or environmental 
issues (UK: Sally, Christopher, Kate; Spain: Pablo, Carlos, Dolores): 
... very often that then engaged them in the wider community and 
they got involved in surveys in the community or looking at issues 
in the community, and that then led them to designing campaigns 
for awareness, or nature trail leaflets or whatever ... they felt 
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ďĞƚƚĞƌ ĂďŽƵƚ ďĞŝŶŐ ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ? ƐŽ ŝƚ ?Ɛ Ă ƐŽƌƚ ŽĨ
virtuous circle. (Christopher) 
Indeed, the importance of taking action at a local level also reflected the 
interpretation of local and global connections: 
... recognising that they can take action within their own 
communities to affect change within their local community, is as 
much about global learning for me as it is about poverty 
worldwide, because that will give them a greater understanding of 
the bigger issues. (Kate) 
Participants recognised inequalities throughout the world and discussed the 
importance of reflecting on your own society as well as thinking about global 
inequality (UK: Sally, Jenny, Christopher, Kate, Peter; Spain: Pablo, Dolores): 
... it's like a shared sentiment about the nature of global struggle, 
if we want to kind of try and help people living in other parts of the 
world, then one of the most productive things we could do really, is 
try to focus on our own struggles on our own doorstep ... and try 
and liberate ourselves, I mean you can't liberate other people, it's 
patronising at best ... we should focus on our own struggles 
maybe, and identify in solidarity with other people and their 
struggles. (Peter) 
Sometimes joining together to effect change could result in changes in the 
curriculum in the case of the formal setting (UK: Rebecca, Kate, Elizabeth 
Christopher; Spain: Ignacio, Dolores) or policy changes, for institutions or at a 
national level (UK: Sally, Jane, Kate; Spain: Dolores, Margarita, Pablo). 
Another key element of change was passing on what they had learnt to friends 
or family, or taking ideas back to their school or local community. Talking to 
people about global issues was as a fundamental aspect of transformation (UK: 
Jane, Rebecca, Sally, Jenny, Peter, Rebecca, Elizabeth; Spain: Alejandra, Carlos, 
Ignacio, Pablo, Fernanda): 
... and they tell all their friends and family about fair trade and 
they start buying fair trade too, you've achieved so much more, so 
that kind of slow burn approach. (Jane) 
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This was seen as an empowering process and a way of gradually instigating 
social change as a result of changes of frames of mind within the learners: 
 ? ? ?ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĐĂŶƚŚĞŶŝŵƉĂƌƚƚŚĂƚŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐ ?ƐŽǁĞ ?ƌĞ
empowering people to actually pass on that information. 
(Rebecca) 
In some cases learners were involved in creative activities that gave them a 
finished product that they were able to use to show to others and create 
learning in other settings (UK: Sally, Jenny, Jane; Spain: Pablo, Fernanda):  
... so that's another aspect of change that people can do, it's do 
something creative that you can then use, but then also they can 
present to others their findings. (Sally) 
In one of the courses in Spain, the idea was that they recommended their 
experiences to other people, indeed, all the people I spoke to had found out 
about the course in this way (Carlos, Santiago, Alejandra): 
People find out about the course through other people, in our case 
that is what carries the most weight, those personal testimonies. 
(Carlos) 
In some of the UK courses the learners were being trained as peer mentors and 
youth workers, to enable them to work on global issues with another group of 
people (Sally, Jenny, Peter, Elizabeth): 
With this current group the interfaith group I'm working with the 
change, the aspect of change ... there's money for them, they'll be 
doing a peer education training course so that they'll feel confident 
to go out to their individual communities and actually run 
workshops for other people ... and each of them I think has learnt 
something different, as well, so it'll be interesting to see what they 
do come up with ... the main thing about the change is that it can 
be done on different levels and it can be done in different ways. 
(Sally) 
This sustained approach where the learning was seen to go back to the 
community through the learners was an element that relates closely to 
'ƌĂŵƐĐŝ ?Ɛ ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚ ŽĨorganic intellectuals; where people from inside the 
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community can spread that learning in their own circles, where their voice may 
hold more weight than that of an outsider: 
Perhaps people will continue to actually talk to other people and 
influence other people, very much in their personal lives as well. 
(Elizabeth) 
ƐǁĞůůĂƐƚŚĞŝƌƉĞƌƐŽŶĂůůŝǀĞƐ ?ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůůŝǀĞƐǁĞƌĞƐĞĞŶĂƐĂŶĂƌĞĂ
where learning could be extended. Where activities were with teachers or 
youth workers, learning could be passed on through the subsequent teaching 
(UK: Kate, Jenny, Christopher, Rebecca, David; Spain: Ignacio, Fernanda, 
Dolores, Carlos): 
... we always find that by engaging teachers and student-teachers 
with those things as well it gets them thinking about it, which gets 
ƚŚĞŵƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚŚŽǁƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞŐŽŝŶŐƚŽƵƐĞŝƚŝŶƚŚĞĐůĂƐƐƌŽŽŵ ?
so by doing the activities with them, they then think well actually I 
could adapt this. (Kate) 
So learning was extended to their pupils, but also to other colleagues. Learners 
were encouraged to introduce the global dimension in their schools and to the 
people with whom they worked: 
... we tend to get a single teacher on a course, and in the ideal 
scenario, they then go back, get other colleagues enthused with 
the materials and the approaches and gradually it sort of 
infiltrates the school. (Christopher) 
The Relationship between Pedagogies and Transformation  
In line with transformative learning theory my participants valued the role of 
critical thinking and dialogue. There was strong agreement on the essential 
elements of critical thinking, including considering different perspectives and 
questioning ideas. For many, ideology critique was also a central feature. The 
extent to which they purported to replicate these in their work varied. 
There were differing definitions of dialogue. For some it was seen to come 
inevitably from discussion and group work, while for others it was also about 
learning from the students and being open to perspectives they had not 
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previously considered. Small group discussions were a key feature of 
constructing meaning together. There were some differences between 
contexts: Seven UK and only two Spanish NGO workers talked about the 
importance of everyone being a teacher and a learner with no perceived 
experts. A safe space for dialogue was essential and for this all perspectives had 
to be heard fairly and openly. 
In Spain there were many examples of courses where volunteers and speakers 
from other organisations contributed to courses, and therefore the type and 
level of facilitation was not necessarily controlled by the workers I interviewed. 
In the UK there was more use of tools that aided participative methodologies, 
such as OSDE, P4C or Communities of Enquiry, which helped inexperienced 
facilitators make their sessions participatory. There were hints from workers in 
both countries that often things impeded their ability to engage with 
participative methodologies. Some referred to the reality that time and funding 
constraints meant that they could not always work in the ways they would like. 
In some ways the perceived reality lagged behind the discourse.  
Experiential learning was seen through sharing and reflecting on life 
experiences, working on projects as a volunteer, or learning through role plays 
and experiential games. In Spain spaces for critical engagement with volunteers 
were opened through development education. These opportunities were not 
seen in the UK. 
Information and awareness were important first steps towards conscientização. 
Critical engagement and learning were more important than action, particularly 
in the UK. When it came to agency for social transformation my participants 
supported the idea that individuals could make a difference. In overcoming 
inequality most participants talked about getting to the roots of exploitation 
and oppression. Some advocated reform for alleviating poverty, holding that 
poverty should be reduced, but not insisting on equality. They were optimistic 
that with information and the use of critical thinking, learners would question 
habits of mind and be motivated to work towards positive social change. Where 
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NGOs engaged with learners over a longer period they hoped learners would 
pass ideas onto others. In this sense they saw the potential for organic 
intellectuals.  
Individual actions were considered appropriate ways to engage with global 
injustice and tended to relate to sustainability and fair use of resources. 
Responsible and reduced consumption was advocated along with local and 
sustainable products, with nine participants from each country talking about 
this. Social transformation was seen as a process, and as well as the multiplier 
effects of consumer behaviour, NGO workers discussed citizen action to work 
against structural injustice. This included forming networks, campaigning and 
getting involved in social movements, and lobbying politicians. The focus was 
on strengthening civil society and encouraging citizenship. Most organisations 
were not directly involved in these actions; rather they acted as support for 
learners and signposting hubs. 
ůůƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐǁĞƌĞĐůĞĂƌƚŚĞƌĞǁĞƌĞŶŽ ‘ƌŝŐŚƚƐ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ǁƌŽŶŐƐ ? ŝŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
education and that participants should decide on their own processes and 
ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? dŚĞ ǁŽƌŬĞƌ ?Ɛ ƌŽůĞ ǁĂƐ ƚŽ ŐƵŝĚĞ ĂŶĚsupport learners, but not to tell 
ƚŚĞŵǁŚĂƚƚŽĚŽ ?dŚŝƐĐŽŝŶĐŝĚĞĚǁŝƚŚDĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? )ŝĚĞĂƐŽĨƐŽĐŝĂůĐŚĂŶŐĞĂƐ
an element of transformative learning.  
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have considered the relationship between pedagogies and 
transformation, looking at the aim of transforming frames of reference, and 
how this relates to social change. The role of social movements and social 
transformation carries a huge body of literature which this thesis cannot 
explore, but it should be noted that by bringing people together to explore 
issues of importance to them, NGOs could help to create networks, which were 
essential for social change.  
My purpose here was to consider how my participants envisaged promoting 
transformation through their educational activities. I found that they all 
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recognised pedagogies associated with transformative learning (critical 
thinking, dialogue and participation) as fundamental to their work. The length 
of engagement determined the extent to which relationships for dialogue could 
develop within a safe space. While this was acknowledged in both contexts 
there were relatively few examples of long-term activities in non-formal 
education that would allow relationships to form or deep changes to take place.  
In the next chapter I look at six examples of non-formal development education 
offered by the four main case study organisations. These were selected 
purposefully, since not all organisations offered non-formal learning 
opportunities. These courses offered some of the best examples of engagement 
in global development issues for adults over eighteen. By drawing on 
observation data and learner interviews I examine the relationship between 
how the perceptions of development education seen in this chapter are 
reflected in examples of non-formal development education activities. I look for 
evidence of participatory pedagogies and signs of transformation in the 
learners.  
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Chapter Eight:  
Illustrative Activities 
Introduction 
In this chapter I focus on six illustrative examples from the four main case study 
organisations. The purpose is to provide examples of non-formal development 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ĂŶĚ ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ ƚŚĞ ƉĞĚĂŐŽŐŝĞƐ ƵƐĞĚ ĂŶĚ ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞŽĨ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?
transformation. I give a summary of each of the six examples from observation 
notes and interviews with learners. 
What organisations did in terms of non-formal development education varied 
and their structures differed considerably. My sample was purposeful, selecting 
as the four main case studies, those organisations already running courses or 
events in non-formal development education. Courses varied in length: They 
were short-term: one-off events, medium-term: taking place over a number of 
sessions, or long-term: sessions spanning several months or even years. The 
depths varied in terms of the engagement with complexity and the extent to 
which the pedagogies engaged learners in critical thinking.  
Here I discuss six activities in terms of content, pedagogies, learner engagement 
and signs of transformation. Drawing on the discussion in Chapters Two and 
Three I look at the extent to which the activity engaged learners in (1) fair-
minded critical thinking (Paul 1990), (2) ideology critique, including identifying 
alternatives to hegemonic practices (Brookfield 2000), (3) dialogic learning 
(Buber 1970; Freire 1970), (4) participatory and experiential methodologies of 
learning in a safe space, (5) analysing neo-colonial ideas, including consideration 
of structural injustice (Andreotti 2008; Hicks 1988), and (6) the types of actions 
encouraged (Bryan 2012a). From these points I draw out the extent to which 
learners seem to have engaged in transformative learning.  
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Short Term: Personal Talk (PT) - UK 
Many of the organisations I spoke to in both countries organised single activities 
to raise awareness about global issues. These varied from fair trade taster 
sessions to Millennium Development Goal (MDG) campaigns or talks on other 
countries or a global issue. In Chapter Three I discussed the potentially 
problematic relationship between education and campaigning. Here, while I 
acknowledge these issues, I argue that such activities could be used as ways to 
introduce an alternative perspective, that when harnessed could form the basis 
of a more genuinely educational experience. I argue that while campaigning has 
its place in the work of development NGOs, it should still aim to be participative 
and encourage discussion, always looking for opportunities for more sustained 
follow-up learning opportunities. 
Content 
This event was a personal talk about the experience of the presenter and 
focused on life in another country, aiming to ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĂǀŝĞǁŽĨ ‘ƚŚĞ^ŽƵƚŚ ?ƚŚĂƚ
did not capture the usual stereotypes of poverty and disaster. The talk was 
given to a group of fifteen elderly people in a Methodist Church, using a 
WŽǁĞƌWŽŝŶƚƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ ƚŚĞĞĚƵĐĂƚŽƌ ?ƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞŽĨǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ ŝŶDŽŶgolia 
with Voluntary Services Overseas (VSO). The presentation started by giving 
ƐŽŵĞĐŽŶƚĞǆƚƵĂůŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĂďŽƵƚDŽŶŐŽůŝĂĂŶĚĞǆƉůĂŝŶŝŶŐƚŚĞĞĚƵĐĂƚŽƌ ?ƐƌŽůĞ
with VSO. She showed a number of photos and artefacts from Mongolia and 
highlighted issues of inequality in the country, particularly between rural and 
urban settings, but also pointed out the many similarities between life in Ulan 
Bator, the capital city, and UK cities. 
Pedagogies 
The talk had a presentation style followed by an opportunity for questions. The 
group already knew each other and arranged the talk as part of a range of 
activities organised by the church for general interest. The level of participation 
was low, with only one or two questions being asked at the end. The talk only 
lasted an hour and there was no opportunity for dialogue. There was some 
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interest stimulated, but it was unlikely to be followed up by further learning. At 
the end of the talk the educator connected the idea of inequality to maternal 
health, a campaign being supported by the DEC and other NGOs at the time. 
Participants were given campaign cards to sign and hand in which lobbied 
politicians to take inequalities in maternal health seriously. Again, there was no 
participation in this activity, and no discussion of the ideas and assumptions 
behind it. 
Learner Engagement 
Pam, a lady in her late 70s, already had some interest in global issues and had 
worked for many years as volunteer in the local Oxfam shop. For her the talk 
had raised questions, which had not been explored. She had a clear framework 
of how she understood other countries in terms of charity and aid, and was 
confused by the similarities drawn out in the talk, feeling that the point of this 
type of activity should be to motivate her to offer help, having been exposed to 
ƐƚŽƌŝĞƐ ŽĨ ĚĞƉƌŝǀĂƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ƐƵĨĨĞƌŝŶŐ ? ^ŚĞ ƐĂŝĚ ƚŚĞ ƚĂůŬ ŚĂĚŶŽƚ ŐŝǀĞŶ ŚĞƌ  “ƚŚĂƚ
dŚŝƌĚtŽƌůĚĨĞĞůŝŶŐ ? ?ŚĂǀŝŶŐŶŽƚƐŚŽǁŶĂƉŝĐƚƵƌĞŽĨĂďƐŽůƵƚĞƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ?^ŚĞĨĞůƚ
that such a portrayal was not accurate: 
/ŬŶŽǁƐŚĞ ?ƐƐŚŽǁŝŶŐǁŚĞƌĞƐŚĞǁĂƐĂŶĚƚŚĞĐŽld weather. But if 
ŝƚ ?ĚďĞĞŶĐŽůĚǁĞĂƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚƐŽŵĞďŽĚǇ  ? ? ?ĂůŝƚƚůĞĐŚŝůĚ ?ǇŽƵŬŶŽǁ ?
feeling the cold or something, even to say how lucky she was... 
compared with the people who... you know... I would have liked to 
ƐĞĞ ƚŚĂƚ ƐŝĚĞ ŽĨ ŝƚ ? / ?Ě ŚĂǀĞ ůŝŬĞĚ ƚŽhave seen the people, in the 
ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ? ? ? ŶŽƚ ? ? ? / ?Ě ŚĂǀĞ ůŝŬĞd to have seen the herd people, 
actually with the animals, actually feeding rather than the big city. 
/ƚĚŝĚŶ ?ƚƉŽƌƚƌĂǇƚŚĂƚƌŝŐŚƚĨŽƌŵĞ ? ?WĂŵ) 
I asked if she thought there was value in learning about other countries even 
when the objective was not to provide aid. She said: 
 ? ? ? ďƵƚ / ŵĞĂŶ ŚŽǁ ŵĂŶǇ ŵŽƌĞ ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ŝŶ ƚŚŝƐ ǁŽƌůĚ ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ǁĞ
ŬŶŽǁĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚ ?/ ?ĚĂůǁĂǇƐƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŽĨDŽŶŐŽůŝĂŶƚĞŶƚƐĂŶĚ
people really very much sort of behind this 21
st
 century living, and 
ǁŚĂƚ / ?ŵ ŐŝǀĞŶ ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ĨŝƌƐƚ ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ / ?ŵ ƐĞĞŝŶŐ ŝƐ ƐŬǇƐĐƌĂƉĞƌƐ ? ? ?
ǇŽƵŬŶŽǁ ?ŚŝŐŚĨůĂƚƐĂŶĚƉĞŽƉůĞŝŶĐĂƌƐĂŶĚƚŚĂƚĂŶĚƚŚĂƚ ?ƐƋƵŝƚĞĂ
ƐƵƌƉƌŝƐĞ ?/ ?ŵƋƵŝƚĞƉůĞĂƐĞĚĂĐƚƵĂůůǇƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇŚĂǀĞŐŽƚƚŚĂƚ ? ? ?ďƵƚŝƚ
ŚĂƐŶ ?ƚ ŐŝǀĞŶ ŵĞ ? ? ? /ƚ ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚ give me the sort of the third world 
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ĨĞĞůŝŶŐ ? ƐŽƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚŝŶŐ ƐŽ ? ? ? ƉĞƌŚĂƉƐ ƐŚĞ ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚ ǁĂŶƚ ƚŽ ŐŝǀĞ ƚŚĂƚ /
ĚŽŶ ?ƚŬŶŽǁ ? ?WĂŵ ? 
This view of poor countries, in which charity is the only way to engage, is deeply 
ingrained, and Pam found it hard to relate to a different story: 
With the Comic Relief the other week, Lenny Henry and a few other 
stars, they went into part of Africa, and that was poverty, 
absolutely... you know. And of course most of the children had lost 
their parents from AIDS and the children... one 16 year old boy had 
got 5 brothers and sisters to look after. And I could relate to that, 
ďƵƚ/ƐƚŝůůŚĂǀĞŶ ?ƚŐŽƚĂŐŽŽĚĐůĞĂƌƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƚŽŶŝŐŚƚ ? ?WĂŵ ? 
The use of surface frames which captured similarities and positive stories, 
without addressing the deep frame of charity and moral order, made the 
message unintelligible to Pam: 
/ ŚĂǀĞŶ ?ƚ ŐŽƚ  ? ? ? ŝŶ ŵǇ ŵŝŶĚ ? ? ? Ă ĐůĞĂƌ ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŚĞůƉ ƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ
ŶĞĞĚĞĚ ? ? ? ?/ĚŽŶ ?ƚƚŚŝŶŬƐŚĞƉƵƚŝƚŽǀĞƌĂƐĂƐŬŝŶŐĨŽƌƚŚĂƚŵƵĐŚŚĞůƉ
 ? ? ?/ĚŽŶ ?ƚŬŶŽǁƌĞĂůůǇǁŚĂƚƐŚĞǁĂŶƚĞĚĨƌŽŵthis evening. (Pam) 
,ĞƌĞ ǁĞ ƐĞĞ ƚŚĞ ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚǇ ŽĨ ŽǀĞƌĐŽŵŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ƐŝŶŐůĞ ƐƚŽƌǇ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?
While it is not untrue that many countries suffer extreme poverty, having this 
one-dimensional understanding based on charity is problematic, and structural 
justice issues are ignored, leaving action up to benevolence:  
tĞůů ?ĂŶǇƚŚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚǁĞƐĂǇƚŚĂƚǁĞ ?ƌĞƉŽŽƌŝƐƌŝĚŝĐƵůŽƵƐĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ
with the third world, I mean, they know real poverty of not having 
any food every day and things like that, and I think we should try 
and help them in that respect. (Pam) 
The presenter tried to show a different story, but Pam did not understand the 
relevance of the maternal health cards to the talk, arguing that if the picture 
being presented is not one of abject poverty, why should we be called upon to 
help, as individuals or as a State? Indeed, the responsibility of State to look after 
its own citizens was also raised, demonstrating some criticality. Pam felt she 
had been told to do something without really understanding why it was 
necessary. Thus she demonstrated scepticism about what she was told to do, 
suggesting that if one is told how to behave without the opportunity to explore 
nuances for oneself, it can feel like propaganda, as Pam implied:  
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I asked about the poverty and everything, sort of, the actual 
ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ ƐŚĞ ƐŚŽǁƐ ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚ ? ? ? / ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚ ƚŚŝŶŬ ƉŽƌƚƌĂǇĞĚ ƚŚĞŝƌůŝĨ 
extremely well. Like, that card she wants me to fill in about the 
breast feeding ... Well is that the whole of Mongolia, is that 
everywhere, or in the city would that be provided for, the health 
service and everything? (Pam) 
So while general interest had been stimulated by the talk, it seemed that 
without any opportunity to really engage with the issues raised, many of which 
ǁĞŶƚ ĂŐĂŝŶƐƚ ƚŚĞ WĂŵ ?Ɛ ĚĞĞƉ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ŽĨ ƌĞĨerence, she was left unclear about 
what to take away from the experience.  
Signs of transformation 
In terms of transformation, there was no evidence that Pam planned to take the 
learning any further. When asked if she would take an interest in the issues 
raised in the future she said she may look it up on a map, but that without a 
ƐƚƌŽŶŐ ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂů ƉƵůů ƚŽ  “ŚĞůƉ ? ƐŚĞ ĚŝĚ ŶŽƚ ĨĞĞů ƚŚĂƚ DŽŶŐŽůŝĂ ǁĂƐ ŽĨ ĂŶǇ
further interest to her. 
dŚĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŽǁĞĚĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ‘ƐƚŽƌǇ ?ĂďŽƵƚĂĐŽƵŶƚƌǇŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?ƚƌǇŝŶŐ
to dispel the single story we are generally exposed to, and there was value in 
ƚŚŝƐ ? /ŶĚĞĞĚ ? WĂŵ ?Ɛ ƵŶĚĞƌůǇŝŶŐ ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ƌĞůĂƚ Ě ƚŽ ƚŚĞ  ‘South ? 
should be framed in terms of poverty and aid was shaken by this talk; she 
recognised the existence of another perspective which led her to begin to 
question some of the issues, but her deep frame remained intact. I argue that 
even in this short-term setting, opportunities for discussion and participation 
would improve the experience for the learners, enabling them to engage more 
deeply with the issues and therefore, making them more likely to engage with 
these ideas in the future. While it had stimulated some interest, Pam 
commented that the presenter should show a harsher reality in order to 
prompt people to help. 
Overall, from the presentation, there was little sign of fair-minded critical 
thinking, the issue was not looked at from multiple perspectives, nor was there 
any real ideology critique. Pam showed that she did not just accept what she 
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was told passively, yet during the presentation there was no space for dialogue. 
The talk challenged some stereotypes, and touched on ideas of structural 
injustice, it prompted questions in the learners, which if explored further could 
lead to challenging neo-colonial structures. There was evidence that through 
seeing an alternative story, some of her assumptions had been challenged. 
However, having a specific action encouraged, in this case signing a campaign 
card, without deeper participative learning, foreclosed the possibility of 
engaging more deeply with issues. This left deep frames untouched, meaning 
these ideas, new to Pam, had nothing to hang from and were therefore 
incomprehensible to her (Darnton 2011). Transformative learning was unlikely 
in such a short intervention, but it offered a useful starting point for engaging in 
global issues and the development of more critical understanding and 
questioning. 
Medium Term: Seminar Series (SS) - Spain 
Seminar series were common in Spain, with a number of NGDOs putting on 
events of this nature, usually over a week. Seminars were organised on issues 
such as gender and development, and access to water. Here I look at a seminar 
series organised on Food Sovereignty. The activity was organised at a university, 
with credits provided for university students, but also open to the general 
public. It was attended by people from local cooperatives and farmers groups as 
well as other adults interested in the topic. Seminars were run over four days, 
with different facilitators for three hours each evening. Group size was about 
sixty on average, and the series was conducted on consecutive weeks in 
Granada, Córdoba, Seville and Almeria. I argue that it provided a safe space for 
critical thinking and dialogue, offering an opportunity to search for alternatives 
to the status quo. 
Content 
The idea of Food Sovereignty was introduced on the first day by two volunteers 
from the NGDO who showed people working together to fight against 
exploitation from multinational companies, and introduced the Latin American 
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social movement, Via Campesina. The presentations also looked at other areas 
of consumption and initiatives that encourage local action. The presenter on 
the second day gave details about food production, distribution and 
consumption, contrasting the perspective of food sovereignty with a 
speculative capitalist model. On the third day there was a presentation by a 
representative of an opposition group to Genetically Modified Organisms 
(GMO) and the last session was led by a representative of a cooperative group 
operating in another Andalucian city; she focused on the success of social 
movements in the past, commenting, for instance, of the success of the civil 
rights movement. She also looked at alternatives available to our current modes 
of consumption, such as buying fair trade or second hand, mending items rather 
than buying new, and accessing vegetables through cooperatives. She elicited 
ideas from the participants. 
Pedagogy 
The pedagogies used varied but had similarities: One or two presenters with a 
PowerPoint presentation and space for small and whole group discussions and 
questions and answers. There were opportunities for group work and dialogue 
in three of the four seminars, including ice-breaker activities and group 
discussions aimed to answer questions such as: What are the problems 
[outlined in the video]? What role can I play? It was acknowledged that answers 
would differ for different people depending on prior experiences. Discussions 
looked at some of the reasons behind social and environmental exploitation, 
tackling structural injustice and the role of the economy and multinational 
companies. Questioning was encouraged and the presenters did not claim to 
have all the answers, recognising controversy and complexity. Group work 
sessions stimulated animated discussions and led to feedback with the whole 
group.  
There was also evidence of the presenters identifying more than one 
perspective on the different issues, including opposing points of view on 
occasion, showing fair-minded critical thinking. Different concepts used by 
different groups in a dispute were also identified, bringing to the fore some of 
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the underlying values on which our opinions are based, and the importance of 
understanding this issue from different sides. In some cases time for discussion 
was cut short due to the extensive amount of information provided. This 
information was relevant and well presented, providing an alternative to 
current models of consumption and laws about scientific and technological 
advances, recognising benefits and limitations.  
Learner Engagement 
The participants fell into different categories; university students and local 
people. People mixed well and were respectful of one another. In fact, one key 
motivation for some participants was the opportunity to network with others 
locally, in ordĞƌ ƚŽ  “ďƵŝůĚ ƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ ŽĨ ƐŽůŝĚĂƌŝƚǇ ?  ?ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ ŶŽƚĞƐ ) ? ^ŽŵĞ
participants came with strong opinions and some knowledge on the subject. 
Manuela, a university anthropology graduate in her twenties interested in 
sustainable living, had attended other courses organised by the NGDO. She 
found the course provided new information and an opportunity to network to 
take action on global issues at a local level. Critical thinking was an important 
dimension of the course for Manuela: 
Critical thinking is knowing hoǁƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚǁŽƌŬƐ ?ĂŶĚŚŽǁ/ ?ĚůŝŬĞ
it to work, so critical thinking about your day-to-day actions, kind 
ŽĨƉĂƐƐĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĂĨŝůƚĞƌŽĨǀĂůƵĞƐŽĨŚŽǁǇŽƵ ?Ě ůŝŬĞƚŚĞŵƚŽďĞ ?
(Manuela) 
Manuela showed evidence of fair-minded critical thinking during a discussion 
regarding the ideals of fair trade and those of food sovereignty. This was 
explored by the group and consensus was suspended. She demonstrated how 
the course had encouraged her assimilate different sides of the case: 
Well, I think fair trade is good to ĂĐĞƌƚĂŝŶĞǆƚĞŶƚ ?ǁŚĂƚ/ĚŽŶ ?ƚůŝŬĞ
is that behind it there are certifications that cost a lot of money, 
like they said in the seminar, why do those who are doing it right 
ŚĂǀĞƚŽĐĞƌƚŝĨǇƚŚĞŝƌƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐĂŶĚƚŚŽƐĞĚŽŝŶŐŝƚďĂĚůǇĚŽŶ ?ƚ ? ? ? ?^Ž ?
buying a fair trade item from China, say, if we also have that 
product here ... because it can also foster dependence for the 
ĞǆƉŽƌƚĞƌ ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚŝŶŐ ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ ? ƐŽ / ?Ě ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ďƵǇ Ă
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚ ĨƌŽŵ ŚĞƌĞ ? ŶŽƚ ƚŽ ďĞ ŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝƐƚŝĐ ? ďƵƚ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ŵŽƌĞ
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ecological. ... There are examples like coffee, as they said, Spain 
ĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĐŽĨĨĞĞ ?ƐŽŝƚ ?ƐďĞƚƚĞƌƚŽďƵǇĨĂŝƌƚƌĂĚĞĐŽĨĨĞĞƚŚĂŶ
any other ... but I prefer to consume local products, more than fair 
trade.  (Manuela) 
Signs of transformation 
In all four of the seminars there were many signposts about how to take the 
learning further and bring changes into everyday life, people were encouraged 
to take what they learnt back to their families and friends, work place and 
government representatives. There were opportunities to form networks to 
meet together after the event, and for participants to talk about initiatives they 
ǁĞƌĞ ĞŶŐĂŐĞĚ ŝŶ ? dŚƌĞĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞƌƐ ĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞĚ ƚŚĞ ŝƐƐƵĞ ŽĨ  ‘tŚĂƚ ĐĂŶ /
ĚŽ ? ? ? ĞŶŐĂŐŝŶŐ ŝŶ ŐƌŽƵƉ ǁŽƌŬ ĂŶĚ ĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ ƚŽ ĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚ ŝĚĞĂƐ ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ Ăďout 
how this could be taken further. These included ideas such as working together 
to raise awareness, complaining about injustices to those in power, forming 
networks, examining underlying concepts, and finding alternative modes of 
consumption, including ethical and ecological consumption, such as 
cooperatives, local products, or polyculture. These complex ideas were also 
examined in terms of human rights, child labour, fair trade, carbon footprints 
and exploitation.  
Participants were encouraged to look at how they could impact on these issues 
through their consumer choices. The activities provided a space to examine 
ǁŚĂƚŽŶĞ ?ƐĐƵƌƌĞŶƚďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌŝŵƉůŝĐŝƚůǇƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĞĚ ?DĂŶƵĞůĂĐŽŵŵĞŶƚĞĚŽŶƚŚĞ
way the questions posed by presenters made you ask yourself why you were 
not already doing the things that you suggested could improve the situation: 
The first speakers on Food Sovereignty ... I liked how they posed 
the problem a lot, and what solutions could contribute to it, you 
know, because they make you participate in... look you could do 
ƚŚŝƐ ? ďƵƚ / ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ƌĞĂůůǇ ĚŽ ƚŚĂƚ  ? ? ? ƐŽ ǇŽƵ ƐĂǇ ? Ăŵ / ĂĐƚŝŶŐ ŝŶ
accordance with my beliefs? ... And for example the girl that came 
last as well, from the local projects, the three questions that she 
asked us: where I buy my clothes, where I buy my food, if what I 
consume is really responsible ... it makes you think; ok so all this is 
great, but am I really prepared to take another step, you know, so 
ƚŚŝƐĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚ ũƵƐƚďĞĐŽŵĞ ?/ĐĂŵĞƚŽĂƚĂůŬ ? /ďĞĐĂŵĞŵŽƌĞĂǁĂƌĞ ?
but then my everyday life stays the same. (Manuela) 
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Manuela demonstrated here how the course had addressed her value-action 
coherence. She also talked about taking the ideas back to another consumer 
cooperative she already worked with to see if they could work together. There 
was evidence of participants forming networks to continue looking for local 
solutions to the issues raised. Manuela found that learning more about local 
cooperatives helped her make a practical step: 
I learnt lots of things. I found out that there are organisations that 
address food sovereignty, that are proposing another model of 
ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ ? ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ŵŽĚĞů ŽĨ ĐŽŶƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶ  ? ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ
organisations and cooperatives doing that here. (Manuela) 
There were examples of exploring an issue in depth and questioning underlying 
assumptions. Arguments were formed from a range of perspectives, and there 
were signs of fair-minded critical thinking.  Ideology critique was also apparent, 
with questioning of power structures and taken-for-granted ideas about 
production and consumption, which led to some reframing of the issues. By 
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌŝŶŐ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ place in these problems there were also signs of subjective 
reframing.  
Dialogue was present in most of the sessions, and although the presenter 
generally took the role of educator rather than learner, there was room for 
two-way learning and signs of participatory methodologies. Neo-colonial 
structures were highlighted in terms of multinational companies and food 
ƐƉĞĐƵůĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĂŶĚĨĂƌĨƌŽŵďĞŝŶŐƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚĂƐ ‘ůĂĐŬŝŶŐ ? ?ƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ǁĂƐƐĞĞŶƚŽ
have the answers, with the development of social movements such as Via 
Campesina originating there.  
People were encouraged to directly relate the issues to their own lives and 
actions and to take back what they had learned to their peers, suggesting the 
development of organic intellectuals. The way individual actions could support 
more structural changes through cooperation and networking demonstrated 
how reflection and action could complement one another. Overall, Manuela 
showed signs of both subjective and objective reframing, although this was 
possibly a journey on which she had begun before the seminars, there was 
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evidence to suggest that this was nonetheless a transformative experience for 
her. 
Medium Term: Taster Workshops (TW) Ȃ UK 
One DEC offered a number of three hour taster workshops, open to the public, 
youth groups and teachers interested in global issues. The two taster 
workshops in the autumn term of 2011 were Human Rights and Ethical 
Christmas Celebrations. Different people attended each workshop, with group 
sizes between five and twelve. I argue that these taster sessions, through using 
participative methodologies, triggered opportunities for critical thinking and 
dialogue. 
Content 
The two sessions observed were quite different: The human rights workshop 
touched on a range of issues, from defining human rights and why they are 
important, to discussing agendas behind human rights. The content largely 
came from the participants and was facilitated by staff. The second session 
focused on Christmas, looking at issues of environmental waste, consumer 
values, and ethical gifts. Both sessions were quite informal, and the second also 
had opportunities to find clothes and gifts in a Free Shop, and buy fair trade 
food, drinks and locally made jewellery.  
Pedagogy 
Both sessions were very participative; designed to let the learners lead and 
containing different methods to encourage exploration through dialogue. A 
range of perspectives were provided and ideas drawn from the learners 
throughout. The human rights session began with a silent discussion: A large 
piece of blank paper covered the table with one question in the centre:  “tŚĂƚ
ĚŽ,ƵŵĂŶZŝŐŚƚƐŵĞĂŶƚŽǇŽƵ ? ? Each person began to write ideas on the paper. 
People then moved around, reading the contributions of the others, adding 
their own comments and ideas. At times an interaction would develop over a 
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particular point, with several written exchanges. This ensured that all 
participants got the opportunity to make their points: 
I really likĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƐŝůĞŶƚ ĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶ ? / ?Ě ŶĞǀĞƌ ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇ ĚŽŶĞ ŽŶĞ ŽĨ
ƚŚŽƐĞ ďĞĨŽƌĞ ? /ƚ ?Ɛ ĂůǁĂǇƐ ƋƵŝƚĞ ŽĨ ǁĞŝƌĚ ǁŚĞŶ ǇŽƵ ?ƌĞ ŚĂǀŝŶŐ Ă
discussion and you think of a point, and then someone else takes it 
ƐŽŵĞǁŚĞƌĞĞůƐĞ ?ƚŚĞŶǇŽƵĐĂŶ ?ƚƌĞĂůůǇƐĂǇƚŚĂƚ ?ĂŶĚǇŽƵ ?ǀĞũƵƐƚůŽƐƚ
that point, whereas in a silent discussion you can write everything 
you think of and then move on from there. (Tony) 
As the paper filled up the conversation began to take voice and discussion 
began of some of the issues that had taken shape on the paper. Different 
perspectives were picked up, for instance, looking at the impact of power 
relations on human rights. The atmosphere was very open and there was a 
genuine feeling that all perspectives were valid, fairly exploring the nuances of 
international systems and demonstrating fair-minded critical thinking: 
I think there was a real effort to think of things from the opposite 
ǀŝĞǁƚŽǁŚĂƚǇŽƵƚŚŝŶŬŽĨ ? ? ?ĂůŽƚŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞĚŽŝŶŐĚĞǀŝů ?ƐĂĚǀŽĐĂƚĞ
ƚǇƉĞƐƚƵĨĨ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐĚĞĨŝŶŝƚĞůǇŵŽƌĞƵƐĞĨƵů ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝĨǇŽƵ ?ƌĞĂůů kind 
ŽĨ ƐĂƚ ĂƌŽƵŶĚ ĂŐƌĞĞŝŶŐ ƚŚĞŶ ǇŽƵ ?ƌĞ ŶŽƚ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƉŝĐŬĂŶǇ  ? ? ? ŶĞǁ
ideas or anything. (Tony) 
There was a photo activity where participants were encouraged to choose from 
range of images one that made them think about human rights and why. Again, 
perspectives were very varied and different dimensions of the issues were 
raised by the participants. They were given the space to explore the ideas as a 
group and encouraged to consider points of view they had not come across 
before.  
The second session on ethical Christmas also employed a range of 
methodologies, a pass the parcel game, an activity looking at the positive and 
negative sides of Christmas in groups, an agree/disagree activity and a free 
shop. The style was informal. The positive/negative activity generated most 
discussion and was participant-led. Mind-maps were constructed in groups 
about positive and negative elements associated with Christmas.  
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Learner Engagement 
One learner who attended both sessions was Tony, a university undergraduate 
in his early twenties studying International Development. He really enjoyed the 
first session on Human Rights and felt refreshed to have been exposed to a 
range of perspectives and to question the premise that they are axiomatically 
good. He felt he had been given plenty of opportunity to talk, and despite being 
shy had felt comfortable to express his opinions in the session, due to the good 
facilitation, and the horizontal nature of the teacher-learner relationship: 
Because the way the discussion worked it was very much kind of if 
ƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ďĞĞŶ ƚĂůŬŝŶŐ ĨŽƌ ƚŽŽ ůŽŶŐ ĂŶĚ ǇŽƵ ƉĂƐƐ ŽŶƚŽ Ă ƋƵŝĞƚ
person and see if they want to develop any points, or move onto 
one of their own so, yeah it was really easy to give your opinion, 
because there was no real leader, it was everyone just kind of 
passing things around. (Tony) 
He felt this was achieved through the openness to explore different points 
together in dialogue, rather than feeling that arguments had to be well 
developed before being entered into the debate. This sense of cooperation 
aided the participation. This idea of a community of enquiry, in which there 
were no right and wrong answers, was a key feature of the course for Tony: 
There was a real kind of enthusiasm to discuss anything that came 
up, which I quite liked about it ... because everyone was just 
interested in exploring new ideas. (Tony) 
The aspect he most liked about the Christmas session was the Free Shop, he felt 
that this challenged values of consumerism and played with ideas of possession 
and ownership. This also stimulated emotional reactions that called into 
question certain assumptions about monetary value. 
Signs of transformation 
Tony felt he gained a lot from the sessions. His knowledge and understanding 
were challenged and he thought through the issues raised after the human 
rights session, where he questioned power influences and engaged in ideology 
critique: 
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I spent ages thinking about it after I left the first one. Because 
ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĞƌĞ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ƚŚĂƚ / ?Ě ŶĞǀĞƌ ƌĞĂůůǇ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚ ŽĨ ? ůŝŬĞ ? ƚŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ
that having human rights kind of imposes control over people, 
ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ǇŽƵ ?ƌĞ ũƵƐƚ ƉĂƐƐŝŶŐ ĚŽǁŶ ƚŚĞƐĞ ƌŝŐŚƚƐ ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞŵ
being able to do what they want to do. (Tony) 
This questioning of a frame of reference he had been happy to use before also 
led him to search for other perspectives, talking to people from different 
countries on his course to continue reflecting critically on the issue. He began to 
take into account some of the structural issues that had been raised in the 
workshop, trying to look at a range of consequences through different lenses: 
I think the main way that I started questioning things was how I 
kind of ranked the human rights, because I always did them before 
ŝŶŬŝŶĚŽĨ ?ŶŽƚŽƌƚƵƌĞŝƐĐůĞĂƌůǇƚŚĞďĞƐƚŚƵŵĂŶƌŝŐŚƚďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ
so awful, but, how they kind of change society became a more 
important issue to me, like maybe the right to work land without 
owning it and things like that, kind of restructure how people 
interact with each other which could be more important than just 
the right to food or something. (Tony) 
The method of exploring different perspectives fairly from a range of angles 
ĂůƐŽŚĂĚĂŶŝŵƉĂĐƚŽŶdŽŶǇ ?ƐĂĐĂĚĞŵŝĐǁŽƌŬ ?,ĞƚĂůŬĞĚĂďŽƵƚŵŽǀŝŶŐƚŽĂŶĚĨƌŽ
ƚŽ  ‘ƚƌǇ ŽŶ ? ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ƉŽŝŶƚƐ ŽĨ ǀŝĞǁ ŝŶ ŚŝƐ ĞƐƐĂǇƐ ? ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ƚŚĂŶ ůŽŽŬŝŶŐ ĨŽƌ
information to defend a specific viewpoint. Indeed, this attitude had affected 
other areas too. He began to read newspapers he would usually have avoided 
ĨŽƌƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůƌĞĂƐŽŶƐ P “ ? ? ?ƚƌǇŝŶŐƌĞĂůůǇŚĂƌĚƚŽĨŝŶĚƐŽŵĞŐŽŽĚƉŽŝŶƚƐ ?ƐŽ/ĐŽƵůĚ
see where that kind oĨƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐƚŽŽŬŝƚ ? ? ?dŽŶǇ ) ?/ƚĂůƐŽƉƌŽŵƉƚĞĚŚŝŵƚŽƚĂůŬƚŽ
his religious friends, with whom he had previously agreed to disagree on 
matters of religion, taking a more open attitude to what he might learn by 
genuinely considering their perspectives, and even attending a church service. 
He also questioned his assumptions about fair trade. This was an emotional 
experience for Tony that led to changes in his consumer behaviour: 
When we had the fair trade discussion, there was some emotions 
in that because in a way I started to think of myself as kind of 
hypocritical because I usually buy loads of fair trade and 
ĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐůŝŬĞƚŚĂƚ ?ďƵƚ/ ?ǀĞŶĞǀĞƌƌĞĂůůǇƚŚŽƵŐŚƚĂďŽƵƚ ?ǇŽƵŬŶŽǁ ?
ŵĂǇďĞ /  ? ? ? ǁĂƐ ŬŝŶĚ ŽĨ ŬĞĞƉŝŶŐ ŝŶ ƚŚŝƐ ƐǇƐƚĞŵ ƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ŬĞĞƉŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ
countries that produce these things in that kind of state just 
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ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ / ĐĂŶ ?ƚ ƐƚŽƉ ƚĂŬŝŶŐ ůƵǆƵƌŝĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ /ǁĂŶƚ ? ĞǀĞŶ ƚŚŽƵŐŚ / ?ŵ
ŵĂŬŝŶŐŵǇƐĞůĨďĞůŝĞǀĞƚŚĂƚŝƚ ?ƐŽŬďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚ ?ƐĨĂŝƌƚƌĂĚĞ ? ?Tony) 
Despite the short nature of the workshops, there were signs of transformation 
from Tony which he attributed to the ideas introduced in the sessions. There 
was a safe space in which to challenge assumptions, both social and personal. 
This led to evidence of fair-minded critical thinking, where many perspectives 
were presented and all voices were valid. The facilitators played an important 
role as fellow learners, employing participative teaching methods and fostering 
dialogue. There was evidence of ideology critique, which also led Tony to 
question some ethnocentric ideas he had taken for granted. There was 
evidence of objective and subjective reframing. He related these changes back 
to his life, where he took the conversation started in the sessions to other 
friends and colleagues and continued to explore the ideas in different contexts. 
Specific actions were not promoted although a range of alternatives were 
discussed. This put the focus on critical reflection which Tony felt empowered 
to take forward. Other factors will have also influenced transformations in 
Tony, and as a Development student he is likely to have given these ideas some 
thought before, but he claimed it was the participative methodologies in these 
sessions that stimulated this deeper reflection. 
Long Term: Volunteer Training (VT) - Spain 
Having volunteers within the organisation was common to both contexts, but 
the structure of this engagement differed. Here I examine the way training and 
structured involvement of volunteers created an opportunity for long-term 
engagement with global issues and also provided a way for participants to pass 
on what they learned through organising other development education events. 
Volunteers usually shared many of the ideals of the organisation; therefore the 
role of training was to provide them with the skills and knowledge to contribute 
ƚŽƚŚĞŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƐŐŽĂůƐ ?dŚŝƐ NGDO, based within a university building, had a 
strong student volunteer presence. The volunteers were given training about 
development issues in a number of input sessions, and were also encouraged to 
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learn through helping with daily activities in the office and running 
development education activities.  
The volunteers came with a range of motivations, and were often keen to 
extend their ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞŽĨ ƚŚĞE'K ?ƐǁŽƌŬ ŝŶ ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂůĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĂŶĚ
ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ƌĞůĂƚŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ ĂŶĚ ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?
Throughout the academic year a number of sessions were provided for the 
volunteers on different global issues along with practical training about 
managing projects in developing countries. Here I discuss primarily the initial 
training sessions, which gave the volunteers an overview of international 
cooperation and development issues from the perspective of the NGDO. The 
vŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐǁĞƌĞƚŚĞŶŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚŝŶĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨƌŽůĞƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞE'K ?Ɛ
ƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ? ĂƐ ǁĞůů ĂƐ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŝŶŐ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
education activities. The latter tended to take the form of documentary series; 
showing documentaries in consecutive weeks in a local bar or community 
space, awareness-raising activities, seminar series with the public or workshops 
in schools. I argue that the training and structure could provide a potential way 
of creating organic intellectuals. 
Content 
The content of the initial training session consisted mainly of information about 
development cooperation. The NGDO had projects in a number of countries 
and some of the volunteers went on to work on an international volunteering 
programme, working with counterpart organisations in Latin America and 
Africa. Therefore, much of the content focused on the nature of international 
development, historical data, official aid, and the specific work of the NGDO. 
Further sessions were later provided on specific issues such as water and 
project management, and the volunteers were also given the opportunity to 
take on-line courses on development cooperation, run by the NGDO at 
federation level. The content of these courses included a range of development 
issues including; citizenship and participation, concepts of human development, 
international organisations, the MDGs, causes of inequalities, international 
cooperation and aid,  the role of NGOs, food sovereignty, and technology for 
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development. These courses were informative with on-line discussion forums. 
dŚƌŽƵŐŚďĞŝŶŐŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞE'K ?ƐƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐĂůƐŽ
saw these issues in practice. 
The other aspect of the content came from organising development education 
activities. The group had regular meetings in which events and workshops were 
planned. In these meetings the content of the activities was decided by the 
volunteers, while the structure of the events was often predetermined by 
funding agencies and therefore written in advance by the NGDO workers. 
Nevertheless, there were opportunities for volunteers to have an input into the 
nature of the event and often the details of the sessions were completely 
volunteer-led. 
Pedagogy 
In the initial training session the material was presented with spaces 
throughout for questions and discussion. The groups were small, consisting of 
about five volunteers, who were able to participate freely, raising ideas and 
concerns. The content of the session was often adapted to suit the needs of the 
group, since volunteers came with different experiences. While underlying 
principles and assumptions about development and aid were not explicitly 
challenged, there was space for participants to raise questions. There were 
participatory activities, which generated discussion within the group and 
exercises that aimed to encourage active listening and empathy with peers. This 
was used to emphasise the role of different perspectives and help the 
volunteers to work together as a group when planning development education 
activities. 
The planning sessions for the development education activities were an 
opportunity for experiential learning, with a volunteer-led structure and 
freedom for volunteers to put their ideas into practice. Groups worked on the 
logistics of putting on an event; the renewable technology to be explored in a 
public event, the teaching methods to be used for educational activities and the 
documentaries to be chosen for a series. At this stage in the process there was 
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minimal guidance from staff, making the experience empowering for the 
volunteers. They were able to construct meaning together and create a way to 
share their understanding with others. On occasions they discussed conceptual 
issues that arose. The level of participation led learners to feel empowered and 
they enjoyed the responsibility they had as volunteers: 
dŚĞŶ ƚŚĞƌĞ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞ ĨĂĐƚ ƚŚĂƚ  ?ƚŚĞ ŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ǁŽƌŬƐ ĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐ ƚŽ
volunteers, so you can propose whatever you want, they listen and 
no-one is telling you what to do, either we agree and we play our 
ƉĂƌƚ Žƌ ŝƚ ĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚ ŐĞƚ ĚŽŶĞ ? ƐŽ / ůŝŬĞ ƚŚĂƚ ĂďŽƵƚ ŝƚ ? ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ?Ɛ Ă
volunteer movement, so to speak. (Javier) 
Learner Engagement 
Javier, an engineering undergraduate in his early twenties, liked the relaxed 
attitude of the organisation. He attended the volunteer training and was also 
involved in organising a public awareness-raising day on alternative energy 
sources, a documentary series with short films shown in a local bar with a space 
for discussion, and a workshop in a primary school. He felt the experience had 
given him the opportunity to consider the importance of working with different 
people and learning from their perspectives as part of a team: 
&Žƌ ŵĞ ? ǁŚĂƚ / ?ǀĞ ŵŽƐƚ ůĞĂƌŶĞĚ ŝƐ ĂďŽƵƚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƉŽŝŶƚƐ ŽĨ ǀŝĞǁ ?
about for instance things that I maybe agree with to some extent 
ŽƌĞǀĞŶ ƚŚĂƚ /ĚŽŶ ?ƚĂŐƌĞĞǁŝƚŚĂƚĂůů ?ĂŶĚ ŝƚŵĂŬĞƐǇŽƵƐĂǇ ?ŚĞǇ ?
ŵĂǇďĞ ƚŚĞǇ ?ǀĞ ŐŝǀĞŶ ŵĞ ĞŶŽƵŐŚ ĚĂƚĂ ƚŽ ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ŵǇ ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶ ? Žƌ
enough reasons. And then as well, the cooperation... working with 
people you hardly know, and working with people towards a 
shared goal ... and who might be quite different from you, or who 
ƐĞĞƚŚŝŶŐƐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚůǇ ĨƌŽŵǇŽƵ  ? ? ? / ?ǀĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞĚĂ ůŽƚŝŶ ƚŚĂƚƐĞŶƐĞ ?
(Javier) 
Signs of transformation 
Javier talked about developing a critical spirit and how this influenced his daily 
choices in terms of sustainability and consumption, making him think more 
about the consequences of his actions. He was open to different ideas, 
particularly those opposing the dominant ideology. He had enjoyed being 
involved in awareness-raising events with the public and was keen to pass the 
ideas and the openness to different perspectives onto others:  
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Like the idea of creating a critical spirit ... that the person starts to 
ƚŚŝŶŬĂďŽƵƚĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚŚŝŶŐƐƚŚĂƚŵĂǇďĞƚŚĞǇŚĂĚŶ ?ƚ ƚŚŽƵŐŚƚĂďŽƵƚ
ever before, maybe because it never crossed their mind or because 
ƚŚĞƐĞĚĂǇƐƚŚĂƚ ?ƐǁŚĂƚƚŚĞǇƚĞůůǇŽƵ ? ? ?ŽƌŵĂǇďĞŝƚ ?ƐũƵƐƚƚŽŐĞƚǇŽƵ
to leave the door open to ideas. (Javier) 
He also mentioned the long-term implications of this work and how to try to 
change things little-by-little by involving more people in development 
education, reasoning that with more awareness comes more collaboration: 
... the other part is development education that they do here, 
which is really about raising consciousness and trying to open 
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĞǇĞƐ  ? ? ? ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ƚŚĞ ŵŽƌĞ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ƚŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ ǁŚŽ ĂƌĞ
aware, the more they will collaborate and cooperate, so the more 
ŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƚŚĞƌĞ ?ůůďĞĂŶĚƚŚĞďĞƚƚĞƌƐŽĐŝĞƚǇǁŝůůďĞĂƚ ƚŚĞĞŶĚŽĨ
the day. (Javier) 
In terms of changes within his own life he discussed how he had been 
motivated to make small changes in his day-to-day actions such as recycling and 
growing his own vegetables: 
/ ŚĂǀĞ ĐŚĂŶŐĞĚ ƚŚŝŶŐƐĂ ďŝƚ ? ĂƐŝĐ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ŵĂǇďĞ ? ? ? ĞĨŽƌĞ / ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚ
recycle and now I do ... bit by bit you become more aware and 
ĨŝŶĂůůǇǇŽƵŵĂŬĞƚŚĞƐƚĞƉ ?/ ?ŵŐŽŝŶŐƚŽƌĞĐǇĐůĞ ?/ĂůƐŽǁĂŶƚƚŽŵĂŬĞ
a small vegetable patch in my garden ... and I try to save water 
ǁŚĞŶ / ƐŚŽǁĞƌ ĂŶĚ ŶŽƚ ďƵǇ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ / ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ŶĞĞĚ  ? ? ? / ?ŵ ĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ
things, bit by bit. (Javier) 
While these may be individualistic changes, I argue that they also demonstrate 
Javier reflecting on value-action coherence. He also noted professional changes, 
commenting on how he might incorporate his learning into future academic 
choices: 
When I finish my degree ... or evĞŶĨŽƌŵǇĨŝŶĂůƉƌŽũĞĐƚ ?/ ?ĚůŝŬĞƚŽ
ĚŽƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐƚŽĚŽǁŝƚŚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ?/ ?ŵŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚĞĚ
in doing some research applied to development projects perhaps. 
(Javier) 
Medium and long-term volunteer involvement seemed to offer an important 
opportunity for NGDOs to develop organic intellectuals and to engage in critical 
learning over a period of time. There were some signs of fair-minded critical 
thinking in the group sessions, where working with people from different 
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backgrounds required openness to different perspectives, and these were dealt 
with dialogically. However, since most people in the group were fairly like-
minded this rarely took the form of dialectical learning and in essence many of 
the views expressed coincided with the ideology of the organisation. Ideology 
critique was central to the values of the NGDO and taken-for-granted 
assumptions were questioned, leading to objective reframing. Participation and 
experiential learning were fundamental to the group sessions, and volunteers 
were supported in working together and listening to different voices within the 
group. Structural injustice was recognised and the volunteers displayed some 
sophisticated ideology critique for undergraduate students, although deep, 
neo-colonial structures were not questioned. Actions were decided by learners 
and changes in daily consumption patterns combined with involvement in the 
volunteer movement. Overall, there were signs of some reframing of 
ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚŝŶ:ĂǀŝĞƌ ?ƐĐĂƐĞƚŚĞƌĞŚĂĚďĞĞŶƐŽŵĞƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶŽf habits 
of mind. 
Long Term: Global Youth Action (GYA) - UK 
In the UK much of the work in non-formal settings focused on youth work. 
Think Global: DEA ran a nationwide project called Global Youth Action which 
ĂŝŵĞĚƚŽƌĞĐƌƵŝƚ ‘ĂƚƌŝƐŬ ?ǇŽƵŶŐƉĞŽƉůĞĂŶĚǁŽƌŬƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĂŵĞƚŚŽĚŽůŽŐǇĐĂůůĞĚ
 ‘Connect, Challenge, Change ?. This aimed to start the learning where the young 
people were; connecting with issues that were of interest to them, rather than 
imposing a syllabus. It aimed to help them challenge their perceptions and 
assumptions through dialogue with peers and from presenting a range of 
perspectives. The project also looked at activities that the young people wanted 
to do to drive change, at a personal, local or global level. One DEC ran a regular 
group on Saturdays for about ten young people to get together and work on 
ideas of interest to them. They ran a number of public events looking at issues 
of peace and sustainability in the local area. They did some group investigation 
to challenge stereotypes of the city where they lived and created a DVD which 
talked about their experience and mapped their progress. This project took 
place over more than a year, with participants meeting once a week. 
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Content 
Global Youth Work aims to uphold a series of principles, engaging young people 
in critical analysis of local and global influences and exploring the relationships 
between them, raising issues of justice and equity, and seeking active 
participation in change (Adams no date: 8). Hence, one of the fundamental 
principles behind this project was that the content discussed in the sessions 
came from the learners. Often concerns were raised and these were then 
explored further, interpreting the ideas from the perspectives of peers and 
looking for more information to back up or challenge arguments. Sometimes 
this dialogue happened between participants; at other times challenging 
perspectives were brought in by facilitators to stimulate discussion. Issues 
included a range of topics such as climate change, drug crime, gangs, 
immigration, inequality, unemployment, stereotyping and discrimination. 
Pedagogy 
With a participant-led content the pedagogy used was based on the principles 
of popular education and aimed to develop critical thinking through dialogue. 
The sessions had an informal style with participants dropping in throughout the 
session and joining informal discussions. When local issues came up, they were 
looked at from different perspectives, including the repercussions of that issue 
on other places, and potential ways of addressing the issue at local and global 
levels. Discussions were always set up in a safe space and it was clear that 
everyone had something to offer and something to learn, including the 
facilitators. Michael commented on the way the space was always flexible to 
allow arising discussions to be explored within the group: 
There's been room ... Once it's done and you've explained your 
point, it's kind of like yeah, now there's been room for it, we've 
made space for it and ... everyone's got their point across. 
(Michael) 
Other discussions focused on the project the group were conducting; to make 
and edit a video, which the participants had controlled throughout the process, 
from deciding what the documentary should be about, to how it was edited. 
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Brainstorming activities and dialogue dominated the planning stages. Where 
expertise was required, for instance in the editing stage, the facilitators were 
available to support the participants, but always let them make the decisions. 
The finished DVD was disseminated through public events and was also used by 
a university lecturer as a stimulus video. The interpretation of the issues was 
also discussed and Michael felt that the way they had managed this was by 
including lots of different voices and perspectives: 
We gave so many opinions and different sides, and different 
scenes and different music and different kinds of things that a lot 
more people will now see it and a lot more people will now 
appreciate it and it's come out so well. (Michael) 
A safe space was created in which participative methodologies thrived. Michael 
pointed out the importance of being able to be yourself and know that your 
views would be respected: 
You can just be you ... I mean we want to know what you're 
thinking not what you think you should think. (Michael) 
Where the participants felt comfortable in the space these discussions were 
often dialogic and took emotions into account: 
We tried to find out what the actual aspects of equality are, and 
then we discussed around how we feel about things ... so we all did 
kind of like a dialogue, we all understood it after a while. (Michael) 
Learner Engagement 
The participants came from a range of backgrounds. The course was free and 
some of the young people were recruited through the Early Invention Scheme; 
they were often young people who had had, addictions, involvement in gang 
crime, or depression. All the young people I talked to felt that the course had a 
lot to offer them. For some it was about accessing new information, but for 
most it was about learning how to think and debate ideas, learning to construct 
meaning with peers. Louise and Michael were two young people in their early 
twenties, currently not in employment or education. Louise had been put in 
touch with the organisation through the Early Intervention Scheme. Michael felt 
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ŚĞ ǁĂŶƚĞĚ ƚŽ  “ŐŝǀĞ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ďĂĐŬ ? ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ ĨĞůƚ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ
work the organisation was doing was worthwhile. He talked about learning to 
work with people who were different from him, cooperating together and 
ƌĞƐƉĞĐƚŝŶŐ ĞĂĐŚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ?Ɛ ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶƐ ? &Žƌ Śŝŵ ƚŚŝƐ ŚĂƐ ŽĨĨĞƌ Ě ĂŶ ŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇ ƚŽ
 “ďůĞŶĚ ?ŶĞǁůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĂŶĚŝĚĞĂƐƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ ?ǁŚĞƌĞĞǀĞƌǇŽŶĞŚĂd an input: 
Through the whole process I guess everyone had an input of what 
they thought should be on it and then we had to like find a way to 
combine that, we had to find a decent way of merging it together. 
(Michael) 
The depth of engagement also varied within this course, as the participants all 
had very different starting points. This aided rather than inhibited learning, and 
while some of the content of global issues was not always fully engaged with, 
change in terms of confidence and attitudes was clear from all participants. For 
example, Louise was very shy and quiet. She talked about the importance of 
ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ ĂďŽƵƚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ũŽƵƌŶĞǇƐ ĂŶĚ ƐĂŝĚ ŚŽǁ ĨƵůĨŝůůŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ĐŽƵƌƐĞ ŚĂĚ
been for her. She had developed her confidence enormously and felt very 
proud of what she had achieved: 
The event was really good, and my family went, and it was nice for 
them to see what I've been doing ... so that was nice and they 
were proud. (Louise) 
Group cohesion was an important element of the learning process. Many of the 
young people had not engaged with the formal education system, and were to 
some extent nervous about talking about learning and education, which they 
associated with school. This course represented the idea that it was possible to 
learn through discussion and dialogue, with opportunities for everyone to get 
something out of it.  
Signs of transformation 
There were clear signs of transformation from these learners; learning from 
others, questioning stereotypes, and looking at different perspectives were all 
common features. Participants had begun to think more critically and show 
signs of personal transformation, significantly developing self-esteem and 
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confidence. They had formed supportive relationships with people from 
different backgrounds so they felt the learning would continue, and they felt 
ready for this to help their professional choices in the future. Sessions were 
structured by facilitators, with options for participants to gain accredited 
awards and work with future cohorts as youth workers. In some cases the 
change resulted from a deeper understanding of prior knowledge: 
I guess it's like gathering information, but you already like knew 
what was going on, but you just wanted to see a bit deeper in. 
(Michael) 
The responsibility of committing to the rest of the group was another element 
of transformation for both Louise and Michael, something they were proud to 
be part of.  The changes for Michael were very personal. He had developed a 
different perception of equality, believing that it could be achieved. He also felt 
ŚĞ ŚĂĚ ůĞĂƌŶĞĚ Ă ůŽƚ ĨƌŽŵ ŚĞĂƌŝŶŐ ĂďŽƵƚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ĂŶĚ
opinions. He felt it had made him less judgemental: 
/ƚũƵƐƚďƌŽĂĚĞŶĞĚŵǇŵŝŶĚ ?ƚŚĂƚ ?ƐǁŚĂƚ/ ?ĚƐĂǇďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚ ?ƐůŝŬĞ/ ?ǀĞ
taken in lots of opinions as well as my own now. (Michael) 
Having experienced negative stereotypes as a black young person and all the 
feelings associated with this, he had never really considered whether he too 
had stereotypes of other people. Through dialogue with peers and facilitators 
and by putting himself in a situation in which he had to collaborate with many 
different people, he realised that he had his own biases. He felt he had made 
prejudiced assumptions about one group member who was an alcoholic, and 
learnt to question these: 
I'm glad now because it cut my stereotype, and it's like if I had 
some then I think how many other people out there had some, so 
it's good because now I've erased that and I know how he is and 
I'm thinking the next person's going to be completely different to 
how he is. (Michael) 
He showed a clear change in a frame of reference with evidence of critical 
reflection and subjective reframing by addressing his own taken-for-granted 
assumptions and biases. Michael said that the experience had made him more 
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open to meeting different types of people. The facilitators commented how 
ŵƵĐŚĂŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨƚŚĞǇŽƵŶŐƉĞŽƉůĞŚĂĚ P “ ? ? ?ĐŽŵĞŽƵƚŽĨƚŚĞŝƌ shell throughout 
ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ ? ? DŝĐŚĂĞů ŶŽƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ĞǀĞƌǇŽŶĞ ŚĂĚ P  “ ? ? ? ŐŽƚ ƐŽŵĞ ŚŝŶŐ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ
ĐŽƵƌƐĞ ? ?>ĞĂƌŶĞƌƐǁĞƌĞĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚƚŽƐĞĞŚŽw small actions could make a big 
difference: 
 ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ũƵƐƚŵĞ ůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ ůŝƚƚůĞ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ? /ƚ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞ ůŝƚƚůĞ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ
that kind of count and they make the bigger things up so I guess 
that's kind of what I've been taught here, because it's like we do 
these little things then we figure out how big they actually are. 
Like how many people it can affect. (Michael) 
This idea of shared learning through shared experience is significant for 
becoming an organic intellectual. Michael talked about knock on effects of the 
work and people passing on the messages in the DVD to others, recognising 
that people could all get something different from the content depending on 
their interpretation: 
It's like now on the DVD we've actually shown that it does work 
and people do turn up ... and it's just even if you affect one person 
ŽƵƚ ŽĨ Ăůů ŽĨ ƚŚĞŵ ? ƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ ƉĂƐƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ ŽŶ ƚŽ
someone. (Michael) 
He was very positive that what he had learnt about how to treat people and 
being open-minded was something he would continue to pass on. He was also 
keen to discuss the ideas he had been exploring on the course with others: 
So I think it's definitely affected and its broadened and its 
transferred as well, it's like a transferred skill ... you've given him 
that, now he's took take, now he's given it to them, and now he's a 
bit more polite to them ... it's kind of like a long trail, kind of good 
ƚŽǁĂƚĐŚ ŝƚĂƐǁĞůůďĞĐĂƵƐĞ /ǁĂƚĐŚĞĚ ŝƚŚĂƉƉĞŶ  ?  ůŝŬĞƐŽŵĞŽŶĞ
passed down their kindness and they've turned around and they're 
kinder and they're nicer, it actually does move, it goes forward. 
(Michael) 
Michael saw a need for him to set a positive example and challenge other 
ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐƐƚĞƌĞŽƚǇƉĞƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŚŝƐŽǁŶĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ?>ŽƵŝƐĞ ?ůŝŬĞDŝĐŚĂĞů ?ƚĂůŬĞĚĂďŽƵƚ
how it had made her question some taken-for-granted ideas and made her 
more open minded: 
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Well I think that's part of global education to think you can't be so 
narrow-minded, you've got to be open-minded, so I think I'm more 
open-minded now. (Louise) 
In terms of pedagogy this activity had the closest similarities to popular 
education. The  ‘Connect, Challenge, Change ? framework offered a way to 
engage learners in global issues by starting from their own experiences, 
allowing them to construct meaning from there as a group of potential organic 
intellectuals. There was evidence of fair-minded critical thinking and a truly safe 
space was created for assumptions to be brought to light and questioned in 
dialogue with others. There was ideology critique guided by the facilitators and 
explored by the group, and everything was worked through participative 
activities and personal experiences. Structural injustice was explored, and 
conversations about other countries looked at similarities as well as differences, 
and related issues to the lives of the young people on the course, aiming to 
avoid dangers of cultural superiority. There were signs of transformative 
learning, with participants showing evidence of questioning deeply-held 
assumptions and entering into dialogue with people holding different 
perspectives. Actions taken were very personal to the learners and supported 
by the facilitators. This included taking action with other organisations, for 
instance Louise began to do more volunteering work: 
I volunteer now at a place called enabled arts, it a place for people 
with disabilities that do art. So it's good because I get to make 
connections there. ... I do want to make a difference. (Louise) 
There were signs of subjective reframing, and in the case of Michael, a change 
in points of view that had led to deeper changes to related habits of mind. 
Long Term: Cycle of Development Education (CDE) Ȃ Spain 
This course, preparing international volunteers, had been run by this NGDO for 
18 years. It ran over a year with input sessions on a range of issues from 
different speakers. Participants could then choose to go to work on projects run 
ďǇ ƚŚĞE'K ?ƐĐŽƵŶƚĞƌƉĂƌƚŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ ŝŶ>ĂƚŝŶŵĞƌŝĐĂŽƌƐŝĂ ?dŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞ
was conceived of as experiential learning and participants ranged in age from 
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18 to 60. Many were university students or graduates, although there were also 
people from a wide range of backgrounds, with a cohort each year of 30 
participants in Granada and 20 in Córdoba. The course was divided into three 
phases: Input sessions from October to January were arranged during one 
weekend each month, with 12 hours of sessions. Preparation sessions from 
February to June, were informal participant-led group meetings, where 
ƌĞƚƵƌŶĞĚ ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ ĨƌŽŵ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐ ǇĞĂƌƐ ? ĐŽŚŽƌƚ ŐĂǀĞĂĚǀŝĐĞ ĂŶĚ ůĞĚ
discussions. The final phase was the trip itself, one or two months working as a 
volunteer on a project. Most of the projects worked with vulnerable groups, 
particularly children. For instance, their counterparts included a foster home for 
street children in Bolivia, support programmes for working children in Colombia 
and a special school for disabled children in Nicaragua. There was a nominal fee 
for the course of 50 Euros and volunteers also funded their own travel and 
accommodation abroad. 
Content 
Much of the content of the first phase of the course focused on international 
development and the work of NGOs. There were sessions on issues from global 
economics, structural violence and the political influence of multinationals to 
the role of pharmaceutical companies in medical research. Most input sessions 
consisted of PowerPoint presentations and there was a lot of information about 
ƚŚĞƌĞĂůŝƚǇŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?'ƵĞƐƚƐƉĞĂŬĞƌƐŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚƉĞŽƉůĞĨƌŽŵĂƌĂŶŐĞŽĨŽƚŚĞƌ
organisations and universities who all gave information about their work with 
spaces for questions. Other talks focused on the inequalities and differences 
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ  ‘EŽƌƚŚ ĂŶĚ ^ŽƵƚŚ ? ? dŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ǁĂƐ ƐŽŵĞƚŝŵĞƐ ƉŽƌƚƌĂǇĞĚ with 
negative images and there was use of language such as:  “ŝŶĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ ? ƉŽŽƌ ?
ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂĐĐĞƐƐ ?ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚ ?ŶŽƚŵƵĐŚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶŶ ƚĞƐ ) ?tŚŝůĞƚŚĞƌĞ
was generally space for discussion this was rarely critical, and deep underlying 
assumptions regarding the colonial relationship between Spain and Latin 
ŵĞƌŝĐĂǁĂƐŶŽƚĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚ ?dŽƐŽŵĞĞǆƚĞŶƚ ? ‘ĚŽŝŶŐĐŽŽƉĞƌĂƚŝŽŶ ?ǁĂƐƚĂƵŐŚƚĂƐ
a predetermined skill.  
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There were also sessions on projects with which the volunteers were going to 
ǁŽƌŬ ? DƵĐŚ ŽĨ ƚŚŝƐ ǁŽƌŬ ǁĂƐ ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚ ďǇ ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐ ǇĞĂƌƐ ? ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ ?
emphasising the cyclicality of the course. There was a focus on mutual learning 
rather than aid, and facilitators stressed that the ĂŝŵǁĂƐƚŽ “ƐŚĂƌĞ ?ĂŶĚ “ŐĞƚƚŽ
ŬŶŽǁ ?  ?ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶ ŶŽƚĞƐ ) ? ZĞƚƵƌŶĞĚ ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐ ƐŚŽǁĞĚ ƉŚŽƚŽƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞŝƌ
experiences and ŝƚǁĂƐŚŝŐŚůŝŐŚƚĞĚƚŚĂƚŝƚǁĂƐŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚƚŽƐŚŽǁ “ƚŚĞƉŽƐŝƚŝǀĞ
ĂƐŵƵĐŚĂƐƚŚĞŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞ ? ?ŽďƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶŶŽƚĞƐ ) ? 
Pedagogy 
The pedagogy used for the first phase of the course purported to be 
participative, using Freirean ideas to look at different perspectives and develop 
skills of critical thinking, with space for reflection and discussion. Naturally this 
varied extensively from session to session with different speakers coming in 
from a range of backgrounds. This was perceived to be well-balanced: 
/ ƚŚŝŶŬ ƚŚĞ ĐŽƵƌƐĞ ŝƐ ǀĞƌǇ ďĂůĂŶĐĞĚ ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ƚŚĞǇ ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚ ŽŶůǇ ƵƐĞ
lectures, but also more participative methods, they did wheels of 
opinions, a balance of theory and practice, group exercises too. 
(Alejandra) 
There were several examples of participative methodologies. Ice-breaker 
ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ƚŚĂƚ ŵĂƉƉĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ? ůŝĨĞ ũŽƵƌŶĞǇ ĂŶĚĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ƚŽŐĞƚ ƚŽ
know others in the group, lots of discussions about motivations for doing the 
course and the experiences people brought with them. Some class discussions 
were quite dialogic, other sessions included games. At times discussions were 
very participative and there was evidence of dialogue and confronting 
stereotypes and how these affect opinions and behaviour. There was an 
emphasis on the need to be open, aware of complexity, the need to recognise 
similarities as well as differences, and to be able to tell others about what you 
have learnt on the return. The importance of passing on learning was a clear 
aim. 
On the other hand there was also evidence of more didactic teaching, with a 
heavy reliance on PowerPoints, often citing controversial facts as the only 
interpretation with little space for questioning that might lead to fair-minded, 
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critical thinking.  Occasionally it seemed that an overload of content prohibited 
more participatory learning, with a tight schedule throughout the weekend; 
often the rush led to torrents of information. Some sessions were two full hours 
ŽĨ ŝŶƉƵƚ ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ Ă ďƌĞĂŬ ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ƐĞĞŵĞĚ ƚŽ ŽĨĨĞƌ Ă ŵŽƌĞ  ‘ďĂŶŬŝŶŐ ? ƐƚǇůĞ
education (Freire 1970).  
At times these presentations were very passionate, with the presenter feeling 
very strongly about the work of the NGDO; this did not allow for much critique 
or examination of assumptions. Often these views had strong ideological 
undertones which were not openly acknowledged and other perspectives were 
not included. Steps for eradicating poverty were given out in one such talk with 
appropriate actions being recommended, while complexity was foreclosed. 
Mezirow (1989) claimed, when specific types of social action are taught as 
outcomes of learning, there is a danger of indoctrination. As Belén pointed out, 
while the content was very rich, time was not generally dedicated to 
assimilating all the facts and ideas raised, or to questioning or critique: 
The input sessions are really rich in information, but of course, 
ƚŚĞŶ ǇŽƵ ůĂĐŬ ƚŝŵĞ ƚŽ ? / ĚŽŶ ?ƚ ŬŶŽǁ ŝĨ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ƚŝŵĞ ƚŽ ĂƐƐŝŵŝůĂƚĞ Ăůů
that information, or time to get into the debate. Maybe that is 
ǁŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ŵŝƐƐŝŶŐ  ? ? ? dŚĞƌĞ ?Ɛ ŶŽ ƚŝŵĞ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ĞŶĚ ƚŽ ƐĂǇ ĨŽƌŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞ ?
ůĞƚ ?Ɛ ŽƉĞŶ Ă ƌŽƵŶĚ ƚĂďůĞ ? ůĞƚ ?Ɛ ƌĞĨůĞĐƚ ŽŶ ƚŚŝƐ ? ůĞƚ ?Ɛ ĞůŝĐŝƚ ƚŚĞ
important issues, maybe that is missing. (Belén) 
This suggested that content was given a higher priority than process. 
The heavy colonial undertones of international development in general, and 
particularly the historical, cultural and economic relationship between Spain 
and Latin America, were never discussed and any postcolonial critique was 
foreclosed. The only discussion of international development as problematic 
was a critique of the assistance and aid-based attitude towards development in 
the 1970s, but it was assumed that this had now been rectified.  
More informally, the lunchtime and break-time spaces were used to discuss 
some of the controversies behind this work, sharing links for thought-provoking 
documentaries on the internet, and getting to know one another. Networking 
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was another important outcome of this course and these spaces provided 
important opportunities to share experiences. These opportunities for informal 
discussion were expanded on in the second phase of the course. This was run 
by the returned volunteers, all taking small informal groups: 
The preparation for the trips happens in groups: So, as you have 
ƐĞĞŶŝƚ ?ƐƋƵŝƚĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂůŝŶƚŚĞƐĞŶƐĞƚŚĂƚŝƚ ?ƐĂďŽƵƚƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐƚŚĞ
group that is going to travel and listening to their doubts, 
responding to their doubts and also giving them some guidelines. 
(Alejandra) 
While this offered a very open space for discussion and dialogue, this was not 
always critical, and even held the possibility of reinforcing stereotypes of 
poverty and lack. Nevertheless, working in groups in this way was an 
opportunity for groups to get to know each other, to talk freely about doubts 
and to confront experiences with those of their peers. It was entirely 
experiential and offered the participants a safe space to explore their ideas. 
Learner Engagement 
Alejandra was a returned volunteer from the previous cohort in her early 
thirties, who had worked in Colombia and coordinated a group of volunteers 
during the course I observed. Belén, in her late twenties, had done a similar 
course with the same NGDO in Madrid two years before and had travelled 
through them to Bolivia. She was preparing in Granada to travel to Colombia, 
and wanted to find out more about how international development projects 
worked. Juana, also in her twenties, was preparing to travel to Nicaragua, 
having never done any international volunteering previously. Both Belén and 
Juana hoped to do a Masters in International Development. The reputation of 
the organisation was an important factor and most participants found out 
about the course through word of mouth and personal recommendations.  
Belén talked about her experience in Bolivia and discussed some of the 
complexities of forming relationships with people from the project, taking into 
account cultural differences and the fleeting nature of the encounter. She felt 
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caught up in a tangle of stereotypes and assumptions that she had not 
considered before the trip: 
Well, it happened to me, that there was someone there, an 
educator, and well, we had a relationship and stuff. But of course, 
you enter a field, totally unknown to me, but there, things are 
different, women are seen in a different way, a European women is 
seen a different way. (Belén) 
She felt the course had not prepared her to think through some of these more 
personal and emotional issues before the visit, and perhaps would have 
benefited from an opportunity to debate social constructions and prejudices 
with others to help her to make critical judgements in an emotional situation, 
and recognise assumptions and biases at play in cultural immersion 
experiences: 
The person who was running the project there, a Spanish woman, 
she had a word with me. She pointed out to me that things there 
are different ... because a lot of volunteers go there, mostly 
women ... and they always have the Spanish, European volunteer 
ĂƐ ? ŽŚ ƚŚĞǇ ?ƌĞ ƐŽ ůŝberal, and we can do whatever we want with 
them. (Belén) 
This led her to consider her own role as a volunteer and how parachuting into a 
context for one or two months can create a situation in which previous 
assumptions about relationships may need reconsideration. To some extent it 
was the unnatural temporality of the encounter that had caused the difficulties, 
rather than insurmountable cultural differences. This highlighted the 
importance of extra-rational influences in transformation, and how these could 
create experiences that are very different for different people.  
ůĞũĂŶĚƌĂ ?ƐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞǁĂƐĂůƐŽĂŶĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂůůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĐƵƌǀĞ ?dŚĞĨŝƌƐƚƚĂƐŬƐŚĞ
had was challenging notions of childhood and assimilating the idea that some 
children work, and this had to replace some of her basic premises: 
The programme that we collaborate with there is a programme of 
support for working children, which might sound strange, given 
that here in our countries to say that a child works is almost 
ďůĂƐƉŚĞŵĞ ? ? ?ďƵƚŝƚ ?ƐĂƌĞĂůŝƚy there ... so the only thing you can try 
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to do if they have to work, is make sure that at least they have 
dignified work, they get training, and a future which gives them 
freedom and different options, and to give them back a bit of their 
childhood too. (Alejandra) 
The long-term nature of the course meant that there was more time to explore 
stereotypes. But there was still some reliance on the idea that the standard of 
ůŝǀŝŶŐ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ŝƐ ůŽǁ ?ĂŶĚĂĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞŽĨ  ‘ůƵĐŬ ? ?ůĞũĂŶĚƌĂ ĨŽĐƵƐĞĚŽŶƚŚĞ
poverty and violence she had seen in Colombia, and how fortunate she was to 
have been born in Spain: 
When I set foot in Spain, the first thing I thought was how lucky we 
are, not just because of the poverty, less poverty, but because of 
safety. ... really I was never scared at any point, but the truth is 
ǇŽƵŚĂǀĞƚŽďĞǀĞƌǇĂƚƚĞŶƚŝǀĞ ?ǇŽƵĐŽƵůĚƚĞůů ƚŚĂƚǇŽƵĐŽƵůĚŶ ?ƚďĞ
normal. (Alejandra) 
Volunteering on a project with working children in some of the poorest barrios 
of Bogotá it is perhaps not surprising that this was her impression. Yet her 
analysis of the experience was varied. She said that she felt safe when she 
arrived back in Madrid, even though she claimed to have never actually felt 
scared in Colombia; perhaps her own preconceptions about violence in 
Colombia were reinforced by the experience. In some ways this was a 
consequence of a short-term, international volunteer having a vicarious 
experience without fully exploring structural issues or recognising her own 
ďŝĂƐĞƐ ?^ŚĞƵƐĞĚ ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞŽĨ  ‘ƵŶĚĞƌĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ?ĂŶĚƉŽŝŶƚĞĚŽƵƚĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐ
in lifestyles, but she did also recognise some similarities.  
The course and volunteering gave her an insight into some issues connecting 
her with other people and countries, she recognised the complexity of the 
situation in Colombia, and had developed an interest and compassion that 
perhaps only personal contact can bring: 
What most affected me? Well, what affected me really is that 
when you set foot in an underdeveloped country everything starts 
ƚŽ ĂĨĨĞĐƚ ǇŽƵ ? ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƐĞŶƐĞ ƚŚĂƚ ŝƚ ?Ɛ Ăůů ƐŽ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ? Ă ĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇ
different reality. ... The thing is for me, maybe the thing that has 
most affected me from this trip in particular, has been the history 
of Colombia. The social and political issues, that context that I 
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ĚŝĚŶ ?ƚŬŶŽǁĂďŽƵƚďĞĨŽƌĞ ?ĂŶĚ/ƐƚŝůůĚŽŶ ?ƚŬŶŽǁƌĞĂůůǇ ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞŝƚ ?Ɛ
so complex. But perhaps that is what has most affected me. 
(Alejandra) 
Alejandra demonstrated a first step to overcoming liberal naivety and 
recognition of the complexity of the situation. This in itself suggested a shift in a 
frame of reference and openness to further new ideas, a sign of transformation.  
Signs of transformation 
The key message throughout the course was that through international 
volunteering one could learn a lot, but no-one should go thinking they are going 
to make a significant change in the country they travel to for two months. 
Rather, by learning about other people and places in depth and through 
personal experience, one comes back ready to denounce structural inequality 
and promote change in Spain. There was a move away from the discourse of 
aid, and the key goal was intercultural understanding. However, the aid 
discourse was strong for some volunteers and there was some confusion about 
ƚŚĞĞǆƚĞŶƚ ƚŽǁŚŝĐŚ ƚŚĞǇǁĞƌĞĞǆƉĞĐƚŝŶŐ ƚŽ  ‘ŚĞůƉ ?ĂŶĚ  ‘ŵĂŬĞĂĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ? ?Ɛ
Palacios (2010) noted intercultural understanding is not a natural result of an 
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů ǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌŝŶŐ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ P  “ ? ? ? ďƵƚ ŝƚ ŝƐ ŵŽƌĞ ůŝŬĞůǇ ƚŽ ŽĐĐƵƌ ǁŚĞŶ
close cultural contact and space for reflection become part of these 
ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ? WĞƌŚĂƉƐ ƚŚŝƐ ǁŽƵůĚ ŚĂǀĞ ďĞĞŶ ĞŶŚĂ ĐĞĚ ďǇ ŵŽƌĞ
participative methodologies in which learners could explore their own deep 
frames. 
It was always recognised that volunteers could contribute valuably to the 
ĐŽƵŶƚĞƌƉĂƌƚ ?ƐǁŽƌŬ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞďŝŐŐĞƐƚŐĂŝŶƐǁĞƌĞĨŽƌƚŚĞŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůŝŶƚŚĞǁĂǇŽĨ
new friendships, more critical knowledge, a change of habits, a better 
knowledge of injustice, a desire to fight against injustice in your own country, a 
more critical vision of your own society, and a different attitude to immigrants 
in your own country (observation notes). Most participants recognised this and 
ĚŝĚŶŽƚƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞƚŚĞŵƐĞůǀĞƐĂƐ ‘ŚĞůƉŝŶŐĞǆƉĞƌƚƐ ? ?ďƵƚƌĂƚŚĞƌĂƐůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ P 
ƵƚǁŚĂƚŚĂƐƐĞƌǀĞĚŵĞǁĞůů ? ? ?ŝƐƚŚĞĨĂĐƚƚŚĂƚǁŚĞŶǇŽƵƚƌĂǀĞů ?ŝƚ ?Ɛ
not for you to give, to provide, you get there with your European 
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knowledge ... No. Basically the idea is that you fit in with what is 
ƚŚĞƌĞ ? ? ?ŝƚ ?ƐŵŽƌĞĂďŽƵƚǁŚĂƚǇŽƵƚĂŬĞĂǁĂǇ ?ǁŚĂƚǇŽƵďƌŝŶŐ ĂĐŬ
with you, than what you can provide there. (Belén) 
For Alejandra, she felt more motivated to continue with small actions in her 
daily life, trying to consume less, and was keen to pass on what she had learned 
by running the sessions with the new cohort. For Juana the learning was initially 
intellectual, with a deeper understanding of structural injustice. She began to 
recognise complexity and the need to consider the source of information: 
zŽƵůŝǀĞŝŶĂǁŽƌůĚƐŽĐĂƵŐŚƚƵƉŝŶǇŽƵƌŽǁŶƚŚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚǇŽƵĚŽŶ ?ƚ
ƌĞĂůŝƐĞƚŚĂƚǁŚĂƚĐŽŵĞƐŽŶƚŚĞĞǀĞŶŝŶŐŶĞǁƐŝƐŶ ?ƚƚŚĞŽŶůǇƚƌƵƚŚ ? ? ?
ǁŚŝĐŚĞǀĞƌ ĐŚĂŶŶĞů Žƌ ŶĞǁƐƉĂƉĞƌ Žƌ ƐŽƵƌĐĞ ǇŽƵ ƌĞĂĚ ? ŝƚ ?Ɛ ŶŽƚ Ăůů
black and white. (Juana)  
Belén felt she had learned a lot from her previous experience: coming into 
contact with ideas, cultures, lifestyles and people who are different from you 
for a period of a month or two could open up many boxes, that the participants 
then had to understand, assimilate and pass on to others. Perhaps more follow 
up sessions on the experience would have been of benefit. Her comments 
demonstrated the benefits of being exposed to lots of different perspectives 
and how these could help someone question their assumptions, opening a door 
for ideology critique: 
The experience is so big, it fills you so much, so much culture shock, 
ŝƚ ?Ɛ Ăůů ƐŽ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ ? ǇŽƵ ŬŶŽǁ ? ƐŽ ƚŚĂƚ ǇŽƵ ĐŽŵĞ ďĂĐŬ ƐŽ ĨƵůů ŽĨ
ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ?ĨƵůůŽĨŝĚĞĂƐ ?ǇŽƵĂůƐŽĐŽŵƉĂƌĞ ? ? ?ŝƚ ?ƐĂĨƵůů-on experience, 
for a person who has never travelled, and also depending on the 
ƉĞƌƐŽŶ ? ĂďŽƵƚ ŚŽǁ ǁĞ ďƌŝŶŐ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŽ ďĂƌĞ ŝŶ ŽƵƌ ĚĂŝůǇ ůŝǀĞƐ ? /ƚ ?Ɛ Ă
ƐƚƌŽŶŐĨĞĞůŝŶŐ ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŝƚ ?ƐĂƌĞĂůůǇďŝŐĐƵůƚƵƌĞƐŚŽĐŬ  ? ? ďƵƚƚŚĂƚ ?Ɛ
the base for me, that you go there and find yourself with different 
people, another culture, another way of life, other ideas, and it hits 
you. (Belén) 
^ŽŵĞ ŽĨ ĞůĠŶ ?Ɛ ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ĨŽĐƵƐĞĚ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ ƚŚĂƚ ĚĞƐƉŝƚĞ ĚŝĨĨŝĐƵlt, often dire 
circumstances, and a lack of material wealth, the people she encountered were 
ŚĂƉƉŝĞƌƚŚĂŶƉĞŽƉůĞŝŶƚŚĞ ‘EŽƌƚŚ ? ?dŚŝƐcliché is a common interpretation after 
this type of encounter, particularly when the immersion is short-term. While 
this may not be entirely negative, there is a danger that it justifies poverty or 
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legitimisĞƐ ŝŶũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ĂŶĚ ŝŶĞƋƵĂůŝƚǇ ? ƐŝŶĐĞ ƚŚĞǇ  ‘ŚĂǀĞ ŶŽƚŚŝŶŐ ďƵƚƚŚĞǇ ĂƌĞ
ŚĂƉƉǇ ? ?ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐŶŽŶĞĞĚƚŽĐŚĂŶŐĞƚŚĞƐŝƚƵĂƚŝŽŶ ? 
However, in this case Belén, rather than justifying poverty on these grounds, 
reflected on the unnecessary material consumption in her own life and its 
meaninglessness, as well as unjust modes of production. In this sense it 
disrupted her notion of development, making her question the idea that we are 
often sold in our societies, that progress and standard of living are measured in 
terms of material wealth. This helped her consider what really does make 
people happy, making her question the assumptions of modernisation and the 
doctrine of mass consumption. She showed evidence of transforming habits of 
mind, and was conscious of how this would go on affecting her life when she 
got back from the trip: 
I loved the experience ... it gave me a lot, but in the end a month is 
ƐŽƐŚŽƌƚ ? /ƚŐŽĞƐƐŽƋƵŝĐŬůǇ ?ĂŶĚĂďŽǀĞĂůůďĞĐĂƵƐĞ ŝƚĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŐŝǀĞ
ǇŽƵƚŝŵĞƚŽĂƐƐŝŵŝůĂƚĞ ?ĞǀĞƌǇƚŚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ ?ƐŐŽŝŶŐŽŶ ?ĞǀĞƌǇƚhing that 
is changing in you. (Belén) 
Overall, this course offered a sustained engagement and experiential learning 
that enabled participants to think more deeply about issues, albeit only from 
the premise that development cooperation is a good thing. As such, fair-
minded, critical thinking was not fully embraced. Arguments were never 
considered from opposing perspectives, and although some of the perspectives 
presented did challenge the dominant ideology, there was not always room to 
explore underlying assumptions in depth. Therefore, some power relations may 
have been reinforced through such an emotional experience, in which the 
 ‘EŽƌƚŚ ?^ŽƵƚŚ ?ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵǇǁĂƐƐƚƌŽŶŐůǇŚĞůĚ ? 
Nevertheless, there was plenty of room for participation and discussion, often 
dialogic, and the long-term contact and the opportunity to continue 
involvement through training future cohorts, meant that this course also 
offered a way to develop organic intellectuals. The aim of the course was 
oriented towards intercultural understanding rather than development aid, 
which Palacios (2010) suggested would have more beneficial outcomes. My 
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results confirmed that where the former aim was embraced by participants: 
they showed deep signs of transformation, but often there was an attachment 
to the ŶĞĞĚƚŽ ‘ŚĞůƉ ?ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǀŽůƵŶƚĞĞƌƐĨŽƵŶĚĚŝĨĨŝĐƵůƚƚŽŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞ ? 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have given an outline of the six units of analysis in this study. 
These were some of the best examples of ways to engage in non-formal 
development education. With very different aims and lengths these activities all 
offered benefits and limitations. I argued that there is a place for different 
levels and depths of development education. However, deep understanding 
and generating fair-minded, critical thinking skills took time and careful 
facilitation. This implied a need for sustained engagement in the process. 
Moreover, most of the organisations could benefit from developing their 
pedagogies to enable more critical analysis and genuine dialogue. Ideology 
critique was present to some extent in five of the above activities, and in 
general the NGOs aimed to present perspectives of global phenomena that 
challenged the dominant ideology. In the following chapter I discuss these and 
other issues raised in previous chapters, relating the implications of my findings 
to the literature presented in Chapters Two and Three. 
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Chapter Nine:  
Transformative Potential 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to integrate the findings and provide an answer 
to the main research question:  
How can NGOs provide non-formal spaces for development education that 
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐ ĂŶĚ ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ƌĞŐĂƌĚŝng issues of global social 
justice? 
I look at the contributions from the three subsidiary research questions drawing 
on the cross-case interview and focus group data, presented in Chapters Five to 
Seven. I integrate this with the observation data and learner interviews, 
presented in Chapter Eight and compare these findings with the work of other 
scholars, discussed in Chapters Two and Three. This use of theory to interpret 
data gives the research more external validity (Yin 2009). I discuss spaces for 
non-formal transformative learning in terms of pedagogies for generating 
dialogue and evidence of change and transformation. This enables me to 
consider different perspectives on dialogue. I have argued that dialogue is 
essential for transformation and I draw on this in considering the evidence of 
transformation in learners. 
Pedagogies for Generating Dialogue  
In terms of pedagogies I argue that NGO educational activities have advanced 
extensively since the nineties when Clark (1992) claimed they primarily aimed 
to gain support for their development work. From the cross-case data I found 
my participants discussed participative learning and generating critical thinking 
through dialogue and through consideration of different perspectives. Some 
commented that often, due to funding and time restraints, practice did not live 
up to the rhetoric. Learner interviews highlighted that there were differences in 
the extent to which the activities displayed these features. The leadership of 
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the organisations also varied, and while it purported to be democratic and 
participative, there was evidence in many NGOs of a more hierarchical structure 
that limited internal participation.  
Here I combine the perspectives of NGO workers, and the literature in Chapters 
Two and Three (Mezirow 1998; Hogg 2011) to identify the elements of good 
dialogue: use of positive messages; inclusion of personal experience of learners; 
facilitation free from coercion in a safe space; different perspectives provided; 
evidence of critical reflection on presuppositions and consequences; accurate 
information available; everyone participating in learning. Table 9.1 shows which 
of these were evident in each course and to what extent. This is a visual 
interpretation of the courses presented in Chapter Eight: Personal Talk - PT, 
Seminar Series - SS, Taster Workshop - TW, Volunteer Training - VT, Global 
Youth Action - GYA, Cycle of Development Education - CDE.  
Table 9.1:  Evidence of Dialogue from Observations and Interviews: 
Derived by Author 
 
 PT SS TW VT GYA CDE 
Use of positive messages         
Inclusion of personal experience of learners                          
Facilitation free from coercion in a safe 
space  
                        
Different perspectives provided                          
Evidence of critical reflection on 
presuppositions and consequences  
                             
Accurate information available          
Everyone participating in learning                         
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While it is purely impressionistic, Table 9.1 gives an overview of the courses and 
facilitates comparison. It shows, for instance, where more participatory 
methodologies were used, which can then be compared to evidence of 
transformation in the learners. The deeper the colour, the stronger this element 
came through in the observations and learner interviews. 
Use of Positive Messages 
As noted in Chapter Three, for many NGOs, pity can stimulate more funds in the 
short-term. Using positive messages was important for fair-minded critical 
thinking and dialogue. This related to a postcolonial analysis of presenting 
global issues, in the senƐĞƚŚĂƚŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞŝŵĂŐĞƐĂŶĚ ‘ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ ?ƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞĚŽĨĂƐ
endogenous tŽ  ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ ? ĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ŝŐŶŽƌĞ the colonial legacy and may 
foreclose structural political action. The organisations in my study worked to 
avoid this, showing positive aspects of other countries and drawing on 
similarities (PT, SS, GYA, CDE). NGO workers discussed negative perceptions 
provided by the media and aimed to provide alternative stories as a balance, 
encouraging learners to read images more critically.  
Crompton et al. (2010) claimed that NGOs should promote certain values. Each 
of the categories they defined could be seen in some of the courses: Those 
associated with self-direction: independent thought and exploration of ideas 
(SS, TW, VT, GYA), creativity (VT, GYA), self-respect (SS, TW, VT, GYA, CDE). 
Those associated with tolerance, open-mindedness, social justice, equality and 
peace (PT, SS, TW, VT, GYA, CDE). Those associated with welfare, honesty, 
friendship, relationships and love (SS, VT, GYA, CDE).  
Deep frames are our fundamental values about how the world works. Our 
attitudes draw on these deep frames and we need to question these in order to 
reconsider these attitudes. One deep frame that was particularly relevant was 
the moral order frame. According to Schwartz (1992), the danger of values 
associated with moral order, was that they generated feelings of cultural 
superiority, and envisaged a linear approach to development. There was 
evidence of this on some courses (PT, VT, CDE). NGOs workers aimed to 
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challenge this approaĐŚ ĂŶĚ ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ ŶĞŐĂƚŝǀĞ ƐƚĞƌĞŽƚǇƉĞƐ ĂďŽƵƚ ƚŚĞ  ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?.
However, in Spain, there were occasions where perceptions of poverty were 
slightly paternalistic, and with the focus on rural areas and vulnerable groups, a 
distorted picture of Latin America was sometimes represented. Therefore, there 
was a risk of telling a single story with focus on the negative and use of 
ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ  “ŝŶĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚ ? ?  “ƵŶĚĞƌĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚ ? ĂŶĚ  “ůĂĐŬŝŶŐ ?  ? ) ? In this 
ƐĞŶƐĞƚŚĞ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ǁĂƐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚĂƐĂŶŽďũĞĐƚŽĨƉŝƚǇ ? 
The discourse of the NGO workers framed the relationship between  ‘North ? and 
 ‘South ? as one of equals living in different circumstances. Courses emphasised 
ƚŚĞƉŽůŝƚŝĐĂůĂŐĞŶĐǇŽĨƉĞŽƉůĞ ŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?ƚŽůĞĂĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐĂŶĚ
the importance of two-way learning (SS, TW, VT, CDE). Social movements 
ŽƌŝŐŝŶĂƚŝŶŐŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?ƐƵĐŚĂƐVia Campesina, were discussed, commenting 
that we have much to learn from them (SS). In this sense the other was not 
constructed as powerless, as others have found in non-formal education 
(Jefferess 2012). However, where the activities were not participative, and ideas 
ǁĞŶƚ ĂŐĂŝŶƐƚ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĚĞĞƉ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ? ĨŽƌ ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞ ŽĨ ĐŚĂƌŝƚǇ ? ŝƚ ǁĂƐ ŵŽƌĞ
difficult for learners to overcome very ingrained ideas about poverty and the 
 “dŚŝƌĚtŽƌůĚ ?, and they could not relate to the different story provided (PT).  
Failure to engage with structural dimensions of injustice served to divert the 
 ‘ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ?ĂǁĂǇĨƌŽŵŽƵƌŽǁŶůŝǀĞƐ ?ŽƌĨŽĐƵƐƚŚĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶƐŽŶĞĂƐŝůǇĂƚƚĂŝŶĂďůĞ
steps (Andreotti 2006b). NGO workers aimed to focus on causes as well as 
symptoms, but often learners found the complex discourse associated with 
underlying causes of injustice more difficult to engage with. Therefore, while 
most NGO workers were critical of modernisation theory and used a discourse 
that sought to expose causes and consequences of structural injustice, the idea 
ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƉƌŽďůĞŵƐŽĨ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ?ĂƌĞĚƵĞƚŽĞŶĚŽŐĞŶŽƵƐĨĂĐƚŽƌƐǁĂƐ
not always challenged by learners.  
There was evidence of sessions that focused on structural injustice and 
exogenous factors such as political-economic arrangements imposed by 
Western-led institutions (SS, TW, VT, GYA, CDE). Most workers challenged the 
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Eurocentric worldview, and were critical of power relations. However, where 
NGOs worked in development cooperation, like Simpson (2004) I found that 
although most projects were run in Latin America, a discussion of colonial 
legacy was missing from many courses. By ignoring colonial relationships, or 
placing them in the past, a critical analysis of the effect of colonialism on the 
present situation was not possible (Bryan 2012b).  
Where there was volunteering or international exchange (VT, CDE), despite a 
number of sessions that discussed structural injustice, there was often a focus 
more on moral obligation and compassion than political responsibility. By not 
challenging the underlying premises of development cooperation, courses ran 
ƚŚĞƌŝƐŬŽĨĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŶŐĂĚĞƉŽůŝƚŝĐŝƐĞĚŝŵĂŐĞŽĨƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?tŚŝůĞƚŚĞƐĞE'KƐ
ĚŝĚŶŽƚƉƌĞƐƵŵĞƚŚĂƚĂŶĞŶĐŽƵŶƚĞƌǁŝƚŚ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ?ǁŽƵůĚĂƵƚŽŵĂƚŝĐĂůůǇŐĞŶĞƌĂƚĞ
structural changes (Simpson 2004), the pedagogies did not always ensure deep 
critical citizenship followed from the international experience. For Andreotti 
(2006b) critical citizenship meant understanding the problem as structural 
injustice rather than as poverty and lack of development. She claimed this 
implies recognising that unequal power relations require political action rather 
than a humanitarian analysis based on benevolence (p. 46-47). 
Palacios (2010) suggested that it was important that the goals of international 
volunteering programmes aimed for international understanding rather than 
development aid. The CDE course insisted that the objective was learning rather 
than helping, and stressed the importance of understanding complexity. The 
course claimed that the principal way learners could promote change was to 
live through some of the issues affecting people in other contexts, in order to 
be able to challenge unjust practices after they returned to Spain. However, 
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĚĞƐŝƌĞ ƚŽ  ‘ŵĂŬĞ Ă ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ? ? ǁŝƚŚ ĚĞĞƉ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ďĂƐĞĚ ŽŶ ĐŚĂƌŝƚǇ ?
often confused the objective of intercultural understanding; and thus ran the 
risk of generating Eurocentric attitudes and of volunteers feeling empowered to 
improve the lives of others vicariously (Rahnema 1997). There was evidence of 
Ă ůŝŶĞĂƌ ŶŽƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ Ă ĚŝƐĐŽƵƌƐĞ ŽĨ  ‘ůƵĐŬ ?, built upon a 
ĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵŽƵƐ ǁŽƌůĚ ŽĨ  ‘ƵƐ ? ĂŶĚ  ‘ƚŚĞŵ ? ? &ĞĞůŝŶŐ ďĞƚƚĞƌ ďǇďĞŝŶŐ ĂďůĞ ƚŽ ŽĨĨĞƌ
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 ‘ŚĞůƉ ? ƚŽ ǀƵůŶĞƌĂďůĞ  ‘ŽƚŚĞƌƐ ? ŶĂƌƌŽǁĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƉŽƐƐŝďŝůŝƚŝĞƐ ĨŽƌ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ
development in terms of alternative paradigms, thereby reducing the possibility 
of more radical responses (Bryan 2012b).  
This created a tension between challenging theories of modernisation and 
recognising exogenous factors in the perpetuation of poverty and injustice on 
the one hand, and accepting the development cooperation narrative and the 
demonstration of benevolence as self-evidently good, on the other. Mass 
consumption was criticised by all NGO workers, who showed a discourse 
opposed to modernisation theory. However, through accepting the need for 
NGO development projects there was a notion that countries in the South are 
less advanced and can be helped by inexperienced volunteers from the North. It 
was unsurprising that Mesa (2011b) found that few events in Spain lived up to 
the ideal of the fifth generation development education. My research 
confirmed that many activities contained aspects of second generation notions 
of development based on charity, since two opposing discourses vied for 
precedence. 
There was a need for a more thorough analysis of the development industry 
using a postcolonial perspective. As a result, I found that the CDE learners, like 
the returned volunteers from VSO (Bentall et al. 2010), felt that they needed 
more time to explore issues on their return. However, unlike VSO, the 
volunteers in my research were less aware of the contradictions of the charity 
discourse and tended to see development cooperation as axiomatically good.  
Personal Experiences 
Experiential learning was a fundamental aspect of the work of all the 
organisations and was a powerful way to engage learners with issues. This was 
interpreted in many of the ways discussed by Rogers and Horrocks (2010): It 
was about current experience, in terms of volunteering or working together as a 
group (VT, GYA, CDE). It was about engaging with context, particularly with 
relation to international volunteering, but also with local projects (VT, GYA, 
CDE). Past experiences were used to challenge the present (SS, TW, GYA) and 
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many sessions used experiential games and role plays (GYA, CDE). Learning 
ĨƌŽŵ ƐŚĂƌŝŶŐ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ  ?Wd ? ^^ ? 'z ?  ) ? ĂŶĚ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?
reflections on their own life experiences (TW, VT, GYA, CDE) were common 
features.  
Knowles et al. (2011) claimed that adult learning must be life-centred, with 
personal experience playing a role in learning. Information needs to be relevant 
ƚŽ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ůŝǀĞƐ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞŵ ƚŽ ƌĞĂůůǇ ĞŶŐĂŐĞ ǁŝƚŚ ŝƚ  ?&ĞŶǇŽĞ  ? ? ? ? ) ? DǇ ƌĞƐƵůƚƐ 
supported the idea that transformation is more likely to occur when learning is 
focused on personal experience and information is relevant to the learner. 
When information was situated in this way people were more easily able to 
harness their new perspectives and apply them in their lives (SS, TW, VT, GYA, 
CDE). As Buber (1947) claimed, it was essential to participate in the experience, 
rather than experience it passively, to facilitate I-Thou relations necessary for 
dialogue. 
GYA really used this premise, with learners guiding the content of the course. 
The focus was on issues raised by the group, helping learners look at issues 
important in their own lives and exploring other dimensions of those issues. 
KƚŚĞƌ ĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ ĂůƐŽ ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚ ŝĚĞĂƐ ƚŽ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ůŝǀĞƐ: SS through presenting 
local cooperatives, and demonstrating how more sustainable models of food 
consumption could be worked on in local urban settings; VT and CDE through 
provided opportunities for volunteering, both in Spain and abroad. By working 
with ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ŽǁŶ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ ĞŶĂďůĞĚ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐƚŽ ŵĂŬĞ ĞŵŽƚŝŽŶĂů
connections, as the DEA and IDS (2010) research suggested.  
Recognising and respecting how different life experiences inform knowledge 
construction and affect our identity was important. Learning with and through 
others was discussed by most of the participants, showing links to social 
learning theory (Rogers and Horrocks 2010). Critical theory could also be seen 
through some of the interviews: Participants discussed how all knowledge is 
partial and that some knowledge gets privileged over others due to social 
power structures (Giroux 1983). Analysing this through personal experience was 
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seen on some courses (TW, VT, GYA, CDE), although there was room for this 
analysis to go deeper. 
Safe Spaces  
Learners needed safe spaces to build relationships with others and to explore 
ŵĂŶǇƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞƐ ?ĂƌŶƚŽŶ ? ? ? ? ) ?ĂůŽǌ ? ? ? ? ? )ĂƌŐƵĞĚĨŽƌƚŚĞ P “ ? ? ?ĐƌĞĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ
the sort of settings that value mutual respect, safe disclosure, careful listening, 
and yet ŐĞŶƵŝŶĞ ǁŝůůŝŶŐŶĞƐƐ ƚŽ ůŽŽŬ Ăƚ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ? ? dŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ ƐŽŵĞ ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ
that learners felt comfortable in the learning environment in all courses. 
Particular emphasis was put on setting up a safe space in some courses (TW, 
GYA, CDE), where even shy members of the group said they felt comfortable.  
Many courses nurtured supportive relationships within the groups and this 
enabled dialogue about emotional issues to take place (VT, GYA, CDE). The role 
of emotions was an important aspect in transformation (Taylor 2007) and NGO 
workers discussed the ways cognitive and emotional aspects of learning 
interacted. For Dirkx (2006) the extra-rational aspects of transformation could 
determine how the transformation would occur. He advocated developing a 
clear sense of identity within the learners.  
An international experience was often an intensely emotional experience. The 
CDE course aimed to prepare learners for this by creating settings for them to 
form relationships with others who had had a similar experience, as well as 
getting to know people with whom they would travel. These informal meetings 
went on over a period of nine months. This was essential according to Belén: 
I think that prior preparation is fundamental. Not only for getting 
ƚŽŬŶŽǁƚŚĞƉĞŽƉůĞǇŽƵ ?ƌĞŐŽŝŶŐƚŽ travel with, but also to see how 
each person works, what ideas we have. (Belén) 
Informal spaces could also be sites for engagement: Chatting over lunch during 
courses often enabled a productive dialogue (GYA, CDE). This complemented 
the ways courses worked to provide a comfortable environment for learners. 
Louise (GYA) felt that the organised but flexible nature of the group made it a 
safe place to be. Michael (GYA) commented on the truthful and open nature of 
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ƚŚĞĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚ ?ŶŽƚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ P  “ QƚŚĞĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďŝůŝƚǇĨĂĐƚŽƌ ?ƐĚĞĨŝŶŝƚĞůǇƚŚĞƌĞ  ? ? ?
ŝƚ ?Ɛ ũƵƐƚĐŽŽů ? ŝƚ ?ƐĐĂƐƵĂů ? ?dŽŶǇ  ?dt )ŶŽƚĞĚƚŚĂƚĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶƐǁĞƌĞĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚƚŽ
explore ideas together rather than with the confrontation of a debate: 
Well the dynamic of the discussion seemed to me to be, kind of like 
everyone was saying things hypothetically, so then you could feel 
free to kind of pick that apart without making the person feel bad, 
because it was just trying to find some kind of answer; ŝƚ ǁĂƐŶ ?ƚ
someone arguing that they were right or that someone else was 
wrong. (Tony) 
This opened up opportunities for genuine dialogue, most clearly demonstrated 
in TW and GYA, ǁŚĞƌĞůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐǁĞƌĞĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚƚŽ ‘ƚƌǇŽŶ ?ŶĞǁƉŽŝŶƚƐŽĨǀŝĞǁ
and reconsider what they believed they knew (Mezirow 2000). This was an 
authentic method of transformative learning. This was not possible in all events, 
particularly short-term activities.  
Awareness-raising is often a passive event and knowledge is less likely to be 
constructed in this type of session. In the case of PT, this meant that deep 
frames were not questioned, and the session did not result in transformation. 
The TW and GYA courses stood out since workers on these courses were youth 
workers, trained in facilitating dialogue. While the spaces provided by the 
Spanish courses were also safe and open, presenters tended to have a 
background in international development and were often invited to contribute 
to the course because they brought an area of expertise. Therefore there was 
more of a tendency to take the role of an expert, rather than be guided by the 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ?dŽƐŽŵĞĞǆƚĞŶƚ ƚŚŝƐŵĞĂŶƚ ƚŚĞƌĞǁĂƐ ůĞƐƐƐƉĂĐĞ ĨŽƌ
self-reflection or two-way learning and therefore less opportunity for 
questioning deep frames. 
Different Perspectives 
Negotiating and understanding different perspectives was central to all courses. 
In some cases different perspectives were explored through games and role 
plays (TW, GYA, CDE). The range of speakers in the CDE course provided a 
variety of perspectives, with people coming from different backgrounds; from 
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economists and university lecturers to experienced representatives from large 
NGOs such as Amnesty International. On some occasions a particular 
ƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞǁĂƐƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚĂƐƚŚĞ ‘ƌŝŐŚƚĂŶƐǁĞƌ ? ? ) ? 
In Spain there were few examples of finding strongly opposing opinions, since 
many people accessed the courses because they were already sensitive to the 
issues (SS, VT, CDE). Whereas youth work in the UK led to a broader diversity of 
perspectives within the group, as sessions brought together young people from 
different backgrounds and interests (GYA). Nevertheless, in both countries 
there were examples where diverse opinions within the group stimulated 
dialogue (SS, TW, VT, GYA, CDE). These were handled respectfully and all 
opinions were valued. 
In response to critiques, such as that of Scruton (1985; 2003), which claimed 
ƚŚĂƚ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ǁĂƐ Ă ĨŽƌŵ ŽĨ ŝŶĚŽĐƚƌŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ? E'K ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ ?
responses focused on the role of examining a range of different perspectives 
and analysing them critically and rationally. They paid attention to the sources 
of information. It might be argued that while there was a focus on examining 
flawed assumptions of the dominant ideology, they rarely examined the things 
they took for granted. However, I argue that many of these NGOs showed 
evidence of challenging even those perspectives to which they were more 
sympathetic, such as the effectiveness of fair trade. Often, considering the 
benefits and limitations of potential solutions was the priority. NGO workers 
were open-minded about the opinions the learners brought with them through 
the experiences they had lived. NGOs were able to commit to their core values 
but by remaining open-minded, they also provided a range of different 
perspectives.  
Critical Reflection 
There was evidence of the learners engaging in critical thinking through the 
educational activities. In some of the shorter courses, this was the awakening of 
a questioning attitude (PT, SS, TW). In the medium and long-term courses there 
was evidence of both subjective and objective reframing (Mezirow 2000). 
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Objective reframing involved questioning the assumptions in a narrative or 
discourse. This was quite common, with all these courses challenging taken-for-
granted social norms about consumption and Capitalism by introducing 
perspectives that challenged the dominant culture. Mezirow (2000) identified 
many habits of mind that could be subject to reframing. The type most 
commonly challenged by the NGOs was the socio-cultural group, such as social 
norms. This involved ideology critique, where accepted social norms were 
examined in the light of new information.  
^ƵďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ ƌĞĨƌĂŵŝŶŐ ŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚ ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ ŽŶĞ ?Ɛ ŽǁŶ ĂƐƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶƐ ? dŚŝƐ
occurred when participants were encouraged to look at their own actions along 
with their consequences to determine if they were coherent with their values 
(SS, TW, VT, GYA, CDE). This value-action coherence examined the way the 
world worked and the implications of global structures. Subjective reframing 
occurred when the methodologies focuƐĞĚ ŽŶ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ
(SS, GYA, CDE), drawing on actual, lived experience and thinking how it could be 
different. This was more likely to generate transformations in moral or 
epistemic habits of mind, where personal learning styles were questioned or 
personal values were examined (Mezirow 1998: 7). In most of the courses there 
was at least one input session that caused participants to consider their own 
stereotypes (TW, VT, GYA, CDE). In Spain stereotypes were often challenged 
through an international experience, and learning about a different context; 
this was often an emotional experience for learners (CDE).  
There was evidence of different types of critical reflection. Content reflection 
was very common: For instance when Manuela (SS) accessed new information 
about local food cooperatives this confirmed ideas she already held about 
sustainability. This involved learning within a meaning scheme. Michael (GYA) 
learned about local issues and expanded on this to find out more. Process 
reflection was also observed: For example Belén (CDE) demonstrated thinking 
about ways to deal with her international experience and showed signs of 
creating new meaning schemes. There was less evidence of premise reflection, 
but Tony (TW) for example, in his analysis of fair trade, questioned habits of 
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mind that underpinned his meaning schemes, forcing him to reassess the way 
he understood the issue (Mezirow 2000). Manuela (SS) also questioned the 
need for luxury items and the justification for fair trade, balancing this with 
principles of food sovereignty and trying to find the strong arguments of both 
sides to decide how to address her own actions. 
E'K ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ ƚŚĞ ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŵĞĚŝĂ ŽŶ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ ĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐ ĂŶĚ
understanding of global issues. The way our exposure to national media 
determined attitudes and biases was also commented upon. Recognising this 
bias was an essential element of critical thinking. According to Paul (1990) our 
beliefs are formed at an early age and from then on are used to classify and 
interpret our experiences. These beliefs are often uncritical beliefs and are 
retained as prejudices. Since we do not remember acquiring them, we rarely 
notice the effect they might have on our perceptions. We rarely notice how 
these beliefs affect our interpretations (Paul 1990). Therefore courses often 
aimed to challenge media perceptions, trying to provide alternative 
interpretations and enable learners to reflect on their biases and prejudices. 
These perceptions were often ones silenced by the mainstream media 
(Brookfield 2000; Mayo 2003).  
Non-formal education could be an important setting for considering causes and 
consequences, looking at different perspectives and fairly assessing opposing 
views of an issue. Issues such as food trade, poverty, drug conflict and 
homelessness were all examples that participants discussed in the interviews. 
Exploring complexity with fair-minded, critical thinking was most apparent in SS, 
TW, and GYA.  
Accurate Information 
Smith (2004) noted that NGOs should prioritise constituency building over 
providing information. Courses provided a range of functions: From providing 
information (PT, SS, VT, CDE), to generating critical skills (SS, TW, VT, GYA) and 
mobilising action (SS, VT, GYA, CDE) (Arnold 1988). The complex nature of 
information was rarely over-simplified and NGO workers talked about 
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generating critical understanding of complexity. Engaging with complexity was 
evident in all the medium and long-term courses. Where there was opportunity 
for dialogue, the complexities of these issues were explored, and the effect on 
the participants was more profound.  
There was an effort by all NGO workers to manage the balance between 
engaging with structural historic, economic and political factors, while 
empowering learners to feel they could play a part in the solution. Generally 
they advocated the importance of ensuring learners were equipped to take part 
in the debate. However, information was often dense, and when it was 
provided in a didactic way, learners tended to relate more to the digestible 
narratives of benevolence that formed an undercurrent of the development 
cooperation discourse (PT, CDE). This highlighted the danger that an emphasis 
ŽŶĐŽŶƚĞŶƚĐŽƵůĚůĞĂĚƚŽ ‘ďĂŶŬŝŶŐĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
I found that participatory methodologies were required for learners to fully 
engage with the issues. Following Darnton (2011), I suggest that if a learner 
held a deep frame that clashed with the information provided, the information 
would be rejected if there was no participation in critical dialogue. This was 
highlighted by Pam (PT), who could not engage with the positive messages in 
ƚŚĞƐĞƐƐŝŽŶ ?ƐŝŶĐĞƚŚĞǇĚŝĚŶŽƚŐŝǀĞŚĞƌƚŚĂƚ “dŚŝƌĚtŽƌůĚĨĞĞůŝŶŐ ?. This supports 
,ŽŐŐ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? )ĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚƚŚĂƚĚĞĞƉĞŶŐĂŐĞŵĞŶƚǁŝƚŚĐŽŵƉůĞǆŝƚǇǁĂƐŵŽƌĞůŝŬĞůǇ
to stimulate action than awareness-raising and therefore, that NGOs should 
ŵŽǀĞĂǁĂǇĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ ‘ĚĞĨŝĐŝƚŵŽĚĞů ?ŽĨƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶƚŽǁĂƌĚƐĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ
and debate.  
Nevertheless, rich and detailed and accurate information was necessary to 
stimulate dialogue and engage in complexity. There was a difference between 
gaining information and creating new knowledge. Providing information did not 
necessarily create new knowledge for the learners. However, learning was 
evident in all courses and depended on the starting point of the learner. On the 
'z ĐŽƵƌƐĞ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ Ă ďƌŽĂĚĞŶŝŶŐ ŽĨ ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ŽƚŚĞƌ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ?Ɛ
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experience and the new information they had accessed. This new information 
led, in some cases, to reframing taken-for-granted ideas.  
Spanish courses were often content rich, with greater emphasis on presenting 
information. Specific issues were covered, such as North/South inequalities, 
economy, social issues, interconnectivity, the media, and food sovereignty. This 
attracted groups of people already interested in these issues, allowing them to 
expand their understanding and consider how the new information affected 
their behaviour with reference to their values. 
Medium and long-term courses also addressed the idea that we often get 
biased information, that it is important to consider the sources of our 
information and recognise that things are not black and white. Some courses 
touched on a variety of global issues (VT, GYA, CDE), while others took a single 
issue and explored it in depth (SS, TW). Pashby (2009) claimed that single-issue 
campaigning could limit criticality. I found that even in medium-term events it 
was possible to engage with a single issue in a critical way when the focus was 
on learning, rather than campaigning. In this sense learners had to be equipped 
to take part in the debate and question the premises of the issues, fairly 
considering the possibilities and limitations of each.  
The Millennium Development Goals (MDG) were a notable example of policy 
presented by all the NGOs as axiomatically good, foreclosing dialogue about 
their limitations as a framework. Some NGO workers noted that to some extent 
this was a reflection of funder requirements, since for both DFID and AACID 
raising awareness and support regarding the MDGs was a funding stipulation. 
For more creative and informed responses to global issues, all ideas need to put 
ŽŶƚŚĞƚĂďůĞĨŽƌĚĞďĂƚĞ ?ĂŶĚƚŚŝƐƐŚŽƵůĚƉĞƌƐŝƐƚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƚŚĞ ‘ĐŽƐǇ ?Žƌ ‘ƋƵŝĐŬ-
Ĩŝǆ ?ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐƚŚĂƚĚŽŶŽƚŐĞƚƚŽƚŚĞďŽƚƚŽŵŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŽďůĞŵ (Bryan 2011). 
Participation in Learning  
NGO workers were clear that development education should be associated with 
participative learning. Most of the courses used a range of participative 
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methodologies, although the extent to which courses were genuinely 
participative varied. The most participative pedagogies were found in TW and 
GYA. Working in groups was a common feature of many of the courses, and this 
was often learner-led (TW, VT, GYA, CDE). Participation was central to much 
NGO discourse, not only in terms of pedagogy, but also as an outcome of 
learning. There was a balance between encouraging active citizenship along 
with focusing on critical learning about complexity, although for many it was 
the praxis of these two elements that was essential for transformation. 
Participation could refer to the extent to which learners were able to set the 
goals of their own learning, as well as the participatory nature of the learning 
process. Wals (2012) used a model to determine whether an educational 
activity would have emancipatory potential. The x-axis measured the input 
learners had in the learning process, and the y-axis measured whether the goals 
for learning were prescribed. Using this model for the courses I observed I 
found that most used participatory methods to some extent; however, in some 
cases the goals of learning were more predetermined. Figure 9.2 gives this 
visual reflection of the six courses based on the analysis in Chapter Eight. My 
ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐƐƵƉƉŽƌƚtĂůƐ ? ? ? ? ? ? )ĐůĂŝŵƚŚĂƚactivities positioned in the bottom right 
quadrant are more emancipatory than those in the top left. 
The pedagogies most associated with popular education could be seen through 
global youth work (GYA) and the  ‘Connect, Challenge, Change ? methodology. 
ŽƵƌŶĂŶĚƌŽǁŶ ? ? ? ? ? )ĚĞĨŝŶĞĚŐůŽďĂůǇŽƵƚŚǁŽƌŬĂƐ “ ? ? ?ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂůĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ? ?
that encourages a critical understanding of the links between the personal, local 
and the global and seeks their active participation in actions that bring about 
ĐŚĂŶŐĞ ƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ ŐƌĞĂƚĞƌ ĞƋƵŝƚǇ ĂŶĚ ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ) ? dŚĞǇ ĂƌŐƵ Ě ƚŚĂƚ ŐůŽďĂů
youth work has a potentially emancipator role in engaging young people from 
marginalised communities (Bourn and Brown 2011: 16). Importantly, they 
ŶŽƚĞĚ ƚŚĂƚ ĂŶ P  “ ? ? ? ŽǀĞƌ-emphasis on engagement as participation and action 
can mask the importance of the learning processes, and the complex 
ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĂŶĚďĞŚĂǀŝŽƵƌƐ ? ?ŽƵƌŶĂŶĚƌŽǁŶ ? ? ? ? P ? ? ) ? 
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Figure 9.2:  Open Participatory Learning:  
ƵƚŚŽƌ ?Ɛ/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶĞƌŝǀĞĚĨƌŽŵtĂůƐ ? ? ? ? ? ?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My results echoed the claim that there must be a balance between theory or 
reflection on the one hand, and practice or action on the other. Like Mayo 
(2005), I found that the praxis of action and reflection was essential for 
sustained transformation. For CDE and VT, volunteering was seen as the 
participatory element of the learning. When asked about the relationship 
between her international volunteering experience and the course that 
preceded it Alejandra commented: 
I think one thing without the other doesŶ ?ƚŵĂŬĞƐĞŶƐĞ ?/ƚŚŝŶŬƚŽ
ƚƌĂǀĞůǁŝƚŚŽƵƚŚĂǀŝŶŐďĞĨŽƌĞŚĂŶĚƚŚĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ?ǇŽƵ ?ĚůŽƐĞĂůŽƚ ?
ƚŚĞƚƌŝƉǁŽƵůĚŶ ?ƚďĞĂƐƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝǀĞ ?KŶƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌŚĂŶĚ/ƚŚŝŶŬƚŽĚŽ
the course but not travel is like not putting it into practice, not 
seeing it or living it for yourself. So I think both are fundamental. 
(Alejandra) 
The relationship between learning and action is explored further below, where I 
examine evidence of change and transformation. 
Evidence of Change and Transformation 
Building on how transformation was perceived by NGO workers, here I discuss 
transformation demonstrated by learners. This could be seen in terms of 
changes in attitude and changes in behaviour. I discuss the role of organic 
PT 
TW 
VT 
GYA 
SS 
CDE 
Low input from learners 
Participatory 
learner input 
Goals set in advance 
 
Goals set jointly 
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intellectuals and consider how these personal, transformative steps could lead 
to social change. I discuss spaces for transformation provided by NGOs and the 
transformative potential of development education. 
Changes in Attitude 
One key area from the literature review was the work on values and frames and 
how these could be activated to create changes in attitudes. The aim of much of 
this research was to establish how people could be encouraged to engage with 
issues of global social justice or international development. Darnton (2011) 
claimed that NGOs ƐŚŽƵůĚĨĂǀŽƵƌǀĂůƵĞƐƚŚĂƚĞŶŐĂŐĞĚƉĞŽƉůĞǁŝƚŚ ‘ďŝŐŐĞƌƚŚĂŶ
ƐĞůĨ ?ŝƐƐƵĞƐ ?ƐƵĐŚĂƐƐŽůŝĚĂƌŝƚǇ ?ŽƉĞŶ-mindedness and social justice. These were 
key values for all the organisations in my research.  
Some learners talked about the need to raise awareness of structural injustice 
ŝŶ ƚŚĞ  ‘EŽƌƚŚ ? ƐŽ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞĚ ŚŽǁ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ĂĨĨĞĐƚĞĚ ƉĞŽƉůĞ ŝŶ ŽƚŚĞƌ
parts of the world (Tony, Juana, Belén, Manuela): 
Our lives are all interconnected with the lives of people on the 
other side of the planet, so if we keep consuming and using 
ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ ŝƌƌĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇ ? ǁŚĂƚ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞ ƉŽŝŶƚ ŽĨ ĚŽŝŶŐ ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
ǁŽƌŬ ?WĞŽƉůĞŝŶ ‘ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ?ŶĞĞĚƚŽďĞĂǁĂƌĞŚŽǁƚŚĞŝƌ
lifestyles impact on other people. (Manuela) 
This awareness was essential to promote a change in attitude. Attitude change 
took different forms. For Tony (TW) it was considering different dimensions of 
the issues; new information had displaced some of his meaning perspectives 
and he attempted to reconcile these by speaking to different people about his 
new perspectives. For Michael (GYA) it was questioning his own prejudices, 
while for Louise (GYA) it was gaining confidence to get involved in activities in 
her local community. For Javier (VT) it was changing his attitude to 
environmental sustainability; he began to reconstruct his own opinion based on 
the perspectives of other group members, or from the information provided by 
the course. He looked for ways to explore this new attitude within his own 
experience. For Manuela (SS) it was relating the ideas raised in the course to 
different aspects of her life, again demonstrating subjective reframing: 
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/ƚ ?Ɛ ĂďŽƵƚ ƌĞĂůŝƐŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ůŝƚƚůĞ ƚŚŝŶŐƐ ŝŶ ǇŽƵƌ ĚĂǇ-to-day life that 
ŵĂǇďĞǇŽƵŚĂĚŶ ?ƚƚŚŽƵŐŚƚĂďŽƵƚďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚĞƉĂĐĞŽĨůŝĨĞǇŽƵůĞĂĚ
ĚŽĞƐŶ ?ƚŐŝǀĞǇŽƵƚŝŵĞƚŽƌĞĨůĞĐƚŽŶŵĂŶǇƚŚings. (Manuela) 
For Belén (CDE) the experiential learning was transformative, as it changed the 
way she saw the world and encouraged her to take this new consciousness into 
her relationships with others: 
/ƚ ?ƐƚŚĞǁĂǇǇŽƵƌĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐŶĞƐƐĚĞǀĞůŽƉƐ  ? ? ?ŝƚĐƌĞĂtes a change in 
consciousness, and you can keep working on that from here when 
you get back. (Belén) 
Changes in Behaviour 
dĂŬŝŶŐƚŝŵĞƚŽƚŚŝŶŬƚŚĞƐĞƚŚŝŶŐƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĂŶĚƌĞĨůĞĐƚŽŶŽŶĞ ?ƐĂƚƚŝƚƵĚĞƐĂůƐŽůĞĚ
to changes in behaviour. Changes in individual behaviour included professional 
and voluntary work, and lifestyle and consumer choices.  
Some participants felt that their choice of work in the future would reflect what 
they had learnt (Michael, Belén, Juana). For Belén (CDE) her international 
volunteering experience led to her getting a job working with street children in 
Colombia full-time. For some it had an impact on their ideas for current and 
future studies, such as internships or projects for a university course (Tony, 
Manuela, Javier), or a choice of further training or study (Belén, Juana, Michael, 
Louise). 
The learners were clear that small actions undertaken could make a big 
difference and they felt empowered to make these changes. They were 
encouraged to feel they could participate in a democratic process, including the 
ŝĚĞĂ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞǇ ŚĞůĚ Ă ƉŽǁĞƌ ƚŽ  ‘ǀŽƚĞ ? ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞŝƌ ĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌ ŚĂďŝƚƐ ? >ŝŬĞ DĞƐĂ
 ? ? ? ? ?Ă )/ĨŽƵŶĚƚŚĂƚĐƌĞĂƚŝŶŐ “ĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐĐŽŶƐƵŵĞƌƐ ?ǁĂƐĂƐŝŐŶŝĨŝĐĂŶƚaspect of 
development education. Participants talked about how their new awareness 
had made changes to their consumer choices, in terms of buying fewer things 
they did not need, buying fair trade, making their own Christmas presents or 
looking at where clothes were made (Manuela, Tony, Javier, Juana, Alejandra, 
Belén). This idea was tied to wanting to consume without exploiting people or 
the environment: 
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Before I never looked where things were made before I bought 
them. Since I did the course the majority of clothes that I buy I try 
to make sure it was made ... knowing that nobody has been 
exploited. (Alejandra) 
The notion of consumption used was broad, not necessarily tied to a capitalist 
conception of the term. Learners talked about consuming food through growing 
their own or buying local vegetables from sustainable sources such as 
cooperatives (Manuela, Tony, Javier, Juana).  
Some learners mentioned the idea of consuming less and being less dependent 
on material things, aiming to only buy things that were needed (Manuela, Tony, 
Javier, Juana, Belén). As Belén pointed out, spending time in another country, 
where the constant marketing bombardment to consume is lower, can be a 
transformative experience in itself: 
tŚĂƚ ?ƐĐŚĂŶŐĞĚŝŶŵĞ ?ŝƚ ?ƐƚŚĞĚĞƚĂĐŚŵĞŶƚĨƌŽŵŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƚŚŝŶŐƐ ?
I had thought about it before, but I think the trip reaffirmed that 
mŽƌĞ ? ŽŶƐƵŵĞƌŝƐŵ ? ŽĨ ĐŽƵƌƐĞ ŝƚ ?Ɛ ƚŚĞƌĞ  ? ďƵƚ ŶŽƚ ůŝŬĞ ŚĞƌĞ ? ŶŽƚ
the constant bombardment, you know? (Belén) 
There was evidence of changes in lifestyle choices. These related to their 
treatment of other people, such as being more open-minded with people (Tony, 
Louise, Michael). Many learners made a commitment to taking actions in day-
to-day activities, such as recycling (Manuela, Tony, Javier, Louise, Belén, Juana), 
growing vegetables (Manuela, Javier) or using less energy (Javier, Tony, Juana). 
There was evidence of conscientização from the interplay of these actions with 
critical reflection. Indeed, making these small changes was seen to be 
consistent with taking collective action or campaigning for change (Manuela, 
Tony, Belén), and NGO workers supported learners who wanted to make these 
steps. Often behaviour change went further; forming networks, joining 
movements and passing their learning onto others (Manuela, Tony, Javier, 
Michael, Juana, Belén).  
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Organic Intellectuals 
As indicated in Chapter Three, one of the ways that social transformation might 
be envisaged is through the concept of organic intellectuals; the idea that the 
learners on the courses would pass on some of the things they learnt to other 
people in their communities, ƐŽĐŝĂůŐƌŽƵƉƐ ?ŽƌĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ ?ĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐƚŽ'ƌĂŵƐĐŝ ?Ɛ
original conception of organic intellectuals, there is a distinction between 
 ‘ƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů ? ƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂů ŝŶƚĞůůĞĐƚƵĂůƐ ĂŶĚ ŝŶƚĞůůĞĐƚƵĂůƐ  ‘ŽƌŐĂŶŝĐ ? ƚŽ ĞĂĐŚ ƐŽĐŝĂů
class (Morgan 2003).  
To some extent the conception of organic intellectuals used here is broader, 
ƐŝŵŝůĂƌƚŽƚŚĞŝĚĞĂŽĨ ‘ĐĂƚĂůǇƚŝĐŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůƐ ? ?&Ğůůet al. 2009). The focus was less 
on social class and more on social groups; for instance student associations or 
neighbourhood communities. Ideology critique was essential to this concept of 
organic intellectuals, aiming to mobilise people across classes to work together 
for a fairer world. According to Tickle (2001) organic intellectuals have a 
fundamental aim associated with social injustices. The role of critical thinking is 
vital for this to be successful (Levinson 2001).  
There was evidence of organic intellectuals from most of these courses. This 
took different forms, but all the participants talked about passing on what they 
had learnt to friends or family: 
/ƚƌǇƚŽďĞĐŽŵĞŵŽƌĞĐŽŶƐĐŝŽƵƐ ?ĂŶĚ/ƚƌǇƚŽĚŝƐƐĞŵŝŶĂƚĞƚŚĂƚƚŽ
people, to my friends. (Juana) 
Some talked about passing on ideas, attitudes and ways of behaving in everyday 
life to peers and associates and within the community in general: 
It's such a positive influence that we're now passing around. ... 
Everything that comes up now is something we can understand 
and take with us and pass it onto someone else. (Michael) 
Michael saw this form of dissemination as an important outcome of what he 
had learnt, and through the public events he had been involved with, he hoped 
that more people would take on board the ideas and attitudes: 
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It's like if we can keep on doing this forward, then why can't other 
people carry on the legacy ... trying to think what we can change 
within the globe, I guess, what can we do to deal with issues 
locally and then try and push it a bit further. (Michael) 
The aim of carrying on the commitment by passing on what they had learnt or 
experienced was mentioned in many interviews by staff and by learners. On the 
CDE course many of the international volunteers from the previous year ?Ɛ
cohort were responsible for running the groups, passing on what they had 
learned and talking about their experience: 
/ ?ǀĞ ŵĂĚĞ Ă ĐŽŵŵŝƚŵĞŶƚ ƚŽ ĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞ ƚŚŝƐ ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚ  ? ůŝŬĞ
coordinating a group of volunteers that are going, helping them as 
much as possible, telling them my experience. (Alejandra) 
Belén (CDE) pointed out that when you hear about new ideas from someone 
you know and trust you are more likely to get involved; such is the importance 
of organic intellectuals. Manuela (SS) also discussed taking new ideas she had 
learned through the course and passing them onto other groups with which she 
was involved, building movements for alternatives and social change. 
Social Change 
Social change could be though group transformation or collective 
transformation (Mezirow 1989). The connection between personal and social 
transformation could take many forms, but what was clear from NGO workers 
was that the impetus for change had to come from the learner and be adapted 
to their own context. There was no simple, linear relationship between 
transformative learning and social action. Change often focused on the 
ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ŝĚĞĂ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁŽƵůĚ ďĞ Ă  ‘ŵƵůƚŝƉůŝĞƌ ĞĨĨĞĐƚ ? ǁŚĞŶ ŵĂŶǇ
people began to behave in more responsible ways. 
The overemphasis on the individual as an actor for social change was 
problematised in the literature for promoting superficial engagement and 
crowding out space for more critical engagement with the issues (Andreotti 
2010; Bryan 2012b). Baillie-Smith (2008) argued that there should not be 
pressure to act in a particular way and that NGOs should provide a range of 
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options for action. These NGO workers agreed with this, always aiming to offer 
a spectrum of alternatives. Their aim was to overcome the sense of 
powerlessness at the route of inaction (DFID 2010), and to do this they tried to 
make change seem manageable and personal.  
ƌǇĂŶ  ? ? ? ? ?ď ) ĐƌŝƚŝĐŝƐĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽŵŽƚŝŽŶ ŽĨ  “ŽďĞĚŝĞŶƚ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƐŵ ? ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ƐŚĞ
described as offering:  
... a range of actions such as organising or signing a petition, or 
dĞƐŝŐŶŝŶŐĂƉŽƐƚĞƌƚŽƌĂŝƐĞĂǁĂƌĞŶĞƐƐŽĨƚŚĞ “ƉƌŽďůĞŵ ? ? ? ?ƚŚĞƌĞďǇ
minimising the likelihood that young people will think for 
themselves about what they see as the best course of action and 
foreclosing a range of other possible responses. (p. 273) 
She noted that this approach presents activism as an end goal, rather than as 
ĂŶ P  “ ? ? ? ŽŶ-ŐŽŝ Ő ĐŽŵŵŝƚŵĞŶƚ ƚŽ ƐŽĐŝĂů ũƵƐƚŝĐĞ ? ?  ?Ɖ ?  ? ? ? ) ? ƌǇĂŶ  ? ? ? ? ?ď ) ĂůƐŽ
rebuked the focus of development education on charity, claiming that this 
ŵĂĚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ůĞƐƐ ĐŽŵƉĞůůĞĚ ƚŽ P  “ ?.. look at the multitude of ways they are 
themselves implicated in perpetuating global injustices through their ordinary 
ĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ? 
I found that while NGOs were often not wholly critical of charity, they all 
focused on the importance of fighting injustice from here, and examining the 
way our daily actions impact on global issues. These were not seen as definitive 
solutions. Rather, it was seen as consistent to make lifestyle choices that did not 
reinforce structures that the NGOs fought to change, recognising personal 
implications in global issues. Encouraging individual actions was compatible 
with fighting for structural change. There were attempts to analyse identities 
based around consumerism, but the approach differed significantly across 
organisations. Three of the four focus groups were clear that social movements 
as well as individual actions were necessary for social change. Most events 
considered alternatives which challenged the status quo. 
There was a clear effort by NGOs not to draw on values of consumerism or 
 ‘ĐůŝĐŬƚŝǀŝƐŵ ?  ?tŚŝƚĞ  ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚĞ ĨŽĐƵƐǁĂƐ ƌĂƚŚĞƌ ŽŶǀĂůƵĞƐŽĨŚƵŵĂŶŝƚĂƌŝĂŶŝƐŵ
and solidarity, which highlighted interdependence and questioned underlying 
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assumptions of consumerism and Capitalism. They also discussed consumer 
choices, but rather than activating what Crompton et al. (2010) described as 
materialistic values, these organisations framed consumption in terms of 
ethically-sourced and locally-sourced products that either supported fair trade 
or food sovereignty; they also encouraged responsible consumption and in 
most cases less consumption. Indeed, rather than approaching consumer 
choices within a neo-liberal framework, NGOs explored ways to access 
necessary items like food, through alternative sources such as cooperatives or 
allotments. This was particularly strong in Spain. The financial benefits of 
advocating moral behaviour were never discussed, which, in line with Shrubsole 
 ? ? ? ? ? ) ?ĂůůŽǁĞĚƚŚĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŽĨ ‘ƐĞůĨ-ƚƌĂŶƐĐĞŶĚĞŶƚ ?ǀĂůƵĞƐ ?
There was a balance to be maintained between empowering learners to take 
action, and ensuring this fitted within a broader framework for social 
transformation that did not overemphasise simplistic solutions. As Bryan 
 ? ? ? ? ?ď ) ŶŽƚĞĚ P  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ŝƐ ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ ƉƌŽďůĞŵĂƚŝĐ ĂďŽƵƚ Ă ƐĞůĨ-celebratory 
discourse which privileges their need to overcome their sense of 
disempowerment through self-gratifying, voluntaristic purchasing practices 
ǁŚŝĐŚƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵŝŶŝŵƵŵĞĨĨŽƌƚŽƌƐĂĐƌŝĨŝĐĞ ? ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ?/ƐƐƵĞƐŽĨŚŽǁŽƵƌůŝĨĞƐƚǇůĞƐ
are implicit in exploitation were considered by some NGOs more than others. 
This related to recognising the ways wealth generation is related to the 
existence of poverty, as well as changing consumer habits that reinforce 
oppressive structures.  
While there was undoubtedly an effort from all the NGOs to support critical 
development education and prompt learners to reflect on their own 
consumption patterns, in some cases the discourse was non-confrontational. 
Learners were often encouraged to make minor consumption changes, 
marginalising deeper action. In this sense, actions such as altering patterns of 
consumption and lifestyle choices need to be seen as a coherent step within the 
broader framework of other wider goals. The praxis of considering lifestyle 
choices through critical reflection, and acting to make them coherent with 
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values, was essential for transformation from the perspective of the NGO 
workers. 
Many NGO workers talked about the power analysis necessary to draw 
attention to injustices within the system and challenge hegemonic assumptions. 
This was a fundamental aspect of ideology critique (Brookfield 2000). The 
danger of hegemony is it can absorb challenges. Alternative models of 
consumption become less radical and can exist on the periphery without 
destabilising the centre. To some extent, NGOs focused their challenge on 
reducing consumption and making it more responsible, rather than more radical 
challenges to hegemony. However, sometimes radical issues were addressed, 
such as advocating changes in corporate control of water, or protesting about 
the banking system. These could be taken further through collective action or 
lobbying for political change. This was left to the learners and was not part of 
the direct remit of the organisations. 
My research suggests that many NGOs considered their primary remit to be 
encouraging changes in individual actions, with a view to creating a critical mass 
of people working in that way. This was linked to the idea that personal changes 
led to groups forming and people working together to change local situations or 
raise awareness about global issues. There were also examples of networking 
and NGOs connecting people with social movements.  
Providing opportunities to create networks was cited by Daloz (2000) as key in 
transformative learning. He noted the importance fostering openness to change 
ĂŶĚ P “ ? ? ?ĂĐŽŵŵŝƚŵĞŶƚƚŽĐƌĞĂƚŝŶŐŵŽƌĞĂĚĞƋƵĂƚĞĂƌƌĂŶŐĞŵĞŶƚƐ ? ?Ɖ ? ? ? ? ) ?dŚŝƐ
could be seen in my findings through the drive for open-mindedness and 
ideology critique. Darnton (2011) also argued for supporting networks, since 
small consumer change alone will not produce the sort of structural change 
necessary to reduce inequality. He claimed that social movements that have 
created change in the past did so through networks of people with strong ties.  
Most NGO workers discussed the importance of networks, and some courses 
provided spaces for these to develop. Indeed, building networks and 
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relationships was significant for social change. Meeting like-minded people and 
making new friends was a focal part of long-term courses (VT, GYA, CDE). This 
highlights the potential for transformation from opening such spaces for 
exploring global issues and bringing together people interested in particular 
issues. From the cross-case analysis it seemed that not all NGOs did this. 
Chapter Eight gave some examples where the course provided an opportunity 
to make contacts and network with people already taking social action (SS, TW, 
CDE). For example, on the food sovereignty course (SS) many of the participants 
were involved in consumer and producer cooperatives and other people were 
able to approach these groups to find out how to get involved: 
In the first seminar a man talked about the cooperative, and then 
after we talked to him and he gave us the website and his email, 
so we can get in touch with them. (Manuela) 
Some learners noted that they would like to volunteer more and got more 
involved in voluntary work with other organisations (Javier, Louise, Belén). 
Others talked about participating in social action as a result of the course (Tony, 
Manuela, Belén): 
EŽǁ/ ?ŵŵŽƌĞŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞŝĚĞĂŽĨƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĐŝƚŝǌĞŶƐŚŝƉŝŶ
ŐĞŶĞƌĂů ?/ ?ŵŵŽƌĞŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚŝŶƐmall actions, in the streets, things 
ĂďŽƵƚƐŽůŝĚĂƌŝƚǇ ?zĞĂŚ ?ƚŚĂƚ ?ƐƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ/ ?ǀĞŶŽƚŝĐĞĚŚĂƐĐŚĂŶŐĞĚ
in me. (Belén) 
These NGOs were rarely directly involved in collective change, although in some 
ways this was in keeping with their commitment to critical thinking and it kept 
them away from controversial, more propaganda style, campaigning. There was 
evidence of awareness-raising and education, as defined by Andreotti and de 
Souza (2008a). Education focused more on equipping people to take part in the 
debate, but this did not exclude the possibility that this could lead to action 
after due consideration. The decision to act was left to the learner and support 
was given when required. In this sense NGOs were able to uphold their values 
without imposing them. 
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Spaces for Transformation 
All the medium and long-term courses evidenced both rational and extra-
rational influences on transformation. Where experiences were emotional the 
transformation was deeper. This was closely related to openness to 
ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ?life experiences, recognising that transformation would be 
different for everyone. This made emotional transformation difficult for NGOs 
to plan for. NGO workers pertained to focus on positive rather than negative 
emotions, relating this to nurturing self-esteem and empowerment. Learner 
interviews suggested that negative emotions had not been generated for those 
who had experienced transformation. Learners all talked more about positive 
emotions.  
Mezirow (2000) claimed that transformation could be slow and gradual or it 
could be sudden. Much of this depended on the starting point of the learners. 
Importantly, it could not be coerced. All my participants agreed with this. 
Bentall et al. (2010) found no simple linear process from awareness to learning 
to action. I also claim that there was no common rule about how 
transformation occurred.  
Nevertheless, while circumstances accounted for many differences, I found that 
awareness often came first, with new ideas or information offering an 
opportunity for critical reflection. This required participative methodologies for 
learners to engage with the information. In some cases this led to a change in 
attitude, with new opinions or meaning schemes created. These attitudes could 
then be employed in new ways of behaving. These changes in behaviour 
interacted with understanding and critical reflection, giving rise to praxis. This 
was not a necessary outcome, and was the decision of the learner, but without 
a change in attitude new patterns of behaviour were less likely.  
The steps towards social change came through many people taking individual 
actions ? ǁŚŝĐŚ ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚ ǁŚĂƚ ƐŽŵĞ ŽĨ ŵǇ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂŶƚƐ ĐĂůůĞĚ  “ŵƵůƚŝƉůŝĞƌ
ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ ? ? dŚŝƐ ĐŽƵůĚďĞ ĞǆƉĂŶĚĞĚ ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐƉĂƐƐŝŶŐ ŝĚĞĂƐŽŶ ƚŽ
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others. Social change was also understood through opportunities for linking 
with others taking similar actions, providing possible links to networks and 
ƐŽĐŝĂůŵŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐ ?ƐŝŵƉůŝĨŝĞĚƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨE'KǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ ?ƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐŽĨ
transformation is portrayed in Figure 9.3. 
In Figure 9.3 the blue circles show the components that the NGO workers felt 
were necessary for transformation to occur. The interaction between accurate 
information and participative learning methodologies gave the opportunity for 
critical reflection and dialogue. This could give rise to a change in attitudes, 
which might provoke a change in behaviour. The change in individual actions, 
shown in green boxes, had to interact with critical reflection where learners 
considered the consequences of their actions and whether they were consistent 
with their values. Social change, shown in purple, could be attained through a 
multiplier effect of these actions. This would be extended through sharing 
learning with others, as organic intellectuals, or through working with others in 
networks and social movements. This offered opportunities for fighting for 
political change and then to deepen the learning and extend it to related issues. 
Not all the organisations embraced this final element: some saw the 
accumulation of individual actions as a sufficient contribution to change.  
This figure represents an ideal situation. In reality the process could be curtailed 
at every stage. Often awareness was not critically reflected upon and did not 
result in a change of attitude, or when it did learners could chose not to change 
their behaviour. NGO workers recognised that lots of learners stopped at small 
individual changes and did not join collectives to fight for structural change. 
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Figure 9.3:  E'KtŽƌŬĞƌƐ ?WĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐŽĨdƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝǀĞ>ĞĂƌŶŝng:  
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In Spain non-formal education was defined as a space for resistance and 
transformation (Celorio and López de Munain no date: 150). However, in both 
countries there was evidence of some co-optation by governments, on whom 
most organisations relied for funding. In the UK the cross-case analysis 
indicated that there was a move away from the terminology of participation 
and activism towards learning. In this sense the aim was more about education 
than behaviour change. On the one hand this enabled learners to take part in 
the debate, but on the other, as Edwards and Hulme (1992) warned, this led to 
a tendency to promote small individual action and focus on consumer changes. 
In Spain there was a similar reliance on government funding and while many 
NGDOs were more involved in lobbying than those in the UK, they still had to 
conform to government stipulation.  
Bryan (2011) noted:  “ ? ? ? ƚŚĞ ĐŽ-optation of radical political discourse by 
powerful actors and the subsequent muting of their transformative potential, is 
one of the hallmark strategies of neo-ůŝďĞƌĂůŝƐŵ ? ?  ?ƌǇĂŶ  ? ? ? ? P  ? ) ? dŚĞ
mainstreaming of development education in formal education has led to a de-
radicalisation of the rhetoric and values. Despite struggling against this trend in 
many cases, it could be argued that some NGOs promoted a form of global 
citizenship that masked structural violence by focusing on small personal 
changes within the neo-liberal framework (Jefferess 2008: 32). Educational 
activities tended promote change through consumer choices, and links with 
social movements were often tenuous.  
On the other hand NGO workers were increasingly engaging with the structural 
dimensions of poverty and injustice and encouraging a search for alternatives, 
which Bryan (2008) argued offered more possibility of transformative 
engagement. I also found a commitment to creating networks that could lead to 
social change, which NGOs integrated into their understanding of 
transformation. Rather than individual action crowding out more structural 
responses to global issues, the two things needed to interact. More responsible 
behaviour was coupled with working with like-minded people to extend 
transformation. 
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A dilemma NGO workers struggled with in development education was ensuring 
that information was accurate, acknowledging complexity, but that learners 
were also empowered to act. This related to the types of actions encouraged, 
where individual actions were seen as accessible, but NGO workers struggled to 
put these in the context of collective action and structural change. They were 
clear that history is made by what people do P “ ? ? ?ĂŶĚŶŽƚƐŝŵƉůǇƚŚĞŝĚĞŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
forms in which men [sic] become conscious of the contradictions oĨ ƐŽĐŝĞƚǇ ? ?
(Hobsbawm 2011: 322). Understanding contradictions and making changes, 
albeit small ones, were seen as intimately linked. Following Freire (1970), NGO 
workers saw the need for praxis. Learning and individual actions mutually 
supported each other and provided a basis for social change. Getting involved 
with networks was an opportunity for further learning, giving rise to a potential 
cycle. 
Transformation envisaged by the courses varied from small and personal, to the 
development of strong networks. Moving from theory to action was seen in 
most of the courses, but the importance of understanding complexity tended to 
be the priority. NGO workers saw these as complementary. Connecting with 
people to explore issues, searching for solutions and forming networks, were 
essential to make the step from individual actions to social change.  
My research demonstrates that NGOs were able to open up these spaces and 
where they did this there were opportunities for transformation. In Spain 
NGDOs offered more opportunities for adults to access development education. 
Yet there were few examples of NGOs opening these non-formal spaces for 
learning in either context. DECs in particular tended to focus solely on formal 
ĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ƌǇĂŶ ? ? ? ? ?ď )ĐƌŝƚŝƋƵĞĚƚŚĞ “ĂŶƚŝ-polit ĐƐ ?ŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ
in formal settings; which I found could be avoided, at least to some extent, in 
non-formal settings.  
However, non-formal development education was often limited to awareness-
raising activities, which were short-term in nature and often had a specific 
agenda or subject area in mind. These activities were more likely to present 
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simple solutions since contact with learners was limited. Where more sustained 
engagement was possible, groups were often comprised of people already 
sensitive to the issue. This gave more opportunity for genuine dialogue and 
analysis of causes and consequences. While these groups were self-selecting 
and not representative of a cross-section of society, they offered the possibility 
of creating organic intellectuals and providing a place for networks to develop.  
Pedagogies purported to favour popular education and participative learning, 
yet learners were often free to lead or decide content only within strict 
parameters. An exception to this was global youth work, which opened a space 
over a longer period for young people to raise issues of importance in their lives 
and NGO workers demonstrated a more postcolonial discourse. Often these 
spaces were extended to young adults up to the age of thirty, but in general 
there were few opportunities for adults to access this type of space. Some 
people may not be ready to engage with these issues as teenagers, and those 
who do may lack places to continue their engagement as they get older. There 
is an argument, then, for more spaces for adult development education in order 
for NGOs to meet their organisational aims.  
Chapter Summary 
In addressing my research questions I have looked cross-case at pedagogies for 
dialogue and evidence of transformation. I noted that there were examples in 
all the courses of participative methodologies, but these were most developed 
in the UK courses TW and GYA. Ideology critique and searching for alternatives 
through dialogue was a strong feature of SS, while CDE and VT were good 
examples of experiential learning. All five of the medium and long-term courses 
showed evidence of exploring complexity from different perspectives. This 
confirmed the way the NGO workers discussed pedagogies for development 
education.  
Learners showed evidence of transformation in terms of how they understood 
the status quo, challenging their own assumptions in some cases, and leading to 
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changes in attitudes and behaviour. The extent to which the courses prompted 
a change in a habit of mind was difficult to determine, as many participants had 
been engaged with these issues for some time before attending. However, all 
claimed that the course had affected aspects of the changes they were making. 
Indeed, in SS, VT, GYA and CDE the course provided practical support for 
forming networks and taking social action. SS, GYA and CDE provided the best 
examples of producing organic intellectuals, with all the participants talking 
about passing on things they had learnt in their own communities. All the 
courses had different starting points, making direct comparison problematic. 
However, here I hope to have drawn out some interesting aspects of each. 
I have compared these findings with other literature in this area, using theory to 
interpret my data. I have identified illustrative examples of non-formal, 
development education in relation to the perspectives of NGO workers, to 
determine how NGOs can create spaces for transformation. In the next chapter 
I conclude the thesis by summarising the key messages and identifying the gap 
in knowledge I have filled. I consider the implications and limitations of the 
research and reflect on the process. 
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Chapter Ten:  
Conclusion 
Rationale for the Research 
This thesis ďĞŐĂŶǁŝƚŚĂƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶĂďŽƵƚƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ƐƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐŽĨĂŶĚĂƚƚŝƵĚĞƐ
towards global interconnectedness and social justice. This is has been 
addressed by considering how NGOs enable adults to engage with these issues 
in deliberative dialogue. At a time of globalisation and interdependence, it is 
essential to reflect upon how people interpret ethical decisions and how they 
develop consciousness to deal with problems in the 21st century as both citizens 
and consumers. As NGOs develop complex conversations with the public about 
these ideas, this research focused on how they could best open minds and 
attitudes towards these often controversial issues. 
There were four main aims of the research. First, to identify ways NGOs can 
engage in non-formal development education and explore the opportunities 
they provide for this. Second, to ascertain the values and frames that inform 
development education and consider the impact these have on how other 
cultures are portrayed. Third, to generate a deeper understanding of the 
pedagogies used in development education and the extent to which they 
include critical thinking, dialogue and participation, and fourth, whether these 
have a transformative effect on the learner. Therefore in this chapter I discuss 
the key messages and contributions to knowledge with respect to these aims, 
before summarising the implications for practice.  
My approach drew on a number of theories, each of which illuminated a 
different aspect of the research problem. However, the research was primarily 
informed by the work of Jack Mezirow and Paulo Freire, discussed in Chapter 
Two. It considered how participative and critical pedagogies could transform 
attitudes and the impact this could have on behaviour and ultimately on 
society. The analysis used transformative learning theory as a framework and 
complemented this with reflection from the literature relating to development 
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education. Transformative learning was defined as a process by which taken-
for-granted frames of reference and assumptions are critically reflected upon, 
to become more inclusive and open and thus more reliable to inform action. In 
this way new understanding of causes and consequences can be constructed 
through respectful and fair-minded dialogue with others. Dialogue is a 
fundamental part of the transformative learning process; it is essential for 
constructing knowledge together, but generating fair-minded dialogue is a 
gradual process and in this sense is also an objective of an educational activity. 
Chapter Three considered literature about development education in both 
Britain and Spain, and identified empirical work regarding NGOs and non-formal 
development education. Development education has evolved to refer to a 
process that includes critical thinking to enable people to take part in debates 
about global issues. It was defined as a learning process based on solidarity and 
social justice, which aims to develop understanding of the causes and effects of 
global issues, in order to generate personal involvement and action. The need 
for participation in learning processes was reiterated throughout the literature.  
Development education purports to be transformative and empowering, 
challenge the status quo, and provide opportunities for deliberative dialogue. 
Yet development education organisations are not always involved with wider 
society, focusing primarily on schools and teacher education. As I discussed in 
Chapters Three and Five, this is largely a result of the government funding 
opportunities available for development education, particularly in the UK. 
However, social change happens outside school as well as within it, so spaces 
are important for people to engage with these issues. Adults have more life 
experience and possibilities to form networks and search for solutions to social 
problems.  
There has been increasing interest in development education in schools in 
recent years, yet there remains a paucity of research into non-formal 
development education. Of course, there is not a straightforward distinction 
between formal and non-formal education and work in each setting informs 
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and interacts with the other, making this an interesting area to explore. While I 
acknowledge the importance of development education in formal settings, I 
argue that non-formal spaces provide an opportunity for dialogue amongst 
adults struggling to make sense of complex concepts and the impact of their 
own actions on other people. Such spaces are few and far between and I 
maintain that these NGOs are well placed to offer these.  
In Chapter Four I described my methodology and methods. Informed by an 
interpretivist epistemology, my methodology was qualitative. I considered the 
issues arising from cross-cultural comparative case studies, with a particular 
focus on selection of DECs and NGDOs as case study organisations, and the 
methods of interviews, focus groups, documentary analysis and observations. 
Being informed by constructive learning and critical pedagogies, I found this 
appropriate for my work. Having identified my research questions, which arose 
from the literature review in Chapters Two and Three, I searched for NGOs with 
which to work. I limited this search geographically, selecting the Midlands and 
Andalucía due to their similar population size and distance from the capital city, 
having noted a weighting of international development NGOs in capital cities, 
particularly London. I chose to study Development Education Centres (DECs) in 
the Midlands and small NGDOs in Andalucía, whose work in development 
education I found comparable. I acknowledge that research conducted in other 
regions may have produced different results. For instance, the impact of work 
on pedagogies by Andreotti (2006a) was very apparent in the Midlands, where 
the Open Spaces for Dialogue and Enquiry (OSDE) methodology was developed. 
This would possibly not have had the same influence in other regions.  
I focused on the perspectives of NGO workers as the key informants of my 
study. By conducting a cross-case analysis I aimed to understand how they 
envisaged transformation and how they hoped to achieve this through 
development education. Having established a broad picture of fourteen 
organisations I then purposefully selected two main case studies from each 
country which worked in non-formal education. I identified six activities of 
different types and lengths and observed these over an eighteen month period 
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conducting interviews with learners. I aimed to understand the learning 
processes and the extent to which these were transformative for learners.  
My research took place during a time of economic instability in Europe and both 
countries suffered severe public spending cuts, which impacted on the work of 
these NGOs. At a time of financial crisis, international development might be 
perceived as a lower priority. While the direct effects of this were not being felt 
at the time of data collection, there was increasing interest in issues of global 
social justice and criticism of global systems of power through movements such 
as 15M and Occupy, which resonated with the ideology critique conducted by 
some of the organisations. In many ways this made my questions all the more 
pertinent. As people critique global systems more openly and others call for 
austerity, attitudes become increasingly polarised. Thus, spaces for deliberative 
dialogue become more important. Yet, funded predominantly by government, 
these NGOs found themselves fighting for survival and the already limited work 
in non-formal education became even less of a priority. This is perhaps 
ƵŶƐƵƌƉƌŝƐŝŶŐ ?ƐŝŶĐĞŝƚŝƐƵŶůŝŬĞůǇƚŽďĞŝŶƚŚĞŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƚŽĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞ
the status quo, particularly at times of economic uncertainty. To some extent 
this makes my research time specific, yet I argue that these are important 
questions regardless of the economic climate of the time. Indeed, this research 
has some important implications for the theory and practice of development 
education. 
Debates in Development Education 
There have been few extensive pieces on research on the work of small 
organisations, such as DECs, in development education. One of the first 
substantial UK theses in this area was that of Ann McCollum in 1996, which 
looked at how DECs could reach their potential and maximise their contribution 
to development education. She claimed that due to a lack of clarity about their 
ĂŝŵƐ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ƉĞĚĂŐŽŐŝĞƐ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞŝƌ ǁŽƌŬ ? Ɛ ƌĞŵĂŝŶĞĚ  ‘ŽŶ ƚŚĞ ŵĂƌŐŝŶƐ ? ? /
found that development education workers are much clearer now about their 
aims and values, with a discourse closely aligned to theory and an 
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understanding of critical pedagogies. While many DECs had their origins as 
ƚĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ ?ƌĞƐŽƵƌĐĞĐĞŶƚƌĞƐƚŚĞǇŚĂǀĞĞǀŽůǀĞĚƐƵďƐƚĂŶƚŝĂůůǇ ? /ŶĚĞĞĚ ?ƐŚĂǀĞ
made considerable headway in influencing formal education and expanded 
their work to include non-formal education, particularly youth work.  
In this area there is still room to improve practice in order to work towards their 
ultimate aims and fully harness their potential. McCollum (1996) found that 
DECs were often reluctant to anticipate opportunities; I also found this in some 
organisations with respect to non-formal learning. Moreover, by providing a 
comparative element and exploring the work of organisations working in the 
field of development education in Spain, which share the ultimate aims and 
objective of the DECs, this research can move the debate in development 
education forward and impact on further steps towards improving the practice 
of development education. 
In Chapter Five I looked at opportunities for development education, 
considering definitions of development education and global learning and 
noting differences between Britain and Spain. While Spanish participants 
described different generations of development education, in the UK there 
were numerous terms with different nuances in meaning. UK participants saw 
action as being promoted more through global citizenship education, something 
the Spanish NGO workers saw as integral to their definition of fifth generation 
development education. In the UK there was a deeper focus on learning as the 
primary outcome. This related to the term global learning and was associated 
with methodologies such as Open Spaces for Dialogue and Enquiry (OSDE) and 
Philosophy for Children, which generated critical thinking and questioning of 
assumptions. Providing detailed information was paramount in many of the 
Spanish NGDOs, where ideology critique was central. 
Previous studies have used different terms for this education. The thesis of 
Harriet Marshall (2005b) for instance, used the term global education as an 
umbrella term to include development education, and examined the growth of 
this work within the formal curriculum. Examining the perspectives of NGO 
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workers, including DECs, and school staff she found that global education was 
seen as more of a process than a product (p. 250). However, she found that 
there were mixed pedagogical messages due to a perceived need to locate 
global education within the formal curriculum in an accessible way. She noted 
ƚŚĂƚ P “ QƚŚĞƌĂĚŝĐĂůƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůŽĨŐůŽďĂůĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶŚĂƐďĞĞŶďŽƚŚŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚǇĞƚĂƚ
the same time weakened by working within the present confines of mainstream 
ƐĐŚŽŽůŝŶŐ ? ? ?ibid: 263).  
Marshall (2005b) noted that within global education in schools, concepts such 
as globalisation and global citizenship remained unproblematised, and that this 
was a weakness for the field, particularly given the pedagogical ideals that 
underlie this work. To some extent I dealt with different issues by focusing on 
non-formal education, however, the need to critique fundamental concepts was 
clear from my research. I chose to use the term development education to refer 
to the association of this work with critical pedagogy. Indeed, I saw the notion 
of development as key to understanding global issues. That is not to say that 
the concept of development is unproblematic, on the contrary; it is an essential 
aspect of development education to question and critique how we understand 
development and to challenge our assumptions regarding how this concept 
impacts on global social justice. 
Outside the bounds of mainstream schooling I found that while DECs and 
NGDOs aimed to promote learning for a fairer world and a greater 
understanding of interdependence and injustice, they rarely provided non-
formal education in which they opened spaces for deliberative dialogue; 
something they acknowledged would advance their aims. I identified different 
phases of development education, from awareness-raising to deeper 
consciousness and action. Indeed, many examples of non-formal education did 
not go further than awareness raising, often due to time restrictions, thus 
missing an opportunity for the deeper engagement they saw as essential. 
Where they did open these spaces, the possibilities for critical understanding, 
engagement and networking for collective action were high and offered 
opportunities for transformation. The types of opportunities differed in each 
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context, and as such this comparative study offers the possibility of sharing 
practice.  
Frames for Development Education 
Informed by transformative learning theory and the work on values and frames 
by Darnton (2011), I have contributed to understanding how development 
issues are framed within development education and the impact this has on 
learners. I found that the key aims associated with development education 
were social justice and sustainability; values that Darnton (2011) claimed were 
ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶƚǁŝƚŚĂĐƚŝǀĂƚŝŶŐĚĞĞƉĨƌĂŵĞƐƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚĨŽƌ ‘ďŝŐŐĞƌƚŚĂŶƐĞůĨ ?ƉƌŽďůĞŵƐ ?
Understanding interconnection was a fundamental goal in both contexts, and 
by interpreting this I have been able to build on previous studies in 
development education.  
sĂŶĞƐƐĂ ŶĚƌĞŽƚƚŝ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ?Ă ) ƚŚĞƐŝƐ ĐŽŶĚƵĐƚĞĚ Ă ƉŽƐƚĐŽůŽŶŝĂůĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ŽĨ
development education in the UK, discussing some of the underlying 
ethnocentric assumptions that can be reinforced through this work. She 
critiqued the discourses found in publications and practice of development 
education that reinforced attitudes that reproduce colonial relations and 
cultural superiority, finding that often a modernisation and neo-liberal 
approach was implicit in development education materials. She compared the 
uncritical approach, present in many government documents, with the 
approach she recommended using a postcolonial analysis. I found that the 
narratives of NGO workers were often closer to a critical approach, in which the 
problem was framed as inequality and injustice rather than poverty and 
helplessness (Andreotti 2006a: 314). They were keen to expose international 
rules that create inequality, and were critical of modernisation theories of 
development.  
I found that both the NGDO and DEC workers opposed overconsumption and 
discrimination and the importance of a critical approach to development 
education was clear from their narratives. Emotions were seen as important in 
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transformation and NGO workers perceived positive and empowering emotions 
as key. They were critical of provoking negative emotions such as guilt, and they 
saw this as destructive and unlikely to produce sustained change. NGO workers 
were aware of the contradictions of the Live Aid Legacy (VSO 2002) and were 
ŬĞĞŶŶŽƚƚŽƉƌŽŵŽƚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨ ‘ůĂĐŬ ?Žƌ ‘ƉŝƚǇ ?ŽĨŽƚŚĞƌĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ ?ĐůĂŝŵŝŶŐƚŚĂƚ
this would not engage people in working in solidarity towards fairer global 
systems. This was made easier for them since they did not have to fundraise for 
donations. While there was evidence in both contexts of supporting campaigns 
to change structures and donating time and resources, there was also a growing 
recognition of the need to analyse your own position in the structures and the 
implications of power relations. Yet it was important that this was done through 
a positive process that did not seek to place blame, rather learners needed to 
be encouraged to see themselves also as part of the solution. Despite these 
more sophisticated narratives regarding critical pedagogies, practice still 
focused on raising awareness and promoting campaigns, since an engagement 
with complexity and power relations required sustained learning, for which 
there were few opportunities. 
I found some differences between the narratives of workers in Britain and 
^ƉĂŝŶ ?/ŶĚĞĞĚ ?ŵǇƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐƚŚĞŝŵƉĂĐƚŽĨŶĚƌĞŽƚƚŝ ?ƐǁŽƌŬŽŶƚŚĞ
UK context, along with subsequent collaborations regarding methodologies for 
considering different perspectives and challenging assumptions, such as OSDE. 
The DEC workers were very conscious of the possible pitfalls of development 
education when neo-colonial assumptions were not adequately questioned. 
This shows how development education practice has moved on and how 
research (such as Andreotti 2006a) has impacted on practice in this area. 
Indeed, while NGDO workers in Spain were also critical of modernisation theory 
in their narratives, they were less aware of the implicit ways an acceptance of 
charity could affect feelings of cultural supremacy. In terms of the grounds for 
acting, there were more instances in the UK of workers talking about political 
and ethical grounds for acting and there was more space to explore underlying 
assumptions, whereas, the discourse in Spain tended towards a humanitarian 
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and moral basis for action. This created a tension between a critical discourse 
and the acceptance of international development cooperation as axiomatically 
good, which foreclosed a possible site for dialogue. For genuine critical 
reflection there must be space to question everything. 
In considering debates on indoctrination in Chapter Six, I explored NGO 
ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ ? ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚĞƐ ƚŽ ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞ ? / ĨŽƵŶĚ ƚŚĂƚ ŝĚĞĂƐhad to be interpreted 
through rationally analysing a broad range of perspectives, opening up 
questions for genuine debate, and searching for solutions, alternatives and 
compromises through dialogue. While NGO workers were critical of the neo-
liberal ideology, they did not have a predetermined answer with which to 
replace this, and were respectful of the views of learners. They aimed to offer 
numerous alternative perspectives on issues, and it was fundamental that 
learners always made their own decisions about how to act. I supported the 
ĐůĂŝŵ ďǇ  ĂŶĚ /^  ? ? ? ? ? ) ƚŚĂƚ ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŶŐ ǁŝƚŚ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ŽǁŶ ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ
helps them internalise their ideas and that experiential learning provoked more 
openness to different perspectives (Rogers and Horrocks 2010). Different points 
of view were essential for not indoctrinating learners and both staff and 
learners commented on the need to examine critically a diverse range of 
perspectives. 
Pedagogies for Development Education 
This thesis contributes to transformative learning theory by adding empirical 
evidence about how pedagogies are understood by practitioners and conducted 
in non-formal development education. There was a clear message from NGO 
workers in both countries that development education is a process and linked 
to a pedagogy that emphasises critical thinking. This was explicit in the 
discourse of the development education workers in this research and so shows 
ĂƐƚĞƉĨŽƌǁĂƌĚƐŝŶĐĞDĐŽůůƵŵ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? )ĨŝŶĚŝŶŐƐ ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŽƐŽŵĞĞǆƚĞŶƚE'K
workers still lacked time to reflect critically on issues, although they were more 
aware of theory and had a closer relationship to research than in 1996. 
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In Chapter Seven, I considered which pedagogies were seen to promote 
transformation and how critical thinking and dialogue were understood. In 
Chapter Eight I gave an overview of the six illustrative examples of development 
education from the four main case study organisations and I used theory and 
empirical data from the literature review to interpret my findings and identify 
aspects that I could confirm or to which I could contribute another perspective.  
Through my analysis in Chapter Nine I demonstrated that while pedagogies are 
interpreted in similar ways in different contexts there are factors that impact on 
the way these are enacted by NGOs in practice. For instance, critical thinking 
was essential in both contexts, and NGO workers agreed on the key features of 
critical thinking, including considering different perspectives and questioning 
assumptions. However, in the UK there was more of a focus on challenging 
ethnocentric assumptions. There were contextual influences on this, such as the 
postcolonial analysis conducted by Andreotti (2006a), as we saw earlier in this 
chapter. In Spain, on the other hand, there was a greater emphasis on ideology 
critique and creating agents of change by providing information on injustices in 
international systems and structures. The importance of considering the causes 
and consequences of behaviour on global issues and uncovering hegemonic 
assumptions were stronger in Spain, although present to some extent in both 
contexts. The role of fair-minded critical thinking was stronger in the UK, where 
DEC worker discourse included consideration of how to explore perspectives 
with which they actively disagreed, such as the British National Party (BNP) or 
racism. 
Critical reflection was generated through participative methodologies, where 
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐǁĞƌĞ ‘ƚƌǇŝŶŐŽŶ ?ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƉŽŝŶƚƐŽĨǀŝĞǁĂŶĚƌĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŶŐŶĂƌƌĂƚŝǀĞƐ
they previously held (Mezirow 2000). This required a safe space to explore 
ideas. NGO workers and learners commented on how this allowed them to 
examine and question assumptions and stereotypes freely. One way in which 
they did this was through the use of teaching methodologies, which facilitated 
the open exploration of different perspectives and allowed all voices to be 
heard, focusing on constructing knowledge from the experience in the room. 
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DEC workers particularly commented on their use of Open Spaces for Dialogue 
and Enquiry (OSDE), Philosophy for Children and Communities of Enquiry, and 
tools such as the Development Compass Rose.  
This also affected the definitions of dialogue used by NGO workers. For some 
this was seen to come inevitably from discussion and group work, while for 
others it was also about learning from the students and being open to 
perspectives they had not previously considered. The latter was more common 
in the UK, where two-way learning was the key aspect of dialogue, and it was 
more common for NGO workers to talk about everyone being a learner and a 
teacher with no perceived expert. In this sense pedagogies were often more 
participative in the UK. To some extent this reflected the way the Spanish 
courses ran; with experienced practitioners asked to contribute to a course 
because of an area of expertise. Therefore, since time was limited, getting 
through content was sometimes more of a priority than dialogue.  
This was not always the case in Spain though. Some course did open up safe 
spaces for respectful dialogue, where all perspectives could be heard fairly and 
openly. Indeed, open-mindedness and building relationships within the groups 
were discussed in both countries as a key feature of dialogue. By comparing the 
different illustrative examples, it was clear that where there was a safe space to 
explore assumptions, the impact on the learners was more profound. Where 
this was not possible, and there was a clash between the information provided 
ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ĚĞĞƉ ĨƌĂŵĞƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ŝĚĞĂƐ ǁĞƌĞ ƵŶŝŶƚĞůůŝŐŝďůĞ ?  ‘ĂŶŬŝŶŐ
educatioŶ ?  ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ  ? ? ? ? ) ? ĂŶĚ ĂŶ ŽǀĞƌůŽĂĚ ŽĨ ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ Žƌ ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ? ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ
space to explore ideas, clearly curtailed the transformative potential of the 
educational activity. 
Finally, a key feature of pedagogies for development education that was raised 
by NGO workers in both the UK and Spain was experiential learning. This was 
also enacted in different ways; it took the form of games and role plays as well 
as volunteering. In Spain there were a variety of opportunities for experiential 
learning, where training for volunteers was a dominant feature, particularly 
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with the end goal of an international volunteering experience as practical, 
intercultural education. Courses that prepared international volunteers could 
be highly transformative. Following Palacios (2010), I found this could develop 
intercultural competence and challenge stereotypes, as long as the aim was 
cultural understanding. While the Cycle of Development Education (CDE) course 
ĚŝĚ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞ ƚŚŝƐ Ăŝŵ ? ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ Ă ƐƚƌŽŶŐ ĚƌŝǀĞ ĨƌŽŵ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ƚŽ  ‘ŵĂŬĞ Ă
diĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ ? ĂŶĚ ? ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚ ƐŽŵĞ ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ǁĞƌĞ ƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉĂƚŝǀĞ ?ƚŚĞƌĞ ǁĂƐ ŶŽƚ
always time to explore assumptions and reflect on the vast quantity of 
information provided. This resulted in some instances of what Simpson (2004) 
argued were simplistic boundaries and stereotypes.  
Like Devereux (2008), I argue that with more space for reflection and critical 
pedagogy this experiential learning could provide a deeper transformative 
experience. Although I found this course to be successful in this aim to some 
extent, I felt that since international cooperation by NGOs was not critiqued 
during the course there was a tension between challenging structural justice on 
the one hand, and promoting charity on the other. This meant that in some 
cases this reinforced stereotypes and benevolent attitudes of superiority. While 
I did not find the fortunate/unfortunate dichotomy as engrained in this activity 
as Jefferess (2012) found in Canada, I saw a need for a greater critical 
interrogation of the development industry with deeper postcolonial analysis so 
learners could challenge stereotypes and manage the emotional experience of 
cultural exchange. 
Transformative Learning through Development Education 
A key debate in development education is the relationship between 
campaigning for change and education for the sake of learning. In this thesis I 
considered the role of development education in transformation and the extent 
to which this focuses on learning rather than the pursuit of predetermined 
goals. On the one hand I found NGO workers were keen to provide learning 
opportunities that allowed people to explore ideas and access information that 
enabled them to take part in debates about global issues. On the other hand, 
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they hoped to promote personal changes that would lead to more just and 
sustainable behaviour. To some extent this hinged on the concept of engaging 
people with issues of social justice.  
Engagement can be defined as a motivation to take part or become involved 
ǁŝƚŚĂŶŝƐƐƵĞ ?ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĂŶŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƚŚĂƚŽĐĐƵƉŝĞƐĂƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?s attention or efforts. 
This implies that through participative learning people would develop an 
interest that would impact on their attitudes and behaviour, but not necessarily 
in a way preconceived by the organisation. NGOs aimed to generate this 
interest; sometimes through determining what was important to the people 
they worked with, but usually through raising awareness about an issue and 
attracting a group of people who were already sensitive to it and open to 
finding out more. They did not claim to have the solution to global problems, 
leaving this open to discussion. This allowed autonomy for the learners and self-
direction appropriate for adult learning, although usually within parameters. 
Activities were diverse and the extent to which learners were free to guide the 
content of their learning varied. 
Information and awareness were important first steps towards transformation 
and critical engagement. Where a range of perspectives were available and 
learners had time and space to explore their own assumptions, the learning 
experience was more transformative. This meant finding a balance between 
introducing information and providing opportunities for critical dialogue. Bourn 
and Kybird (2012) discussed the relationship between learning, action and 
change. Like them I found that a critical pedagogy approach was most 
transformative, with participative methodologies addressing deep frames 
ďĞƚƚĞƌƚŚĂŶ ‘ďĂŶŬŝŶŐĞĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶ ? ?&ƌĞŝƌĞ ? ? ? ? ) ?DŽƌĞŽǀĞƌ ?ƐĞĂƌĐŚŝŶŐĨŽƌƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶƐ
together, empowering local action and breaking down neo-colonial 
assumptions provided useful tools for transformation through praxis (Freire 
1970), in a way that was not possible through campaigning. 
Sustained learning had a deeper impact than short-term interaction, which 
often took the form of campaigning and presenting only one dimension of an 
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issue due to time restrictions. Hence, I support the idea raised by Hogg (2011) 
that there needs to be a more complex conversation with a smaller percentage 
of the population, and that these people may act as catalytic individuals or 
organic intellectuals. I found that learners involved in medium and long-term 
activities were keen to take what they had learnt back to family and friends and 
encourage others to challenge their assumptions. 
Activities drew on positive messages, personal experiences, multiple 
perspectives and accurate information to different extents. This confirmed 
DĞǌŝƌŽǁ ?Ɛ  ? ? ? ? ? )ĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ ĨŽƌŐŽŽĚĚŝĂůŽŐƵĞ ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŚĞĚĞĞƉĨƌĂŵĞƐŽĨ ƚŚĞ
learners must be considered. Where there was no opportunity to participate in 
exploratory dialogue and challenge deep frames, these could make positive 
messages unintelligible to learners. Deep frames about charity needed to be 
addressed before different stories about development could be constructed.  
Comparing attitudes to the relationship between learning, action and change, I 
found that to some extent there was more of a drive in Spain for change and 
action, whereas in the UK the focus was more on critical learning. Nevertheless, 
in both contexts NGO workers claimed that change, although often desirable, 
could never be assumed or enforced. Understanding and critical thinking were 
the primary objectives and these were seen to have transformational qualities 
that were personal to the learner; increased self-esteem, a shift in consumer 
choices, a different relationship with food or a desire to volunteer. Learners 
often showed signs of becoming critical of consumerism or more aware of 
alternatives. Although the outcome was small, this was often the result of a 
change in a habit of mind and a new way of interpreting the world. While the 
deepest learning came from learners transforming frames of reference, there 
were other types of learning as well: sometimes learners found new 
information that fitted within current frames of reference and used these to 
deepen understanding. These too were valuable learning experiences.  
Responsible consumption was seen as a coherent way for everyday actions to 
fit into a larger struggle for fairness in global systems, one that required 
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networking and citizenship action. I found learners engaging in critical reflection 
and making changes to individual actions to bring them into line with their 
values. I saw this as NGOs encouraging value-action coherence in their learners. 
It was important for learners to recognise their complicity in global structures 
and to make daily consumption patterns consistent with this. While individual 
actions were not seen as a sufficient response, they were seen as a necessary 
step towards conscientização (Freire 1970). This did not prevent collective 
action, indeed, it often formed a vital step towards forming networks of people 
acting in similar ways or joining social movements. These all formed part of the 
process, although the latter was rarely part of the remit of these NGOs, they 
acted rather as signposting hubs.  
In Chapter Nine I presented a model depicting how NGO workers in both 
contexts negotiated the relationship between learning and change (Figure 9.3). 
They saw participative dialogue, along with information from a range of 
perspectives, essential starting points to generate deeper understanding. This 
was always the first step. For some the learning would stop there but for others 
this would lead to changes in attitudes. There were attempts to challenge neo-
colonial frameworks and consideration of the implication of our own actions on 
ŐůŽďĂůƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞƐ ?,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŚĞƌĞǁĞƌĞŶŽ ‘ƌŝŐŚƚƐĂŶĚǁƌŽŶŐƐ ?ĂŶĚůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐŚĂĚ
to be free to decide their own processes and actions. This personal 
transformation could lead to social change when learners formed networks or 
took collective action. Passing what they had learned on to others was another 
important aspect of the change they could make. While not all learners would 
take these further steps, creating opportunities for deep learning was 
considered beneficial. 
Implications and Impact 
By drawing together perceptions of NGO workers with illustrative examples, 
this research contributes to understanding how NGOs can provide 
transformative learning experiences that make learners more open to issues of 
global social justice. To review how this thesis may impact on development 
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education practice and policy in the UK and Spain, here I summarise the key 
recommendations derived from the above conclusions:  
First, I argue that these NGOs were well placed to deliver this critical 
development education. Yet I found there were scant development education 
opportunities for adults. By opening new spaces to bring people together to 
discuss global and development issues DECs and NGDOs provide opportunities 
for learning, as well as networking and the possibility of collective action. 
Building networks enables people to search for local, small scale solutions such 
as forming cooperatives; this can be empowering and enriching and can be 
related to solidarity with other groups dealing with similar issues in other 
contexts. These spaces might consist of public places such as bars, for showing 
and discussing documentaries, community spaces for seminars or workshops, or 
higher education institutions opening to the public.  
I suggest that Spain offered examples of ways to open up spaces for sustained 
non-formal development education. For instance, volunteering was an 
opportunity which was far more structured; opening a potential space for 
deliberative dialogue. International volunteering is another potential site for 
development education, but must be engaged with critically to avoid 
perpetuating a discourse of charity as the main solution to global problems. In 
the UK, DECs did not have their own international volunteering programmes. 
Yet, many university associations run international volunteering opportunities 
for students, many with no critical analysis of the experience or pre-departure 
training. There may be an opportunity for DECs to provide courses for student 
volunteer associations. This may open up new funding sources now that 
government funding is scarce. Clearly there are contextual differences between 
the two sites of my research. Anything one context might learn or seek to 
emulate from the other would need to be adapted to the specific political, 
sociological and historical contexts. Nevertheless, I feel there are sufficient 
commonalities to make this comparison insightful. 
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Second, transformative development education must aim for a balance 
between providing varied and accurate information for learners, and opening 
forums for them to critically reflect and question the information along with 
their own prior assumptions. While information is important, time to digest and 
consider the information within the group is essential. The idea that all learners 
bring experience to the room and that the group can construct knowledge 
together may be helpful to support dialogue. Teaching tools and methodologies 
used by DECs, such as OSDE may also be useful when opening discussions. 
Third, this implies the need for safe and open spaces, where everyone feels 
comfortable to voice their opinions and question ideas. No one should be afraid 
ƚŽ ƉůĂǇ ƚŚĞ ƌŽůĞ ŽĨ ĚĞǀŝůƐ ? ĂĚǀŽĐĂƚĞ ? ĂŶĚ ďŽth teachers and learners should 
genuinely look for the positive aspects of positions they do not hold and 
consider the impact of these on their assumptions. This is a difficult atmosphere 
to create and is more likely to be successful if there is time to build relationships 
within the group and conduct activities that strengthen these relationships. 
Therefore, sustained engagement is beneficial to enable learners to be 
comfortable enough within the group to fully challenge their assumptions.  
Fourth, everything must be on the table for debate, with all perspectives being 
heard and respected and learners being free to reach their own conclusions. 
This means that even activities the organisation takes for granted, such as 
international development projects or fair trade, should be discussed and 
critiqued. NGOs must therefore accept that that some learners will not share 
their views or objectives, and these activities could therefore have the opposite 
effect of a successful campaign. This demonstrates the importance of providing 
opportunities for long-term engagement for the learning process to be 
developed in full. To facilitate transformative development education, short-
term goals must give way to a commitment to fair-minded critical thinking, 
knowing that for some learners the long-term impact will be more 
transformative than a campaign that has only a shallow impact on the many. 
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Fifth, fair-minded critical thinking, creatively imagining other possible ways of 
understanding and genuinely questioning deep, taken-for-granted assumptions 
are extremely difficult. Development education activities need to identify 
different types of assumptions to challenge. For example, socio-cultural norms 
can be critically reflected upon through examining the implications of 
modernisation and alternative conceptualisations of development, 
consumerism, and economic growth. Neo-colonial and ethnocentric 
assumptions can be challenged by reflecting on questions about where our 
knowledge comes from and recognising the lenses we wear that affect why we 
see the world in a particular way, and that it might be different for others. The 
ƌŽůĞŽĨĐŚĂƌŝƚǇĂŶĚĚŝĐŚŽƚŽŵŝĞƐƐƵĐŚĂƐ ‘EŽƌƚŚ ?ĂŶĚ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ?Ɛ ŽƵůĚďĞĐĂƌĞĨƵůůǇ
considered and historical factors taken into account. Ecological assumptions are 
perhaps the hardest for NGOs to be open about given their value of 
environmental sustainability, but even with these issues, opposing perspectives 
should not be ignored and personal experiences should inform discussions. 
Finally, epistemic assumptions should also be illuminated, with space to reflect 
ŽŶŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĂŶĚůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƐƚǇůĞĂŶĚƚŽďĞƌĞĨůĞǆŝǀĞĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞƉĂƌƚǁĞ
play. In this area it is important that education stimulates positive emotions 
rather than generating feelings of guilt or pity. 
The final recommendation relates to policy. I found that by not having to 
fundraise for donations from the public, DECs and NGDOs did not have to 
ĐŽŵƉƌŽŵŝƐĞŽŶƚŚĞŝƌŽďũĞĐƚŝǀĞŽĨĐƌŝƚŝĐĂů ƚŚŝŶŬŝŶŐ ?tŚŝůĞ ĨƵŶĚĞƌƐ ?ĂŐĞŶĚĂƐĐĂŶ
have a potentially negative impact on work, funding for development education 
is essential to enable an approach that does not bend to short-term fundraising 
objectives. Having an overtly political agenda in development education might 
deter funders, but as I showed with the model in Chapter Nine (Figure 9.3), the 
primary focus of development education by these organisations is on deep 
learning. Attitude and behaviour change are envisaged as a potential outcome 
in the hands of the learners, not as a direct political agenda of development 
education practice.  
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My research has already begun to impact on practice. As a volunteer in a DEC 
with which I have been involved for many years, I implemented some of my 
ideas. In collaboration with staff I designed a way to open a space for 
volunteers to work with the DEC, while undertaking a critical course of 
education for social justice. One DEC worker and I planned and conducted a 
pilot workshop over two days. Participative methodologies encouraged the 
participants to explore ideas of development and social justice and come up 
with ideas to plan activities of their own. This course received good feedback 
and the ideas have been used to apply for funding to extend the model through 
developing a two-year project on non-formal education and transformative 
learning. This may provide opportunities for further research. 
This is one way in which the ideas from this thesis have been disseminated. I 
have also presented this work at conferences and I have some articles in 
progress. I have written a summary of this thesis in English and Spanish to 
disseminate to my participants. Many asked to be informed about the 
outcomes of my research, and to know more about development education in 
the other country. This was a way I could share my findings with them in return 
for their openness and kindness with me.  
Finally, I found the process used was another contribution of the research. 
Participants agreed that we need to continually revisit concepts such as 
autonomy, transformation, education, rationality, participation, critical thinking 
and democracy, as they are all contested ideas with meanings that require 
critical reflection on the assumptions behind them. Even within these 
organisations there was a feeling that due to time limitations these ideas were 
rarely discussed internally, let alone with external learners. The discussions 
generated by the statements used in my focus groups were seen as useful and 
participants asked for copies to continue this dialogue within their 
organisations. This was a benefit of the research, as Jenny explained:   
I think it was a really useful process to go through ... I think it's 
maybe something that we don't as practitioners take the time out 
sometimes to sit down together as a team and chat about what 
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global youth work is and what development education is ... I think 
sometimes in sessions ... we're really mindful of being positive 
facilitators, so these sorts of discussions about Capitalism and 
things like that come up, but we're not there really so much for us 
to get into a meaty debate, we're there to try and facilitate the 
young people ... I think we're really mindful of trying to be very 
good at that and so ... I don't think as a group we actually get the 
opportunity to sit and really get into the gritty finer details of some 
of these issues, so I think that's been valuable as well. (Jenny) 
Concluding Remarks and Reflections 
Despite feeling positive about the research, I am aware that there were 
numerous limitations to the study. I was not advocating a specific model for 
development education, but discovering spaces provided by NGOs to 
understand how they facilitated transformation. The research focused on two 
geographical regions, as to extend the research further was beyond the scope 
and capacity of a single researcher. This meant that I could not generalise the 
results across the whole of the UK and Spain. I was unable to engage with the 
complex relationships these organisations had with counterparts in other 
countries, and yet these influenced their identities.  
This project was a journey; it developed as I progressed and began to determine 
the opportunities available. I found diverse activities, which gave the project a 
valuable breadth, but at the expense of concentrating in depth on any of the 
courses. It was a limitation that I could not engage more deeply with literature 
surrounding each of the different types of courses I observed. Any one of the six 
illustrative activities could be researched in detail with a greater focus on the 
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ?ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ ?ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌůǇƚŚĞĞŵŽƚŝŽŶal aspects of transformation. 
While I hope I have answered my research questions with this thesis, I also 
hope to have generated questions: Would these results differ in other regions? 
In what ways would development education differ if instead of comparing two 
European countries we investigated transformative learning between a country 
ŝŶƚŚĞ ‘EŽƌƚŚ ?ĂŶĚŽŶĞŝŶƚŚĞ ‘^ŽƵƚŚ ? ?tŚĂƚŝƐƚŚĞƌŽůĞŽĨĐƵůƚƵƌĞŝŶŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŝŶŐ
spaces for dialogue? How does the formal education system influence work in 
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non-formal settings? How does the starting point of the learners affect which 
pedagogies are most appropriate? Can NGOs account for emotions in 
experiential learning? To what extent does the approach of the facilitator 
impact on learner engagement? Would methodological tools such as OSDE 
influence development education practice in Spain? How does context affect 
transformation? Further research is required to address these and other 
questions raised. The new funding landscape, with cuts for all these 
organisations, suggests a need for research into how this affects the NGOs and 
their capacity to engage in transformative learning.  
It would also be of interest to research more deeply how critical reflection can 
impact on an international volunteering experience. Indeed, international 
volunteering as a means of development education is a huge area of research, 
of which I have only scratched the surface here. It would be interesting to 
explore these activities in more depth, considering the nature of the dialogue 
between the Spanish organisations and their counterparts in Latin America. 
There are questions around I-Thou relationships, the extent to which the 
 ‘ŚĞůƉĞĚ ? ŝƐ ƵƐĞĚ ĂƐ Ă ŵĞĂŶƐ ŽĨ ƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐ ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ  ‘ŚĞůƉĞƌ ? ?
whether the focus is on the causes or symptoms of inequality, and the 
emotional aspects of an immersion experience.  
There are many ways to create spaces for dialogue. NGO workers have the 
expertise and discourses to do this and should look for more opportunities to 
engage in non-formal development education. However, I do not claim that this 
is a definitive conclusion. I have opened questions for discussion. I have not 
found that there is one clear way to provide spaces for transformation through 
development education. Rather, I have discussed some interesting examples 
and pedagogies that have transformative potential, noting that there are many 
valid ways of doing this. I maintain that having spaces to engage with issues of 
global social justice are desirable, but the ways of attaining these are manifold. 
Following Graeber (2004) I:  
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 ? ůŽŽŬ Ăƚ ƚŚŽƐĞ ǁŚŽ ĂƌĞ ĐƌĞĂƚŝŶŐ ǀŝĂďůĞ ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞƐ ? ƚƌǇ ƚŽ ĨŝŐƵƌĞ
out what might be larger implications of what they are (already) 
doing, and then offer those ideas back, not as prescriptions, but as 
contributions, possibilities  W as gifts. (p. 11-12) 
In conclusion, by considering the literature surrounding transformative learning 
and bringing it into dialogue with the development education work of NGOs, I 
have made a contribution to the way these spaces are understood. This 
research deepened my involvement with organisations in both Britain and 
Spain. I found the experience immensely transformative and I have become 
more open-minded, seeing value in a range of perspectives, and far less ready 
ƚŽƚŚŝŶŬ/ŬŶĞǁǁŚĂƚǁĂƐ ‘ŐŽŽĚ ? ?Alternatives to the status quo and solutions to 
injustices are not easily accessible. At one time this troubled me, but dialogue 
and fair-mindedly listening to others, became my main prerogatives, seeing 
participation in process as paramount. I felt that having spaces to engage with 
others and find small scale, local alternatives to some of these seemingly 
insurmountable problems was empowering. I have become more interested in 
seeing how these spaces could work to generate deeper understanding of the 
complexities of global issues. I see this as only the beginning of my journey into 
discovering more about these ideas and the role of research in this field.  
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Appendix One: Information Sheet 
Project Title:  
NGOs and non-formal education for global social justice: A 
comparison of Britain and Spain 
Project aims:  
To understand how global issues are presented through non-formal global 
HGXFDWLRQDFWLYLWLHVDQG WKHH[WHQW WRZKLFK WKHVHDIIHFW OHDUQHUV¶DWWLWXGHVDQG
actions.  
Nature of Involvement:  
 Participants, both learners and teachers, from different non-formal education 
courses, run by NGOs, will be asked to volunteer to participate in the 
research with the right to withdraw at any time.  
 Some informal discussions and familiarisation with the organisation will take 
place over a number of months. 
 Interviews and focus groups will be conducted with members of staff 
involved in planning or teaching the non-formal educational activities run by 
the NGO. 
 Interviews will be conducted with learners taking the course. 
 The interviews and focus groups should take approximately between 40 
minutes and one hour. 
 These interviews will be recorded onto a Dictaphone and transcribed for 
analysis of the data.  
 This data will be securely kept and no-one other than the researcher and her 
research colleagues and supervisors will see this data.  
 This ensures that the participants will have complete confidentiality and 
DQRQ\PLW\DQGDQ\GHWDLOVWKDWPD\GLVFORVHDSDUWLFLSDQW¶VLGHQWLW\ZLOOQRW
be used in any publication. 
 No further involvement will be required of the participants, but if they would 
like to see any resulting essays or publications, or receive any feedback from 
the study the researcher will make this available to them. 
Researcher 
Eleanor Brown is a research student in the School of Education, University of 
Nottingham. She worked as a research associate in the School for three years, 
participating in projects on peace education, cultural diplomacy, adult learning 
and school leadership. She is currently undertaking research for an ESRC 
sponsored doctoral study in Comparative Peace Education. Prior to this Eleanor 
worked as a volunteer for a number of development NGOs in Spain and England 
and also worked as an English teachers for four years in Costa Rica and Spain. 
Her supervisors are Professor W. John Morgan (UNESCO Chair of the Political 
Economy of Education) and Gary Mills (Lecturer in Education).  
Contact details 
Researcher:  ttxejb1@nottingham.ac.uk 
Supervisors:  john.morgan@nottingham.ac.uk  
                      gary.mills@nottingham.ac.uk 
Ethics coordinator:  alison.kington@nottingham.ac.uk  
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Appendix Two: Participant Consent Form 
Project title:  
NGOs and non-formal education for global social justice: A 
comparison of Britain and Spain. 
 
5HVHDUFKHU¶VQDPHEleanor J. Brown 
6XSHUYLVRU¶VQDPHProfessor W. John Morgan 
x I have read the Participant Information Sheet and the nature and purpose of 
the research project has been explained to me. I understand and agree to 
take part. 
x I understand the purpose of the research project and my involvement in it. 
x I understand that I may withdraw from the research project at any stage 
and that this will not affect my status now or in the future. 
x I understand that while information gained during the study may be 
published, I will not be identified and my personal results will remain 
confidential.  
x I understand that I will be recorded during the interview.  
x I understand that data will be stored will be kept in a secure location and 
no-one other than research colleagues, supervisors or examiners will have 
access to any of the data collected.  
x I understand that I may contact the researcher or supervisor if I require 
further information about the research, and that I may contact the Research 
Ethics Coordinator of the School of Education, University of Nottingham, 
if I wish to make a complaint relating to my involvement in the research. 
 
Signed ««««««««««««««««««««««««««««
(Research participant) 
Print name «««««««««««««««««   Date«««««««« 
 
Contact details 
Researcher:  ttxejb1@ nottingham.ac.uk 
Supervisors:  john.morgan@nottingham.ac.uk  
                      gary.mills@nottingham.ac.uk 
Ethics coordinator:  alison.kington@nottingham.ac.uk  
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Appendix Three: Attitude Survey Statements 
 
x Human civilisation is a succession of processes and events 
over which individuals have very little control if any. 
x The aim of development education should not be about 
trying to replace dominant values with others, even if we 
believe these alternative values could make the world a 
better place. 
x Capitalism is a system based on the recognition of individual 
rights. It is a prerequisite of political freedom and the 
alternatives risk state repression. Therefore, it is 
important to also consider the benefits of the capitalist 
system.  
x Critical dialogue in development education is made coherent 
through a commitment to a particular political framework.  
x Events throughout human history are the result of 
collective action that have shaped society and the world we 
live in. Therefore, educating people to work towards 
positive social change does make a difference.  
x Inequality is a natural social condition. Overcoming it is 
humanly impossible and there is no point in working towards 
such a utopian goal through development education.  
x We enjoy many freedoms in this country. We should think 
carefully about trying to undermine the system we have.  
x One of the aims of development education is to critically 
explore the global structures of power and domination that 
produce and reproduce inequalities and injustice, and 
promote alternatives. 
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x Understanding the complexity of global issues is impossible, 
WKDW·VZK\GHYHORSPHQWHGXFDWLRQVHOHFWVSLHFHVRI
information in an attempt to influence people to take 
responsible action. 
x The most important thing we can do to reduce poverty in 
poor countries is to send more aid and resources. 
x Values and attitudes associated with development education 
cannot be assumed universal in all cultural contexts. 
x Development education is a form of indoctrination, where 
indoctrination is defined as using narrow goals of teaching 
WKDWDVVXPHWKHUHLVD¶ULJKW·ZD\WRWKLQNDERXWRU
understand things. 
x Global issues can be interpreted in many different ways 
which are all equally vaOLG7KHUHDUHQR¶KDUGIDFWV·WKDWDUH
not open to interpretation. 
x Development education should aim to make learners feel 
guilt and outrage about injustice in order to provoke 
behavioural change and encourage individuals to take action 
against injustice. 
x It is a waste of aid money to pay for educational projects in 
developed countries to raise awareness of global issues 
among their citizens. This money would be better spent on 
WKHZRUOG·VSRRUHVWSHRSOH 
x In our daily lives we often get a one-sided account of global 
issues through the media. Development education aims to 
provide different perspectives in order to give individuals a 
more complete understanding of what is happening in the 
world. 
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Appendix Four: NGO Worker Interview Mind-map 
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Appendix Five: Course Learner Interview Mind-map 
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Appendix Six: NVivo9 Node Categories and Definitions 
 (First Level Coding) 
1. The Nature of the Organisation: Aims, objectives and mission of the 
organisation and its size, structure and funding sources, the values and 
attitudes it promotes broadly defined. 
a. Aims and Objectives: Stated aims or mission of the 
organisation. 
b. Lines of work: The types of activities the organisation engages 
in. 
c. Political views and values: Stated values or political frameworks 
of the organisation. 
d. Structure of the Organisation: Structure, size and financing of 
the organisation. 
2. Education and the Organisation: Why development education is 
important, how it is defined by the organisation; the methodologies used 
and topics covered broadly defined; whether it focuses on formal or non-
formal settings; and the relationship education has with volunteering and 
international development. 
a. The Role of Volunteering: The role of volunteers within the 
organisation, and how volunteering relates to development 
education. 
b. International Cooperation for Development: The 
understanding within the organisation of the relationship between 
international cooperation for development and the educational 
activities. 
c. Definitions and Terminology: How development education, 
critical thinking etc. are defined and used by the organisation, 
and what weight different definitions give to particular elements 
of the organisation's work. 
d. Subjects Covered: Statements about which topics, themes, and 
issues are discussed in the educational activities conducted by the 
organisation. 
e. Methodologies: The teaching methods and methodologies used 
by the organisation, and comments about which tend to be 
prioritised. 
f. Types of Activities: The nature of the activities the organisation 
engages in, whether one-off events or longer courses. 
g. Settings of Education: Statements about which settings the 
organisation works in formal and non-formal. 
h. Importance of Development Education: Views about why 
development education is important in our society in the 21st 
century. 
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3. Epistemologies and Theoretical Frameworks: Deeper analysis of 
development education from the perspective of postcolonial theory and 
from the perspectives of different approaches to learning. 
a. Postcolonial Theory: Analysing the data from the perspective of 
postcolonial theory, looking at some of the issues raised in 
postcolonial theory literature regarding the concept of 
development promoted by the organisation and attitudes to other 
countries, in particular the attitude towards poverty and the 
distinction between justice and charity. 
i. Challenging Stereotypes: What steps the organisation 
takes to challenge stereotypes and how stereotypes are 
understood. 
ii. Justice and Charity: Analysis of the relationship between 
justice and charity and to what extent the organisation 
moves between the two in the course of its work. 
iii. Presence of Positive and Negative Stories: %DVHGRQµWKH
GDQJHURIDVLQJOHVWRU\¶WRZKDWH[WHQWWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV
talk about positive stories from 'developing' countries or 
to what extent negative stories are prioritised. 
iv. Structural and Systemic Issues: Any discussion or 
treatment of issues that address the structural nature of 
poverty and the forces behind some of the global injustices 
the organisation works on. 
v. Understanding Development: The way the organisation 
conceptualises and talks about development, and the 
attitudes to it. 
b. The Nature of Knowledge: The way knowledge is conceived by 
the organisation, whether it is seen as fixed or fluid, whether it is 
seen as being discovered or constructed and the importance of 
interpretation and the nature of facts. 
i. Agency of the Individual: The power and agency an 
individual is seen to have in order to change their social 
environment. 
ii. Construction of Meaning: Discussion of how meaning 
can be constructed through education or in society and 
what this implies for understanding and reading the 
world. 
iii. Interpretation: The way knowledge is interpreted and the 
relation this has with a concept of truth and facts. 
iv. Questioning Sources and Assumptions: Evidence of 
participants questioning their own assumptions and the 
assumptions that may lie behind sources of information 
they access. 
c. Attitudes to Teaching and Learning: Analysis regarding the 
approach to education from the perspective of critical pedagogy 
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and transformative learning and looking at the complexities of 
these methodologies when dealing with values education, and the 
philosophical contradictions that need to be resolved when 
critically learning about moral issues. 
i. Moral Education and Indoctrination: Analysis of some 
of the tensions in this work when dealing with values and 
morals when these are predefined and how this relates to 
indoctrination or propaganda. The presence of two-way 
learning and the opportunities for discussing different 
perspectives. How they see this tension and how they 
attempt to resolve it. 
x  Education, Propaganda, Campaigning and 
Indoctrination: How are the relationships 
between these areas are conceived of by the 
organisation, how participants understand this 
relationship. 
x  Managing Philosophical Contradiction: How the 
tension is reconciled between encouraging critical 
literacy and pushing a particular agenda. 
x  Mutual Respect, Equity and Two-Way 
Learning: Evidence of mutual respect and two-
way learning in the set-up of the educational 
activities: this relates also to dialogic learning. 
x  Safe Open Spaces: The extent to which the 
learning environment is a space that is inclusive of 
different perspectives and how disagreement is 
managed and understood, and whether a single 
perspective is sometimes promoted. 
x  The Role of Values: How values are understood 
in terms of education and how are they reconciled 
by the organisation, and whether these relate to an 
underlying ideology. 
ii. Critical Pedagogy and Transformative Learning: 
Discussion of issues regarding education for social 
change and challenging the hegemonic ideologies to 
empower learners. How the organisation develops organic 
LQWHOOHFWXDOVWKURXJKGLDORJXHUDWKHUWKDQµEDQNLQJ
HGXFDWLRQ¶DQGKRZWKH\VHHWKLVDVKDYLQJWUDQVIRUPDWLYH 
potential. 
x Challenging the Status Quo: Discussion of how 
they encourage learners to challenge the status 
quo and make changes in their own environment. 
x Creation of Organic Intellectuals: How the 
education is seen to be followed up through further 
activitiHVE\µFRQVFLHQWLVHG¶OHDUQHUVDQGWKH
networking potential of the educational activities. 
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x Dialogue versus Banking Education: The 
concept of education used by the organisation and 
to what extent the education is understood as 
dialogic and to what extent it is about passing on 
information. 
x Learning through the Experience of Others: 
Learning based on the stories of others and how 
this can enable us to question our own world view 
or frames of mind, particularly when presented 
with different perspectives of an experience. 
x Participative, Experiential and Affective 
Learning: Methodologies used that promote 
participation, conducted through participative 
learning, experiential or affective learning and 
how this develops understanding. 
x Promoting Questioning and Critical Reflection: 
How questioning and critical reflection on 
assumptions and dominant ideologies is 
encouraged through education. 
 
